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PREFACE
 

The Society of Air Safety InvestIga't c'rs is organized 
exclusively to prolllotethedevelopment of improved accident 
investigation procedures through lectures, displays, and 
presentations and by the exchange of information. In 
furtherance of this objective, it is intended to exchange 
ideas, experiences and in.formation regarding the art of 
aircraft accident Lnves't'Lga td.cn and disseminate findings to 
the public, in order to increase the safety of flight. 

The PROCEEDINGS of the Society include a compilation of 
the papers presented at the Annual Seminar and are intended 
solely for the purpose of aircraft accident prevention. The 
views and opinions expressed in the PROCEEDINGS are those of 
the authors and do not necesaardIy reflect 'theviewso'f 'the 
Society. 
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THE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER IN AIRCRAFT 
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

Evolutionary developments in the aviation 
industry in the last fifteen years have 
brought about a significant and inevitable 
shift of responsibilities for air safety 
from the flight crew to the air traffic 
cQfitroller. Technical advances have 
occurred which have resulted in increased 
responsibilities for controllers and as a 
result of this evolution the partici
pation of air traffic controllers in 
accident investigation on the same basis 
as that at present enjoyed by pilots is 
now a practical necessity. Because of 
this there now is an urgent need for 
such organizations as MOT in Canada, and 
DOT, FAA, and those universities 
offering training in this field to 
design and conduct courses specifically 
for Air Traffic Controllers. 

PAPEL DEL CONTRQIADOR DE TRANSITO AEREO 
EN LOS ACCIDENTES Y SU INVESTIGACION 

La evolucion de la aeronautica en los ulti_ 
mos tres lustros ha traido un cambio impor_ 
tante e inevitable: muchas responsabili_ 
dades han pasado de los tripulantes a los 
c~nt:olador;s debido al progreso de la . 
tecn~ca, y estos debian participar en la 
i~vestigacion en la misma medida que los 
p~lotos. Por ese, m?tivo, el MOT de Canacta, 
el·DOT ~ la FAA, as~como las universidades 
han concebidocursos para los controladores' 
de transito aereo. 

LE ROLE DU CONTROLEUR DE LA CIRCULATION 
AERIENNE DANS LES ENQUErES SUR ACCIDENT 
D'AVIAT10N. 

GENERAL1TES 
Les progres realises par l'industrie de 
l'aviation depuis une quinz~ine d'annees 
ont inevitablement amene a attribuer aux 
controleurs de la circulation aerienne 
bon nombre de responsabilites qui incom
baient jusque la aux membres d'equipage 
en matiere de securite aerienne. 11 est 
done necessaire en pratique que les 
controleurs participent .aux enquetes sur 
accident au meme titre que les pilotes. 
C'est pourquoi le MDT du Canada, le DOT 
et 1a FAA des Etats-Unis, ainsi que les 
universites qui forment du personnel en 
ce domaine programment plUS speciale
rnent leurs cours a l'intention des 
controleurs de la circulation aerienne. 

3Bon~U~OHHMe ~3MeHeH~H B aB~aU~oH
HOM ~HnYCTp~~ aa nocnenH~e nHTHan
UaTbneT npl'l:BenH R aHaql'l:TenbHoM l'l: 
Hel'l:36e.HO~· CMeHe OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH 
aa 6eaonacHoCTb noneTOB OT neTHoro 
3KHnaza K ~l'l:CneTqepy BoanymHoro nB~
zeHHH. TIpoHaomen TeXHHqeCKl'l:~ npor
pecc, KOTOPH~ npHBen K nOBHmeHHo~ 
OTBeTCTBeHHOCTl'l: ~nH ~HCneTqepOB H, 
K&K pe3ynbT&'I' 3TO~3B01IlOUHl'l:, yqaCTl'l:e 
~HCneTqepOB B03~ymHoro ~Bl'l:ZeHHH B 
p&CenenOB&HHH npOl'l:CmeCTBH~ H& ~OM 
ze OCHo~e KaK 3TO ocymecTBnReTCR B 
HaCTORlI(ee BpeMR rmnoTallH,lIBnHeTCH 
npaKTHqeCKO~ Heo6xo~l'l:IIOCTbm. BBH~y 
3Toro ce~q&c cymecTByeT CPOqHaH He
o6xonHMOCTb B TaKHX OpraHH3aUHHx 
KaK MOT B KaHane, nOT H ~AA H B Ta
KHX YHHBepcHTeT&X, KOTopHe npenna
ra~T o6yqeHHe B 3TOM 06naCTH nnR 
paapa60TKH H npOBeneHl'l:H KypCOB cne
UH&nbHO nnR nHCneTqepOB BoanymHoro 
nBHzeHHR. 
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DISCREDITING AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATIQN 

Most aircraft accident investigators 
are technically qualified to investigate 
an aircraft accident and analyze the 
evidence.· They experience no difficulty 
in orally explaining what caused the 
accident. Unfortunately, an oral 
description is not all that is requiredj 
there is the inevitable accident report. 
Many investigators discredit the 
accident investigation with their report 
by not following rules of usage, grammar 
or spelling. This paper contains 
extracts from accident Feports and 
illustrates how an accident investi
gation may be discredited by the 
written word. 

COMO PUEDB DESPRESTIGIARSE LA. INVESTIGA
CION DE ACCIDENTES 

La mayoria de los investigadores de acci
dentes tienen.la competencia necesaria y no 
les es dificil explicar verbalmente las 
causas de un accidente. Lamentablemente, 
no es eso 10 unico que se les exige, esne
cesario ademas redactar un informe. Muchos 
investigadores desprestigian su profesion, 
redactando un informe que infringe las nor
mas de gramatica, estilo y ortografia~ En 
estanotase dan algunas ilustraciones de 
laforroa enquepuede de~restigiarse 1a 
investigacion por un texto mal redactado. 

(P. 6) 

LACUNES QUI PEUVENT DISCREDITER UNE 
lliQUETE SUR ACCIDENT D'AVIATION. 

La plupart des enqueteurs possedent 
toutes les qualifications techniques 
pour enqueter sur un accident d'avia
tion et analyser les indices recueillis. 
lIs n'eprouvent aucune difficulte a 
exposer verbalement les causes de 
l' accident. Malheureusement, ils ne 
peuvent pas se soustraire a la neces
site de presenter leur rapport par 
ecrit. Nombre d'enquetes sur accident 
se trouvent discreditees parce que Ie 
rapport d'accident ne respecte pas les 
bons usages, les regles grammaticales 
ou l' orthographe. L' ..auteur presente 
des extraits de rapports d'accident 
qui illustrent ce genre d'erreurs. 

,IWCKPE,UMTOBAHItrn: PACCJIFJlOB.AImH 
ABtUIMOHHbIX ITPOVICmECTBID1 

EOn})mHHCTBO paCCne,IJ;OBaH~H aBPIa~OH
H~~ npo~cmeCTB~H B TeXH~qeCKOM OTHO
meH~H KBan~~~u~pOBaHN ,IJ;nR paCcne,IJ;o
BSHHR SBHSUHOHHoro npo~CmeCTBPIfi ~ 

aHanPI3a OqeB~,IJ;HOCTe¥.. OHH He PICnN
THBa~T HMKaK~XTPY,IJ;HOCTeH np~ yCT
HON O~bRCHeHMH Toro, qTO BN3Bsno 
npOHcmeCTB~e. K cozaneH~~, yCTHoe 
onHCSHHe - He Bce, qTO Tpe~yeTcR; 
cymecTByeT eme HeH3~e~HH~ ,IJ;OKna.zx 
o npo~cmeCTBMH. MH~rHe paCCne,IJ;OBS
TenH ,IJ;HCKpe,IJ;HTHpymT paCcne,IJ;OBaHHe 
npOHcmeCTBHM B CBO~X ,IJ;OKnS,IJ;SX, He 
cne.zxyR npaBHnau ynoTpe6neHHR, rpSM
MaTHKH HnH npaBonHcaHHR. HaCTORmHM 
,IJ;OKyueHT CO,IJ;epZHT BN,IJ;epXKH M3 ,IJ;OK
na.zxOB no pSCCne,IJ;OBSH~~ rrpo~cmeCT

BHH H Hnn~CTpaUHH KaK pSCCne,IJ;OBa
HHe npOHcmeCTBHR MoxeT 6MT}) ~HC
Kpe,IJ;HTHpOBSHO nOCpe,IJ;CTBOM nHC&MeR-

Horo HanoxeHHR. 
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LE ROLE DES PROCES DANS LES ENQUETES DETHE ROLE OF LITIGATION IN US AIR SAFETY 
SECURITE AERIENNEAUX ETATS-UNIS. 

INVESTIGATION 

This paper discusses a source of 
aircraft accident investigative data 
which is sometimes disregarded or 
neglected. Litigation investigation 
frequently entai~s extensive studies 
which go beyond the realm of the initial 
government investigation. This process 
sometimes reveals substantial accident 
related information which if used 
appropriately would be invaluable to a 
safety program. There is a requirement 
to develop a system whereby this infor
mation would be more readily available 
to all. 

LA IMPORTANCIA DE LOS LITIGIOS JUDICIALES 
PARA IA INVESTIGACION SOBRE SIDURIDAD 
AERONAUTICA EN LOS EEUU 

Esta nota trata de una fuente de informa
cion sobre accidentes de aviacion que a 
veces se toma poco en cuenta. La inves
tigacion que se efectua a raiz de 1itigios 
judiciales es a menudo mucho mas amp1ia 
que 1a investigacion inicial del gobierno, 
10 que a veces permite obtener importantes 
datos sobre los accidentes y que podrian 
ser de gran ut iIidad para un programa de 
seguridad. Es necesario encontrar una for_ 
ma de faci1itar e1 acceso a ests informa
cion. 

Lt auteur evoque une source souvent 
negligee de donnees dans Ie 40maine des 
enquetes sur les accidents d'aviation. 
Les enquetes effectuees lars d'un proces 
sont souvent noussees bien au-de1a des 
moyens dont dlsposait l'enquete officiel
le initiale. Ce processus permet parfois 
d'obtenir des renseignements dont l'utili
sation rationnelle serait precieuse pour 
un programme desecurite. 11 faut mettre 
sur pied des mecanismes permettant a 
taus les interesses d'avoir plus facile
ment acces a ce genre de renseignements. 

POJIb CYJJ;EEHorO PA3EHPATFJIbCTBA B 
PACCJIEJJ;OBAlIIDi EE30IIACHOCm nOJIETOB 
BCmA 

B HaCTORllle.. nOKY..eHTe paccMaTpHBa
eTCR HCTOqHHKnaHHHX nopaccnenOBa
HHm aBHaUHOHHWX npOHcmecTBH~, KOTO
pH" HHorna rrpeHe6peramTHnH Ha KO
TOPW~ He 06p~amT BHH..aHHe. Cyne6
Hoe pa36HpaTen~CTBO paccne~OBaHHR 

qaCTO BneqeT 3a co6o~ 3HaqHTen~Hwe 

H3yqeHHR, KOTopwe BwxonRT 3a npene
nw 06naCTH Haqan~HOro npaBHTen~CT

BeHHoro paccnenOBaHHR. 3TOT npouecc 
HHorna BCKpWBaeT BazHYW HH~op ..aUHm, 
oTHoeR~CR K npOHcmeCTBH~, KOTopaR, 
ecnH ee npaBHn~HO Hcnon~30BaT~, 6y
neT HeoueHHMO~ nnR nporpa....s 6e30
naCHOCTH. CYllleCTByeT Tpe60BaHHe no 
paapa60TKe CHCTe..», C nOMOlll~m KOTO
poi TaKym HH~op ..aUHm MOZRO 6sno 6w 
npenocTaBnR~~ nnR Bcex. 
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OBSERVATIONS ON SOME ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER 
SAFETY 

An overview of the helicopter accident 
picture is presented based on statistical 
treatment of raw accident data obtained 
from both civilian and military sources. 
Current problem areas are identified from 
an analysis of accident type and accident 
cause data. -The autorotation maneuver is 
identified as an accident contributer 
itself based upon a recent U.S. Army study. 
An explanation of the technical aspects of 
autorotations which contribute to an 
undesirable end result is offered. 

Se presenta una vision general de los acci
dentes, a base de estadisticas civiles y 
militares. Se delimitan los problemas actua
les, analizando los tipos de accidentes y 
sus causas. A base de un reciente estudio 
del ejercito de EE UU se identifica la 
autorrotacion como un factor que contri_ 
buye a los accidentes y se explican los 
aspectos tecnicos de esta maniobra que 
pueden resultar inconvenientes. 

(P. 18) 

OBSERVATIONS SUR LA SECURITE D' UTILISATION 
DES HELICOPTERES. 

Generalites sur les accidents d'helicop
teres, d'apres l'etude statistique de 
donnees brutes fournies par des utili
sateurs civils et militaires. L'analyse 
de donnees sur Ie type et la cause des 
accidents met en evidence certains pro
blemes actuels. D' am-es une etude 
effectuee recemment par l'Armee des 
Etats-Unis, les evolutions en autorota
tion interviennent pour une grande part 
dans Ie taux des accidents d'helicop
teres. La note expose les caracteris
tiques techniques des manoeuvres en 
autorotation qui contribuent a deter
miner des taux d'accident anormalement 
eleves. 

3AME4A.HWI no HEKOTOPhlM ACnEKTAM
 
EE30TIACHOCTJII nOJIETOB BEPTOJIETOB
 

npenCTBBnHeTCR o6aop KapT~HM 6eao
naCHOCTH noneToB, OCHOBaHHM~ He 
CTaTHCT~qeCKOM paCCMOTpeHMH Heo6
pa60TaHHMX naHHMX npo~cweCTBH~, 
nonyqeHH~~ H3 rpa~naHCKHX ~ BoeH
HMX MCTOqHMKOB. TeKym~e rrpo6neMHMe 
PB~OHM onpeneneHM HB aHanMae naHHMX 
THna H npMqHHM npOHcweCTBM~. MaHeBp 
aBTOpOTaDMH onpeneneH KaK caM no 
ce6e cone~cTBYIDmM~ npoHcmecTBHID, 
OCHOBMBaHCb Ha HenaEHHX HccnenOEa
HHHX, npoBeneHHMX B apMHu CIIlA. 
npennaraeTcR paa~RCHeHueTeXHUqeC
KHX acneKTOE aETopoTaUHH, KOTopMe 
cone~CTEYIDT He~enaTenbHOMY KOHeq
HOMY peaYJIbTaTY. 
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(P. 39) 

MANEUVRING STABILITY'S ROLE IN 
AIRCRAFT ACCID~T CAUSATIQ" 

Basic aircraft maneuvering stability 
is reviewed. Maneuvering stability's 
role. in aircraft accident causation is 
discussed. Past and current United 
States' certification requirements 
governing maneuvering flying qualities 
are reviewed. Specific utility/general 
aviation, fighter, and transport-type 
aircrafts' maneuvering stability levels 
are presented for examination. Guide
lines for the consideration of maneuv
ering stability's role in accident 
causation are presented. 

PAPEr. DE LA ESTABILIDAD DE MANIOBRA 
EN LOS ACCIDENTES DE AVIACION 

Se examinan los aspectos fundamentales de 
la estabilidad de maniobra de las aerona
ves y au papel en los accidentes.' Se es
tUdian los requisitos antiguos y actuales 
requisitos de certificacion en 10 que res
pecta a las maniobras de vuelo, impl.l.estos 
en los Estados Unidos. A base de aviones 
de, la aviacion general, para usos especia
les, aviones de guerra y transporte, se 
estudianproblemas demaniobra. Be sientan 
principios para estudiar el papel de la 
estabilidad de maniobra en los accidentes. 

LA STABILITE DE MANOEUVRE COMME 
CAUSE D'ACCIDENT D'AVIATION. 

Etude du role de la stabilite de
 
manoeuvre comme cause d'accident
 
d'aviation. Rappel des reglements
 
americains actuels et anciens sur
 
les qualites de vol au cours des
 
manoeuvres. Etude des niveaux de
 
stabilite de manoeuvre de certains
 
appareils d'aviation generale, des
 
chasseurs et des avions de transport.
 
Precisions sur Ie role de la stabilite
 
de manoeuvre comme cause d'accident.
 

POJIb YCTOMtrnBOCTVI TIm MAHEBPE B 
IIFWUffiHOCTVI ABI1A.IWOHHblX TIPOMCmECT
BID! 

PaCCMaTp:H1!aIOTCR OCHOBHwe npPrHIIHmr 
YCTOi'1qPrBOCTH B03nymHoro cynHa npPr 
MaHeBpe. 06Cy%.IlaeTCR pon~ YCTOMqH~ 
BOCTH npPr uaHeBpe B ITpHqHHHOCTH aBH
aUHOHHVX npOHcmeCTBHH. TIepecuaTpH
BalOTCRnpomnwe H HaCTORmHe Tpe6oBa
HPrRCoenHHeHHMX mTaTOB no cepTH~HKa
UHPr, paCnpOCTpaHRlOmHeCR Ha neTHNe 
KaqeCTBa npH MaHeBp8X. TIpencTaBnR
mTCR nnR Pr3yqeHHR KOHKpeTHwe ypOBHH 
YCTOMqPr1!OCTH npHMaHeBpe B03nymHWX 
cynoB ~OMMepqeCKOrO Ha3HaqeHHR!06
mero npHMeHeHHR, PrcTpe6PrTenefi H . 
TpaHcnopTHwx cynOB. TIpencTaBnRIOTCR 
OCHOBHwe npHHUPrmr nnR paCCMOTpeHPrR 
ponH yCTOHqHBOCTHnpH uaHeBpe B 
npHqHHHOCTH aBHaUPrOHHVX npOHcme-
CTBHH. . 
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FLIGHT SAFETY THROUGH AN IMPROVED
 
TRAINING AIRPLANE
 

Flight instruction is a basic key to 
aviation safety Yet at present there is 
no general aviation airplane designed for 
flight instruction. The aircraft used for 
virtually aU civilian flight instruction 
are the lowest priced airplanes on the 

. market Some of these airplanes are not
 
appr-oved f'or' all training maneuvers, such
 
as Lrrterrt i.ona''. spins. In fact, one such
 
airplane -- specifically advertised as a
 
trainer -- does not even offer dual con

trols as standard equipment.
 

Using the approach of analyzing the 
flight instruction mission and developing 
airplane characteristics to fit, a series 
of modifications to an existing airframe 
have been developed. These modifications 
include a revised instrument panel layout, 
additional instruments, and a variable cg 
ballast system 

The training airplane will make it 
fossible to simulate the effect of over
extending the airplane's performance, such 
as high altitude takeoffs on a hot day, or 
oreratd ng O:1t of the weight 'cs envelope, 
as well as demonstrating the effects of 
systems malfunctions. 

I.A SEGURIDAD DEL VUELO Y EL MEJORAMIENTO DE 
LOS AVIONES DE ENTRENANIENTO 

La instruccion en vuelo es fundamental para 
la.seguridad del vuelo, y sin embargo no 
e~ste actualmente ningan avion de la avia
c~on general que se haya concebido especial_ 
mente para la instruccion. Practicamente 
en todos los vuelos civiles de instruccion 
Fe emplean los aviones de menor precio. Al_ 
gunos de ellos no estan certificados para 
efectuar maniobras de instruccion tales 
com t· b A" , , o ~:a.uzones. un mas, un avion que en 
la publ~c2dad se presenta como de instruc_ 
cion ni siquiera cuenta con mandos dobles. 
Se ha estudiado en que consiste un vuelo de 
i~st:uccion y las correspondientes caracte
r2st2cas de la aeronave, para concebir las 
necesarias modificaciones de la celula, que 
afectan la presentacion de los instrumentos 
e~ e.J: tablero, y su niimero, previendo asi 
m2smo un sistema variable de determinacion 
del centro de gravedad 
~ aVi~n de instruccio~ debera poder simular 
s;tuac20nes en que se exige de la aeronave 
mas de l~ normal, po; ejemplo, despegues a 
gran ~t2tud en un d2a caluroso, 0 bien 
operac~ones fuera de la envolvente de peso
del centro de gravedad. 

(P. 52)
 

LA SECURITE AERIENNE ET L' AMELIORATION DES 
AVIONS D I ECOLAGE. 

L'instruction en vol joue un role crucial 
dans la securite en aviation. Pourtant, 
aucun des appareils actuels de l'aviation 
generale nlest con~ a cette'fin et l'on 
utilise les avions les moins couteux, 
dont certains ne sont pas certifies pour 
toutes lea manoeuvres d'instruction, par 
exemple pour les exercices de vrille. 
Llun dleux, presente pourtant comme avion 
d'ecolage~n'a meme pas la double commande 
en equipement standard. 
En analysant l'instruction en vol et les 
caracteristiques que doivent presenter 
les avions, l'auteur a determine une serie 
de modifications pour un appareil existant 
(notamment un nouveau tableau de bord, des 
instruments additionnels et un dispositif 
permettant de faire varier le centrage). 
L'appareil ainsi modifie permet de 

simuler les effets d'un depassement des 
performance~ normales de l'avion (decollage 
a haute alt~tude par temps chaud ou depas
sement des limites de poids et centrage 
par example) et de demontrer les consequen
ces d'une defectuosite de fonctionnement. 

ReTHaR no~roToBRa RBnReTCR OCHOBHHM 
Rn~qOM R aBHaUHoHHoH 6e30naCHocTH. 
TeM He ueHee B HaCTORmee BpeUR eme 
HeT caMoneTa aBHaUHH o6mero rrpHMe
HeHH~, C03~aHHoro ~nR neTHo~ no~ro
TOB~M. Bo3~ymHHe cyna, Hcnon~3yeMMe 
npa~THqeCKH ~nR BceM neTHO~ no~ro
TOB~H B rpa~aHcRo~ aBHaUHH, RBnRmT
CR cauoneTaUH HaH60nee HH3ROH CTO
HMOC~H Ha aBHaUHOHHOW pHHKe. HeRo
Topwe H3 a~HX cauoneTOB He o~o6peHH 
~nR BunonHeHHR Bcex yqe6Hwx MaHeB
pOB,TaRHX KalC.rrpe~HauepeHHIIH mTO
nope ~aRTHqeCKH,OnHH H3 TaKHX cawo
neTOB, cneUHanDHO peRnaWHpOBaHHHH 
RaR yqe6Ho-~peHHpOBOqHH~, ~aze He 
npe~oc~aBnReT ny6nHpoBaHHoro ynpaB
neHHR B KaqeCTBe CTaH~apTHoro o6opy
~OBaHHH. Mcnon~3YR weTO~ aHanH3a 
3ana~H neTHO~ no~rOTOBRH H pa3pa6a
TNBaR COOTBeTcTBymmHe xapaRTepHCTH
RH cauoneTOB, 6Nna pa3pa6oTaHa ce
pHS WO~M~HKaUH~ K cymecTBymmeMY 
nnaHepy caUOneT&. 3TH MonH~HKaUHH 
BKn~qa~T H3MeHeH~ RownaHoBRy npH
60pHOM ~OCKH, ~ononHHTen~HHe HHCTpy
~eHTM M nepeueHHym cHcTeuy 6anaCTa. 



COMMUNICATION/COORDINATION - THE 
!CEY TOWARD IMPROVED CABIN SAFETY 

Efforts are currently underway to 
establish an improved rapport between 
creWl'lembers of our nation's airlines and 
the Federal Aviation Administration in 
Washington, D.C. Particular attention is 
being focused on cabin safety, the flight 
attendant and the promotion of safety 
awareness throughout the aviation 
community. " This is being achieved 
through the efforts of all elements of 
the system, of which we all are a part. 
A greater understanding of each other's 
responsibilities and a desire to work 
together to achieve an increased level of 
safety for all has added to the progress 
being seen. To illustrate the advanced 
thinking with respect to cabin safety, 
specific proposed rulemaking changes are 
currently under consideration to provide 
for a safer working environment and to 
substantially improve the safety and 
survivability for flight attendants, 
thereby insuring their vital leadership 
in any non-routine situation. This new 
communication/exchange are envisioned to 
significantly improve cabin safety and 
provide for a higher level of safety for 
our traveling puolic. 

LA. COHUNICACION Y LA. COORDINACION, 
CLA.VES DE LA SIDURIDAD EN LA CABINA 

Se este tratando de mejorar las comunica
ciones entre nuestras lineas aereas y la 
Administracion Federal de Aviacion de 
Washington, DC. Se presta partiCUlar 
atencion a la seguridad en la cabina, a 
los auxiliares de vuelo y a tratar de que 
la comunidad aeronautica cobre mayor con_ 
ciencia de la seguridad, a base del tra
bajo de todos sus "elementos. Se dan ejem
plos de nuevas normas propuestas en 10 que 
se refiere a comunicaciones en la cabina, 
que iran en pro del~ seguridad. 

(? 64) 

LES COMMUNICATIONS ET LA COORDINATION SONT 
LA CLE D' UNE AMELIORATION DE IA SECURITE 
A BORD. 

La FAA des Etats-Unis s' efforce actuelle
ment d'ameliorer ses relations avec les 
membres d'equipage des co~agn1es sur les 
questions de securite a bord des avions 
et sur Ie r61e du personnel de cabine a 
cet egard. L' experience a montz-e qu 'un 
tel objectif exige le concours de tous. 
C'est pourquoi des projets de reglement 
visent a ameliorer la securite des condi
tions de travail du personnel de cabine, 
afin que ce personnel puisse s'acquitter 
de ses responsabilites essentielles s'il 
se produit une situation anormale. Ses 
efforts devraient notablement ameliorer 
la securite des passagers a bard des 
avions. 

CBH3b/KOOP.DlffiAmm ••• KJD04 K noss;
 
IlIEHHOH EE30ITACHOC~ CAJIORA
 

B HaCTOHmee BpeMH rrpOBonHTCH pa60Ta 
no yCTaHoBneHMIO nyqmero B3al1MOrrOHM
MaHHH Me~ny qneHaMM 3KHrra~a HamMX 
HSUMOHsnhHHX aBl1aKOMnaHH~ 11 ~ene
panhHo~ aBHaUMOHHOM anUHHHCTpSUHH 
B BawHHrTOHe. Oco60e BHl1UaHHe CKOH
ueHTpHpoBaHo Ha6eaonaCHOCTH canOHa 
H nOBHmeHHH C03HaHHH6eaonaCHOCTH BO 
BceM aBH80HoHHOH'HHnycTpHH. Donee 
qeTKOe nOHHuaHHe OTBeTCTBeHHOCTH 
Ka~oro M xenaHHe pa60TaTh coo6ms 
nnR nOCTHzeHHH nOBHmeHHoro ypOBHH" 
6e30nacHocTH nnH Bcex HBnHeTCH KOM
nOHeHTOU npOBO,lXHMoi!pa60TH.l!nH Hn
nlOcTpaUHHnporpeccHBHHX nlOneH B OT
HomeHHH 6eaonacHocTH canOHa ~HaCTO
H~ee BpeuH paccuaTpHBalOTcR KOHKpeT
Hwe, rrpennozeHHNe B KaqeCTBe npaBHn, 
H3MeHeHHH nnH 06eCneqeHHH 60nee 6e30
naCHoro pa6oQero oKpyzeHHH H 3HaqH
TenhHoro ynyqmeHHH 6e30nacHocTH H 
B03UOZHOCTH BNXHBaHHH nnH 6opTnpoBon
HHKOB, Teu cauwu o6ecneqHBaH HX BSZ
Hym pyKoBonHmyro ponh B nlO6o~ Heo6wQ
HOH cHTyauHH.

xi 
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A STUDY OF RIGGING 

Accidents ar1s1ng from improper 
control rigging of aircraft prompted 
this study of rigging as a system which 
might benefit from standardization of 
methods. Regulations, manual instruc
tions and accidents were studied and it 
was found that improvements in safety 
could be achieved by simplifying and 
standardizing regulations and instruc
tions. It also is apparent that 
accidents must be investigated, not 
only with the objective of determin
ation of cause, but to establish where 
tools, procedures, training or other 
factors having bearing beyond the 
particular aircraft and crew involved 
exhibit insufficient tolerance to human 
error in everday rigging practice. 

ES'rUDIO DEL AJUSTE DE LOS HANDOS 

Este estudio del ajuste de los mandos se 
emprendio en vista de los accidentes debi.. 
dos a un ajuste inadecuado. Se pretende 
llegar a normalizar este procedimiento, pa
ra beneficio de la aviacion. Se estudiaron 
los reglamentos y los manuales de instruc_ 
cion, asi. como algunos accidentes, llegan... 
do a la conclusion de que iri.a en pro de 
la seguridad una simplificacion y unifor_ 
malizacion de las reglas e instrucciones. 
Es tambien evidente queen la investigacion 
de los accidentes no solo debe determinar_ 
se la causa, sino tambien la posibilidad de 
~ueel uso de determinadas herramientas y 
procedimientos y el adiestramiento imparti_ 
doal personal en 10 que se refiereal 
ajuste de los mandossean excesivamente 
susceptibles a la influencia del error 
humano. 

LE REGLAGE DES COMMANDES. 

A la suite d'accidents d'aviation dus 
au mauvais reglage des commandes,on a 
ete amene a etudier comment une normali
sation des methodes pourrait ameliorer 
cette operation consideree dans son 
ensemble. 11 a ete etabli que la secu
rite pourrait etre amelioree ~ar 1a 
simplification et la normalisation des 
reglements et des instructions. II est 
evident qu'une enquete ne doit pas seu
1ement avoir pour but d'etablir la cause 
de l'accident, mais egalement de determi
ner sur quel point l'outillage et les 
methodes de reglage, ainsi que la 
formation du personnel et divers autres 
facteurs laissent tro~ de place aux 
erreurs de l'homrne dans sa tache 
quotidienne. 

HCCJIElI0 BA.HHE MOHT.AJKA 

TIpOHcmeCTBHR, BWTeRa~mHe H3 Henpa
BHnDHoro MOHTaza npH60pOB ynpaBne
HHR BoanynIHorocynHa, npHBeml: R 
3TOMY HccnenOBaHHID MOHTaza KaK CH
CTeMu, KOTOpaR Mo~eT H3Bneqb nonb
ay H3 CTaHnapTHaaQMH weTonOB. EwnH 
HayqeHw npaBHna, HaCTaBneHHR H rrpo
HcmeCTBHR H npHmnH K BWBO~, ~TO 

ynyqmeHHR B 06naCTH 6eaonaCHoCTH 
MOlEHO n06HTbCR nyTeM ynpomeHHR H 
CTaHnapTHaaUHH npaBHn H HHCTpyKUHH. 
TaKze OqeBHnHO, qTO rrpOHcmeCTBHR 
enenyeT paceMaTpHBaTb He TonDRO C 
uenbID orrpeneneHHR npHQHHM, HO H on
peneneHHR Tex MOMeHTOB, Korna HHCT-' 
pyMeHTM, npouenypw, 06yqeHHe HnH 
npyrHe ~aKTopM, BWXOnRmHe aa npe
nenw onpeneneHHoro BoanymHoro cynHa 
H 3KHnalEa nOKaaNBaWT HenOCTaTO~HHe 

nonycKH no OTHomeHHID K omH6RaM, ~O

nymeHHMM qenOBeKOM B nOBcenHeBHOH 
MOHTazHOH npaKTHKe. 

xii 
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INTRODUCTION OF MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT'S 
AVIATION SAFETY BUREAU 

The Aviation Safety Programs Division 
is charged with conducting informational 
and motivational programs for the aviation 
conanunt ty, Our concern in Canada is to 
ensure that the raw data often produced 
by investigators and researchers is 
converted into safety material having a 
personal impact on the individual pilot 
or aircraft maintainer. This calls for 
employing the latest of commmicatLons 
technology to compete for people's 
attention. To add further impact to 
programs, the material is designed to be 
presented in person by a Regional 
Aviation Safety Officer. 

Presentacion del Departamento de Seguridad 
Aeronautica del Ministerio de Transporte 

La Sec cion de Programas de Seguridad Aero
nautica esta a cargo de programas de infor
macion y notificacion para la comunidad 
aeronautica. Nuestra meta es aprovecharen 
Canada toda la informacion obtenida de las 
investigaciones para llegar al piloto y al 
personal de mantenimiento con elementos de 
seguridad. Con este fin, nos ·servimos de 
las mas avanzadas tecnicas de comunica_ 
ciones, y nuestros funcionarios regionales 
de seguridad aez-onairtdca presentan el mate_ 
rial que elaboramos. 

PRESENTATION DU SERVICE DE SECURITE 
AERIENNE DU MINISTERE DES TRANSPORrS. 

La Division des programmes de securite 
aerienne a pour r61e de realiser des 
programmes ~ui visent a donner des in
formationset une motivation a ceux qui 
participent aUX activites aeronautiques. 
Au Canada, nous voulans que les donnees 
brutes recueillies par les enqueteurs 
et les chercheurs se traduisent par des 
elements d'information sur la securite, 
qui soient de nature a capter l'atten
tion de chaque pilote au de chaque meca
nicien d'aviation. 11 faut utilisera 
cette fin les methodes de conmnmication 
les plus recentes. Pour rendre ces 
programmes encore plus efficaces, les 
elements d'information sont presentes 
par un expert regional de la securite 
aerienne. 

ITPEUCTABJIEmm EIOPO no ABVIALWIOHHOM 
BE30ITACHOCTH MMHMCTEPCTBA TPAHC
nOPTA 

Ha ynpaBneHHe no rrporpaMMaM aBHaUH
OHHO~ ~e30nacHocTH Boano~eHa aanaqa 
ocymecTBneHHR HH~opMauHoHHHX H MO
THBHpoBaHHNx nporpaMM nnR aBHaUHOH
HOM 06mHHH. Hame~ rrp06neMOH B KaHa
ne RBnReTCR 06eCneqeHHe Toro, QT06H 
He06pa60TaHHue naHHue, qaCTO nonro
TaBnHBaeMue paccnenOBaTenRMH }II HC
c.nenOBaTenRIIH, nepeBOnHnMC.b 15 MaTe
pHan no 6eaonaCHOCTM, MMeaymmHH 
nHqHOe BoaneHCTBMe Ha OTnen~Horo 
nMnOTa MnH nonnep~HBaIDmee yCTpOH
CT15oBoanymHoro cynHa. 3TO npM3H
BaeT MCnOn.b30E&TD rrocnenHIDm Tex
Ho.norHID CBRaH, QT06N aaBOeBaT.b BHH
MaBHe nmneH. QT06H n06aBHT.b t5on&me 
BoaneHCTBHR Ha rrporpallMH, MaTepHa.n 
paapa60TaH nnR nHQHOrO rrpenCTa15neHHR 
onHHM Ha cOTpynHMKoB PerHOHan.bHOrO 
6mpo no aBHaUHOHHO~ 6eaonaCHOCTH. 
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Failure Analysis and Its Safety Impact 
in Canada 

A component fails resulting in a cata

strophic sequence of events ending in an
 
aircraft accident. Why did it fail? What
 
was the mechanism? How can future occur

rences be prevented? The Engineering Lab

oratory has engineering and technical
 
specialists backed by up-to-date sophisti 

cated technology designed to investigate
 
such failures in depth and to result in
 
subsequent safety proposals. With its
 
specialist and equipment resources in the
 
fields of metallurgical,aeronautical,
 
performance,crash-worthiness,structures,
 
avionics,systems and wreckage analysis,the
 
Engineering Laboratory is a unique com
prehensive facility for technical analysis 
and investigation. Examples of actual 
investigations will be described to 
illustrate the use of laboratory resources 
in resolving complex technical problems 
and how the laboratory interfaces with the 
investigation,research,and promotion 
elements of the safety process. 

EL ANALISIS DE LAS FALIAS Y IA IMPORTANCIA·
 
QUE ASUME PARA LA. SIDURIDAD EN CANADA
 

La falla de un componente desencadena una 
serie fatal de evento~ que culminan en un 
accidente de aviacion. ~ que se debio la 
falla? ~Cu81es fueron sus etapas? ~Como 
puede evitarae au repeticion? El labora
torio de Ingenieria cuenta con tecnicose 
ingenieroa que por medio de los procedimien_ 
tos mB.s perfeccionados, investigan metico.. 
losamenteestas ~allas y formulan recomen
daciones sabre seguridad. E1 laboratorio 
de ingenierla, ss una singular inBtitucion 
de an81isis e investigacion que dispone de 
especialistasy equipo en las esferae meta
lurgica, aeronautica, dessmpeno de los rna
teriales,resistencia ,al impacto, estructu
ras, avionica y an8liaia de los restos de 
aeronavea. Se describen investigaciones 
que :ilustran laforma en que se emplean los 
laboratorios para resolver complejoa proble_ 
mas tecnicoa, y la manera en que eata rel~ 
cionado .al trabajo de los laboratorios con 
la inveatigacion y elfomento de 18 segu
ridad.· 

xiv 
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L 'ANALYSE DES DEFAILLANCES ET LA
 
SECURITE AERIENNE AU CANADA
 

par T.W. Heaslip
 

Lorsque la defaillance d "un element 
mecanique entrune un aced dent; d I avia
tion, il taut determiner la cause et Ie 
processus de cette defaillance et les 
methodes preventives.. Le Laboratoire 
technique est dote du personnel et du 
materiel moderne necessaires pour mener 
des etudes approtondies en vue de pre
senter des propositions relatives a la 
securite. Les specialistes et l'equi
pement dont il dispose dans les domaines 
de la metallurgie.l de I' aeronautique, des 
performances, de la resistance a l'impact, 
des structures, de l'avionique, des 
circuits et de l'analyse des epaves lui 
permettent de proceder a des inves~igations 
et a des analyses techniques completes. 
L'auteur donne des exemples d'activites 
du laboratoire en vue de la solution de 
problemes techniques complexes et definit 
llinterface entre Ie Laboratoire et les 
enqu~tes, la recherche et l'amelioration 
de la securite. 

KaKOH-TOKOMnOHeHT OT~a3NEaeT E pa
60Te, rrpHEO~R Bpe3ynhTaTe ~ ~aT8

CTpO~H.ec~oH nocne~OEaTenhHOCTH CO
6UTHH, aaKaH.HBa~mHXCR aBHaUHOHHRM 
npOHcmeCTEHeu. TIoqeuy OH OTKa3an? 
HHZeHepHaR na60paTopHR HMeeT HHze
HepHHX H TeXHH.eC~HxCneUHanHCTOB H 
cMa6zeHa CnOXHOH COEpeMe~HO~ TeXHH
ROM, paapa60T8HHOK ~nRpaCCJIe~OBa
HBR Ta~HX OTKa30S E ~eTanRx H~BHpa

60TKe noCne~Y1OmHX npe~nozeHHHno 

6eaonacHoCTH. CO C~OHMH cneUHanHc
TaMH H peC~CaMH 060Py~oBaHHR B 06
naCTRX MeTannyprHH, 8BHaUJ/IOHHNX xa
paKTepHcTHR, HOpM aBHaKaTacTpo~, 
CTpyKTyp, aEHaUHOHHoro 3ne~TpoHHoro 

060PY~0~8HHR, 8HanH3a CHCTeM H o~
nO.RoB, HHzeHepHaR na60paTopHR RB
nReTCR YHHKanhHHM EceCTopOHHHM ~eH
TpOM ~nR TeXHHqeC~Oro aHanH3a H pac
CJIe~OBaHHR. E~YT onHcaHS npHMeps 
~eftcTBHTeJIhHHX ~accne~oEaHHH ~JIR Hn
nmCTpaUHH Hcnon~30EaHHR na60paTopHHx 
pecypcoB B pa3pemeHHH cnOZHNX TeXHH
.eCKHX np06neu III Toro, ~a~ na60paTo

iHB CBR3HEaeT C paccne~oEaHHeM Hccne 
osaHHR H OCHOEHve aneMeHTH npo~eccaeaoncROC'f'll. - - - --. 
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AVIATION SAFETY PROGRAMS IN THE MINISTRY PRESENTATION DE IA DIRECTION DE IA 

OF TRANSPORT SEc.."'URITE AERIENNE DU MINISTERE DES 
TRANSPORTS. 

Aviation is a vital and dynamic 
industry in Canada. To provide all 
segments of the civil aeronautics 
system with accident prevention 
programs, conceived and developed 
by professional safety officers, 
a "systems safety management" 
concept has been put into practice 
within the Civil Aeronautic~ 

Directorate of the Ministry of 
Transport. This approach to safety 
is being broadened and refined to 
the extent that resources permit. 
The newly formed Aviation Safety 
Bureau, staffed by safety 
investigation and accident 
prevention specialists, acts as 
the catalyst of the systems safety 
management concept and plays a key 
role in a systematized safety 
education process. 

Presentacion del Departamento de Seguridad 
Aeronautica del l1inisterio de Transporte 

En Canada la aviacion es una industria vi_ 
tal y dinamica. La Direccion de Aviacion 

.Civil del Ministerio de Transporte esta 
ap1.icando una organizacion de la seguridad 
de los sistemas, que proporciona a todos 
los sectores del sistema de aeronautica ci 
vil, programas de prevencion de accidentes, 
coricebidos y elaborados por especialistas 
en seguridad. Se amplia y perfecciona esta 
organizacion en la medida en que 10 permi
ten los recursos. El Departamento de Segu
ridad Aeronautica, de reciente formacion, 
esta formado por especialistas en seguridad 
aeronautica y prevencion de accidentes, ac
tua como catalizador de la organizacion de 
la seguridad de los sistemas y desempena 
un papel clave en la educacion sistematica 
en materia de seguridad. 

L'aviation joue un role vital et dyna

mique au Canada. La Direction de
 
l'Aviation civile du Ministere des
 
Transports a mis en pratique le prin

cipe de gestion des systemes pour que
 
toutes les activites de l'aviation ci

vile beneficient des programmes de
 
prevention. La methode est perfec

tionnee et developpee dans toute la
 
mesure que permettent les ressources
 
disponibles. La Direction de la
 
Securite aerienne, creee recemment et
 
formee d'enqueteurs et de specialistes
 
de la prevention des accidents,joue le
 
role de catalyseur dans ces systemes
 
de gestion de la seeurite aerienne et
 
remplit une fonction cruciale dans le
 
programme systematique de promotion de
 
la securite.
 

TIPE,UCTABJIEEmE EIOPOTIO ABHA.IIMOHHOiil 
EE30TIACHOCTH ~CTEPCTBA TPAHCTIOPTA 

A~HaUHR RBnReTCR XH3HeHHO ~aZHOH H 
nHHaUHqeCKOH HHnycTpHeM KaHanN. ,UnR 
Toro, qT06H 06nerqHT~ Bce yqaCTxH 
CHCTeUN rpaznaHcxoH aBMaUHH nporpau
MaUH no npenOTBp~eHHm npoHcmeCT~HM, 
3anyuaHHNMH H pa3pa60TaHHHUH npo
~eCCHOHan~HHuH cOTpynHHRaMH no 6e
30naCHOCTH noneTOB,B 'uJlIpeXTOpaTe 
rpaxnaHcxoM 8BHaUHH MJlIHHcTepCTBa 
TpaHcnopTa BBeneHa HneR "pyKOBon
CT~O CHCTeuaUH 6e30naCHOCTH". STOT 
nonXon x 6e30naCHOCTH pacmHpReTCR 
H ycoBepmeHcTByeTcR no TaXOM CTene
HH, xax n03BonRmT HCTOqHHXH. HenaBHO 
C03naHHoe ElOpo no a~HaUHOHHOM 6e30
naCHOCTH, yxounneXTOBaHHoe cneUHanH
CTauu no paccnenOBaHHm H npenOTBpa
~eHHIO npOHcmeCT~Hm BHcTynaeT xax xa
TanH3&TOp HneH pyxOBonCTBa CHCTeua
MH 6e30naCHOCTH H HrpaeT xnJOqeBym 
pon~ ~ CHCTeUaTJlIqeCXOU npouecce H3Y
qeHHR 6e30naCHOCTH. 
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SAFETY RESEARCH WITHIN THE CANADIAN 
AVIATION SAFETY BUREAU 

The Aviation Safety ~esearch 

Division is responsible for identi 
fying and defining aviation safety 
problems and hazards. The Division 
develops and supports research 
activity as required to devise 
solutions and develop aviation 
safety recommendations. Safety 
Investigation reports, particularly 
those containing safety proposals 
are a constant source of data. 
Other sources of data on hazards 
are: safety surveys, safety 
proposal from the aviation commu
nity, MOT and other government 
departments, other research 
agencies. 

Activities of the Division will
 
be described with reference to
 
specific safety projects.
 

INVESfIGACION EN ~~TERIA DE SEGURIDAD 
EFECTUADAS FOR EL DEPARTAHENrO CANADIENSE 
DE SEGDRIDAD AERONAUTICA 

Resumen de la nota que se presenta a la 
Sociedad de investigadores de Seguridad 
Aeronautica en octubre de 1975. 

La Seccion de Investigaciones de seguridad 
Aerons.utica ests. a cargo de la determina
cion de los problemas de seguridad de la 
avi.ac Lon., lleva a caboy patrocina las 
investigaciones necesarias para idear solu
cionesy formular recomendaciones en esta 
eSfera. Los iriformes sobre seguridad, y 
particularmente los que contienen recomen
daciones son una inagotable fuente de da.
tos. Tambien se obtiene informacion de los 
estudiosen materia de seguridad, de las 
propuestas al respecto presentadas por la 
comunidad aeronautica, al Ninisterio de 
Transporte y otros Departamentos del Go
bierno, asi como otros organismos que se 
dedican a la investigacion. 

Se ;resentan determinadas actividades'de Ia 
Seccion de Investigaciones~ 
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LES TRAVAUX DE RECHERCHE DE LA DIRECTION 
DE LA SECURITE AERIENNE DU CANADA. 

La Division des recherches sur la secu
rite aerienne a pour tache d'identifier 
et de definir les problemes que pose la 
securite aerienne. Les travaux de 
recherches qu'elle entreprend au auxquels 
elle donne son appui, visent a mettre 
au point des solutions et a elaborer 
desrecommandations sur la securite 
aerienne. Les rapports d'enquete, no
tamment ceux qui cantiennent des nropo
sitions relatives a la securite, 
constituent une source nermanente de 
donnees. D'autres donnees proviennent 
d'etudes sur la securite, de proposi
tions emanant des milieux aeronautiques, 
du Ministere des Transports et d'autres 
services officiels,ainsi que d'orga
nismes de recherches. 
L'auteur nresente certains projets dans 
Ie domaine de la securite. 

YnpaBneHMe no MccnenOBaHM~ aBMaUM
OHHOH 6eaonacHOCTM HeceT OTBeTCTBeH
HOCT~ 3a BHRCHeHMe M onpeneneHMe 
np06neu M onaCHOCTM B 06naCTH aBMa
UMOHHOH 6eaonaCHOCTM. YnpaBneHMe 
paapa6aTWBaeT M nonnepzMBaeT Mccne
nOBaTen~cKym neHTen~HoCT~, Tpe6ye
My~ nnR Bwpa60TKH pemeHMH M paapa
60TKM peKoueHnaUMM no aBH8.UMOHHOH 
6eaonaCHOCTH. nORnanw 0 paccnenOBa
HMM aBMaUMOHHOH 6e30naCHOCTM, oco
6eHHO ~e, KOTopHeco~epzaT rrpenno
zeHMR no 6eaonaCHOCTM,npe~CTaBnR~T 
C060M nOCTORHHWH HCTOqHMK naHHHX. 
npyrMe HCTOqHMKM naHHwx no onaCHOC
TRU cne~ymmMe: 06aopw no 6eaonaCHO
CTM, npe~nozeHHR no 6esonaCHOCTH, 
nocTyna~mMeOT aBHallMOHHOH 06mHHW, 
MMHHCTepCTBa TpaHcnopTa M npyrMx 
npaBHTenhCTBeHHwx yqpexneHHH, npy
rHX HccnenOBaTen~CKHx areH~C~B. 

neRTen~HOCT~ YnpaBneHMR 6yneT onH
CaRa co ccwnROH Ha ROHKpeTHue ~aK
TOPW no 6eaonaCHoCTH. 
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SAFETY IN THE AIR 

Two aspects make up overall safety 
in the air. These are safety of the 
machine and safety in the machine's 
environment of operation. Designers 
have gone a long way with the former 
although none has yet showed us a crash 
proof aeroplane. Now there is a need 
to define areas and limitations of the 
human involvement in the machine's 
operations and also to define more 
accurately certain environmental effects. 
This paper discusses some problems 
related to human performance and the 
environmen t , 

SEGURIDAD EN EL AIRE 

La seguridad en el aire tiene dos aspectos: 
el funcionamiento seguro de la maquinaria 
yla seguridad de su ambiente de operacion. 
Be ha avanzado mucho en el primer aspecta, 

·pera aun se esta muy lejasdel avian a 
prueba de accidentes. Es necesario ahora 
definir ~ delimitar la participacion huma
na en el funcionamiento de la maquina y 
definir con mayor precision determinados 
efectos ambientales. En esta nota se co_ 
mentan algunos aspectos del desempeno huma
no y del ambiente. 

SECURITE AERIENNE 

Le tableau d'ensemble de la securite 
aerienne presente deux volets : la 
securite du fonctionnement de la ma
chine et la securite de l'environnement 
d'utilisation de cette machine. Dans 
Ie premier de ces volets, de grands 
progres ont ete accomplis, mais nous 
n'en sommes pas encore a l'avion a 
l'epreuve des accidents. 11 faut 
maintenant definir les domaines et les 
limitations de l'intervention de 
l'honnne dans le fonctionnement de la 
machine et definir aussi plus exacte
ment certains effets dus a l'environ
nement. L'auteur examine divers 
problemes lies aux performances 
humaines et a l'environnement. 

EE30nACHOCTb B B03nYXE 

nBa acneKTa COCTaBnH~T o6~~ 6e30
naCHOCT~ B B03~yxe. 3TO - 6e30naC
HOCTb MamHHN H 6e30nacHOcTb B 3KC
nnyaTaUHoHHO~ OKpyxa~meH cpe~e ua
mHHN. KOHCTpyKTOpN npOmnH ~nHHHNH 
IT,yTb C nepBNu H3 HHX, XOTH HHKTO 
eme He nOKa3Rn HaM CRMoneTa, He 
no~~a~merOCH KaTaCTpo~aM. Ce~qac 
cymecTByeT Heo6xo~HMOCT~ onpe~e
nHTb pa~OHW H OrpaHHqeHHH qenOBe
qeCKOrO yqacTHH B 3KcnnyaTaUHH ua
mHHW H TaKxe 60nee TOqHO onpe~enHTb 

HeKoTopwe 3~~eKTH oKpyxammeM cpe~w. 
B HRCTORmeM ~oKYMeHTe o6cyzna~TcR 
HeKoTopwe npo6neMw, Kaca~mHeCH qe
nOBeqeCKHX xapaKTepHcTHK H oKpyxa~
meH cpe~N. 
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Medical and Psychiatrtc A~pects of Accident
Investlgatlon 

Biomedical factors account for 80-90% of 
the total 600 aircraft accidents each year. 
Mechanical failures as causative factors 
are 10-20%. Biomedical factors of fatali 
ties include use of drugs and alcohol in 
order to cope with a possible stress, 
anxiety or frustration in the aircraft. The 
important role of personality factors in 
producing stress reactions requires that 
stress be defined in terms of transactions 
between individuals and situations,rather 
than of either one in isolation. When 
stress reactions are observed, it is as
sumed that these were brought about by 
stress conditions, and the accident inves
tigator looks for them in order to under
stand the reaction that leads to the acci
dent. In the field of fatal accident 
investigation where the causes of the event 
must be sought retrospectively the investi 
gator usually assumes that the victim must 
have encountered severe stress to which the 
behavior represents a response. An indi
viduals behavior is dependent upon the 
total effect of all the psychosocial vari 
ables that went into the making of this 
individual's life style. 

Aspectos medicos y siquiatricos de la inves

tigacion de accidentes
 

Los factores biomedicos son causa del 80

90% de los ~OO accidentes anuales de avia

Clan. Las fallas mecanicas son la causa de
 
un 10-20% de dichos accidentes. Entre los
 
factores biomedicos estael uso de drogas
 
y alcoho~ para superar las tensiones y la
 
ansiedad a bordo de la aeronave. Debido a
 
la importancia de los factores personales
 
en la forma en ,que se reacciona ante la ten

tension, esta debe determinarse por 1a re

lacion entreel individuo y la situacion,y
 
no tomcmdo·aisladamente cada uno de estos
 
factores.. Al observarse reacciones de ten

sion, sesuponeque han sido producidas por
 
condiciones determinadas que deben ser es..
 
tudiada~ por el investigador, para compren

der la reaccion que produjo el accidente.
 
Cuando se trata de accidentes mortales, al
 
buscar las causa6, el investigador parte de
 
la base ~ue la victima sufrio una grave.ten

sian, ysu conducta representa una respues

ta a ella. La conducta de un individuo de

pende de todas las variables psicosociales
 
que determinan su modo p ecul.Lar- de vida.
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LA MEDECINE ET LA PSYCHIATRIE DANS LE 
DOMATIlE DES ACCIDENTS D'AVIATION. 

Sur un total de 600 accidents d'aviation 
par.... an , 80 a 90% sont imputables a des , . 
causes d'ordre medical.Les defa~llances 

mecand.ques interviennent dans 10 a. 20% 
des cas. Parmi les causes medicales 
d'accidents mortels figure l'utilisation 
de medicaments et o'alcool pour compenser 
d'eventuels cas de stress, d'anxiete ou 
de frustration. Mais la personnalite 
ioue un role dansle comportement et 
~haqUe situation doit etre ·evaluee en 
fonction de caracteristiques individuelles. 
En cas d'accident mortel, l'enqueteur 
admet generalement que la victime a ete 
soumise a un stress important. Mais le 
conroortement d 'un individu soumis au 
stress depend de l'ensemble des effets 
de tous les parametres psychosociaux qui 
ant contribue a etablir son mode de vie. 

EHOMenHnHHCKHe ~aKTopM RBnRIDTCR npH
qHHO~ 80-90% o6mero KOnHqeCTBa 600 
aBHaUHOHHMX npoHcmecTBHM Ka~nM* ro~ 
MeXaHHqeCKHe OTKa3M, KaK npHqHHHHe 
!IlaRTopllr., COCTB.BnRIDT IO-2()1'~. EHoMenH
UMHCKHe !IlaRTopH cMepTenhHwx c~aeB 
BKnIDqB.IDT Hcnonh30BaHHe neRapcTB H 
anKoronR nnR Toro, QTo6w cnpaBMThcR 
C B03MOXHldM cTpeccoM, 6ecnoKo~cTBOIll 
HnH paccTpo~CTBOM Ha B03nymHoM cyn
He. Korna Ha6nDnaIDTcR cTpeccoBHe pe
B.KUHH, npennonaraeTcR, qTO OHH C03
naIDTCR ycnOBHRMH nnR cTpecca, H 
paccnenOSB.Tenb rrpoHcmecTBHR ymeT HX 
nnR Tore, qTo6w nOHRTb peaKUHID, KO
TOpaR npmBonHT K rrpoHcmecTBHID. B 
06nacTM paccnenOBaHHR npOMcmeCTBHH 
co CMepTenbHI>IM HcXonoM, rne npHqHHI>I 
RBneHMR cnenyeT MCKaTb peTpocneKTHB
HIdM nyTeM, paccnenoBaTenb 06yqHO 
rrpennonaraeT, qTO ~epTBa nonxHo 
6MTb cTonKHynacb C TRxenldM CTpeccou, 
OTBeTOM Ha KOTOPId~ RBMnoc~ ee nOBe
~eHHe. IToBeneHHe nMqHOCTH 3aBHCHT 
OT olSmero 3411f1eKTa Bcex nCHXOnOrHlIe
CKMX OTKnOHeHHM, KOTopwe COCTaBnR~T 
06pa3 XH3HH 3TO~ nHqHOCTH. 
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POSSIBILITIES TO DETERMINATE WHETHER A LAMP 
OF AN AIRCRAFT WAS SWITCHED ON OR NOT AT 
THE TIME OF ACCIDENT. 

Whether a broken lamp of an air 

craft was switched on or not at the
 
time of an accident can be deter

mined on the basis of oxidation
 
symptoms as well as the mode of
 
fracture of tungsten filament
 
wires.
 
Tests made show that such a r~sult
 

can also be obtained with light
 
bulbs wich are not damaged extena~
 

lYe Besides the local mode of frac

ture of the tungsten filament
 
wires, their overall plastic defor

mation is also taken into consiue

ration. The tungsten filament
 
wires distort only when illumi

nated at the time of the colli 

sion. The degree of deformati~n
 

depends on the impact of the
 
collision the lamp was exposed to
 
as well as on the form and the
 
strenght of the tungsten filament
 
wires.
 

POSIBILIDAD DE DETERMINAR SI UNA BCMBILLA
 
DEL AVIaN ESTABA ENCENDIDAEN EL MOMENTO
 
DE UN ACCIDENTE
 

Estudiando el proceso de oxidacion y la 
forma en que se ha quebrado el filamento de 
tungsteno, es posible determinar si una 
bombilla rota estaba encendida en el momen
to de un accidente. 
Los ensayos demuestran que 10 mismo puede 
hacerse cuando la envoltura de la bombilla 
no esta rota. Ademas de la forma en que 
se han quebrado los filament os de tungs
teno, se tiene en cuenta su deformacion. 
Los filamentoE de tungsteno solo se defor
man cuando esten encendidos en el momento 
de la colision, y la deformacion depende 
de lafuerza del impacto y lEi resistencia 
del f'LLamerrt o, 
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COMMENT DETERMINER 31 UNE AMPOULE
 
ETAIT OU NON ALLUMEE AU MOMENT DE
 
L'ACCIDENT
 

Llexamen d'une ampoule retrouvee brisee 
permet de determiner si cette ampoule 
etait ou non aD.umee au moment de 11 ac
cident d'apres les traces d'oxydation 
du filament de tungstene et Ie mode de 
fracture de ce filament. On peut obte
nir Le meme resultat si l'ampoule n'a 
nas ete endommagee, d'apres les defor
mations plastiques d'ensemble du fila
ment. Les filaments de tungstEme ne se 
deforment que si l'ampoule etait allumee 
au moment de l'impact et cette "deforma
tion est fonction- de la violence de 
l'impact, ainsi que de la forme et de la 
resistance du filament. 

Esna nM BKnDqeHa Mn~ HeT pa36MTaH 
~apa Boa.nymHoro eynHa BO BpeMR 
npOMcmecTBHH MOZHO yCTaHoBHTb Ha 
OCHOBe CMMnTOMOB OKHcneHMR, a TaRxe 
xapaKTepa paa.pWBa Bonb~paMOBWX HH~ 
TeH HaKana. ITpoBeneHHueHChwTaHMH 
nOKaa.SBa~T, qTO TaKoM pe3ynbTaT . 
MOZHO TaKze nonyqMTb C nerKHMM naM
noqKaMH, KOTopHe He nonyqHnM Hapyz
HUX nOBpezneHHH. KpOMe Toro, MeCT
HUM xapaKTep paa.puBa Bonb~paMOBMX 
HHTeM HaRana, HX 06~aH nnaCTHQeCKaR 
ne~opMaUHH - Bce 3TO TaKze npMHM
uaeTCR. BO BHHuaHMe. Bonb~paMOBwe 
HHTH HaKana HCKpHBnR~TCR Ton~KO 

Torna, Rorna BO EpeuR CTonKHOBeHHR 
OHH ropRT. CTeneHb ne~opMaaHH 3aEH
CHT oTynapa CTonKHOBeHHR, KOTOpOM;y 
6Mna nonBepzeHa ~apa, a TaRze OT 
~OPMM H corrpOTHBneHMR Bonb~paMOBHX 
HHTeH HaKana. 
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'L bhPORARY POWER DECREA,s,t; 

At the example of the forced lan
ding of a leight single engined 
aircraft in the Austrian Alp.,the 
investigation methodology of the 
Accident Investigation Divi.ion 
of the Federal Ministry of Trans
port is shortly reviewed. Loss of 
power in c~rtain flight attitudes 
was argued to be the reason for 
the dlscussed crash. Labor~tory 
tests with the same engine and 
simulation of extreme Hshort of 
oil conditions ""proTed the hydro
tappets to becom~"{noperative be
fore bearing failure occurred.The 
installed temperature aud oil _, 
pressure indicators did not moni
tor the dangerous situation. The" 
~easured loss of power turned out 
to be up to 20% of the nominal 
rated performance. So the pilot 
could not maintain the necessary 
cruising altitude to surmount the 
saddle of the Arlberg-mountain. 

DISMINUCION TEMPORAL DE LA rorENCIA 

Se examinan brevemente los metodos del De
partamentode Investigacion de Accidentes 
del Ministerio de Transporte. tomando como 
ejemplo el aterrizaje forzoso de un avion 
monomotor liviano en los Alpes Australianos. 
Se adujo que el accidente se habia debido ,a 
la per~ida de potencia en determinadas alti
tudes ~~ vuelo.Los ensayos de laboratorio 
con el mismo motor.., simulando condiciones 
de eSQazes extrema de aceite, demostraron 
que el sistema hidraulico dejo de funcionar 
antes ;que fallaran lOB cojinetes. Los indi
cadorl!llS de temperatura ,y presion de aceite 
no adv.irtieron el peligro. Se midio una 
perdida de potencia equivalente a un 20% 
del rendimiento nominal, por 10 eual el pi_ 
loto no pudo mantener la altitud necesaria 
para eruzar el Monte Arlberg. 
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BAISSE TEMPORAlRE DE PUISSANCE 

L'auteur rappelle llatterrissage force 
d 'un monomoteur Leger- dans les Alpes 
autrichiennes et expose brievement les 
methodes appliquees par la Divi~ion des 
enquetes sur accident du Ministere 
autrichien des Transports. L'accident 
evoque a ete attribue a une baisse de 
puissance dans certaines assiettes de 
vol. Des essais en laboratoire sur un 
moteur de meme type ont montre que les 
poussoirs hydrauliques de soupapes 
cessaient de fonctionner avant que Ie 
palier de vilebrequin sait endommage. 
Les thermometres et manometres d'huile 
de l'avion n'avaient pas signale cette 
anomalie. La baisse de puissance 
mesuree atteignait 20% par rapport aux 
nerformances nominales. Le pilote 
~'avait donc pas pu maintenir l'altitude 
de croisiere voulue pour franchir 
l'Arlberg. 

BP:EXEHHOE YMEHhIDEFmE MOIIIHOCTLf 

Ha npHMepe BMHYX~eHHO~ noca~RH ner
Roro O~HOUOTopHOro B03~ymHoro cY~Ha 

B ABCTPH~CRHX Anhnax BRpaTue pac
CMaTpHBaeTCR MeTo~HRa paccne~OBaHH~ 

npHMeHReV8.R OTnenOM no p8.CCne~OB8.HH~ 
npOHcmeC~BHH ~e~epanLHoro MHHHCTep
CTB8. TpaHCnOpT8.. BWCR8.3HB8.nOCb npe~
nonozeHHe, qTO nOTepR MO~OCTH H8. 
onpe~eneHHwx BWCOT8.X nOneT8. R~nR
eTCR npxqHHO~ P8.CCM8.TpHB8.eMO~ R8.T8.
CTpO~H. ~60P8.TOpHHe HCnHT8HHR C TeM 
ze ~!lHr8."1'eneM H HMHTaUHR:1<paWHe;r"He
~OCT8.TO'HOCTH ycnoBHH... CU83RH " ~OR8.
38.nH, qTO TonRaTenH rH~pORn8.n8.HOB 

nepeCT8.~T P8.60T8.TL npe~e qeM npOHe
XO~HT OTR8a no~mHnHHR8. YCTSHOBneH
HaR TeunepSTyps H MacnRHHe MOHoueT
pH He ROHTponHpOBsnH onscK,ym CHTyS
UH~. H3MepeHHaR nOTepR UOIllHOCTH ORS
38.n8.CL ~o 20% OT HOMHHsnLHHX paCqeT
HWX ~SHHWX. TSRHU 06pa30M nHnOT He 
Mor no~nepzHBaTL He06xo~HMyM Rpe~
cepeKY~ BHCOT,Y, QTo6w npeo~oneTL 
ce~nOBHHY ropY Apn6epr. 



DETERMINATION OF THE PERSON PILOTING
 
AN AIRCRAFr PRIOR TO ACCIDENT
 

t~ny times the accident investiga
tors are confronted with the fact, 
that there are doubts with regard 
to the person who has piloted an 
aircraft at the time of accident. 
By exactly securing all traces in 
or on the aircraft and on the 
cloth~s of the persons on board it 
wj.ll be possible to pick out the 
person who has ueen piloting the 
aircraft. Hints to that circum
stances could be obtained too by 
bloud-traces, by the remnants of 
hULlan tissue and hairs, textil 
fibres, by the abrasion of ~ynthe
tic products and of paint as well 
as by cbaracterjsticel deferma

tions.
 
Besides that is to be mentioned
 
a possibility (not yet enough con

sidered) to make shure the piloting
 
pMr~on. For this pupose the con

trollev:rs and their traces on
 
gloves or sboes of the pilot must
 
be taken into account and vice ver

sa.Special physical-chemical me

thods are necessary to get a result. 

DETERMINACION DE LA PERSONA QUE
 
PILOTABA EL AVION ANTES DE UN
 
ACCIDENTE
 

A menudo es dificil para el investigador de
terminar quien pilotaba el avion antes del 
accidente. Si se conservan todas las huellas 

. que pueden encontrarse en la aeronave y en 
la vestimenta de las personas a bordo, es 
posible identificar a la persona que pilota
ba la aeronave. Entre estas huellas, estan 
las trazas de sangre; los pigmentos de teji 
dos corporal 0 cabellos, fibras textiles, 
las huellas de abrasion de productos sinte
ticos y de la pintura, y las deformaciones 
caracteristicas. 
Ademas debe mencionarse una posibilidad de 
identificar a la persona, que aun no ha re
cibido suficiente a't enc i.on, Se trata de 
detectar las huel1as de los mandos en los 
guantes 0 zapatos del piloto y viceversa; 
para este fin, se emplean metodos fisico

quimicos.
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COMMENT DETERMINER QUI ETAIT AUX
 
COMANDES AU MOMENT DE L'ACCIDENT
 

I1 est souvent difficile de aeterminer
 
qui etait aux commandes au moment dlun
 
accident. Pour lever le doute, 11 faut
 
examiner avec soin tous les indices a
 
l'interieur de l'avion, sur l'avion et
 
sur les vetements des occupants. Des
 
renseignements precieux peuvent et~e
 
fournis par des traces de sang, des
 
restes de tis sus humains, des cheveux,
 
des fibres textiles, des eraflures de
 
nroduits synthetiques ou de peinture ou
 
des deformations caracteristiques.
 

Enfin, llexamen des commandes et des 
traces qu'elles ont pu laisser sur les 
gants ou les chaussures du pilote peuvent 
fournir de precieuses indications a 
condition q~e lion fasse appel a des 
methodes physiques ou chimiques speciales. 

Paeene~OBaH~e aB~aU~OHHYX rrpo~emeeT

B~~ MHoro paa CTanK~Banoeh e ~aKToM, 

QTO cymecTByroT COMHeH~R OTHoe~Tenh

HO Toro nHua, KOTopoe rr~noT~poBano 

B03~ymHoe CY~HO BO BpeMR npo~cmeCT
B~R. rrOcpe~CTBOM TOqHOrO coxpaHeH~R 

Bcex Cne~oB BHyTpH ~ CHapy%~ Ha B03
~ymHOM CY~He H Ha o~exne n~~e~, Ha
XO~Rm~XCR Ha 60pTy, MOXHO 6y~eT on
pe~en~Th n~I.lO,KOTOpoe rrHnoT~poBano 

B03~ymHoe eY~Ho. HeKOTopwe ~onOnHe
H~R K 3TOKY 06CTORTenhe~BY MorYT 
6!llTh nonyqeHw C nOMOmh~ cnenoa RpO
B~, OCTa~KOB ,enOBeqeCKOH TKaH~ ~ 
Bonoe, TeKCTHnhHWX BonoKH, a6pa3HB
HOCTh~C~HTeT~qeCK~X rrpo~YRToB H 
KpaCK~, a TaKxe ~e~opMau~OHHWX xa
paKTep~eTHK. KpoMe Toro, cne~yeT 
ynOMRHyTh eme O~HY B03MOXHOCTh XOTR 
eme ~ He~OCTaTOqHO paCCMoTpeHHYD, 
~nR Toro, QTo6w 6WTh 3BepeHHwM, KTO 
rrznOTHpOBan B03nymHoe CY~HO.C 3TO~ 
uenh~ ~onzHw 6WTh np~HRTW BO BH~Ma
H~e pwqar~ ynpa"BneHHR~ ~X cne~w Ha 
rrepqaTKax ~ 06yBH rrHnOTa H Hao6opOT.
nnR rronyqeHHR peaynhTaToB Heo6xo~HMW 
crreuHanhHlie ~H3HKO-XHM~qeCKHe MeTO~N. 
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SEARCH AND SALVAGE OF IMMERSED 
\'ffiECKAGES 

The first air accident in the world 
:probably occurred when Icarus fell 
into the Aegean Sea but, e.l though the 
legend tells us what happened to the 
airman's body, it gives no indication 
about his equipem.ent which apparently 
would still lie under water. 

More recently, the French Accident 
Investigation Department was involved 
in several search and salvage operations 
at sea. 

A number. of such operations were conducted 
successf'Qlly between 1950 and 1970. Four 
cases were selected to be described in 
this paper and comments are offered on 
their common as:pects and pe.cularities, 
as well as on the experience that can be 
derived from each one of them. 

BUSQUEDA Y RECUPERACION DE RESTOS SUMERGIDOS
 
DE AERONAVE
 

Podrla decirse que e1 primer accidente 
,aereo fme 1a caida de Icaro en e1 mar Egeo, 
y si bien se sabe que las aguas devo1vie
ron su ~uerpo a 1a costa, nada se sabe de 
su equ~o, que, sigue en ·e1 fondo del' mar. 

Desde biace cinco lustros 'e1 Departamento
 
frances de investigacioB de accidentes ha
 
parti'cipado en diversa$ operaciones de res

cate d~ restes eumergidos en e1 mar.
 

La prirltera de eetas operaciones que tiene
 
verdadlltt'O interes fuee1 rescete de'un
 
hidroa~6n hexamotor Lateco~re ~31 frente
 
a1 Cab~ Ferret" en e1 Golfo de Gasconia,
 
e1 28 de marzo de 1951. LamBs reciente, que
 
que t~bien fue coronada por e1 exito, se
 
efectu0 a comienzes de 19'70
 

Presentamos 4 operaciones, sefialando sus
 
semeja.n~as y diferencias y las ensefianzas
 
que nos pueden dar.
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RECHERCHE El' RECUPERATION Dt EPAVES 
IMMERGEES 

Le premier accident aerien remonte 
peut-etre a 1a chute d'Icare en Mer Egee, 
et si l'on sait que son corps a ete 
rejete a 1a cote, 1a 1egende est rnuette 
sur 1e sort de son materiel apparemment 
tou,jours engf.outd, sous 1es eaux. 

Plus recemment, 1e Bureau "Enquetes
Accidents" franqais a participe a un 
certain nombre d'operations de recher
ches et de recuperation d'epaves en mer. 

P1usieurs operations de ce genre ont 
ete Menees avec succes entre 1950 et 
1970. 11 a ete choisi de presenter, 
ici, quatre de ces operations, d'ex
poser leurs :points communs comme leurs 
particular!tes, et de tenter d 'en . 
degager quelques enseignements sus
ceptib1es d'interet. 

IlOMCR M CIlACEmIE 3ATOHYBIIMX 
OCTATROB B03,UYIIlHhlX CYJlOB B 
RATACTP01>E 

IlepBoe SB~Su~oHHoe npoHcmeCTB~e B 
M~pe, npO~30mno,BepoRTHo, Korns 
MKspyc ynsn B ~reMCKoe Mope, HO 
XOTR nereHnS PSCCRS3NBseT HSM 0 
TOM, qTO cnyqHnoch C TenOM neTq~
RS, OHS He ynoM~HseT 0 ero o6opy
nOBaH~~, KOTopoe, HecoMHeHHo, no
npezHe-.y neZ~T non BonoH. 
COBceM HenaBHO If!PSHUY3cKoe ynpaBn.e
H~e no psCCne,ltoBSHHIO SB~SU~OHHHX 

npoHcmecTB~H yqsCTBoBsno B necxom,
KHX onepsUHRx no nOHcKy ~ cnsceHMIO 
B Mope. 

UenHH pRn TSRMX onepsUHM 6wn ycnem
HO npOBeneH B nepMon Me~y 1950 H 
1970 ronSUH. qeTwpe cn~8R 6HnH BH
6pSHW nnR onMCSHHR B HSCTORmeM no
KyueHTe H npennarSIOTCR KOMMeHTapHH 
no HX o6mmM scneKTSU H oco6eHHoc
T~M, S TSKze no onHTy, KOTOpHM MO
zeT 611l"h non~eH OT Kaznoro H3 HMX. 



THE INVESTIGATION OF AN ARCTIC ACCIDENT 

A Lockheed Electra aircraft was on a 
flight from Edmonton, Alberta to Rea Pt. 
Melville Is. when it struck the sea ice 
during the landing approach. Of the 34 
people on board 2 of the 4 crew survived. 
Most of the aircraft wreckage sank to the 
bottom of the sea in about 100 ft. of 
water 1 mile from shore. The search and 
recovery required extensive use of divers 
and underwater video. The cockpit 
section was retrieved. 

INVEBTIGACION DE UN ACCIDENTE OCURRIDO EN 
EL ARTICO 

Allan J. Clark, Ministerio de Transporte, 
Canada 

Un avian Lockheed Electra se encontraba en 
vuelo de Edmonton, Alberta a Rea Pt. Islas 
Melville, y se estrella contrael hielo que 
cubria el mar al efectuar la aproximacian 
al aterrizaje. Iban 34 personas a bordo, 
de las cuales 4 eran tripulantes •. Bolo se 

I
i salvaron dos tripulantes. Gran parte de 

los restos del avian se hundio en el mar, 
a unos 30 metros de profundidad y a 1 kilo
metro y media de la costa; para recuperar
los fue necesario emplear buzos y video de 
profundidad. Be recobro el puesto de pilo
taje. 
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ENQUETE SUT UN ACCIDENT SURVENU DANS
 
L'ARCTIQUE.
 

Allan J. Clark, Ministere des Transports
 
du Canada.
 

Au cours d 'un vol d 'Edmonton (Alberta)
 
a Rea Point (ile Melville) un Lockheed
 
Electra a nercutie la banquise au cours
 
de son approche. Sur les 34 occupants,
 
dont 4 membres d 'equipage, seuls deux
 
de ces derniers ont survecu a. l'accident.
 
La majeure partie de l'epave a coule
 
par quelque 100 pieds de fond a envi

ron 1 mille du rivage. Les operations
 
de recherches et de sauvetage ont fait
 
largement appel a des plongeurs et a
 
des cameras sous-marines. La section du
 
poste de pilotage a ete recuperee.
 

PACCJlEJIOBA.Htm AlMAIWOHHOrO ITPOMC
illECTBIDi B APKmKE 

Bo3~ymHoe CY~HO EOKXH~-3neKTpa 
BMnonHHno noneT H3 3~MOHTOHa, An
6epTa, B PMa MenBHn~, KOr~a OHO BO 
BpeMH 3axona Ha nocanKY pa36Hnoc~ 

o MOpCKOH nen. ~3 34 qenOBeK Ha 
60PTY BHXHno 2 qenOBeKa M3 4 qe
nOBeK 3KHnaza. EonbmHHcTBo o6noMKoB 
B03nymHoro cynHa yTOHYno Ha nHe MO
pH rny6HHoH OKono IOO~YTOB Ha pac
CTOHHHH I MHnH OT 6epera. ITOHCKH H 
H3yqeHHe HX nOTpe6oBanH mHpoKoro 
npHMeHeHHH BOnona30B H nOnBonHoro 
~eneBHneHHH. YnanocD nOCTaT~ Ka6H
Hy 3KHnall:a. 
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ACCIDENT THEORY AND ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION THEORIE DES ACCIDENTS ET ENQUETES SUR 

Problems with achievement of profes
sional accident investigations are cited, 
and linked to the lack of underlying 
theory for analyzing, predicting or other
wise explaining the accident phenomenon. 
An accident theory is proposed that assumes 
an accident ~o be a process by which a 
'homeostatic activity is 'transformed into a 
harmful outcome. Application of the theory 
by process charting is described. A pro
cedure for developing accident process flow 
charts ispresentediit includes display 
methods for the actors and actions (events) 
involved, testing of the events logic, the 
bridging of logic gaps due to missing evi
dence, identification of corrective mea
sures, and development of "process tem 
plates" of accidents from investigations. 
Benefits from use of the theory and the 
charting procedures are described. 

La teorie. de Los accidentea y au investiga
cion 

Ludwing Benner, Jr. 

Se mencionan los problemas que se presentan 
en el ~ogro rle unainvestigacion verdarlera
mente pro'fesional de los ac'Cidentes sena
Landoesu vinculacion con la falta d~ una 

• . •t ??rJ.a,deanalisis ,prediccion y explica
cJ.~n.(I,1mer~l;delacdaente. Sepropone una 
teorJ.8 ~egunlacUal ~l ac~idente 'es un 
procea'&> mediante elcualuna abtividad 'ho.. 
meosta!icase 'transforma de tallllanera que 
ll?va~ un restiltado perjudicia.l. Bedes
crJ.b;n 'organigramas de aplicacion de la 
teorJ.a. -en los ituales p1l1€'d~rl. presentarse 
106 aclbores y aetas dell. proceso poner a 

la logica del encadenamientorleprueba • ' su
cesos, llenar los vacios logicos debidos a 
faIta rde pruebas, identificar las medidas 
corredtivas y elaborar modelos de proceso 
en_las investigaciones de accidentes. Sa 
senalam las ventajas de la teoria y del 
empLeo .de organigrarnas. 

ACCIDENT 

Ludwig Benner, Jr. 

L'auteur attribue les diffiGultes de 
certaines enquetes sur accident a 
l'absence de connaissances theoriques 
permettant d'analyser, de prevoir ou 
d'exnliquer Ie phenomene de l'accident. 
Selon la theorie qulil propose, l'ac
cident est un processus par lequel Ie 
fait de compenser une perturbation 
apparente conduit a des consequences 
prejudiciables. II suggere lletablis
sement de graphiques de deroulement des 
accidents, qui seraient conqus pour 
representer les acteurs et leurs inter
ventions, evaluer la sequence logique 
des evenements, remedier aux lacunes 
logiques, identifier les mesures cor
rectives et etablir des 11schemas d' ac
cident" a partir des resultats d'enquete. 

llpHBonRTCR rrpo6neUH npo~eCCHOHanD- . 
HHX paccnenOBaHHH aBHaUHOHHHX npOHC
meCTBHH, OHH CBR3HBa~TCR C HenOCTaT
KOM OCHOBHOH TeOpHH B aHanH3e, npen
CKaaaHHeu HnH HHWU 06pa30M pa3~RC
RHR RBneHHR aBHaUHOHHoro rrpOHCmeCT
EHR. llpennaraeTCR TeopHR npOHcmeCT
BHH rne nonycKaeTcH, 'lTO npOHCmeCT
BHe RBnaeTCR npoueccou, nocpenCTBOM 
KOTopor~ rOMOCTaTH'leCKaH aKTHBHOCTh 
rrpeoepaayerca BO BpenHllIt:! peaynDTaT.. 
~aeTCR ~nHCaHHe ITpHMeHeHHH TeopHH 
nOCpenCTBOM CXeUaTH'leCKOrO npouecca. 
npenCTa~neHa npouenypa nnH paaBHBa
~merOCH ~OTOKa cxeM aBHaUHOHHHX npo
HcmeCTB1Ur; OHa BKn~'laeT MeTonH nHC
nneH nnH neMCTB~mHX nHU H neHCTBHH 
(C06WTHM), HcnWTaHHe nOrH'leCKHX HB
neHHH, CBHaWBaHHe Me~ny C060H norH
'leCKHX rrpo6enOB B CBH3H C HenOCTaT
KOM O'leBHnHOCTH, yCTaHoBneHHe KoppeK 
THBHllIX yep H paapa60TKy "ma6nOHHHX 
npoueCCOB" paccnenOBaHHH aBHaUHOH
HWX rrpOHcmeCTBHH. ~aeTCH OnHCaHHe 
npeH~CTB OT HcnonD30BaHHR 3TOM 
TeopHH M CXeMaTH'leCKHX npouenyp. 
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THE FLIGHT SIMULATOR - A TOOL FOR 
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

This paper briefly describes 
advancement in flight simulator 
technology, capabilities and 
limitations. The areas of basic 
flight safety research, recreation 
of accident sequences, and explor
atory research are described with 
examples. The discussion and 
examples apply equally to military 
and civil aircraft accident 
investigators. 

EL SINUIADOR DE VUELO: UN INSTRUl1ENTO DE IA 
IWIESTIGACION DE ACCIDENTES 

En esta nota se describen los progresos 
logrados en el empleo de lossimuladores 
de vuelo para la investigacion de acciden_ 

. tes, tanto en sus aspectos fundamentales 
como en la r-epr cducc.ion de accidentes o.cu
rridos. Las observaciones y ejemplos se 
aplican tanto a la aiviacion civil como a 
la.militar 

LE ROLE DES SIMULATEURS DE VOL DANS IJES 
ENQUETES SUR ACCIDENT. 

Expose sommaire sur les progres tech
niques des simulateurs de vol, sur les 
~ossibilites et sur les limitations de 
leur emploi. Des exemples precisent le 
role de cet equipement dans des re
cherches fondamentales sur la securite 
aerienne, dans la reconstitution du 
deroulement chronologique d'un accident 
et dans des etudes speculatives. Les 
exemnles etudies sont valables pour les 
accidents d'aviation militaire comme 
pour les accidents d'aviation civile. 

JIETInlVr TPEHAJICEP - mICTPYMEHT ,Umr 
PACCJIEllOBAHMH ITPOMClliECTBMH 

B HaCToRmeu ~oKYMeHTe KpaTKo R3na
raeTCR nporpecc B TeXHonorRR neT
Horo TpeHaxepa, B03UOXHOCTR R orpa
HRqeHRR. ,UamTCR onRcaHRR C npRMepa
MR paMoHoB OCHOBHHX RccnenoBaHRM 
no 6e30naCHoCTR noneToB, BOCC03na
HRR nocne~oBaTenhHoCTR npoRcmeCTBRM 
R RccnenOBaTenhCKRX R3~eHRM. ,URC
KyCCRR R npRuepw BpaBHoM CTeneHR 
npRueHRuw K paccnenoBaTenRM BoeHHNX 
R rpaxnaHCKRx aBRaUROHHYX npoRcme
CTBRM. 
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A WIND SHEAR ACCIDENT AS EVIDENCED BY 
INFORMATION FROM THE DIGITAL FLIGHT DATA R,JtCORDER 

An abrupt change in the direction or
 
velocity of the horizontal wind component
 
close to the ground can pose a threat to
 
departing and approaching aircraft. In a .
 
recent accident investigated by NTSB, the
 
captain of a wide-b~ied aircraft was con

ducting an U.s approach in restricted vis

ibility conditions. The aircraft struck an
 
approach light stanchion and crashed on the
 
airport. A digital flight data recorder
 
provided heretofore unavailable information
 
on 96 parameters of the flight. These data
 
provided a means for accurately determining
 
flight profile ana the wind vectors during
 
final approach. The evidence indicated
 
that the aircraft descended through a
 
signifieant low-altituae wind shear. The
 
inform~tion was used to program an aircraft
 
simulator. Pilots who participated in the
 
tests agreed that immediate recognition of
 
the wind shear effect and positive pilot
 
action were required to prevent impact short
 
of the runway threshold. In this accident.
 
restricted visual cues hindered prompt rec

ognition of the developing descent rate and
 
accurate assessment of the pitch attitude
 
change required to arrest the descent in
 
time to prevent impact.
 

nr. RID1STRADOR DIGITAL DE DATOS DE VUELO 
mtVEIA UN ACCIDENTE PRODUCIDO FOR LA GRA.
DIENTE DEL VJ»ITO 

Los vambios subitos de la direccion y la ve
lieidad de la comoonente horizontal del vien
-to cerea de tierr~ pueden eonstituir un pe. 
ligro para las aeronaves que parten 0 se 
aprox:i.$an. En un aecidente estudiado hace 
poco 'por la NTSB, el capitanestaba efec
tuandduna aproximacien.ILS en condiciones 
de visibilidad limit ada, El avion chaco 
contra lasluces de aproximac~on y se es
trel16 en el aeropuerto. El registrador . 
digital de datos de vuelo entrego informa
cion sabre 91; parametros de welo, que per
mitieron determinar exactamente el perfil 
del vuelo durante Is aproximacion final. 
Los datos indicaron que la aeranavedesce._ 
die a traves de una considerable gradiente 
del v~to a baja altitud. Se empleo la 
informacion para programer un simulador 4e 
vue.l,o , Los pilatos que participaron en el 
ensayo se manifestaron de acuerdo en que era 
indispensable percibir de inmediata la gra.
diente y tamar las medidas adecuadas, para 

. evitar estrellarse antes del umbral de la
 
pista.
 

(P. 164) 

INDICES FOURNIS PAR UN ENREGISTREUR DE 
DONHEES DE VOL A LA SUITE D'UN ACCIDENT 
DU AU CISAILLEMENT DU VENT 

Une variation brusq~e de la direction ou de 
la vitesse de la composante horizontale du 
vent a proximite du sol constitue un danger 
au depart ou a l'approche. Le NT8B a en~ 
quete sur un accident survenu recemment a 
un avion gros porteur au cours d' une uap
proche 1L8 par faible visibilite. L'avion 
avait percute un support de feu d'approche 
et s'etait ecrase sur l'aeroport. L'enre
gistreur digital de donnees de vol a nermis 
de reIever 96 parametres grace auxquels on 
a nu tracer avec nrecision Ie profil de 
vol et les vect~s vent pendant l'approche 
finale. Ces indices ont montre quel'avion 
avait rencontre un fort cisaillement du 
vent a basse altitude. Ces conditions ont 
ete reuroduites sur un simulateur de vol et, 
d'apres les pilotes qui ant participe a 
ces essais, il fallait identifier immedia
tement l'effet de cisaillement du vent et 
intervenir sans tarder, ce que Ie pilote 
n'a TIU faire au moment de l'accident a 
cause de la visibilite reduite. 

AmiAIIlmHHOE ITPOMCJllECTBt1:E, Bhl3BA.HHOE 
rP.A,l.I11:EHTOM BETPA, 3A<1>MKCMPOBAHHOE HA 
OCHOBE IDI~OPMAlOOf, nOJIY4EHHOL1. C no
MO!nDlO uvr~poBoro CAMormcUA rroJIETIll1X 
.ILAHHIrr 
Pe:31we M3MeHeHMe aarrpasnenaa KnM CRO
pOCTM ropM30HTSJIl>HOrO ROMnOH.eHTa BeT
pa B(5IIMR OT 3eMJIM MozeT C03ItaTlJ yr
P03Y B3rreTammeMY MIIM 3axOItRmeuy Ha 
nOCaItKy Ba3ItymHowy cyItff,Y. B HeItaBHeM 
npoMcmeeTBMM, KOTopoe paCCIIeItOBaIIO 

T B, KOM8HItMp 3RMnaza B03ItymHoro 
cyItHa C mMpoRMM ~~3eIIH:l:eM 3aXOItMlI Ha 
nOCaItRy no CMCTeMe HnC B YCIIOBHHX or
paHMqeHH0~ BMItMMOCTM. Bo3ItymHoe CyItHO 
yItapMIIOC~ 0 CTOHRy orHR 3axo~a Ha no
caItKy III pyxHyIIO Ha a3ponopT. UM~POBOM 

caMonMceu noneTHHX ItaHHWX npeItOCTaBHlI 
He MMeB~CR ItO 3Toro IIIH~opMaUM~ no 
96 napaMeTpaM nOIIeTa. nORa3aTenhCTBa 
YRa3anlii Ha TO, qTO B03ItymHoe CyItHO 
oc~eCTBnR'IIO CHMZeHv,e, IIIMeH 3HaqM
TeIIhHH~ rpaItMeHT BeTpa Ha HM3ROM BH
COTe. B 3TOM npOMcmeCTBMM OrpaHMQeH
HaR BM3yanl>HaR MH~OpMaUMR' nOMemSJIa 
(5HCTpO pa3IIMQMTh pa3BMBatomyJOCH CKO-

POCTl> CImZeHMH III nOIIOZeHMe no TaHraxy. 



THE AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLER IN 
AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION AS: 
A SOURCE OF INFORMATION 
A FACTOR 
AN INVESTIGATION PARTICIPANT 

H.H. Henschler 

Supervisor 
Edmonton Area Control Centre 

On Behalf of: 

THE CANADIAN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL ASSOCIATION AND 
THE PROFESSIONAL AIR TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS ORGANIZATION (USA) 

Air traffic Control, since its inception a little more than thirty years.ago, 
like all other aviation-related fields and indeed most fields of human endeavour and 
science, has gone through a period of continuous evolutionary change and development. 

Many factors have combined to help enhance and develop the ATC system. They 
were of an originally military nature such as radar and IFF or arose from the desire to 
transport people and cargo at a higher rate of speed or in greater numbers or tonnage. 

The first major enhancement to the ATC system came about in the fifties when 
surveillance radar was made available to civil area control centres and terminal or 
approach control units. Before the introduction of radar and indeed still today in 
areas without radar coverage, air traffic was and is moved in accordance with rigid 
procedural separation standards. These standards, when applied correctly, provide safe 
separation between aircraft but result in "wasted" airspace when the numbers of aircraft 
which can safely be separated in a given area are assessed. Obviously, by virtue of 
"seeing aircraft" in the form of a radar return on the screen rather than having to 
visualize their relative positions., an air traffic controller can accept the respon
sibility of separating a greater number of aircraft at any given time in less airspace. 

Radar, however, brought about another important change. For the first time 
ever the controller, now using radar, was made responsiple to provide separation 
between aircraft and the terrain with the introduction of minimum radar. vectoring 
altitudes which were below-either the minimum enroute, or minimum safe altitudes displayed 
on the pilots' charts. Up to that point it was the pilot I s sole responsibil i ty to ensure 
that descent and climb in close proximity to the ground or water was conducted so as .to 
avoid contact with terrain, except of course the right kind .of terrain, the runway. 

In addition, with the provision of terrain clearance, controllers were charged 
with providing another, potentially dangerous service. Radar provides a return on the 
screen from cumulus clouds and precipitation. 

I said above "potentially dangerous". The reason for this is that because of 
certain necessary and desirable design restrictions air traffic control radar systems 
will not necessarily display all areas of cumulus activity or precipitation. As a 
result a controller may attempt to provide an aircraft with a steer, called a radar 
vector, around such areas and in reality vector the aircraft into cumulus activity not 
displayed on his screen. 

A few years after the introduction of civil ATC radar systems the first 
commercial jet aircraft came on the market. This major step in aviation history doubled 
the speed of a portion of the commercial air traffic while the slower piston and turbo
prop equipped aircraft continued to be used. 
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This mixture of aircraft types and speeds did nothing to alleviate the air 
traffic controller's problems. It requires a great amount of predictive ability to 
make maximum safe use of a given airspace. While the number of large conventional 
transport aircraft is diminishing, relatively slow business and general aviation air
craft are being produced in increasing numbers and the problem of type and speed mix is 
still with us, albeit primarily in the terminal areas. 

Many controllers who worked in the late fifties and early sixties will testify 
from personal experience to the overwhelming increase in traffic density. Of course, 
statistics are available which, without any personal involvement, show that the density 
of air traffic in North America has increased at least threefold with an even larger 
increase in the total number of passengers carried, both commercially and non-com
merc Le l Ly ; 

In the middle of the nineteen sixties the concept of ground-based computerized 
air traffic control systems began to become reality. In the United States, the NAS 
(National Airways System) was developed, predominantly for " enroute" control. Later, 
ARTS (Automated Radar Terminal System) was added. In Canada the Joint Enroute Terminal 
System (JETS) is scheduled to go into operation, starting in Eastern Canada and pro
gressively moving west, within the next two years. 

These systems are generally based on the use of radar-derived information which 
is digitized and displayed on the screen together with a computer generated "data block". 
This data blOCk, in addition to providing the aircraft identification, type and computed 
speed,wi11 indicate the aircraft's "real" altitude. The altitude is derived by con
verting secondary radar pulses, which are carrying information from an airborne pressure 
altimeter, into digital form. 

This process. allows the controller to keep a check on the aircraft's real 
pressure altitude rather than relying on pilot-reported altitudes. 

Again, responsibility has been shifted from the cockpit to the controller. 
The fact of terrain clearance can now more accurately be established. The occurrence of 
less than minimum vertical separation can be detected. Pilots are bypassed by a piece 
of hardware which reports directly to the ground facility. Controllers thus have avail
able to them a continuously updated "real" altitude. 

This new capability, together with the "traditional" radar display of range an 
azimuth, changes such a new ATC system into a "real-time" three-dimensional display. 

We all know that, in additi-on to being able to transport a greater number of 
passengers per flight more comfortably, the fairly recently introduced wide-bodied jets 
and the development of .11stretched" versions ·of first generation jet transports have 
brough~ us the problem of wake turbulence. 

>Waketurbulence, its prediction and detection, has itself been the subject of 
many papers, ·some of which have been presented at seminars of this Society. 

So far, however, no practically proven way of de~ecting or predicting wake 
turbulence has been found. Until such time as it is, responsibility for providing a 
specified minimum standard of separation from the possible effects of wake turbulence 
created by one aircraft on other air traffic rests with the air traffic controller. 

To assist him with this task, specific and increased minimum separation 
standards relating to those aircraft types which have been found to generate the great
est amounts of wake .turbu1ence have been introduced, and as a matter of interest the 
standards have been substantially increased in the last few months. 

These-standards, like all ATC separation standards, only indicate the minimum 
separation required•.If, in the controller's opinion, such minimum standard is not 
sufficient to ensure safety, he is obligated to increase the minimum separation. 
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While such permissive m~n~mum standards are necessary they carry an inherent 
danger to the controller applying them. 

The wake turbulence standards, in particular, can be cited as examples. Many 
variable and often unpredictable factors (such as surface wind shears, etc.) influence 
the formation, duration and direction of travel of aircraft-generated vortices. 

The controller has to take all these variables into consideration when deciding 
on the separation he will use. Sometimes, as evidenced by aircraft accidents due to 
wake turbulence, his decision is a wrong one, almost always because of some factor or 
factors unknown to him when his decision was made. 

We find ourselves at the start of a new era in aviation. The British-French 
built Concorde supersonic transport has commenced flight training to and at Gander, 
Nfld. This training is in preparation for scheduled service between Europe and North 
America across the crowded North Atlantic. 

While during the supersonic enroute portion of the flight the SST's will be 
utilizing much higher, and mostly unused, altitudes than present traffic, during both 
the departure and arrival phase of their flights they will have to be integrated in the 
stream of other traffic. 

We predict that the introduction of scheduled SST operations will add to the 
problems controllers are facing now. The operating characteristics of SST's do not 
allow for extended subsonic flight which may become necessary due to other traffic. The 
SST requires a steady and rapid climb to and descent from its cruising altitude. Any 
diversion from this profile could have an adverse effect on fuel consumption and 
schedule. 

We have been told that, under normal circumstances, the scheduled introduction 
of SST's should pose no problems. 

Air traffic controllers, under normal circumstances, have no problems. It is 
the everyday abnormal situation which makes this profession one of the most critical and 
which created the tension and stress and their resultant effect on the controller which 
is of real concern to us. 

I am certain the above examples illustrate sufficiently the shift of res
ponsibility from the flight deck to the air traffic controller. Recent accident 
investigations have led to NTSB and public pressure for the controller to accept even 
more responsibility in the areas of terrain clearance, wake turbulence, and go/no go 
decisions based on weather conditions. 

In this new and ever-developing role the air traffic controller is more likely 
than ever to be suspec~ed as the cause or contributor to, however peripherally, an 
aircraft accident. Therefore, air traffic controllers must assume a new role, namely 
that of a participant in the investigation of those aircraft accidents where there.may 
be an ATC involvement. 

Pilots have, through their Associations,. traditionally "enjoyed" this right. 
As long as aircraft accidents could only be caused by pilot error, mechanical malfunc
tions, or weather, this may have been sufficient. But now a new dimension has gradually 
been added to the possible cause of accidents and air traffic controller participation 
in investigating aircraft accidents has become a practical necessity. 

I will now outline three areas where we believe air traffic controllers, as 
specialized professionals, can be of immeasurable value when participating in aircraft 
accident investigations. 

The Controller as a Source of Information 
Air traffic control systems in North America, and indeed in most parts of the 

world, are now highly sophisticated entities which a non-controller cannot readily under
stand or even learn to understand given the restricted time frame which accident 
investigation boards operate under. 
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No longer is the only evidence available relating to air traffic control a 
transcript of, or the actual voice tape recording of, radio or telephone ccnveraat Ione , 
the flight progress strips which require manual updating or the testimony of air traffic 
controllers. 

With the advent of computer-based air traffic control systems, computer
generated magnetic tapes are now available for a blow-by-blow replay, almost as soon as 
an accident occurs. In several cases recently where the aircraft flight data recordings 
have been damaged or destroyed these tapes have been used in their place to reconstruct 
the final portion of the flight. 

Traffic co-ordination between sectors of the same air traffic control unit is 
. accomplished mainly via recorded hot lines rather than controller-to-controller personal 
contact. 

It has been suggested recently that area microphone systems be installed in 
air traffic control units. These systems as suggested would operate in a manner similar 
to the cockpit voice recorder systems now in use in commercial aircraft and would record 
conversations taking place between controllers in an air traffic control unit. 

This suggestion originated from an investigative body hearing fragments of 
controller conversations in the background when listening to the radio and telephone 
recordings while investigating a recent aircraft accident. 

While CATCA and PATCO both are opposed to the introduction of area recording 
systems on the grounds of infringement of the controllers' privacy, the suggestion of 
their introduction alone proves the value of the controller as a source of information. 

However, regardless of whether or not we will ultimately be faced with area 
recording systems in air traffic control units, the existence already of computer
derived magnetic tapes and other related evidence requires that an expert in the field 
participate in the investigation of any aircraft accident where air traffic control may 
be involved. 

Only the expert in the field, the professional air traffic controller, can 
interpret, translate and explain to the non-controller the intricacies of the system and 
the situation, control-, stress-, and traffic-wise, which existed at the time. 

The Controller as a Factor in Aircraft Accidents 
I have detailed in the foregoing parts of this paper the substantial and con

tinued shift of responsibilities from pilot to controller. One has only to look at 
mann~d space travel, let alone unmanned space travel, to detect startling similarities. 

In manned space travel, as witness the recent Appolo-Soyez mission, all man
.oeu~es are initiated .and directed by the ground-based mission controllers. The task of 
the astronaut or cosmonaut in the actual manoeuvres of the craft is to add the finishing 
touches, much like a pilot executing a landing after an automatic approach to the runway. 

This analogy, although some pilots may resent it, will become more and more 
acc.epted as funds.areapP7:opriated to develop advanced ala:- traffic control systems. 
Iftl:i.ese newsysternsiinthe future continue to make more information available to the 
controller, and give him a greater capability to take action, it appears likely that as 
in tllle past it will cOntinue to be preferable to have one person with the whole picture 
make the necessary decisions and takethe.necessary action, rather than a large number of 
individuals acting independently with the resulting possibility of chaos. 

Regardless of these future possibilities and the fact that to date airborne 
syst~ development has sadly outstripped the capability of ground-based systems to keep 
pace, one has only to look at the past several years. A large number of aircraft 
accidents in those years have resul~ed in a large amount of time during Accident 
Investigations being devoted to the detailed reconstruction of ATC actions, and in some 
cases long and involved legal battles, with Air Traffic Controllers being sued for large 
sums, A few of the cases of which we are aware are detailed in what follows: 
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April 22, 1968 Vancouver B.C. Piper Aztec (Wake Turbulence Upset) 
November 11, 1969 Wabush, Labrador. De Havilland 125 (Incorrect instrument approach) 
July 6, 1970 Toronto, Ontario DC8 (Heavy landing) 
January 9, 19 71 Edison, New Jersey B707/C150 (Mid Air Collision) 
May 30, 1972 Fort Worth, Texas DC9 (Wake Turbulence Upset) 
December 8, 1972 Chicago, Illinois B737 (Stalled on approach) 
December 29, 1972 Miami, Florida LlOll (Disconnected autopilot) 
March 5, 1973 Nantes, France CV880/DC9 (Mid Air Collision) 
July 31, 1973 Boston, Mass DC9 (Collision with sea wall) 

Whether investigation of most of those accidents mentioned in the foregoing 
proved there was no real ATC involvement as a factor is immaterial. Where it was a 
factor there remains the question of possible misunderstandings or lack of system under
standing on both the pilots' or controllers' part. 

The Air Traffic Controller as an Investigation Participant 
Both CATCA and PATCO, in their respective countries, have been granted by their 

respective aviation authorities the right to member or party status on aircraft accident 
fact-finding boards where air traffic control involvement may be indicated. 

Both our associations are actively training selected members, in many cases 
elected association officals, in the science and techniques of aircraft accident 
investigation. 

One of the problems our associations are faced with is that to the best of our 
knowledge no specialized courses in the science of aircraft accident investigation for 
air traffic controllers, as it relates to their profession, are available anywhere. 

Given the increased involvement of air traffic controllers, their changed role 
in aviation and consequent contribution to the investigation of aircraft accidents, 
there is an urgent need to provide formalized training to air traffic controllers in 
the science and techniques of aircraft accident investigation. 

In our opinion there is an obvious necessity for those universities and 
government agencies which already offer courses in aircraft accident investigation to 
develop courses tailored to the specific requirements of air traffic controllers par
ticipating in aircraft accident investigations. These courses should be aimed at a 
systematic procedure of gathering the facts available on the air traffic control aspects 
of the accident. 

We call upon ICAO and the civil aviation regulatory and investigative bodies 
of all nations to prepare courses and offer training in the specific field of ATC in 
aircraft accident investigations and to encourage private institutions to do the same. 

Controllers must have available to them the experience, the science and the 
techniques of investigating aircraft accidents, for we will be participating, one way or 
the other. We call upon you, the established Society of Air Safety Investigators, to 
render us all the assistance possible to fulfill our aim. To this end we, both CATCA 
and PATCO, are now or will. become members of the Society in the hope that our partici~ 

pation will add to the already awesome body of knowledge and experience evident in it 
and that we may benefit from that knowledge and experience which you already possess. 

Now we have arrived at a turning point. Your specialized profession, that of 
air safety investigators, has admitted into its ranks our specialized profession. In 
return both the Canadian Air Traffic Control Association and the Professional Air Traffic 
Controllers Organization pledge to do their utmost to make our new and changed relation
ship an enjoyable one, a close one, based on mutual respect and the knowledge that no one 
person can know or understand everything in all fields. 

We are looking forward to your assistance and cooperation and a fruitful 
working relationship. 
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DISCREDITING ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION VIA THE WRITTEN ACCIDENT REPORT 

Ralph E. Stokes AND Dr. Anthony S. Lis 

Intermodal Safety Program Manager 
Transportation Safe.ty Institute 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

Professor of Business Communication 
University of Oklahoma 
Norman, Oklahoma 

The primary objective of aircraft accident investigation is accident preven
tion. Accident investigators .supply accident investigation data to agencies, authorities, 
and organizations that have regulatory authority and preventive responsibility. Accident 
.prevention action is based on data in accident reports; logically then, accident pre
vention can be only as effective as the report is adequate. Unfortunately, the accident 
report often proves to be the weak link in the prevention chain. Technically qualified, 
dedicated investigators, by careless writing, discredit their investigations and impede 
accident prevention•. 

The following examples were taken from accident reports to illustrate how an 
accident investigation can be discredited by the written word. 

1.	 The narrative section of a Preliminary (Accident/Incident) Resume Report, 
as received from a United States Government Agency, read: 

According to John Doe, Chief pilot for Ajax Aviation, Mr. Smith 
rented the Cessna for a pleasure flight to Airport Beta. He 
departed at approximately 1000 HR PST. 

FAA records show that the iarcraft landed at Airport Beta at 
approx. 1115 PST, parked in front of the tower, then departed 
at approx. 1245 PST. 

At approximately 1300 PST the aircraft was observed downwind 
at Airport Charley. Witnesses state that the aircraft cntinued 
the traffic pattern until on final approach the aircraft was 
observed to make several low altitude turns then decend into the 
groun appl'Qximate1y \ mile south east of Airport Charley.. Both 
occupants:ceceived. serious injuries. The aircraft was demolished. 

Imagine yourself in court, as· investigator in ch4~ge of this accident, trying 
to conyince a judge that you are a qualified accident invea~igator even though you 
cannot. spell aircraft, descend, ground, or continued. Nume~ous other errors also 
reflect on the quality of the investiga.tion. 
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2. The aircraft continued in a right spin until it stalled and crashed. 

16 an abtcJlil6;t Ls Ln. a J.>p,[n, a has meady -6.ta..tted. PeJthap-6 ;the WJU:teJt ,[n;tended 
ro J.>;ta.;te ;tha.;t ;the abtcJliL6;(: necovened 6Jr..Om ;the -6p,[n, -6.ta..tted, en;teJted ano;theJt -6pm, 
and c.Jr..M hed. 

j 
3. Following a normal ILS approach, landing, and roll-out, the aircraft overran the 

runway. 

1-6 a noJUna.l I LS appJr..Oac.h 60Uowed by an oveJlJuLyl.? The WJU:teJt ,[mpliu ;tha.;t an ovea
ItU.n .u:, -6;ta.nda.Jr..d opeJta.Ung psoeedune: 60Jr.. noJUna.t J.>aua.:tum. Wha.;t c.onJ.>.tA..tutu 
noJUna.tUy? 

4.	 The engine was examined at the accident site. The sparkplugs were removed and 
tested for the manufacturer's specified gap. The cylinder walls were examined 
with a baroscope. 

The ,[nvu;t,[ga.;(:oJr.. k.new wh,[c.h desu.cs: he -6hou1.d U-6e ;to ,[nJ.>ped ;the c.ylindeJt wa.U..o, 
bu;t h-U:, ac.uden;t Jr..epoJr..;t ,[nd,lc.a.;ted ;tha.;t he used a bOJr..OJ.>c.ope ,[nJ.>;tea.d 06 a boneseope) 
boJr..Uc.ope .u:, c.oMed. 

5.	 A hole approximately .125 in diameter was found in the number one hydraulic 
reservoir. 

Ac.CJ.J.Jta.c.y .u:, U-6 en;t,[a.t ,[n abtc.Jr..a.6;(: ac.c.,[den;t ,[nvu;t,[ga.tion; bu;t when -60me;(:h,[n9 has 
been measuned ro one hundned. andtwen;ty-Mve ;thoU-6and;th-6 06 an Inch; "appJr..oxhna.;te£.y" 
-6 hou1.d be omU.:ted. 

6.	 The assistance of the yaw dampener was lost when the hydraulic boost pumps were 
turned off. 

A device: ;tha.;t deCAeMU, rn-<.YL-<Jn<..ZU, 0Jr.. da.mp.6 v,[bJr..a.Uon Ls a da.mpeJt and nor. a 
dampeneJt. A dampeneJt mo.u:,;tenJ.> on: weU. 

7.	 Severe stress and strain were apparent in the right wing spar. 

S;tJr..U-6 .u:, ;the 60Jr..c.e pen: uni:t Mea. and -6:tJr.a1..n .u:, the de60JUna.Uon peJt unc: leng;th; 
c.onJ.> eque.n:te.y, -6:tJr.a1..n .u:, eUheJt v.u:,'[ble on: appMen;t bu;t -6;tJr..U-6 .u:, M d,l66..i..cu.i.t to 
-6ee M magnetic. 60Jr..c.e. . 
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8.	 The aircraft was equipped with stationery landing gear. 

ThU> l.UU> a gIWM ennon Ln. a»tcJtafJ;t c.eJt:t.,LM-c.a.:tum; papetr. £.a..ncUng geM hc}..6 nevetr. been 
ac.c.eptable. Sta.:UoY!llJLY £.a..ncUng geatr. -w :the c.oMec.:t woftd. 

9.	 Aircraft, unlike most surface vehicles, are weight limited devices and lightning
 
holes are engineered into their design.
 

Ugh:t.u.~ may mak.e holM In. aJ.JtcJr.a.fJ;t but. :the holM Me w,ua..Uy nos: mac.hined 
pftecl.6 enough 60ft aetr.on.a.ut,.[c.a£. eng.£nevcJ.ng. The holM Me ?tgh:ten.£ng holM, 
nat: Ligh:tn..i..ng holM. 

10.	 Several passengers went to the rear galley after the "fasten seat belts" sign went 
off and they found the stewardess laying on the floor. Her leg appeared to be 
broken and two men picked her up and laid her in a rear seat. 

1:t -w unLLk.e£.y :tha.:t :the .6:tewatr.dM.6 WM i.a.y.£ng In. :the galley, MpecA..a.Uy wi.;th 
paMengetr.6 on boatr.d and w.Uh :the pa.£n 06 a bIWk.en leg. Ly.£ng -w conxecx: howevetr., 
.6 he l.UU> £JUd Oft pfuc.ed In. a fteatr. .6 eax, 

11.	 Since poor cockpit discipline existed during the approach, the crew was unaware 
of their critical altitude and neglected to follow prescribed procedures. 

SA..nc.e -w c.ommonty m-ww,ed a,6 a .6ynonyYn 60ft bec.au.6e. S-i..nc.e A..ndA..c.a:tM a thne Lapse: 
The e.tr.ew l.UU> un.a.wa.tr.e 06 :thw cJLU.,[c.a£. a..e.:ti..:tu.de .6.Ln.c.e pa,6.6-i..ng :the ouxe»: matr.k.etr.. 
Bec.au.6e 06 POOft c.o.c.k.pa d-WcipUne cJ.wU..n.g :the appftoac.h, :the e.tr.ew l.UU> unawa.tr.e 06 
:the1tr. cJr1.;t,[c.a£. a..e.:ti..:tu.de • 

12.	 The pilot reported over the outer marker inbound at 0125Z but failed to report 
his altitude which is standard communications procedure. 

WlUc.h -W :the .6taru1.aJuL c.ormnwU.c..a..UofUl pnoeedus«, :to ftepoJr.:t on: nos: :to tr.epoJr.:t? The 
WJt..i:tetr. und.oub:te.dty k.noW!! :the .6ta.nda.tr.d pnocedun«, bu:t iJ:, :tha:t ptr.oc.edutr.e ctea»: :to 
:tlie tr.ea.detr.? 

13.	 The pilot, who was type rated in the Boeing 747 and had over one thousand hours in 
the aircraft, was insulted when the investigator said, "Let's assume that you 
didn't touch down long, what do you think caused the overshoot?" 

T1t£ pilo:t may have been jMtA-6A..o.b!-y 066ended bec.aw,e :to a,6.6ume meaY1..6 :to pnetend, 
Oft .6upp0.6e. The pilo:t wou£.d pJtobably have been motr.e tr.ec.eptA-ve A..6 :the wotr.d ptr.Mume 
fuuL been used, Ptr.Mume meaY1..6 :to tak.e Mme:thA..ng 60ft gJtan:ted, Oft accept: a,6 tnue, 
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14.	 Two accident survivors were questioned in the hospital. One said that. the stall 
warning horn was blowing continually after takeoff and during climb-out. The other 
witness was in agreement and described the warning horn as blowing continuously. 

Col'ltinu.a.Uy OIL c..ol'ltiYU.Lou,6ly, ,{,o :thvr.e a cU66vr.enc..e in the mean..i..ng 06 the :two woJr..ci6? 
AppMeYifty :the WJt.Ltvr. M.6u.med :tha.:t. the. WOlLcU wvr.e .6ynonymou..6 because. he w/tO:te "the. 
wa.neMu wvr.e in agILeemen:t.." The ..i..nVU:t...i..ga.:t.oIL .6hou1..d have u:t.a.bllihed whe:t.hvr. :the 
Wa.Jtn..i..ng hOM sound. WM ..i..n:t.eJtm..i..:t.:t.e.n:t. OIL whe:t.hvr. ..i..:t. WM unbILoken. The genvz.a.l 
c..onc..en.6u,6 ,{,o :t.ha.:t. c..ol'ltiYU.La.liy mea.n.6 ILec.uJlJVi.ng a.:t. ..i..n:t.vr.va..t6 duJt..i..ng a peJt..i..od 06 :t...i..me 
and c..on:t...i..nuou..6ly mea.n.6 wLthou:t. ..i..n:t.eJtItUp:t...i..on, unb/tOken, OIL c..On.6:t.a.n:t.. FOIL example, 
:the EaJilh nevotves c..on:t...i..nuou..6ly Mound :the Sun. 

15.	 The aircraft impacted the concrete runway, bounced approximately fifty feet in the 
air, then stalled and crashed in a nose high attitude. 

1mpac..:t.ed ,{,o a muc..h mOILe pILe:t.el'ltiou..6 uond than. h..i..:t. OIL .6:t.Jtuc..k, bu:t. ..i..mpac..:t.ed Ls not: 
the c..o/t/tec..:t. woltd 60IL duc..Jt..i..b..i..ng :th-<A .6Uua.:t...i..on-.-A :too:th OIL buUe:t. c..a.n be ..i..mpac..:t.ed 
OIL buJt..i..ed, bu:t. an a..tJtc..Jta.6:t wh..i..c..h .6:t.Jt..i..ku a c..onc..Jte:t.e ItUnway and bounc..u c..anno:t. 

16.	 According to the cockpit voice-recorder tape, the pilot asked the tower operator, 
"Tell me if my landing gear is down." The tower operator replied, "Roger." No 
further transmissions were made and a wheels-up landing occurred. The accident 
investigator indicated in his report that the tower operator failed to take the 
prudent warning action expected of a controller by not informing the pilot that 
the gear was up. The tower operator said in his statement that he did exactly as 
requested. Literally, the pilot asked to be told if the gear was down. Because 
the gear was not down, the controller did not inform the pilot. 

The p/tOblem hvr.e Ls In :the u..6e 06 if., Instead 06 whe:t.hvr. OIL not: 1fJ ..i..ncUc..a.:t.u a 
c..oncU:t...i..on OIL chacae: U:t.eJLa.Uy, all. :the pilo:t ILequu:ted wa.6 :the good new6 :tha.:t. 
:the £.a.ncUng gea.Jt wa.6 down and no:t the: bad new6 :t.ha.:t. ..i..:t. wa.6 up. The £.a.nd..i..ng gea.Jt 
WM up, and c..on.6equenily WM no:t ILepoll-ted. The invu:t...i..ga.:t.olL Wa..6 WILOng In. b.e.a.m..tng 
:the c..on:t.JtoUvr. fJolL doing pltewely wha.:t. he had been Mked :to do. The pilo:t wa.6 
in enno): ..i..n M.6u.m..tng :tha.:t. "Rogvr." ..i..mpUed :t.ha.:t. :the gea.Jt wa.6 down when ac..:t.uaUy 
"Rogvr." ind..Lc.tLted :t.ha.:t. :the c..on:t.JtoUvr. wou1..d do M ILequu:ted. 

17.	 The Air Route Traffic Control Center tape indicated that the aircraft had been 
cleared for an approach and that the transmission had been acknowledged. It was 
apparent that the controller had been misunderstood because the aircraft entered 
a holding pattern. 

How c..ou1..d :the c..Jtw'.6 miAundeM:t.a.ncUng have been appMen:t.? AppaJl.en:t. mea.n.6 penaeisred. 
by :the .6en.6 U • The c..o/t/tec..:t. uxmd ,{,o evide.n:t.:t.ha.:t. mea.n.6 pnoved. OIL .6uppoll-ted by :the 
ev..i..denc..e :t.ha.:t. the: a..tJtc..Jta.f.,:t. enxexed a holdlYig pa.:t.:t.vz.n. 
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18.	 A bird strike occurred at 2500 feet during climb-out. An emergency was declared 
and the flight returned to Boston. A large bird such as a gull or duck had been 
struck by the leading edge of the left wing. Part of the bird carcass was impinged 
in the hole in the wing. 

16 :the bbtd c.aJtc.M.o wa.o -imbedded OIL buJUed hi. :the wing te.a.c:U..ng edge, a wa.o no:t 
-imphl.ged. To -imphl.ge -L.o :to .o.t.!U.ke, hU, OIL c.on:ta.d Jta.theIL :than -imbed OIL buJl.Y· 

19.	 A microanalysis of the wing spar break was made at the accident site. 

M.Lc.!LO~.o-L.o Ls deMned a.6 c.hemLe.a.t ana1..y.o-L.o on a .oma.U OIL mhu.L:te .oc.a.te (~!La.m.6 
OIL .om~I and ILequiJUng .opeuaLi:zed, fUghiy .oen.omve equJ.pme.n;t. Su.c.h equJ.pmen:t 
-L.o no:t u..ou.a.Uy ava.U.a.bte at: a.c.uden:t .oau .PeJthapo :the ,wvu:t1.ga:toJl. meILe1.y 
examined :the bILe.a.k.uU:th a ma.gni6y-Lng gtM.o; nU.c.fLOa.na1..y.o-L.o sounded mOILe :tec.hnic.a.t 
and he Jte6teded h-L.o v-L.ou.a.t ob.oeILva.:Uon.o hi. thL6 way. 

20.	 The aircraft flight crew was hospitalized after the accident. The attending 
physician approved questioning the captain, but disapproved questioning of the 
first officer who had a temperature. 

Ac.Uden:t hl.vu:t1.ga:to!L.6 who Me no:t doc.:to!L.6 .ohou.td no:t e.x.pILU.o mecUe.a.t op,[.uon.o hi. 
:thebt ac.Ude.n;t ILepo!L:t.o. Any medUd data. hl.c.fuded hi. the. ILepo!L:t .ohou.td qu.o:te the. 
docxo«. The e!L!LOneou..o us e 06 :tempe!La.:tuJl.e -i.n.o:tea.d 06 6eveIL wou.td be tess Uke1.y. 
At:thou.gh evenuovu: ha..o a :tempeJta.:tu.!Le, no:t eVelLyone ha..o a 6eveIL. 

21.	 The pilot was unfamiliar with the airport and landed on an adjacent expressway 
which paralleled the active runway. It is recommended that the airport manage
menttake immediate action to make the approach zone .a.nd runway lighting more 
distinct .. 
The pilo:t ev-i.derz:t.l.y nU.-6:took xhe. e.x.pJtu.oway 60IL :the If.L1.YJIAJCly. The pfLObtem .oeem.o :to 
be:tha:t 06 -i.den.:U6.-i..c.a.tion !La.:theIL :than v-L.o,[bil);ty. 16 '1Ut objec.:t JA cU.o:Unc.:t, U 
C4n be .0ee.n. ea.6ilyand :the!Le Me no ltu.t.!U.w..on.o :to vJ..,.o,[bil);ty. A lli:Unc.:U.ve 
obJec.:t Is uniqu« OIL cU66e!Len:t. The pfLObtem at: :th-L.o ai!r.polt:t appeM.6 to be one 06 
cU66e!L~ between :the e.x.pILU.owa.y and :the !Lu.nLlJa.y. The hl.VU:t1.ga.:tOIL pfLObabty 
-Uvte.n.ded :to ILec.onrnend :tha.:t :the fLUnway apPfLOac.h -Ugft:t.i.nE be made mOfLecU.o:thLc.:U.ve. 
V,ft,:thLc.:U.ve appfLOaehUghUng would he1.p pUou cU.o:thtgu.-L.oh :the !Lu.nwa.y Mom :the 
C!X;pltu.owa.y. 

22.	 ~r Traffic Control told the crew of the DC-3 that there was traffic at 12 o'clock, 
fo,pr miles. Evasive action was initiated and a midair collision occurred. When 
t~ DC-3 crew was interviewed, the captain said that the copilot was flying the 
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aircraft until seconds before the collision. The captain thought that a collision 
was imminent and took over the controls. Undoubtedly, the captain would have 
assumed command earlier if the copilot had not inferred that he had seen. the other 
aircraft by turning right. 

The copilot, by :t.uJr..rU.ng JUgh:t., -implied not ~ed :t.ha:t. he .6aW :the oxhe): a-i.Jt.cJLa.qt. 
The captain WIl6 the one who had ln6eJVted OfT.. dJi.tiWn the. ht6eJtence 6Mm the acxio« 
06 :the copilot. 

23.	 The aircraft wreckage was located five miles off shore at a depth of 500 feet. 
Attempts to salvage the wreckage were futile and an underwater camera proved to 
be most plausible for gathering data. 

The undvzwa.:t.eJt c.ameJta. pJ1..oved 6e1l6J..ble not pi.a.l..t.tJJ..ble. Some.t.fl.,[ng tha.:t. i...6 pi.a.l..t.tJJ..ble 
i...6 beL<..evable, acceptable OfT.. tnu«, AnytlU.ng thai. h:, 6e1l6J..ble Is capable 06 belng 
done. 

I 24. Eyewitnesses said that the aircraft bounced once or twice when landing, continued 
down the runway for approximately 500 feet and then veered to the right of the 
paved runway surface. The aircraft continued swerving right and stopped after 
turning approximately 240 degrees from the runway heading. The left main landing 
gear	 strut sheared off 150 feet from where the aircraft left the runway. There

j	 were no ditches, mounds, or obstructions in the area where the landing gear 
sheared. 

I 
Shea.Jted Is commonly mA..6lU>ed all a .oynonym 60fT.. bMk.en, .oepaJta.:ted Oft paJt:t.ed, and i...6 
lncoJtJtec.:t.!y used :to .opeu6Y a shea»: .oepaJc.a..t,Lon when these. wa..o no .ohea.JtJ..ng action 
:to e.a.tL6e :the bfT..ea.k.. ShecvUng h:, the .oepaJLa.:t.,[ng 06 a meta.£. by 60JtUng two oppo.ohtg 
and .o-Ughtty 066.oe:t.ting b!a.de.o aga.J..n.ot the: me:t.a.! w.L:th .ou66J..Uen:t. 60ftce to e.a.tL6e 
sepanaxio«. Shea.Jt hall con.oJ..deJta.bly motu: appeal :to :the aveJta.ge WJlA;teJt :than bfT..ea.k.. 
In -the 60JtmeJt example, shean: i...6htcoJtJtec.:t.. Inc.J..de.n:t.aU.y, 01.6 Is nedundanxs .oome
:t.hJ..ng .ohea.Jted can be u.ndeJt.6~ood :to be .oepaJta.:ted OfT.. cUvJ..derI":

25.	 Witnesses' attention was attracted by a loud roaring or screaming sound while the 
aircraft was in the overcast. The aircraft emerged from the overcast in a left 
wing low, 60 degree nosedown attitude and started to level off. At this time, 
an object either separated or fell from the aircraft. The object was later 
identified as the outboard six feet of the left wing. Failure had occurred in 
flight during pullout. 

HeJte :the pMblem i...6 w.Uh the wOfT..d 6aJ.1uJc..e. VJ..d:the wing 6a)1. to do wha.:t. U wa..o 
de.oJ..gned to do OfT.. wa..o :the .oepaJLa.:t.,[on lndUced by the. pilot? In:t.hJ...o .o.-i.:t:u:a.:U-on 
the wJ..ng bMk.e OfT.. .oepa.Jta.:t.ed; bu.:t. dJ..d U6a)1.? The c.a.Jte!e.o.o lU>e 06 uands .ouch all 
iailuJte eosx« a-Vtc.Jta.6:t. and c.omponent manu.6ac.:t.u.JteJt.6 milUon.o 06 do.e.t.a.Jt.o annu.a.Uy. 

c.Clden:t. fT..epoJt:t. woftdhtg 6Jte.quen.ti.y pfuce.o ma.nu.6ac.:t.u.JteJt.6 on the de6en.oJ..ve and 
60Jtc.e.o :them to c.onv-l.nc.e :the coiuu» :t.ha:t. the a-Vtc.Jta.6:t. wa..o not a.:t. 6a.u.U even ht 
a.c.c.J..den:t.6 ht wlU.c.h pilot eJt!T..OfT.. i...6 evJ..dent. . 
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26. The underlined words in the following examples are common accident report pitfalls: 

a. Preventative versus preventive maintenance. 

b. Implicit versus explicit instructions. 

c. Leave versus let fly. 

d. Presently versus currently qualified. 

e. Liable versus likely to succeed. 

f. Averse versus adverse weather. 

g.	 Less versus fewer hours. 

h.	 Stress riser versus stress raiser. 

i.	 No admission versus no admittance. 

j.	 Investigative capacity versus investigative ability. 

k.	 Powerplant discrepancy versus powerplant malfunction. 

1.	 A toxic poison versus a poison. 

27.	 The following examples illustrate how humor adds to a presentation and detracts 
from an accident report: 

a.	 The aircraft was serviced with 45 gallons of parathion, and 30 gallons of 
100 octane fuel. 

b.	 The pilot had been denied a medical certificate for alcohol addiction. 

c.	 The pilot attempted to hand-prop the aircraft with the throttle too far 
open and not tied down. 

d.	 The helicopter was loosing altitude after taking vff from the roof of the 
.building. 

e.	 Witnesses observed the aircraft circling an open area surrounded by trees 
in a left turn. 

f.	 The pilot was to depart and fly two surveyors and their equipment to a 
mountainous area that they were to survey at midnight. 

This presentation has cited several examples in which writers have discredited 
their accident investigations by not following the rules of grammar, language usage, 
and spelling. We are technical people who write technical investigation reports about 
technical subjects. Let's do our best to be technical writers. 
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At the Washington meeting last year, considerable concern was 
expressed over the lack of coordination or exchange of information 
between various governmental agencies, organizations and individuals 
involved in the investigation of aircraft accidents. It was pointed 
out that there was no central information gathering facility or data 
bank from which existing information could be retrieved in the 
course of an accident investigation or accident prevention study. 
While the NTSB may have considerable information available for its 
use and various divisions of the FAA, may have similarly indexed in
formation available for its use, and while each military service 
may provide excellent facilities for its own investigators, there is, 
in fact, no central depository available to everyone. While this 
problem was discussed at length, few remedies were even suggested. 

It is the purpose of this paper to draw attention to yet another 
source of aircraft accident investigative data which could be useful 
to all accident investigators. However, like the discussions at the 
Washington meeting, no readily apparent solution to this problem is 
suggested, but the source of such information is one which may not 
have been fully appreciated by most accident investigators. 

i 

Recognizing the magnitude of the job and the shortage of manpower:!
I 

f	 and lack of funds, no criticism i.s intended·of the investigations 
made by NTSB and FAA personnel of general aircraft accidents. How
ever,the fact remains that if litigation, or even the possibility

f	 of litigation, exists from such an accident, in many instances exten
sd.ve and expensive additional investigation is pursued by the inter
ested parties involved. While this investigp.tion may well be tainted 
wi th self interest, in an attempt to put the blame on somebody else, 
i£ equally pursued by all interests, the total results would be helpful 
in an objective approach to determine the various causes of the acci
dent orin the gathering of information in an attempt to prevent other 
similar accidents. ~ 

i 

Litigation investigation is usually conducted by experienced, 
trained specialists who are given the time and the resources to make 
an extensive investigation and dwell into matters beyond the practical 
realm of the initial governmental investigators. In fiac.t , many liti 
gation investigators are former government employees, well known and 
highly respected in the aviation community. It is not unusual for 
each party to a multi-party suit to spend ten to fifty thousand 
dollars, or more, in the course of such an investigation. 
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If the litigation progresses to that point, most, if not all, 
of these findings and opinions are made a matter of public record 
by the taking of oral depositions, the production of documents, re
ports and tests, and answers to written interrogatories. Access to 
this information would be invaluable to any safety program, and this 
substantial contribution should be available to, and'taken advantage 
of, by all persons involved in aircraft accident prevention. 

If this source is made known to the accident investigative com
munity and its potential value is appreciated, then steps can be 
taken by those involved to devise a system whereby this information 
would be more readily available to all. Hopefully, this would include 
investigative data obtained by everyone involved in accident in
vestigations, whereby some central depository would receive and 
disseminate this information to all participating parties. 

It will not be the purpose of this talk to counter the ofttimes 
expressed attitude that litigation hinders investigation and is a 
deteriment to air safety. That ancient concept still expressed by a 
few could be the subject matter of another talk on another occasion. 
Time precludes the cominbation of both here, and it is felt that to 
accentuate the positive and to expose the accident investigator to 
this source of valuable information is of far greater importance than 
answering those who believe that immunity, privilege and other curtail
ments on the free exchange of information is the best course to follow 
in the interest of air safety. 

While reiteration and expansion of the op1n10ns previously ex
pressed might be persuasive by use of the psychological advantages 
of repetition, it is felt that actual examples would be far more 
helpful and informative. 

While returning his single engine aircraft from an annual in~ 

spection, a farmer in South Texas crashed at night near the app roach 
end of the private strip near his home in what had all the earmarks 
of a 'spatial disorientation crash by a non-instrument rated pilot 
with no night flying experience. While this may well have been a 
cause, the investigation that followed, initiated by potential liti
gation, led to a major discovery in the interest of air safety. 

After the NTSB investigator had left the scene and presumably 
concluded his investigation, a former director of the Bureau of Avia
tion Safety, now deceased, was asked to investigate this crash by 
the attorney representing the family of the deceased pilot. Since 
this aircraft had just received an annual inspection, the litigation 
investigator made a check-list of the various Airworthiness Direct
ives then in effect and other areas which should have been covered 
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in the annual inspection. At this time there was in effect an Air

worthiness Directive concerning the flap actuator on certain aircraft
 
built by the same manufacturer. The reoccurring experience of in

advertent flap actuation had led to the issuance of this Airworthiness
 
Directive on the assumption that it was a maintenance problem re

quiring adequate lubrication. In order to check the compliance with
 
this Airworthiness Directive, the litigation investigator requested
 
the agent for the hull insurance carrier to have the flap actuator
 
removed when the wreckage was carted away from the scene of the crash
 
and stored for salvage.
 

By some means, it came to the attention of the NTSB investigator 
that his former boss had requested the removal and inspection of the 
flap actuator. For psychological reasons. best understood by those 
who have worked in a bureaucracy, he immediately instructed the insur
ance company to send him the flap actuator instead of sending it to 
the litigation investigator. Upon receiving this flap actuator, it 
was forwarded to the Washington office of the NTSB, where it was 
tested and studied by the Bureau of Standards. These tests disclosed 
that this actuator would not withstand dynamic loading in a vibrational 
environment. This also led to the fact that this flap actuator had, 
in fact, never been designed or tested for use in aircraft, but had 
been manufactured solely for use in automobile seat adjustment. Follow
ingflight tests to determine the effect of inadvertent flap blow-up 
in the landing configuration, the FAA issued an Airworthiness Di
rective requiring the removal of this type flap actuator from 
practically every single engine aircraft currently in use by this 
manufacturer. 

On another occasion, a light twin, during an air taxi flight, 
ascended through an overcast and into the side of a mountain in" New 
Mexico, killing the" pilot and six passengers on board. This" wreckage 
was not readily accessible, being located in uninhabited, mountainous 
and heavily wooded terrain. The on-scene investigation by the NTSB 
revealed that all component parts of the aircraft were located in the 
wreckage area. There was no in flight fire or evidence of mechanical 
malfunction, and that the engines were apparently developing some 
power at impact. Since the pilot was some distance off his intended 
course and destination, not on an IFR flight plan, and had apparently 
descended through an overcast while in error as to his exact location, 
another obvious pilot error probable cause resulted. As is usually 
the case, no real attempt was made to explain why the pilot made this 
error. 

As a result of potential litigation, litigation investigators, by 
use of a helicopter, made a thorough investigation of the wreckage 
at the accident site and removed the engines and component parts for 
further detailed study. This later investigation, with the help of 
additional experts, disclosed evidence that indicated the possibility 
that one of the engines of the aircraft was feathered at impact. 

L 
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However, the most important facts disclosed at disassembly of the
 
engines was that an internal failure of a piston skirt had in fact
 
occurred prior to impact.
 

During the discovery that followed in subsequent litigation, it 
was established from the engine manufacturer's reports that a series 
of piston failures and difficulties which had been occurring in 
engines of this type was contributed to by off-square cylinders 
which had escaped quality control. These off-square cylinders were 
apparently substantial in number, as the manufacturer's reports re
flected that they had been found on the production line of new engines, 
in factory remanufactured engines, as well as other engines in the 
field and in use. This fact had not been reported to the FAA, nor 
were users of this engine warned of this problem. No recall program 
had been initiated, nor was any attempt made to locate the cylinders, 
determine the number that were in use, or to take any steps to remove 
them from service, even though they were out of blueprint specifications 
and therefore not in compliance with the production certificate. 

The only action taken by this manufacturer was to treat the
 
symptom and retreat from a previous product improvement involving a
 
long skirt piston, and revert back to the previous short skirt piston,
 
which would minimize the effect of the off-square cylinder, even
 

. though it had previously been determined that otherwise the long skirt 
piston was an improvement over the short skirt piston. 

While we might enter into heated debate over the question of 
whether this off-square cylinder was a cause of this crash, I doubt 
that anyone would suggest that this discovery might not be helpful 
in the interest of air safety. To my knowledge, this information, 
until the presentation of this paper, was known only to those intimately 
involved in this litigation. 

Not all examples are limited to general aviation crashes. 
While the NTSB does make a detailed and usually exhaustive inves
tigation of a major airline crash, the magnitude and ramifications 
of such a crash are not all within its financial or manpower resources. 
For instance, the governmental investigation of the Braniff Electra 
crash near Dawson, Texas, persuasively established that the crew had 
made an error in judgment in deviating around severe weather, had 
found themselves in a situation not to their liking, and had attempted 
to retreat from this position by execution of the well known 180 0 turn, 
during which a structural failure of the right wing occurred. However, 
this investigation did not satisfactorily explain why this failure oc
curred. A read-out of the flig~t data recorder would indicate that 
the wing failure occurred at approximately 3.7 Gs when, in fact, the 
wing should have withheld up to 5.4 Gs under these circumstances. This 
investigation also disclosed a series of situations in which cracks 
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formed in the wing panels of the Electra between inspection periods 
and progressed at an accelerated and unanticipated rate. 

The five-week trial that subsequently occurred, involving 
Braniff, Lockheed and Alcoa, and pursued by the widow and children 
qf the Braniff flight engineer, involved highly specialized metal
lurgical testimony concerning the heat treatment received by the 
upper No.2 wing plank which had been installed on this aircraft 
during the modification program which resulted from two previous 
Electra crashes. This testimony involved the effect that minute 
variations during the heat treatment of this particular type alumi
num would have on the formation of cracks, crack propagation, and the 
resultant weakening of the wing. While it is not suggested that 
the jury in this case, or any other case, should be the determinative 
fact-finding body in air safety decisions, it is suggested that this 
wealth of information might be useful to aircraft manufacturers, 
designers, maintenance personnel or others vitally concerned with 
air safety . 

.! 
Time will not permit further examples. Those here discussed 

could be multiplied a hundred fold if the similar experiences of 
those involved in litigation could be collected. 

Those experienced with litigation under our present tort system, 
whether they be plaintiff, defendant, insurance company representa
tive, or manufacturer, will usually in confidential conversation 
candidly admit that litigation, or the threat of litigation, has 
had a substantial and positive effect on air safety. At a recent 
aviation symposium, general counsel for a major light aircraft manu
facturer who is not known for his enthusiastic endorsement of 
product liability suits stated to the audience assembled that 
" our present tort system had done more for air safety than the FAA." 

I hope that this talk will at least stimulate some thought 
toward a means by which this vast but yet untapped source of infor
mation can be more effectively utilized by those devoted to air 
safety and the prevention of accidents. 
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OBSERVATIONS ON SO~E ASPECTS OF HELICOPTER SAFETY 
by George H. Saunders 

Summary: An overview of the helicopter accident picture is presented 

based on a statistical treatment of raw accident data obtained from 

both civilian and military sources. Current problem areas are iden

tified from an analysis of accident type and accident cause data. 

The auto rotation maneuver is identified as an accident contributor 

itself based upon a recent U.S. Army study. An explanation of the 

technical aspects of autorotations which contribute to an undesirable 

end result is offered. 

Overview of Helicopter Accident Experience 

The use of civilian helicopters in the general aviation com

munities of many parts of the world is rapidly growing. Using 

the technology base largely generated by increased military hel

icopter activity in the early stages of the Vietnam war, and by 

the current U.S. Army programs in attack, utility, and heavy-lift 

helicopters, manufacturers and now devoting a much higher per

centage of their resources to meeting the needs of the civilian 

markets. The world-wide search for energy sources is creating 

the largest need for helicopters that the industry has ever wit

nessed. Figure 1 illustrates the growth in both the number of 

helicopters and the number of flying hours in the U.S. and Canada 

during the last six years. The average annual utilization of 

these helicopters is about 265 hours per year. The average 

annual growth rate is about 12%, over this period, with more 

recent growth rates being slightly higher. Helicopter flying 

hours represent approximately 4% of the total general aviation 

hour. in the U.S. Figure 2 illustrates the percentage break

down of users in the North American civilian helicopter community. 
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The growth in usage, and especially the growth in use in 

the more hostile environments associated with oil and mineral. 

explorations, have resulted in more helicoptar accidents. For

tunately, the development of the light turbine engine, advances 

in materials and designing for helicopter fatigue environments, 

and higher standards of safety awareness by the operators, has 

resulted in decreases in accident rates in most years. Figure 3 

depicts the accident picture in terms of both number of accidents 

per 10,000 hours and average flight hours between accidents. 

The most recent few years show a leveling off to around 2.2 acci

dents per 10,000 hours, or roughly 4,550 hours between accidents. 

It should be noted that the majority of the civilian accident data 

presented here comes from raw data available from the National 

Transportation Safety Board, the Federal Aviation Administration, 

and the Helicopter Association of America. These organizations 

use the b~ic NTSB definition of an accident, as do most safety 

agencies world-wide. Since the definition of "substantial damage" 

specifically excludes damage sustained on the ground to rotor 

blades (main and tail rotors) many instances of helicopter roll

overs which result in considerable repair or replacement cost 

for blades, but do not involve personal injury OT other "substantial 

damage", do not become part of the accident base. Also, the charter 

of the NTSB does not require it to investigate accidents involving 

"public use" aircraft, although they may elect to do so in some 

cases. Since helicopters are used extensively by the U.S. Forest 

Service, law inforcement agencies, and other public agencies, the 

accident data base is incomplete in this respect. Further, the 

FAA does include pUblic service aircraft in its determination of 
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hours flown. Thus accident rate data which excludes public use 

aircraft accidents but includes them as the .exposure s ide of the 

ratio, is clearly subject to some error. The H.A.A. is working 

actively with the NTSB and FAA to correct "this situtation, not 

only to make the statistics more accurate but to provide the 

investigative services and talents of the NTSB to operators who 

are leasing their helicopters to public agencies. 

A safety investigator who wishes to probe the details behind 

helicopter accident data should also be aware of the quality of 

the investigations which yield the data he is examining. The 

general subject of education and qualification for air safety 

investigators was the theme of the 1973 S.A.S.I. Forum held in 

Toronto. Some of the shortcomings in the quality of investigation 

discussed at that forum are especially applicable to helicopter 

accidents. While much of the investigative techniques developed 

for fixed-wing accidents may be successfully applied to helicopter 

accidents, there are a number of specialized aspects pertaining 

to the peculiar way in which a rotary-wing vehicle develops aero

dynamic forces for both lift and control, that an investigator 

must grasp in order to do a competent job,. By virtue of the high 

levelS of rotational kinetic energy inherent in the main rotor, 

the d'egre e andcomplexi ty of structural damage is always higher 

than the corresponding set of impact conditions ior a fixed-wing 

aircraft of -sImi.La'r gross weight. Thus the reconstruction of the 

structural failure sequence requires a higher skill level. Inertial 

forces, notably the gyroscopic forces generated by motions of both 

mainBnd tail rotors, are often the dominating forces in certain 

helicopter maneuvers. Their source, sense, and magnitude must be 
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appreciated in reconstructing the sequence of events and motions 

prior to the impact. The fact is that the majority of helicopter 

accidents in the U.S. are investigated by individuals whose helicopter 

education and training are minimal. Specialized courses of instruct

ion in helicopter peculiar aspects of accident investigation are 

needed. 

Figure 4(a) and 4(b) allow a comparison of accident rates for 

different groups of users. Note that while the overall civilian 

helicopter accident rate in the U.S. is slightly higher than the 

corresponding fixed-wing rate, the military and the H.A.A. member 

users both operate with lower accident rates than general aviation 

fixed-wing operators. Thus the argument that helicopters are inher

ently more accident prone cannot be shown. The factors of pilot 

training, maintenance practice, operating environment and general 

safety awareness influence the final accident rate statistics, and 

one must use extreme caution in attributing observed differences in 

rates to one or more of these contributors, without additional data. 

Similar caution is recommended in comparing accident rates for dif

ferent helicopter models (e.g. Figure 5). 

Types and Causes of Helicopter Accidents 

A breakdown of the "type" of helicopter accident (NTSB definition) 

for two successive years is given in Figure 6. About 40% are assigned 

to one of the "collision" type categories while another 30% or so 

are initiated'by engine failures. The high percentage of collisions 

is inherent to the helicopter's role in low altitude, confined air

space activity, associated with sling load work, observation duties, 

and utility work in all manner of terran conditions. The lack of IFR 

capability for the majority of civilian helicopters, together with 
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reduced VFR requirements for helicopters, encourage operation in poor 

visibility conditions close to the ground, inviting collisions ~ith 

unseen or unavoidable obstacles. Unfortunately, the helicopter is 

somewhat unforgiving of such collisions, expecially when the main or 

tail rotors are involved. Relatively small mass imbalances in the 

high centrifugal force fields of such rotors may cause catastrophic 

vibratory structural loads. The widespread use of turbine engines 

in light helicopters, with their greater reliability, has reduced 

the number of accidents initiated by such a failure and has been a 

major factor in the overall reduction in the accident rate. About 

30% of helicopter accidents are initiated by an engine failure. Some 

of these include misuse of the powerplant controls by the pilot, and 

fuel exhaustion. 

Figure 7 provides the broad cause categories applied by the NTSB 

to the accidents of Figure 6. As in the fixed-wing experience,the 

pilot is identified as at least one of the causes in over 70% of the 

accidents. Note that in general more than one cause per accident is 

given and no attempt to rank cause factors is made. "Te r r ai.n" is 

given as a cause factor in over 30% of helicopter accidents. This 

includes the sub-classes of "rough/uneven", "we't/soft ground", "high 

obstruction" etc. This cause classification percentage is higher 

than fixed-wing statistics for at least two reasons: (1) helicopter 

missions are often defined such that prolonged periods of operation 

close to terrain totally unsuitable for landing is required, and 

(2) helicopter ground handing characteristics are traditionally 

poorer than fixed-wing aircraft, due in part to non-retractable skid

type landing gear and high vertical center-of-gravity to skid track 

ratios. Most helicopters are particularly sensitive to lateral 
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motions at touchdown. A study of 71 U.S. Army utility helicopters 

revealed that in 60% of the cases the aircraft either impacted 

directly on its side or rolled on its side at least once during the 

crash sequence. 

The air safety investigator interested in the information pro

vided by accident statistics for preventive purposes can spend many 

hours analizing the mass of available data and the myriad of ways 

it can be presented. In doing so for helicopters it will become 

clear that many accidents (using the definition of personal injury 

or substantial damage) are not caused directly by the first event 

in the sequence, but by the last (it's not the fall that hurts but 

the sudden stop at the bottom). The link between the two for hel

icopters is the autorotation maneuver, and the "success" with which 

it is accomplished is often the difference between an incident and 

an accident. Looking behind the statistics now, let us examine some 

of the factors which can be identified as contributory to the success 

of an autorotation. 

Autorotations and their Impact on Helicopter Accidents 

To illustrate the magnitude of the problem the results of a 

recent U.S. Army study are helpful. For the purpose of this study 

the term "mishap" was used to include all helicopter accidents and 

incidents with some damage, attributable to the touchdown phase of 

an autorotation. Only non-combat related mishaps occuring in a 2~ 

year period between 1 July 1969 and 31 December 1971 were used. 

During this period 1195 mishaps occurred (709 emergency autorotations 

and 486 in practice) causing 82 fatalities, 606 injuries and $82 

million in damage. It was found that 40% of all Army helicopter 

accidents during that period involved autorotation. A "success 
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ratio" was defined for emergency autorotations as the ratio of no

damage autorotations to these resulting in damage requiring repair. 

The overall "success ratio" for this period was found to be 

1.12 to 1. In other words, roughly one emergency autorotation was 

"unsuccessful" for every successful one. The U.N. Navy's success 

ratio for the comparable period was 1.14, the USAF 8.00 and the 

U.S. Coast Guard 25.00: The obvious contributor to the higher ratios 

for the Air Force is the higher average mission altitudes (allowing 

for more time and area from which to select a suitable landing spot). 

The availability of sui table terrain to the Coast Guard, in the form 

of expanses of unobstructed water surface, helps explain their more 

favorable experience. A breakdown of both emergency autorotation 

rate and success ratio, by helicopter model, is given in Figure 8. 

There are three readily definable portions to a helicopter's 

descent following loss of engine power (inadvertent of purposeful): 

entry, steady-state descent, flare and touchdown. The immediate 

and obvious effects of power loss are rotor RPM decay and out-of

trim rotational accelerations (notably left yaw). The most abrupt 

rotor RPM delay rates occur. when collective pitch and consequent 

torque are the highest. Heavy weight, high density altitude, and 

either hovering or maximum speed, are the critical condi~ions. The 

rate at which a rotational system decays is directly proportional 

to the applied torque and inversely proportional to the moment of 

inertia. .From the standpoint of minimizing rotor RPM delay (upon 

which both 1iftand·contro1 depend), the "high inertia rotor" is 

preferred. However, in terms of increasing RPM during the cyclic 

flare prior to touchdown, the opposite is true - a high inertia 

rotor here resists significant rates of RPM increase. Moreover, 
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the high inertia rotor tends to lag collective input commands during 

the steady state portion of the descent (although the final RPM 

change achieved may be high). This characteristic can cause a ten

dency for the pilot to "chase the rotor speed" requiring extensive 

pilot effort in precise RPM control. 

Figure 9 illustrates the magnitude of rotor RPM delay on one 

helicopter. Note that in the most severe case it takes only seconds 

(sometimes less than a second) for the delay to reach published 

minima~ that is~ the pilot must react very quickly in initiating 

a decrease in collective and/or cycle flare to prevent excessive 

RPM delay. The quickly developing yaw may induce uncontrolable 

rolling and pitching in some flight conditions if not arrested by 

the pilot in short order. 

The time it takes to establish a true steady-state autorotative 

state (zero rotor torque~ constant RPM~ speed~ rate of decent etc.) 

depends very much on flight condition and pilot technique. On all 

helicopters at least five to eight seconds are required to establish 

the condition. The decent angle and rate of descent are functions 

of configuration, airspeed, sideslip condition, and rotor RPM. Most 

helicopters have a minimum descent rate (corresponding to a particular 

airspeed) from 1400 to 2200 feet per minute. Maximum glide distance 

is achieved at higher speed (as it is in fixed-wing aircraft). Most 

single-rotor helicopters have a descent angle of about 11 0 when flying 

at minimum descent rate, and an absolute minimum from 10 to 140 . Thus 

the very best any helicopter can do is about 1 mile horizontally for 

every 1,000 feet of altitude during the steady-state portion of auto

rotation. This corresponds to a fixed-wing L/D ratio of about 6. 

Maximum L/D for fixed-wing aircraft are seldom that low, and may exceed 
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40 for high performance sailplanes. Thus the power-off glide performance 

of helicopters is better or worse than that of their fixed-wing counter

parts only in terms of which characteristic is most desired-minimum 

rate of descent or maximum glide distance. The need of the helicopter 

to locate suitable terrain makes glide distance an important parameter. 

The height-velocity diagram (dead man's curve) is an important 

piece of data on autorotation capability, usually available to the 

pilot in the operators manual. The purpose of an H-V diagram is to 

identify for the pilot the portions of the flight envelope from which 

a safe landing can be made after a sudden engine failure. Figure 10 

illustrates the shape characteristics of an H-V diagram, which can 

usually be found in the operator's manual. Too often the manual con

veys the following message along with the diagram: 

'This diagram is the result of flight test and indicates 
the combinations of airspeed and height about the ground 
which will allow the average pilot to successfully com
plete a landing after an engine failure: t 

The cannotation here is that if a satisfactory landing is not executed 

from "safe" areas, the pilot's performance is below average or sub

standard. Even more important, there is an implicata.on that a really 

good pilot can probably accomplish a successful autorotation from well 

within the "avoid" area of the curve. Neither is necessarily true. 

The problem arises from the method of determining the curve itself. 

The manufacturer's test pilot usually define the curve. They do 

so by approaching the expected boundary in careful steps. For example, 

the minimum height for high hover (point 1 in Figure 10) is usually 

found by initiating autorotation at zero airspeed and at heights well 

above the expected curve value. The test pilot experiments with tech

nique and then slowly lowers the entry height in steps until he feels 

he has found the point below which the "average l1 pilot would not be 
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successful. Among faults in this approach are the following: 

1. It is in the manufacturer's best interests to have as small 

an "avoid" area as possible (from a business competition point" of view), 

which may influence the test pilot's opinion in this rather subjective 

and fuzzy area. 

2. The test pilot must assume a certain skill level as being that 

of the average pilot who will fly a helicopter not yet on the market. 

No "average"pilots are used in test flying. 

3. Some specifications allow only a 1 sec pilot reaction time in
 

demonstrating the H-V curve. Many average pilots, especially in ma


chines lacking adequate visual, aural, and/or kinesthetic cues, will
 

take much longer to diagnose the problem and to react.
 

4. The curve is demonstrated by simulating an actual failure (by 

retarding throttle) rather than shutting down the engine. Measurements 

have shown that there is a significant amount of engine output torque 

with normal engine rigging at the flight-idle position. This can pro

duce a false sense of security in an ~ndividual faced with an actual 

emergency. 

5. The curve is often determined, and demonstrated, from a straight 

and level steady state condition. Failures from climbs, descents, and 

turns aTe often not required. 

6. Tests and demonstrations are usually conducted at one gross 

weight condition (often design mission weight) and at standard sea 

level conditions. Recent experiments have shown that curves so deter

mined are on the unsafe side compared to higher weight and/or density 

altitude conditions. 

To add to the problem, flight manuals usually contain little infor

mation on proper technique. The technique required to demonstrate a 
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successful autorotation from the "knee" of the curve (point 2 in 

Figure 10) is vastly different from that at high speed, low altitude 

(point 5 of the figure). Most training programs emphasize auto

rotation practice from a "slot" position about 500 ft above terrain 

and at a moderate speed well within the "safe" area. In one exper

iment a group of instructors were asked to demonstrate touchdown 

autorotations from the "knee" of a published H-V diagram. All failed, 

requiring a powered recovery. 

Based on these and other tests, the H-V diagrams of two Army 

helicopters have been drastically revised as shwon in Figure 11. 

All these considerations have undobutedly contributed to the high 

rate of autorotation accidents. Suffice it to say that most helicopters 

have portions of their normal mission profiles within the published 

"avoid" areas. This is a known risk, which must be assumed by those 

responsible for defining procedures, and ultimately by the pilot. 

Conclusion: Helicopter accident statistics, including type and 

cause factors, have revealed certain significant trends which differ 

from fixed-wing experience. These trends are attributable to the 

det'ails of the helicopter's mission and operating environment and 

to 'the technical aspects of rotary wing configurations. The auto

rotation maneuver plays a unique role in helicopter accident causation. 

Air safety investigators involved in he Li.cop t er accident investigation 

require speciali~e training and experience to perform their duties 

competently. 
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NUMBER OF ACCIDENT TIME BETWEEN 
FLIGHT TIME ACCIDENTS RATE PER. ACCIDENTS 

MODEL (FAA) (NTSB) 100,000 HRS. (HRS) 

Aerospati'a1e	 SA 318 14,342 4 27.9 3,586 
<:><JSA 316 5,180	 0 0 

Bell	 47 Series 354,530 91 25.7 3,896 
204/205 56,372 3 5.3 18,790 
206 211,065 10 4.7 21,106 

c.o212	 4,495 0 0 

Brantly	 B2 5,758 4 69.5 1,440 
305 981 1 102.0 981 

Enstrom	 F28 12,433 5 40.2 2,487 
, , 

Hiller	 PH 1100 39,206 8 20.4 4,901 
UH 12 24,144 16 66.3 . 1,509 

Hughes	 269 107,522 54 50.2 1,991 
369 . 17,736	 3 16.9 5,912 

Sikorsky	 S51 167 1 592.0 167 
S52 825 2 242.1 413 
S55 6,817 6 880.0 1,136 

0-:::.>S55T 220 0 0 
S58· 3,639 1 27.5 3,639 , 

S61 2,047 0 0 e-O 
C>£. >

S62	 10,636 0 0 
0<,.;>864	 703 0 0 

Figure 5: Comparison of Helicopter Accident Rates for 1971 (U. S. Registered Helicopters Only). 
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197 1 1 972 
- . 

COLLISION~ WIRES/POLES . 1 0 . 2 1 3 . 9 
COLLISION~ TREES/CROPS 5 . 4 6 . 9 
COLLISION~ IN FLIGHT 1 . 9 0 

COLLISION~ OBJECT/BUILDING 7 . 3 6 . 5 
COLLISION~ GROUND/WATER~CONTROLLED 7 . 8 5 . 1 
COLLISION~ GROUND/WATER~UNCONTROLLED 1 0 . 7 6 . 9 
HARD LAND ING 1 1 . 1 9 . 3 
ROLL OVER 1 . 9 6 . 0 
NOSE OVER . 5 .S 
ENGINE FAILURE/MALFUNCTION 3 1 . 2 2 7 . 4 
TAIL/MAIN ROTOR FAILURE 4 '. 3 5 . 5 
MATERIAL FAILURE/MALFUNCTION 1 . 5 

, 
3 . 7 

ROTOR ACCIDENT TO PERSON 1 . 5 . 3 . 2 

GROUND/WATERJLOOP/SWERVE 1 . 0 . 5 
MISCELLANEOUS 3 . 4 4 ! 6 

1 0 0 . 100 . 

Figure 6: Percent of Accidents by .Type (non-military U.S. Helicopters). 
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.GA.ll.S.ELEAC. 1971 197 2 

PILOT	 6 7 . 9 7 3 . 1 
~ . 

OTHER PERSONNEL 1 4 . 6 1 5 . 3 
TERRAIN 3 0 . 7 3 1 .9 
POHERPLANT 18. 0 1 4 . 4 
OTHER MECHANICAL 11 . 0 1 2. 5 
WU:ATHER 8 .2 1 9 . 4 
MISC./UNDETERMINED 2 0 . 5 1 0 . 1 

*	 NOTE: MORE THAN ONE CAUSE FACTOR MAY BE INVOLVED IN EACH 
ACCIDENT. CONSEQUENTLY" THE PERCENTAGES TOTAL MORE THAN 1 0 O. 

Figure 7: Percent of Accidents by Cause (non-military U.S. Helicopters). 
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AIRCRAFT	 EMERGENCY AUTOROTATION SUCCESS RATIO 
-RArE (PER 100,000 HRS) 

BELL AH-l 2 2 .77 .51
 
BELL UH-l 1 2. 2 1 1 .07
 
BELL OH-58 1 4 .88 1.75
 
HUGHESOH-6 2 4 .41 • 4 6 


BELL T/OH-13 1 1 .05 2 .51
 
HUGHES TH-55_ 1 5 . 6 9 2 .98
 
BOEING .CH-47 2:. 5 2 .• 62
 

OVERALL:	 SINGLE ENG. 1 4 .68 _ 1 . 1 3
 

MULTI -ENG. 2 .48 .55
 

Figure B: Autorotation Experience by Make/Model. 
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MAt'lEUVERHm STABILITY'S ROLE 

IN AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT CAUSATION 

by 

Hugh E. Youngblood, Jr.
 
Aviation Safety Consultant
 

Smithfield, utah 84335
 

October 6, 1975 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

As we look for ways to improve aircraft accident investigation 
methodology, we must realize that some improvement can come merely 
from a better understanding of present scientific principles. As a 
result of my teaching aircraft accident investigation methodology and 
recent aircraft accident investigations in ~ich I have been involved, 
I realize that an incredible void exists in the literature for air 
safety investigators concerning the proper consideration and evaluation 
of maneuvering stability's role in accident causation analysis when an 
inflight overstress/failure of the aircraft 1 s airframe occurs. In 
the National Transportation Safety Board's 1973-74 listing of aircraft 
accidents involving inflight airframe failures, it is shown that some 
200 accidents of this type occurred in two years. ....Jhile some of these 
accidents were induced by material defects such as fatigue, it is shown 
by the NTSB that more than sixty accidents occurred because the pilot 
exceeded the design stress limits of the aircraft. Air safety investi 
gators cannot continue to be satisfied with a probable cause factor 
of this type. Aircraft accidents will continue to occur as long as 
this is the only approach taken in the investigation of this type of 
accident. In order to examine and illustrate the critical role 
that air safety investigators can and must play in the investigation 
and prevention of inflight overload induced accidents, consideration 
of an aircraft's maneuvering stability characteristics is required. 
Then, meaningful aircraft accident causation findings will result. 

2.0 JiIANEUVERING STABILITY'S EFFECT ON SAc"li'ETY OF FLIGHT 

The flying qualities of any airplane are defined as the stability 
and control characteristi.cs which have an important bearing on the 
aaf'ety of flight and ease of flJring an airplane in maneuvering as well 
as straight and level flight. The flying qualities of aircraft have 
been st~died by the Federal GoverTh~ent through its various agencies 
and by the airc:caft industry since 1939 to insure that the safest, 
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best flying aircraft be produced. Numerous National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics reports document the efforts of the Government to 
establish appropriate safe flying qualities in aircraft manufactured 
for use during and after World War II. (References 1, 2, 3, 4). The 
results of this research established not only desirable levels of. 
maneuvering stability for various types of airplanes, but also 
established that maneuvering stability was essential for safety of 
flight. The longitudinal maneuvering stability handling character
istics are best represented and evaluated by a plot of stick force 
(pull) versus load factor (gt s) as shown in Figure 1. The maneuvering 
stability of any aircraft should always be positive and is represented 
by the slope of the stick force versus load factor plot. This slope is 
called the stick force gradient and must not only be positive in value 
(increasing pull force for increasing load factor) but must also be of 
the proper gradient or slope to insure a minimum level of safety while 
maneuvering any type of aircraft in flight. Catastrophic inflight failure 
or overstress of the aircraft's structure can result when an unsuspecting 
pilot attempts to maneuver an aircraft exhibiting a stick force gradient 
which is too low. For this reason the technical literature on 
maneuvering stability and aircraft flying qualities recognizes different 
levels of stick force gradients for different types of aircraft (See 
Figure 2). 

A desirable stick force gradient for a sport and training-type 
general aviation aircraft is approximately 10 Lbs , - 25 Lbs . per "gil. 
Light general a\Qation business transport aircraft require a slightly 
higher stick force gradient since increased safety rather than high 
maneuverability is desirable. 

Fighter/aerobatic-type aircraft with their higher maneuvering 
requirements and higher load factor construction have the lowest stick 
force gradients. To utilize the maximum maneuvering capability of this 
type of aircraft while minDnizing pilot fatigue, a stick force gradient 
of 3 Lbs , - 10 Lbs , per "gil is required. 

Large transport-tJ~e aircraft utilize a very high stick force 
Grad~ent on the order of 2S Lbs , - SO Lbs , per "gil. l'1ost transport
t;ype aircraft are limited by low maximum ultimate load factors on the 
order of 3. 7S "g'SIl. Load factors above this level would result in 
catastrophic failure or severe damage to the airfralne structure. The 
low maneuvering requirements of transport aircraft's flight profiles 
allow such high stick force gradients to be satisfactory. Another 
requirement on the stick force gradient of any airplane and one that 
is often overlooked is that the aircraft's stick force gradient remain 
approximately linear throughout the airolane's fli~ht envelone (See 
Figure 3). The technical literature sti-esses thatL'the stick" force 
gradient should~, under any condition, be allowed to have a slope 
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of zero with:in an aircraft's flight envelope (See Figure 4). While the 
unacceptability of a zero stick force gradient with:in an aircr.aft 1 s 
flight envelope is recognized as very hazardous to safety of flight, the 
seriousness of a negative stick force gradient or total stick force 
reversal anywhere with:in the aircraft's flight envelope is disastrous 
when it occurs. An airplane with a zero or negative stick force gradient 
is subject to extreme overstress or catastrophic failure of its airframe 
whenever it is maneuvered near the negative gradient portion of its 
stick force curve (See Figure 4). An airplane which experiences a 
total stick force reversal (See Figure 4) not only confronts the 
unsuspecting pilot with dangerous lighten:ing but can disorient the pilot 
by forc:ing him to fly an airplane with reversed control :inputs while 
operating near the limits of the aircraft's flight envelope. Of the 
two types of deficiencies, stick force gradient reversal and stick force 
reversal, it is stick force reversal which is intolerable as a maneuvering 
stability deficiency characteristic in an airplane. Various parameters 
within the control of the aircraft manufacturer and aircraft operator 
(pilot) affect the stick force gradient exhibited by any airplane. 

In the design of an aircraft's flight controls and handling quali 
ties, the aircraft's manufacturer can tailor the stick force character
istics of an airplane through various means and devices to achieve a 
desirable, safe level of maneuvering stability. Since the center of 
gravity location directly affects the stick force gradient as the center 
of gravity of the aircraft is moved rearward, the required stick force 
to pull the same load factor (g's) is lowered (See Figure 5). Replotting 
the data :in Figure 5 yields a plot of stick force gradient versus center 
of gravity location usually expressed in percent of the mean aerodynamic 
chord of the w:ing (See Figure 6). While both Figures 5 and 6 convey the 
same basic information, Figure 6' s format is ideal for examination of the 
stick force gradient over the certified center of gravity range. w'hen 
the aircraft's center of gravIty limits are placed on Figure 6, the values 
of the stick force gradient can very quackl.y be deterrr.ined at the extreme 
center of gravity locations (See Figure 7). Since stick force gradient 
is a direct measure for evaluat:ing an airplane's maneuvering stability 
level, the extreme limits of the certified center of gravity locations will 
establish the highest and lowest levels of maneuvering stability for 
a particular set of flight conditions. It is the violation of the flight 
manual.' s recommended limits on rearward center of granty locations 
which can result :in the aircraft bedrig inadvertently overstressed 
when maneuvered in flight by the pilot. 

3.0 UNITED STATESl CERTIFICATION R.i!.QUIREMENTS 

As early as 1945, the United States stated aircraft certification 
requirements perta:ining to aircraft maneuvering stability characteristics. 

I
If 
I 
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These can be found in Civil Air Regulation Number 3, Aircraft Flight 
Characteristics, Part 3.106, Controllability, which states, "It shall be 
possible to make a smooth transition from one flight condition to another, 
including turns and slips, without requiring an exceptional degree of 
skill, alertness, or strength on the part of the pilot and without danger 
of exceeding the limit load factor under all conditions of operation 
probable for the type •.. " aircraft. Civil Air Regulation Number 3 was 
replaced with Federal Air Regulation Parts 23 and 2.5, Airworthiness 
Standards. The requirements for maneuvering stability are found in the 
Flight Characteristics section under Part 23.143 and 2.5. 143, Controllability 
and Maneuverability. These regulations contain the same general approach 
to maneuvering stability requirements as is found in CAR Part 3.106. 

With the adoption of l1ilitary Specification 878.5, Flying Qualities 
of Piloted Airplanes, the U. S. Military synthesized years of research, 
flight testing, and available literature concerning essential flying 
qualities for various types of aircraft. HIL Standard 878.5 requires 
stick force linearity as well as lower and upper limits on stick force 
gradients for various types of aircraft which are defined in Part 3.2.2.2.1, 
Control Forces in Maneuvering Flight. 

When comparing the civil certification requirements with the milit~J 

specifications concerning maneuvering stability requirements, it can be 
seen that the civil regulations do not specifically require stick force 
versus load factor data be supplied for certification evaluation. 

4.0 l£XA!\:PLES OF VARlons AIHCH.AFTS t 11ANEUVERING STABILITY 

To properly analyze the maneuvering stability of any aircraft, 
representative curve plots of the aircraft's stick force versus load 
factor are needed (See Figures 1 and 6). Figure 8 represents three 
aircraft types and levels of maneuvering stability. .Aircraft A is a 
light general aviation twin engine aircraft which initially exhibits 
a dangerously low stick force gradient of approximately 2 Lbs , per "gil, 
then stick force gradient reversal occurs at approximately 2.3 lIg'Stl, 
and finally stick force reversal at approximat.aLy 2.7.5 II g ' s " • It should 
be noted that this type of aircraft has experienced twenty-two cases 
of inflight overload/overstress damage or failure of its wing/wings 
(See Figure 9) (Reference .5). At; a result of the issuance of an Air
worthiness Directive, the aircraft has recently had its flight control 
system modified by a bobweight to increase the maneuvering stability levels 
of the aircraft. 

Aircraft B is a current joint services fighter airCraft which 
exhibits an initially acceptable stick force gradient within the MIL 
standards and experiences stick force lightenirig at approxLllately 
.5 lIg'S". Beyond.5 "g i s" stick force gradient reversal occurs for this 
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configuration, speed, and altitude. While this aircraft I s maneuvering 
characteristics lack total compliance with MIL 8785 specifications and 
are undesirable, catastrophic inflight airframe failures have been 
minimized by pilot training and a warning statement printed in the 
aircraft's flight manual which reads as follows: 

IINose rise can occur during high ADA maneuvering. This is 
characterized by a reduction or reversal of stick forces and can result 
in inadvertent increase in AOA and possible overstressing of the 
aircraft or loss of control." 

Aircraft C is a large, four engine, turboprop~ transport-type 
aircraft which exhibits a very high level of maneuvering stability 
on the order of (;jJ Lba , per 11g" • This high level of maneuvering 
stability insures a high margin of protection against inadvertently 
exceeding the low limit load factor of this aircraft of' 3.0 "g ' s". 
This aircraft's stick force gradient results in a pilot pull force 
of approximately 180 Ibs. on the control wheel to obtain the limit 
load factor. Since the maximum pilot pull force of which the pilot is 
physiologically capable is on the order of 75 Ibs. of pull, a sizeable 
margin exists against pilot induced overstress of this type of aircraft. 

5.0	 GUIDELIN,h;.:l FOR DETERHINING MANEUVERnm ::iTABILITY'S ROLE 
IN ACCIDEN'l' CAUSATION 

In any inflight overstress failure aircraft accident, the air 
safety investigator must consider the aircraft's maneuvering stability 
LeveLs and characteristics. It is tragic that an aircraft ,,"ith un
desirable maneuvering stability levels could and would be marketed in 
vievT of the literature available to aircraft designers and regulations 
requiring safe levels of maneuvering stabilityin aircraft. Some 
aircraft manufacturers have chosen to neglect or incorrectly assess 
the importance of attaining a proper level of maneuvering stability 
in their products. Consequently, an air safety investigator must have 
aeystemic and educated approach to consider "What in the past may have 
been disndssed as pilot error induced overload inflight failure of 
the airframe. 

In the event that the aircraft stalls out before experiencing 
a catastrophic overload failure of its airframe, loss of control may 
result to an aircraft deficient in maneuvering stability. The investi 
gator must real.Lse that the accelerated stalling char-acter-Ls tdcs of an 
unstable maneuvering aircraft will be totally different from the air 
plane's normal one "gil stalling flight characteristics. A maneuvering 
unstable ad.rcz-af't, can thus result in the pilot exper-Iencdng a total 
loss of control in an accelerated maneuver which results in an 
uncontrolled pitch-up induced accelerated stall. 
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The following guidelines are offered to assist air safety investi 
gators in their detennination and assessment of an aircraft's maneuvering 
stability's role in an inflight airframe overload accident: 

1.	 Obtain or generate a stick force versus load factor curve for 
all critical flight conditions and loadings. 

2.	 Verify whether or not adequate data points 'Were taken in 
flight test evaluation to represent the stick force versus 
load factor curves as drawn. 

3.	 Compare the stick force versus load factor curves to other 
aircraft of similar type and function. 

4.	 Evaluate the maximum load factor obtainable for the maximUlll 
possible pilot physiOlogical pull force on the flight controls. 

5.	 Consult a qualified graduate aeronautical engineer whose 
speciality and expertise is in aircraft stability, control, 
and flying qualities for the evaluation of the above factors. 

6.0 CONCLVjIONS 

An aircraft's maneuvering stability does have an important role 
in accident causation and prevention involving loss of control or 
inflight airframe overload accidents. While maneuvering stability's 
role in some of the examples given are shocking, the vast majority 
of aircraft today do exhibit exemplar levels of maneu.vering stability. 
T'nis is a result of many man hours of design and testing. Nany companies 
take great pride in not only meeting airworthiness certification regulations 
but in marketing an aircraft "Which exhibits safe flying qualities. 
To blindly accept the fact that all aircraft possess a safe level of 
maneuvering stability on the basis of certification would be erroneous 
due to the system under which aircraft are certified in the United 
States. The air safety investigator must in his investigation consider 
and examine each aircraft's maneuvering stability characteristics 
for the reco~ructed flight conditions involved in view of the guide
lines offered in this paper. Only then can an objective assessment of 
the aircraftls maneuvering stability's role in accident causation be 
made. 
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FLIGHT sAFEI'Y THROUGH AN IMPROVED TRAINING AIRPLANE 

R. L. Newman and G. M. Palmer 

School of Aeronautics and Astronautics 
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47906 

At present there is no general aviation airplane specifically designed for flight in
struction. The aircraft used for virtually all civilian flight instruction are the lo~est 

priced, usually t~o-place airplanes on the market. Some of these airplanes are not ap
proved for all training maneuvers, such as intentional spins. In fact, one airplane -
advertised specifically as a trainer -- does not even offer dual controls as standard 
equipment. 

Bpsed on flight instruction experience, ~e feel that the ideal training airplane 
should have definite characteristics. It should not be "easy to fly," but it should be 
forgiving a abuse It should be capable of demonstrating some of the common shortcomings 
found in the general aviation fleet. The airplane should be able to be spun safely. 

Furthermore, the instructor should have a tool ~hich he can use as a training aid. 
The training airplane should allow demonstration of aerodynamic basics -- facts that a nov
ice (or even an experienced) pilot may find hard to believe. One of the most difficult 
concepts to convey is rudder'aileron coordination ~hen instructing in an airplane ~ith 
bungee interconnection. 

The instrument panel of the training airplane should also be designed in light of us
ing it as a training aid. The student's panel should be designed to shov typical instru
ment deficiencies and failures. The primary flight instruments (those required by air
~orthiness) should be located in front of the instructor. 

This is really nothing but a low cost, general aviation "inflight simulator." This 
concept was developed by Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory for research purposes and extend
ed to training. (1) Briefly, the CAL airframe is based on an Allison-Convair 580. A re
search cockpit was added in front with a total fly-by-~ire control system. The control 
system provides front cockpit "seat-of-the-pants" response identical with the airplane 
being simulated. NASA is using somewhat the same technique in their Terminal Configured 
Vehicle program; in this case the airframe is a Boeing 737 with the research cockpit lo
cated in the rear. A less ambitious program ~as advanced by Byrnes and Johnson (2) ~ho 
rerorted on a pilot program to use a Lockheed Jetstar as a training simulator for-larger 
jet transrorts This took advantage of the similiarity in handling bet~een the Jetstar 
and the Boeing 727. although other airplanes were simulated as well. More recently, a 
single-engine military trainer has been modified to allow it to simulate twin engine air
planes, complete with simulated engine out handling problems.(~) 

In the design of an airplane, some attention must be paid to the mission(s) to be 
flown It may seem unnecessary, but we feel that ~e should state that the typical mission 
of the trainer is the flight lesson. A typical flight lesson is approximately one hour in 
length, originates and terminates at the same airport, and is followed by an approximately 
15 minute turn-around. This mission suggests several characteristics which make an air
plane suitable for the training mission. 

Range and cruising speed are of secondary importance. Mechanical reliability, on the 
other hand, is quite important.. As a rule, takeoff and landing performance is not criti
cal, but should be representative of the general aviation fleet. 

The airplane itself should provide a platform from which a lesson can be taught. The 
noise level and Visibility should be of paramount importance. The airplane systems should 
not require too much attention from the instructor. A fine line, however, must be drawn 
between challenging the student and allowing him and the instructor to concetrate on the 
lesson. 

The airplane should also be a good simulator of those characteristics likely to be 
encountered by the student at later times. This means that the trainer should demonstrate 
"bad" features of other airplanes. It should be possible to simulate or demonstrate the 
effect of"overextending the airplane's or pilot's performance (such as high altitude take
offs on a hot day, or operating outside of the weight/cg envelope). Systems emergencies 
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should be easily simulated -- ~ithout endangering student or instructor. 
In line ~ith the simulation characteristics, other additional features ~ould make 

teaching easier. The airplane should allo~ separation of variables. Each axis should be 
able to be controlled ~ithout input to or from other axes. In addition, small second-or~ 
der effects could be exagerated in other portions of the lessons. An example might be ad
verse ya~ At one Iart of the training syllabus, complete elimination of ,adverse ya~ 

would be in order; at another, adverse ya~ should be exagerated. 
Other items of the trainer's configuration.have some effect, but the choice isn't 

clear:.fixed vs. retractible gear, lo~ vs. high ~1ng, and t~o vs. four place. Fixed gear 
would appear to be the logical choice for a trainer, except that speed brakes might be an 
aj.propr.fa'te tool to demonstrate the effect of drag. Retractible gear voul.d be a simplf'! 
form of speed brakes. The lo~-~ing/high-~ing dichotomy is not at all clear. The only 
clear advantage might be tufting the upper surface of a lo~-~ing airplane for flo~ visual
ization. (4) 

Most-existing trainers are t~o-place. A four-place trainer ~ould allow students to 
ride and observe other students and thus accelerate their o~n learning. 

SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS DESIRED IN A TRAINING AIRPLANE 

Instruments and Systems 
The instrument panel should not be simply the conventional arrangement. It should be 

laid out ~ith the basic goal in mind -- flight instruction. The student's panel should 
aIpear at first glance to be ~ conventional full panel. Ho~ever it should have deviations 
~here appropriate for the lesson 

Thest1.;dent's static and pitot sources should be routed through a slector (controlled 
by the instructor) .to one of several sources The different sources ~ould sho~ the effect 
of typical pos Lt ron errors fO'1Od in the civil fleet. One source ~ould be blocked to simu
late icing. 

The Lns tr-uct.or- should have a "trouble paneL" with means to disable any of the s tu
dent's instruments. Actual instrument failure is quite different from simply covering the 
ga;lge face with a card All required flight instruments should be duplicated on the in
structor's panel ~ithout failure modes. The electrical system should be routed through 
the instructor's "trouble panel" ~ith individual circuit breakers. Other systems should 
allo~ instructor induced failure modes. 

The student's panel should include angle-of-attack and angle-of sideslip gauges. 
Sufficent systems automation .should be included to a.llo~ instructor and student to 

concentrate on the lesson. At the same time, this automation should not decrease overall 
reliability, 

Performance 
Aircraft performance is one of the least understood areas b~ general aviation pilots. 

The training airplane's performance should be carefully documented. The degree of docu
mentation sho';ld be greater than that for existing airplanes for no other reason than to 
acquaint the student ~ith the existence of more complete documentation. Data should be 
available for all possible takeoff and landing configurations, preferably in a variety of 
formats. With touch and go landings so popular, adequate touch and go performance data 
and procedures should be available to the .instructor. It is left up to the instructor's 
judgment when to abandon the touch and go and convert to .8 full stop, but he has no data 
on ~hich to base this decision. (5) . 

The ef~ectofairplane conffguration,of angle-of_attack and of-sideslip, and of pow
er should be able to be shown. Lift .anddrag should be variables, i. e. spoilers and dive 
breaks '.01 ould be des ireble .' 

While takeoff and landing performance is not critical, the performance levels should 
be high enowgh to allow simulated high altitude performance degradation demonstrations. 
Not only could poor high a 1titude nerformance be shown, but an actual demonstration of 
pr7mat~re liftof~ and resulting inability to climb out of .ground effect. Possibly gross 
we~ght changes '.0101.110. be needed as well In any event, the airplane should have a large 
usef~l load capability to .permit la!ge gross weight variations. 
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Longitudinal Stability and Control 
Since most airplanes can be ea,sily.'loaded outside of the cg envelope, demonstration of 

cg shift is most important. The primary effect of a cg shift is decreased stability and 
stick forces as the cg moves aft. If the cg could be shifted during flight, these effects 
could be made quite clear. Using disposable ballast, the cg/~eight could be changed from 
fo~ard cg/maximum ~eight to aft cg!maximum ~eight to intermediate cg/reduc~d ~eight in 
flight. Such a variation could be a valuable teaching tool. 

It voul.d even be desirable to shift the cgaft of the neutral point to shos the effect 
of an unstable airplane. Adequate safeguards, both equipment and procedures, must surround 
such a d monstration. 

Some airplanes have bob~eights or downsprings added to improve static longitudinal 
stability As Neal (6,7) points out, these can have a deleterious effect on the pilot's 
ability to control longItudinal oscillations. Undamped phugoid oscillations can make air
speed and flight08th control very difficult. These are often the result of adding do~n-
springs to compensate for an aft cg Demonstrations of these effects ~ould probably only 
.be useful to advanced students 

Lateral-DirectJonal Stability and Control 
Lo~ damping of the lateral-directional oscillation (Dutch roll) can create a very un

comfortable ride for the pilot and passenger. It can also present control problems, par
ticularlyduring the landing. Dutch roll is often excited by adverse ya~. Most light 
general aviation airplanes have some adverse ya~ from aileron deflection. Depending on the 
portion of the flight syllabus, either complete elimination of adverse ya~, or its exagger
ation 1<Iould be in order. 

Most light airplanes have small amounts of spiral instability. This can have signifi
cant effects on the pilot's ability to fly the airplane ~hile on instruments. This is the 
cause of the classic "graveyard spiral" accident. 

All three of these effects ~ould be ~orth~hile to demonstrate to students during their 
training It ~ould probably be difficult to rig a device similiar to shifting ballast to 
demonstrate lateral-directional stability effects. In all likelihood, some form of nega
tive stability augmentation ~ould be needed} such as an autopilot ~orking out of phase. 

Stall-Spin Behavior 
Every year, one of the leading causes of accidents is the stall/spin accident. Most 

light airplane pilots are happily ignorant of any but gentle stalls and any kind of spin. 
It could be very instructive to attempt to demonstrate spins at several different cg loca
tions} and at various moments of inertia. Moments of inertia could be varied by having 
tip tanks full of liquid ballast. While this could be instructive, it ~ould also be quite 
tricky. We will not consider spinning the training airplane beyond the normal "intentional 
spins permitted" envelope. Perfo:rming stalls at both fo~ard and aft cg limits would be a 
valid training exercise, however. 

Autopilot 
In thepreceeding subsections, ve have touched on selected flight characteristics de

sired in a fligbt trainer To achieve them, it is likely that a suitable autopilot ~ill be 
needed This' autopilot ~ill perform several functions: stability augmentation/deaugmenta
tion, separation of variables} and demonstration of Frinciples. 

'When actually equiping the airplane, there are tvo basic approaches to the control 
system: (1) equip each control axis with control surface servos into ~hich the appropriate 
airplanE! responses are fed back; and (2) make simple modifications to a stanard autopilot. 
The first method prodllces a very high quality simulation, such as that needed for research. 
Method (2) is much simpler) more reliable} cheaper, and ~ill involve a minimum of certifi
catIon headaches. It does have the d~sadvantage of moving the pilot's controls, ~hich can 
be annoying. 

The autopilot approach ~ould be needed for the demonstration of principles, also. 
Here we mean that the autopilot ~ill be set up to fly the airplane at constant airspeed, 
at constant pitch attitude} etc. to demonstrate concretely to the student the effect of 
ehat he is trying to do. The autopilot is used to free the instructor to teach. 
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Make	 or Buy? . ' 
Given the requirements for a basic airframe, summarized ~n Table I, the choice ~s now, 

"Should we design a new airframe or modify an existing one?" While cost is not the over
riding factor) it can not be ignored. Modification of a suitable existing design would be 

TABLE I 

BASIC AIRFRAME REQUIREMENTS 

FOR A TRAINER 

0	 Two or four place 

0	 Good basic handling (it is 
easier to detune than to 
tune handling qualities.) 

0	 Safely spinnable 

0	 Single engine 

0	 Large useful load fraction 

0	 Simple systems 

0	 Reasonable performance 

cheaper than a brand new design. With these requirements in mind, we can survey the mar
ket and see which light airplane comes closest to meeting the requirements. Suitable 
candidate airframes are the Grumman American Yankee, the Cessna 150 and 172, the Piper 
PA-22 and PA-28) the Beech Musketeer) and the Bellanca Champion. 

We can reject the unspinnable Yenkee on first examination. We shall further reject 
the Piper PA-22 as being non-representative of the general aviation fleet, in spite of its 
low potential cost and interesting flying qualities. To give a reasonable useful load 
fraction and some room for added systems and observers, we shall ~sso drop the two 2-place 
airplanes, the Cessna 150 and the Bellanca Champion. Of the remaining three, we shall make 
an arbitrary choice of the PiperPA-28, influenced in part by its relatively high useful 
load fraction and the availability of a retractible gear option for future growth. 

The rest of this paper will outline proposed modifications to the flight instrument 
system and the design of a water ballast system to allow the cg to be varied in flight. 

FLIGHT INSTRUMENT DISPLAY 

Every airplane has a set of instruments whose purpose is to assist the pilot in flying 
the airplane. The instrument disrlay provides the pilot with non-sensory data (e. g. ori 
entation relative to ll~gnetic north) or which he cannot sense accurately enough (e. g. alt 
tude in v.is uaL flight conditions). According to Foxworth and Newman, (~,2) this data can be 
divided into three classes: Aerodynamic performance, Navigation in three dimensions, and 
Systems monitoring. Table II shows a list of flight instruments found in a typical light 
airplane together with any external sensors or power supplies. 

vfuat criteria do we have for the design of instrument displays and associated con-. 
trols? Two criteria seem obvious: ease of use and tolerance of failures. First the dis
play should be easy and natural to use correctly and difficult to use incorrectly. Speci
fic design criteria can be found frrnn a h~lan factors text, such as McCormick.{lO) Related 
items should be groufed together and have mutual compatibility. Angle-of-attac~gauges 
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TABLE II
 

TYPICAL GENERAL AVIATION
 

FLIGHI' INSTRUMENTS
 

Instrument External Sensors POYler Supply 

Airspeed Pitot Tube Electric Heat 
Static Source 

Altimeter Static Source 

Vertical Speed Static Source 

Tur-n and Bank Electric 

Attitude Gyro Vacuum 

Direction Gyro Vacuum 

Compass 

Radio Navigation Radio Signal Electric 

Stall Warning Angle-of-Attack Electric 

Oil Temperature Thermistor Electric 

Oil Pressure Probe 

Cylinder Head 
Temperature Thermocouple 

Manifold Press Probe 

Fuel Quantity Float Position Electric 

Fuel Pressure Probe 

Tachometer Tach Drive 

Failure Indicator 

Vacuum Gauge 

Vacuum Gauge 

Warning Flag 
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should move in the same sense as airspeed indicators as the airplane is manuevered. This 
means that angle-of-attack gauges should increase in a counter-clockwise sense. Critical 
instruments and controls should have a central location with less in~ortant items removed 
to a periphera.l location. Critical in this sense is restricted to items operated or used 
in flight. (11) As an example, ignition switches should be removed from the critical areas 
and not p.Laced next to fuel pump switches as is, done on some airplanes. . 

The second criterion, failure tolerance, includes both easy recognition of failure and 
operability after failure Van Vlaenderen (12) developed a logical pattern for instruments 
to maximize the probability of error detection and at the same time provide for a flyable 
display even with a ma'Lf'unc't i on, Ne'Wman and Foxvor-th (9,13) have amplified these criteria 
for transport airplanes. However, very little has been-done for light airplanes. Hasbrook 
represents the principal work to date. (14) 

In addition to these criteria for all airplanes, trainers have others. The trainer 
display must be adaptive, must demonstrate principles, must be capable of simulating fail 
ures, and must be resistant to instruction-induced failures. An adaptive panel would allow 
the difficdty of use to vary with the student I s progress,. It is an accepted training 
technique (15,16) to start the student with a simple part-task and gradually increase the 
workload as:hiS-ability progresses. Flight instructors during early lessons assume much of 
the workload; navigation, systems monitoring, perhaps even flying the airplane about one or 
more axes. It follows that the panel should be designed for ease of use, but readily de
graded to make it less easy to use. As much technology as possible ,should be included in 
the trainer's cockpit. . 

To demonstrate principles, specific instruments or variants may be required - angle
of-attack Bnd of-sideslip, fully caging gyros, good demonstration of static and pitot er~ 
ror. to name a few System failures must be able to be produced with interuptable power 
s _~p)lies or sensors 

Lastly, the interuptable power supply to the gyros and caging locks will be necessary 
to minimize 'Wear and damage during spins or other extreme manuevers. 

How well do today's general aviation aircraft fit these criteria? In our opinion,
 
not very well at all. Most light airplane panels are not easy to use -- navigation dis.
 
plays spread allover the panel, identical switches located adjacent to each other, ex

tremely hard to detect failure modes, to name a few. Even if panels comply with existing
 
standards and recommended practices, they are still too hard to use correctly and do not
 
lend themselves to easy failure detection.
 

We must minimize the effect of failures on the flyability of the airplane. Table III 
lists significant instrument failures common in general avaat.Ion airplanes. It is inter
esting to note that single failures can not normally disable both the rate gyro (turn and 
bank) and the attitude and direction gyros. ~his is typical practice for single engine 
airplanes. However,a recent incident did show that a single failure could disable both 
without any instrument shOWing an abnormal indication.(lI) In the absence of instruments 
that will display failure ~odes prominently, we must redouble our efforts to train pilots 
to recognize erratic readings. 

Additional hardware will be needed to supply accurate pitot and static pressures and 
angles-of-attack and of-sideslip: Reference, 1.8 discusses some of the problems associated 
with accurate measurement of these quantities in flight. Additional, other representative 
pitot/static sources will be installed to give, the stodent some idea of the range of posi
tion errors in the general aviation fleet~ Figure 1 ~hows the block sketch of the display. 
(More detailed draWings are available from the authors. (!2)) 

VARIABLE CENTER-OF-GRAVITY SYSTEM 

Since it is relatively easy for any airplane to be loaded outside of its allowable 
weight and center-of-gravity (cg) envelope, and since the loading has definite effects on 
both handling qualities and the overall performance, a training airplane should demonstrate 
these effects of loading to the student. 

While improper loading is cited relatively infrequently as a cause of aircraftacci
dents -- it contributed to 18 fatal general aviation accidents in the US during 1969 (20)-
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TABLE III
 

INSTRUMENT FAILURES
 

System 

Electrical system 

Vacuum system 

Pitot tube 

Static source 

U1 
00 

Radios (ILS1VOR) 

Radios (ADF) 

Gyros 

Specific tailure Indications (ih PA-28) 

Loss of alternator(b)Ammeter reads zero 
Compohebt short 
BuS' short 

Loss of pump 

Leak 

Plugged 
Leak 

Plugged 

Leak 

Loss of Signal 
Loss of power 

Loss of signal 
Loss of power 

Precession 
toss of power 

Violent maneuver 

Popped breaker 
Popped generator break
er; possible fire 

Vacuum reads zero 

Vacuum reads low 

Erratic reading 

.Warning flag 
Warning flag 

Needle hunting 

Vacuum reading 

Wildly erratic 

Problem 

Rapid depletion of battery 
Loss of component 
Loss of system l fire 

Gyros drift down and 
spill 
Gyros read erratically 

Erratic reading 
Incorrect reading 

Erratic airspeed l alti 
meter l vertical speed 
Slight error in airspeed 
and altimeter 

No reading 
No reading 

No reading 
No reading 

Incorrect reading 
Slowly increasing pre
cession 
Wildly erratic reading 

(a)
Typical Simulation 

Pull breaker 

Cover with card 

Cover with card 

Cover with card 
Cover with card 

Cover with card 

Pull breaker 
Pull breaker 

Mis-tune radio 
Pull breaker 

Cover with card 
Cover with card 

Cover with card 

(a) The simUlation that is Usually done in flight instruction. 
(b) or loss of generator 
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it is probably more serious than these statistics would indicate. Improper loading would 
likely be cited as a causal factor only if the load were illegal. It would be difficult 
to assign Lmpr-oper loading as a factor if the load, while degrading the aircraft I s flying 
qualities) was still within the legal limits. One cannot help but wonder if many stall/ 
s~in, high density altitude, or loss of control/instruments accidents were in part a result 
of reduced performance or reduced handling qualities. This would be especially true for 
inexperienced pilots. The CAB has cited at least one instance of a legal, but reduced 
stick force gradient as the cause of a loss of control in turbulence accident. (21) 

It is interesting to note the pilot reaction to flying statically unstable airplanes, 
, airplanes with the cg aft of the neutra~ point. While these airplanes are easy to over-
I control because of the very light stick forces, " ... flying qualities for a visual manue
[I vering task are good."(22) In contrast to the visual task, the instrument flying task is 

quite difficult Perhaps the most dangerous aspect of the reduced stick forces is not the 
light forces per se, but the change from what the pilot is used to.(23) This was brought 
put in the CAB report cited above. 

Neal (6,7) discussed some of the dynamic problems resulting from attempting to arti 
ficially increase the static margin with downsprings or bobweights. Unfortunately these 
devices introd'lce new dynamics into the longitudinal response. Demonstration of all of 
these effects, however, is beyond the ability (and the scope) of the training airplane. 
These effects will be left to advanced research airplanes. 

The Cornel.l TIFS airplane simulates the effects of loading with a fly-by-wire control 
system and programmed responses using an airborne computer.(l) This would be impractical 
for a light airplane to be used in flight instruction. Therefore we propose a moveabl~ 
water ballast system. 

The following ground rules were selected for the preliminary design: minimal changes 
to the basic airframe, simple pump and transfer system, redunancy against landing outside 
of Normal Category envelope, and no tanks or components shifted forward of firewall or into 
Subject to these constraints, the following arrangement was found to be satisfactory: 14.5 
gal of water shifted between a tank at station 81. 5 (under pilot seats) toa tank at sta
tion 228 (rear fuselage bulkhead); and 21.7 gal of water shifted between a tank at station 
100 (rear seat hardpoints) to a tank in the baggage compartment. This provides 300 lb of 
disposable weight and a total moment change of 24540 in lb. 

To keep the emFty weight and moment within reasonable bounds, the battery was reloca
tted forward ana the wheel fairings remQved. Even with these changes, operation in the 
Utility Category restricts the load to two pilots and 1:20 fuel. (The basic PA-28 allows 
two ~ilots and 1:00 fuel in the Utility Category.) 

Even wjth the most forward cg in the trainer, the forward loading limit cannot be 
reached with any disposable ballast. In the basicPA-28, there is no way to reach the 
forward cg limit. (A worst case: zero fuel and two 300 lb pilots has a cg location 3.8 in 
aft of the forward limit. ) 

Figure 2 shows the amount of variation in weight/cg that can be accomadated by the 
ballast system. This allows four separate training missions to be flown.: Utility Category 
With two 190 lb pilots, Normal Category with two 170'lb pilots and optional observer, 
Normal Category weight and balance. demonstration, and Restri~ted Category weight and 
balance demonstration. The Normal Category demonstration will restrict the aft cg travel 
to the certified limit for that category. This will give a primary student a feel for 
what can happen within the limits of the legal.envelope. 

For advanced students, the loading demonstration should go beyond the legal limit and 
incl~de demonstration of cg aft of the neutral point. Unfortunately this information is 
not available, so it will be necessary to locate it by flight test. The aftmost limit 
shown in Figure 2 corresponds to 33 7% MAC. 

It will be necessary to insure that water in the aft tank can be dumped. A failsafe 
dump design similiar to a flush toilet with two ball plugs and separate activating wires 
has been designed. The dumps are on each side in the event centrifugal force displaces the 
water to one side. Vents at the top will allow ~or discharge in unusual attitudes or in 
case	 of overfilling.
 

Since the demonstration of aft cg will be beyond certificated limits, a supplemental
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, 
rtificate ~ill be needed to certify the airplane in the Restricted Category for the 

es of the demonstration. Requirements for a Restricted Category certificate require 
afe conditions ~hen used under the limitations prescribed. The follo~ing operational 
tions are expected: takeoff and landing ~ithin Normal Category limits, Aft tank emp

or takeoff and landing, Occupants restricted to dual student and approved instructor, 
th air, Minimum air temperature of 35'F, Minimum altitude for demonstrati~n to be 

determined from flight test, Allo~able speed range to be determined from flight test, Flaps 
up, Inspect rear ,fuselage before further flight. 

Flight test ~ill verify the ability of the instructor to regain control if the air 
speed limits are exceeded 'With the minimum altitude required to reflect the actual altitude 
lost. 

I SUMMARY 

I \ At this	 point, ~e have outlined modifications to an existing airframe to allow the 
\:fl.ight instructor to do his job more easily. These modifications include changes to the 
'instrument panel and a variable center-of-gravity system to demonstrate the effect of in
correct loading. We recognize that this is only a preliminary effort, but it is a neces
sary part of any instructional aircraft. Future ~ork to develop an airplane to demonstrate 
the effect of both longitudinal and lateral loading on spin recovery 'Would also be needed. 

By necessity, this paper has skipped over many of the details. The original report 
goes into more detail and has dra~ings of the installations.(!2) Copies are available from 
the authors. 
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CCMMUNICATION/COORDINATION ••• THE KEY TOWARD TIfPROVED CABIN SAFETY 
Jeanne Koreltz, Air Carrier Cabin Safety Specialist 

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION
 
FLIGHT STANDARDS SERVICE
 
WASHINGTON I D.C. 20591 U.S.A.
 

Crewmemher safety and well-being, in addition to passenger safety and survivability, 
cannot be over-emphasized and playa major role in the total aviation picture at this 
point in tlme and as it relates to the future of the aviation system in the United States. 
Without considerations of cabin safety, passenger safety and survivability, and the vital 
cockpit/cahin crewmember input, the aviation system is not complete, for these are 
integral parts of the system. We are all "users", users of the system we are all trying 
so desperately to improve and advance through safety efforts within the respective unions, 
a1..r1ines,Givi1 and governmental organiutions. The advancing" state-of-the-art" in 
aviation safety today can strengthen and aggrandize the Uni.tedStates aviation system and 
its rAco~ition as a leader in this regard. 

Efforts are currently underway to establish an improved rapport between field 
operations, specifically crewmembers representing OUr nation's air carriers, and t~ 

Federal Aviation Administration in vlashington, D.C. It 1.s encouraging, indeed, to see 
first-hand this changing scene, the realistic thinking, all of which will serve to 
enhance our progress in this area. 

Particular attention is being focused on cabin safety, the flight attendant and the 
promotion of safety awareness throughout the aviation community. This is being achieved 
through the efforts of all elements of the system, of which we all are a part. A greater 
understanding of each other's responsibilities and a desire to work together to achieve an 
increased level of safety for all has added to the improvements being seen at this time. 

This new approach to solving the problems inherent within everyday air carrier 
operations, especially as they relate to cabin crewmembers, has come about through efforts 
being focused initially on the local level, namely, with the Federal Aviation Administra
tion's Air Carrier District Offices and their Principal Operations and Maintenance 
Inspectors assigned to the certificate holders. From that point, the communication has 
continued to the Regional Offices and Flight Standards Service in Washington, D.C. 

Additionally, the establishment of a specific position devoted solely to cabin 
safety and flight attendants within the Air Carrier Division of Flight Standards Service 
has served to bridge the gap and provide the liaison so necessary in this element of the 
system. The Federal Aviation Administration's recognition of the requirement for this 
liaison, this continuous feedback, illustrates the concern and futuristic approach 
evident in our government today. 

To further illustrate the advanced thinking with respect to cabin safety, and 
particularly cabin crewmembers, specific proposed rulemaking changes are currently under 
consideration to provide for a safer working environment and to significantly improve the 
safety and survivability for our nation's flight attendants, thereby insuring their vital 
leadership in any non-routine situation. These proposed rulemaking changes are a part of 
the First Biennial Airworthiness Review held in December 1974 and the forthcoming 
Operations Review. 

The following discussion highlights some of the projects underway which relate to 
crewmember and passenger safety and survivability in air carrier operations I 

Passenger Information/Education. A concentrated effort is being made to 
au~ent the amount and manner of presentation of safety information to the traveling 
public through the use of advanced concepts, such as audio-visual techniques. Some of 
the additional safety information to be provided will include not only the location but 
operation of emergency exits, use and operation of the oxygen system, emergency equipnent, 
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overwater provisions, etc. Additionally, efforts are being made to present the Federal
 
Aviation Regulations applicable to the passenger in a manner to furnish the passenger
 
wi th a better understanding of those regulations established for their safety, why they
 
exist and should be complied with. Consideration is also being given to upgrading the
 
safety information card - an important element in the education of our t;-avelingpublic.
 
These efforts will assist in evacuation and survivability, in addition to greatly
 
assisting cabin crewmembers in the performance of their duties and promoting a greater
 
awareness'~fsafetyo 

Flight Attendant ·Seating Installations. On 7 August 1975, a Notice of Proposed 
Rulemaking was issued to amend Part 39 or the Federal Aviation Regulations by adding an 
airworthiness. directive applicable to specific transport category aircraft. To prevent 
injuries to 'flight attendants, to insure their ability to perform required duties under 
emergency conditions, and -to insure occupant access to emergency exits, certain seats - 
including side-facing installations - are to be removed. Specific criteria are also set 
forth for any replacement seats to be approved by the Federal Aviation Administration 
Regions to include the following a 

1. Be located near an approved floor level emergency exit, 
2. Be equipped with a restraint system consisting of a combined safety 

belt andlllf3houlder harness unit with a single-point release, 
. . 3. Have a means to seaure each combined safety belt and shoulder harness, 

when not in use, to prevent interference with rapid egress in an emergencY' . 
4 • ..Be located to provide a view of the cabin area for which the flight 

attendant is individually responsible and to provide access to the communications system 
when seated; 

5. Be forward-facing or rearward facing. In e~ther case, the installation 
must .have an energy absorbing rest that is designed to support the arms, shoulders, head 
and spine;' 

6. Be posit:1oned to prevent interference with the use of passageways and 
exits; and 

7. Be located tominimiz8 the probability of its occupants suffering 
injury during any operation by'being struck by items dislodged in a galley, or from a 
stowage compartment or serving cart. All items expected in these 10,cations in service 
must be considered. 

This action should significantly improve the safety and survivability for the 
cabin n:1.ghtattendants, reduce injuries, and insure that their vital leadership will be 
available to the passengers under any non-routine occurrenceo 

Cabin Crewmember Training Programs1 Significant proposal'S are included in the 
First Biennial Operations Review to commence in December 1975 relative to the subject of 
cabin crewmember training 0 The proposals pertain to initial, recurZ"8lltand transition 
training and include enhancement of aurricula in the specific areas of emergencY 
equipnent, systems, evacuation and first :aid. A prime factor considered in the proposals 
is "handa-en" training -- a concept to insure a thorough knowledge and understanding of 
the location and operation of the equipnent and systems onboard the specific aircraft. 

This frequent exposure And actual operation of exits/equipnent, whether in 
initial, recurrent or transition training, should advance current training programs 
provided by the air carrierso This rulemaking change directly affects the safety and 
survivability of the traveling public. It will insure that each cabin crewmember 
recognizes responsibilities for the safety of passengers, and understands and is able to 
perform the duties required to furnish th'em maximum guidance and assistance in an 
emergency situation. 

Flight Attendant Uniform Flammability' Current work on this subject includes 
a contract to develop a fire-protective overgarment to be used in-flight by the night 
attendants in an effort to increase the time available and ability of the flight 
attendants to provide the vital leadership and assistance in an emergency evacuation 
involving post-crash fire, in addition to in-cabin occurrences. Also, current National 
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Bureau of Standards research and testing will define the burn testing parameters and 
,	 degree of protection a fabric should. provide. This data will allow for the developnent 

of Uniform standards for the flight attendants, which is an ongoing effort. 

~'Child Restraint Systems. A gr.owing need for protection to infants and small 
children traveling aboard our air carrier aircraft provided the basis to initiate ,& 

project to develop oriteria for approving future restraint systems and testing a proto
'I type design. The Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) was assigned. this work. The forth

coming report of this effort will provide the basis for issuance of a Notice of Proposed 
:1 Rulemaking on this subject. The current efforts in this area of concern will support a 
,	 requirement. for rulemaking change and insure protection to our small travelers. 

'Ii \ Emergency Evacuation. Many elements related to evacuation in an emergency 
situation are currently under consideration for rulemaking change through proposals 
included in the First Biennial Airworthiness Review and forthcoming Operations Review. 
Specifically, emergency lighting requirements are proposed to be upgraded and intensified, 
in addition to the consideration of new lighting concepts. In 1974 an emergency 
evacuation demonstration, under siJmlated smoke conditions, was held for the purpo~ of 
examining the human factor aspects and of getting a first-hand look at both existing and 
new lighting concepts within an ebscured atmosphere. Prel1minary information provided 
some favorable results; however, it was concluded from demonstrations that more positive 
and controlled conditions must be developed for future testing (such testing is currently 
being planned). 

Additionally, through propesedrulemaking change, slide/raft performance and 
reliability will be increased. Specific attention has been given to wide-bodied aircraft. 
Efforts in this area directly relate to survivability aspects of all aircraft occupants. 

As discussed above, the augmentation of passenger information and education and 
the improvement of cabin crewmember training will serve to provide for successful 
evacuations, reduce injuries, and significantly increase the survivability rate for all 
occuPants aboard our air carrier aircraft. 

Through the work discussed above which encompasses a coordinated effort between all 
elements of the aviation cc:mmunity ••• the new corrmmnication underway ••• the vital 
exchange of knowledge and expertise to support change ••• definite advancements are 
envisioned to significantly improve cabin safety in the United States and ultimately 
provide for a higher level of safety for our traveling public. 
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A STUDY OF RIGGING 

Frp.derick H. Matteson, PhD., Consulting Engineer 

San Francisco Chapter, SASI. 
1874 Cushman Street 
Hollister, California 95023 

A number of general aviation accidents has taken place as a result 
of improper assembly and adjustment of primary or secondary control 
systems. Although procedures used in rigging are peculiar to each 
aircrAft model, some degree of standardization of methods would seem to 
offer means Df reducing errors arising in the performance of these 
diverse procedures. This study was undertaken to eXAmine the problem. 

EXRminat.i.on of Government Documents 

First the study of represent8tive Federal Avi8tion Agency documents 
\'18S made to determine what guidance is f'ur-n i shed rnariufa ot.ur-er s in thei r 
syst:pms design and in preparFltion of manu91s used by thosE' dning- the 
riF~1nF. ThAn a manUAl for t.he training of mechanics was rpvjewe~. 

AiT'wnrthi'l"less regulations (filAR TJ~rts 2~. 2'7 !=Ind ?qj fl"lr fixeo vling 
"1nd r-ot ar-v wiTIP-ed· aircrr>ft c ont.s in some T'ea'l~ T'E'mpntc: which shcu'ld 
f8.C' litr>te RAfe and pr-oner- ri.!",f1"ing. 'P8rt ?~ rp.o"ires r ha t when an 
q~~ustahle ~tabi]iz~r is used-it must h8vA sto~s Jimiting travel rAnge 
to that a Llowing safe f] ight arid 1andi nz , It a'l so r-emri. r-es t'bat trimming 
devices must continue to operate normally in thp. pvent of fAilurp. of an 
e1pmpnt Of the primary controls. Furvth er-, each element in thp flig:ht 
control, svstp.m must be so desip;ned or m8rked to minimize the possibility 
of incorr~ct assembly. There mus~ be reference marks for leveling the 
aircraft on the ground. . 

The helicnpter airworthiness re~lirpments (Parts 27 Bnd 29) also 
re0uire each control element to be designed or marked to avoid imnroper 
I'lssembly. Sto-ps Are reauired both on the nilot's cOTltrolsFlnd on thf! 
mRin rotor blade hin~es to limit movement. 

'Phe mechanic training manualrevie\Ved \Vas Advisory Circular6C:;-15, 
"Airframe & Powernlant MecbanicsAirframe 'Handbook", Chapter 2, 
I Assembly and Rigging'. This handbook turned out to be H surnri.se 
becau aa itconta,ined many errors, some simply a r-esu l 1:; of Jack of know
lAd~e or carelessness on the part of the author, but some of a nature 
that COllldlead to ac c i.derrt s , For examnle,to rig a trim tab the reader 
is informed, "The trim tab c ontrpl is set to the neutral (no trim) .. 
-position, and the surface tab is'usual1y adjusted to streamline with the 
control surface". Then, if one examines a sketch labeled, ·"A - Trim Tab", 
it is seen. to be a servo tab with an adjustable linkage. The consequence 
of following this instruction.fora trim tab'on a servo tab could be 
catastrophic •. In the same sketch an antzi ser-vo tab is mi.sd.derrtLf'Led as a 
~alance tab. In another para~raph it is st~ted, "A control surface that 
1S statically balanced will also be dynamically balanced". 

Examination of Example· Aircraft Owner and Maintenance Manuals 

Six exam-ples of manuals .have been chosen as being re-presentative of 
cu~re~t practice~ They were selected from FAA Type-certificated general 
aV1a~lon t?pes ?elieved to cover ~he spectrum of usage. They included a 
fOrp.1gn-bullt h1gh-performance sallpl::J.ne, an agricultural aircraft, two 
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private owner airplanes and a light helicopter. The manu~acturers' 
ldentities will not be disclosed, however they are all dlfferent and 
represent both small and large ~an~facturers. These.manuals were' 
examined to determine general rlgglng procedures lald down, ~~e of 
tonls and fixtures employed and principles and references utlllzed. 

The foreip:n-built sailnlane's fli~ht and service manual is a trans
lqti.on of thR manual apnroved by the cou~t~y of origin. ?f the.?l ~ages 
of text in this manual, 19 are in the fllg:;ht manual por-t.i on , f'Lve a.n 
T!1A.int'?nqr>cp and six in repair. The ri!'1;F';inp: instructions nrA roncerned 
on l v w-i t1'l, a s sernbLy of the s i.r-cr-ef t , No c orrtr-ol rigging procedures are 
o::iven nor are tools or fixtures mentioned. The rjp:;~ing of controls is 
covered in '1 three-view dra.winp: p:;iving the limits of control throws of 
Ailerons and t.a i I sur t'ac e s both in degrees and as offsets. The means of 
rjeterrni n i.ne: thp reference ze.ro for these throws is nowhere mentioned and 
t:he nositioninr; of the cockpit controls is also omitted. The Rircraft is 
also fitted with dive brakes and a tail parachute. No ri~p:;ing 
instructions are contained for them. 

The Agricultural aircraft has a manual containing an illustrated 
pRrts list~ Two and one-half pages of text are devoted to assembly and 
rigp:inR of controls. Control deflections are given for I'll] surfaces 
except for the trim tab. Ailerons are rigged with respect to the adjacent 
win~ surface with control stick centered. The rudder, which has a full 
horn balance, is centered with the rudder pedals in neutral. Similar 
ri~rin~ instructions for the elevator with respect to stick position are, 
however, absent. There are no unusual features in this aircraft's control 
system and no special tools are prescribed. 

The first private owner aircraft has a manual containing step-by
step rigging procedures for all controls. Ailerons are set to neutral 
using the flaps in the full up position as a reference. Travel then is 
checked using an inclinometer. The aircraft is equipped with an 1'111
moving tai]pJane. Its neutral is by alignment of a rivet in the tail to a 
drilled hole in the fuselage. The neutral position of the control column 
is established by measurement in the cabin of its nosition with respect 
to the instrument panel. The inclinometer again is· used to check travel 
of both the tail and the tab. The tab is neutralized with respect to the 
taiJplane. The rl1dder is rip:ged by neutralizing using 2 x 4's'clarnped to 
tre fjn Rnd blocking to obtain s;vrnmetry. A pointer is then fashioned 
from soft wire and throws of the trailing edge from the wire meR.sured to 
os sur-e proppr traveJ. Thus this manual gives 'a level of detail much 
rrreatAr than the nrevious two aircrRft manuals, usin~ the airframe as the 
T'efe~ence ."inn one special tool, one makeshift fixtnre and qn inclin
ometer f'0r travel. Ii'"'-ution and w~rninp; notices apne'Jr regardinp:: rever
sing ,of controls in assembly and on maximum tah travel. 

The second nrivate owner aircraft is similar in size to the fi~st 
and a] so has an aJ l-moving horizontal tal. 1. It too hAS ste"D-by-step 
riggin~ instructions. Both the horizontal tail and flaps are rigged with 
respect to the fuselage using a bubble protractor at the surface with the 
fusel~ge leveled. A~ain the ailerons are rigged hj fairing to the flaps, 
but vn th the ai.leron bellcranks I'll so neutrr-a Lt zed using a snec i.a I tool 
which em"Dloys the wing structure as the reference. Differential rigging 
o~ the flaps on this ai.rcraft is permitted as a means of correcting for 
w:lng heaviness. Rudder rigging is accomplished with bars and "G clamps" 
to neutralize the rudder pedals, then centering the rudder over the 
stnbilizer assembly by means of a 'rod inserted 'in the trailing edge of 
the rudder. Throws also are measured using the rod's displacement from 
the ?enterline. Stabilizer travel is checked using a leveling bar 
fabrlcated by the user, placed at a prescribed location, both spanwise 
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and chordwise, on the stabilizer. A bubble protractor is then placed on 
the bar and neutral and throws set with reference to fuselage level. 
Control wheel neutral is determined in relation to the instrument panel. 
The tab is rigged by setting the actuator a prescribed amount from the 
stop, then connecting the tab with it while aligned to the sta~ilizer. 
Although the rigging of the tab is stated clearly to be done w:l;th the 
stabilizer in neutral, the tab is called simplY a "trim mechanlsm" 
withGut attention being drawn to its antiservo function. 

The helicopter is of the single main rotor - tail. Totor configu
ration and is equipped with hydraulic power for the cycJ.ic and . 
collective controls. This aircraft has a system of rigging contrastlng 
markedly with the other four. Neutral settings of all controls are estab
lished by means of ri~ging pins at the pilot and actuator pnns of the 
r.ontro] systems (except for. the nedals). Proper orientAtion of inter-. 
mediate rods and cranks is assured through a table permitting presettlng 
of rod lengths. Adjustment of lower cyclic And collective controls in 
rig~~ng to neutral is confined to one nushro~ per system at the actuator 
in~ut lncatjon. T~p swashplate and bla~es are ~igged to neutr~l using the 
mnr 1 1f a c t ur e r ' s snecial tools. Trav~l of the controls is speci~ied in 
t er-ms of output of the respective actuators and is set by ad ,justing the 
contr~l stops. Rigging of thAmain rotor is com-pleted hy onticRl 
tracking of blades with adjustments being made to incidence rods or 
blade tabs as necessary to bring the blade tips into track. The anti
tornup rotor is rie:~ced using a pin. at the sc r-ew.iac k actuator. rpension of' 
the pedal cables is set by meas~ring the length of tensioning springs. 
No rA(lld.rement for pedal position is givan, however- f'ul.l. actuator output 
has to be possible USing the pedals. Blade an~les ~re set by means of 
index marks on blades and hub with final settings d.etermined hy 
trackinr;. 

Accidents Caused by Improper Rigging 

Two accident cases will be introduced as an example each of 
intorrect assembly and adjustment of controls. . 

Following a failure in an elevator tab trim control cable the nilot 
landed. and summoned a mechanic. The mechanic could not repair the cable 
so placed the tab in a neutral position and cleared the aircraft for a 
short flight. The pilot took of.f, radioed that he was unable to with
stand the contr.ol forces and pLunged to earth with f'a t a.L r-esul t s , The 
tab used for trimming in this case was also an antiservo tab, and the 
mechanic had neutralized it with the elevator hanging in the full down 
position, resulting.in nose down trim when the elevator was in the . 
flight position... . ... .. . 

Inl97lan older aircraft, following maintenance, took off with the 
aileron .cables crossed. The pilot crashed without serious injury, but 
with substantial damage to theaircra.ft. This aircraft was not certifi
cated under FAR Part 23 and no requirement exis.tedfor marking or design 
of control elements in the Part under which the aircraft had been 
certificai;;ed. 

Results Rnd Conclusions 

This brief study o.f rigging has permitted some observations which 
are believed generally valid.andwhich could lead to improved safety 
experience in rigging practice. 

Examination of Governmpntand manufacturers' manuals has shown that 
little in the way of standardization in rigging procedures exists. 
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Manufacturers' manuals exhibited a great range in detail on procedures
 
fT'om complete absence to careful step-by-step instructions. A~ A.n
 
example of sprious omission, in the case of the sailpll1ne, Whl?h hRs
 
VGT'y flexible wings, rig~ing of the dive brakes must be dOLe w~th.the
 
wings supported in the bowed-up flight position. Inasmuch as rlgglng of
 
Clircraft is usually done with it resting on the landinf!; gear, the
 
failuT'P to give instructions practically insures that its dive brAke
 
system will-be improperly rigged by the owner or mAintenance per~onnel.
 

Tt would seem that, unless step-by-step procedures are provlded to .
 
the mechanic, that there will exist many chances for error. SUCh,
 
procedures serve asa check list for even the experienced mechanlc. .
 
Further, the stating of procedures in a manual constitutes a standardl

zation Which, through simplification with its reduction of number of
 
operations, reduces overall probability of error, given any level of
 
'probability of error per operation. Incidentally, simplification and
 
standardization are basic elements in cost control, so that rather than
 
expecting such a step taken to increase safety to extract its cost, it
 
should reduce operating costs as well as secure savings from accident
 
reduction.
 

. Part 23 has been noted to contain a requirement for limited travel 
of the stabilizer to that for safe flif,ht and landing. It may be well to 
extend this requirement to all aerodynamic surfaces used for trim 
purposes. In the case of servo tabs, excessive deflections may result in 
changes in hinge moment characteristics of a dangerous nature. 

Incorrect assembly of controls is a classical error and the FARs 
have required manufacturers to minimize the possibilities for such 
errors. On older aircraft color coding of control joints can help. AlSO, 
if the aircraft has a pair of cables connecting similarly to a control, 
the replacement during disassembly of all fastener elements in the cable 
side for one and in the control side for the other not only codes the 
assembly, but furnishes the mechanic with the old parts for comparison 
when replacement is desired. The selection of a bolt one size longer 
which mi$t result in interference is less likely when the old bolt is in 
hand. . 

It is suggested that the FAA rewrite Chapter 2 of their Airframe 
Handbook. 

Oomparison of manuals indicated a wide variety of rigging methods. 
From the systems viewpoint some apneared much more dependable than others. 
Two settings for eac'h control must- be established, a reference setting or 
neutral and a ran~e of movement. 
.. Sett~ng a control to neutrra L by first lAveling the fuselage then the 
control WJth a bubble nrotractor reqlJires cOT'rect nerformRnce of two 
stens and that the fnselage remain level throughnut. Protractors such os 
the doubIe vernier-scaled propel] AT' nr-otr-ac t or-s are veryerlsily mi sreCld. 
T~ thesl'> instrumcmts must be nl')~p:'J c::-rrectly, bo t.h vvoanwise and chord
wlse, on the control surface, then many chances for errors exjst. Set
ting controls with respect to the airframe elimin~tes problems with 
!-E"'veJinp:. Fse of f~ctory produced sneci~l tools would apnear to reduce 
thp chanc~ f?r fa~rication error of shon made tools, how~ver, the 8mnloy
m~nt of ~lgglng plns, properl~ fla~~ed, Should offe~ a simnll'> system
wit.h a mt.mraum oppor-t.uni.t.v for human error. 

. 'T'he settin~ of one control in relAtion to another (e.g., ailerons
 
wlth respect to flaps) seems fundamentally .wrong, if not always
 
dangerous, whpn there is the chance that a mistake in setting of the
 
reference control could result in improper rigging of the other.
 

. Ideally t~e trav~l of a control should be measured directly. This
 
can be Accompllshed elther using offset measurements from neutral or in
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extension of actuator arms when attached directly to the control. 
In some cases, such as aileron systems with differential, it is 

important that intermediate levers be rigged in conjunction with the 
pilot's and surface controls. ~ailure to do so may make aorrect rigging 
impossible and may result in excessive loads in the control linkages. 

The manuals examined erred on the side of too little rather than too 
much'information, and the caution and warning notes sometimes were trite 
and not really helpful. One such caution note advised the mechanic to be 
sure the controls were rigged properly. To be helpful the note should be 
snecific. Any teacher soon learns that students are likely to make certain 
types of errors and supervisors soon learn which jobs cause problems in 
the shone It is suggested that tests be conducted by manufacturers on 
service jobs using their manual And that the performance be measured. 
Where certain tasks show a sizable number of errors the manual should 
either be rewritten to clarify instructions or helpful caution notes be 
inserted. 

It is believed that accidents due to improper rigPjng can be 
virtuAlly eliminated. Aircraft, tools, manuals, regull3tions, nrocenures 
I'md t.r-a i.n i.ne; can be improved to 8 point where the incidence of accidents 
i nvol vi ng rip-gt ng is not sip:ni ficant. One way to such a gM 1 is to study 
accinents l not o~Jy to dptermine thei~ CRuse~, but to eXA~ine al] 
rel"lted factors "'i th the ob.iec t i ve of incr0Rsing the tol erance to human 
er~or or eliminating the opportunity for such error. Study of 8ccidents 
by go,rprnment, manuf'ac t.ur-i ng , service and t r-ain'ing personnel should Reek 
not only imnrovements to the aircraft system in ouestion. but Rlsa to 
look for improvements generally apnlicable to the broad srectrum of air
cr-ar t , h'here possible, simplification and st.andar-diz.a't i on of rigging 
pT'ocedures should offer rewards in safety without economic nenalty. 
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INTRODUCTION TO MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT'S AVIATION SAFETY BUREAU 

H.R. FINLEY 

Director, Aviation Safety Bureau
 
Ministry of Transport
 
Transport Canada Building, 8-E
 
Ottawa, Ontario
 
KIA ON8
 
Canada
 

In Canada, during the latter part of the nineteen sixties, commercial and 
general aviation were growing at such a rapid rate that the Ministry's 
responsibility under the Aeronautics Act for the control and safety of 
civil aeronautics was being seriously tested. It became patently clear to 
those in authority that a reorganization of the Civil Aeronautics Directo
rate was needed to keep pace with this dynamic growth. 

As a prelude to the reorganization an Aviation Safety Division was created 
in 1970 with the r~sponsibility to identify safety problems, research such 
problems and finally disseminate resulting safety information to all 
segments of the aviation community as a means of preventing accidents. 

This was an area that, prior to 1970, had been lacking in the safety 
process and it is little wonder that Canada's aircraft accident rate was 
reaching unacceptably high figures. In effect the missing link had pre
vented safety information, emanating from accident investigations and 
subse~uent reports, from reaching the aviation community. Much of that 
vital information gathered dust on our file shelves. 

A concept of Systems Safety Management became a fact of life within the 
Ministry with the establishment of the new Division. To amplify this 
point, I would like to refer you to the chart which is now being projected 
on the screen (See Figure 1). We have attempted to describe, diagramatic
ally, the role of an aviation safety agency in relation to all other civil 
aeronautics systems. On the left side of the chart, major components of 
these systems are depicted - comprising from the top a Policy Body, 
ServLce/Regulatory Bodies, and finally the Aviation Community. On the 
right side of the chart, we show what is referre~ to as an aviation safety 
agency (in the Ministry's case, the Aviation Safety Bureau) which I will 
elab~rate on in a few moments. I would ask you to look upon this diagram 
as a "total system"; perhaps it could be viewed as a wheel, with anti 
c I o c kw i s e motion. Starting at a point in the wheel where we show Policy 
Body, you will note that this authority provides direction to Service/Reg
ulatory Bodies which in turn provide control to the Aviation Community. 
Many factors, related to the flying activities performed within the 
Aviation Community, contribute to inevitable failures of various system(s) 
(i.e~ man, machine, environment). These failures are revealed in terms of 
an aircraft accident, aircraft incident or aviation hazard. As a result of 
such occurrences or conditions, vital data is fed into the Aviation Safety 
Bureau through voluntary information and, of course, investigations. These 
data are then analysed within the Bureau and provide the ingredients for 
formulating safety advice and recommendations which, to complete the safety 
process, are fed back to the appropriate segment(s) of the civil aeronautics 
systems. 

At this point, I would like to give you a brief l'ook at the organizational 
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structure of our Aviation Safety Bureau. Earlier this year, as part of the 
reorganization plan within the Civil Aeronautics Directorate, the separate 
Aviation Safety and Aircraft Accident Investigation Divisions were amalga
mate~ to form the Aviation Safety Bureau. This Bureau has branch status 
within the Civil Aeronautics Directorate and, as a staff function, the 
Director is responsible to and reports to the Director General~ Civil 
Aeronautics. The Bureau is comprised of four Divisions, as you can see on 
this chart (See Figure 2), in addition to which there is an Administrative 
support unit. I am pleased to say that there are, on this morning's program, 
representatives from each of the four Divisions who will describe ~o you 
their roles and activities. I will simply state that the Objective of the 
Bureau is "to provide accident prevention advice and safety recommendations 
to civil aeronautics systems". To meet this responsibility, we have been 
assigned three primary roles: 

i)	 to investigate aircraft accidents and aircraft
 
incidents (to determine the circumstances for
 
the sole purpose of preventing aircraft accidents);
 

ii)	 to identify and research aviation safety prob~ems
 

and hazards; and
 

iii)	 to establish and conduct programs to promote
 
aviation safety.
 

Before I conclude my brief remarks I would like to make one distinction with 
respect to our Aviation Safety Recommendations. The Aviation Safety Bureau 
makes every effort to encourage and solicit safe~y proposals from our field 
investigators, headquarters investigators (who analyse field reports) and 
from any other reliable source within the Bureau, the Civil Aeronautics 
Directorate, and the Aviation Community. A safety proposal is directed to 
the Bureau's Aviation 'Safety Research Division where it is carefully and 
critically analysed, together with other factors, data and trends. From 
this process the Division's safety experts determine the nature, scope and 
degree of remedial action(s) that their findings sug~est be taken - one of 
the following actions is normally applied, although in certain circumstances 
any combination could be required to obtain the most desirable and effective 
results: safety consultation with appropriate parties, dissemination of 
safety information/advice, or issuance of a formal Aviation Safety Recom
mendation. I make this distinction, because it is our view that Aviation 
Safety Recommendations emanating from more than one source within the Civil 
Aeronautics Directorate, or indeed within the Ministry, could conceivably 
create confusion or add to a safety problem. Don Douglas, who heads the 
Division, will later describe to you two methods we use in processing such 
recommendations. 

I hope I have set the scene for the speakers to come and that you have a 
general impression of how we are organized and conduct our business. 
Thank you very much for your kind attention. 
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ENGINEERING LABORATORY FAILURE ANALYSIS
 
AND ITS SAFETY IMPACT IN CANADA
 

by T.W. Heaslip*
 

A c01l\ponent fails resulting in a catastrophic sequence of events ending in an 
aircraft accident. .Why did it fail? What was the mechanism? How can future occurrences 
be prevented? In Canada the Engineering Laboratory of the Aviation Safety Bureau has 
evolved over the past ten years into a comprehensive, technologically up-to-date 
engineering facility with the capability of providing such answers. 

LABORATORY FACILITY 

'The Engineering Laboratory is divided into four S~ctions - Materials, 
Aeronautics, Avionics and General. The Materials Failure Analysis Section has specialists 
in metallurgical engineering, mechanical engineering, and mechanical technology; the 
Aeronautics Section has an aeronautical engineer who is a specialist in structures, 
performance, and crash-worthiness analysis; the Avionics Section has an engineer who is a 
specialist in avionics, instruments and electrical analysis; while the General 
Investigation Section has aircraft maintenance engineers who specialize in systems, 
powerplants, non-metallic materials and wreckage analysis. The varied backgrounds of the 
lab staff in professional engineering, technology, and aircraft maintenance engineering 
allows a good mix of theoretical and practical knowledge of aircraft problems. 

The equipment resources for technical analysis and investigation were 
selectively acquired within our financial resources to ensure as much as possible 
universality in their use, to allow reasonable turn-around time on projects, and to build 
facilities which are abreast of current technology in support of failure analyses. A 
comprehensive physical metallurgy laboratory has been developed which includes all of the 
basic materials preparation equipment. An advanced projection microscope has been 
acquired.. The Engineering Laboratory has all the standard hardness testers, a universal 
tensile tester, macro-photography cameras and stereo-microscopes. An advanced scanning 
electron microscope with a 3-D viewer gives the Laboratory an unparalleled failure analysis 
capability. An x-ray energy spectrOOIeter is connected into the electron microscope for 
the chemical analysis of materials. A full range of precision measurement equipment 
including a motorized digital c01l\parator with a large table is available for dimensional 
analysis. Presently a sophisticated impact tester for ELT and crash-worthiness studies 
is boing built. Video-tape equipment is available for xEtCording crash scenes, component; 
disassemblies., etc. A good basic machine shop has been established to carry out 
sectiQning, building of jigs, modification of equipment, reconstruction of wreckage, 
simulAtion experiments, etc. Electronic test· equipnent and instrument analysis equipment 
rounci out the laboratory capability. 

INVE&TIGATION EXAMPLES 

Examples of actual investigations carried out in the laboratory will now be 
described to illustrate the use of laboratory resources in resolving complex technical 
problems and to illustrate how the laboratory interfaces with the investigation, 
rese~~ch, and promotion elements of the safety process. 

*T.W. Heaslip - Chief, Aviation Safety Engineering Laboratory, 
Aviation Safety Bureau, Ministry of Transport, 
Canada. 
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(A) JET ENGINE FAILURE 

A Bell Jet Ranger crashed after suffering an engine failure. The ~llison 250 
C20 engine was suspected by the field investigators of having flamed out in flight as a 
result of a fuel problem. However, Engineering Laboratory examination during the engine 
tear-down determined that a mechanical failure had occurred. The spur adaptor gear shaft 
was found fractured but not typical of previously observed failures of similar parts. 
The forward splined end of the shaft had broken into three large pieces and numerous small 
pieces. Microscopic examination of the fracture faces revealed many fatigue areas. 

The next stage of the investigation concentrated on discovering why the gear 
shaft had failed. The first possibility considered was that of misalignment of the 
compressor and turbine. The compressor adaptor coupling was removed from the impeller 
shaft. This coupling, the spur adaptor gear shaft, and the turbine-to-compressor 
coupling were all checked for symmetry on the optical comparator. No faults were found. 
The compressor and turbines were also checked and found to be running true. 

Careful microscopic examination of the fracture portions of the spur adaptor 
gear shaft, the female splines of the compressor adaptor coupling and the sediment 
contained therein pointed to the possibility of inadequate lubrication of the spline area. 
The oil delivery tube, which is intended to direct a stream of oil to the spline, was 
removed. A simulation check of the flow through the tube indicated that the critical oil 
delivery hole was partially blocked. 

The oil delivery tube assembly was radiographed by another government laboratory 
by taking a number of x-ray views of the part. The x-ray plates revealed clearly that the 
critical oil delivery hole, intended to direct a stream of oil onto the failed spline, did 
not correctly match up with the internal oil supply passage. As a result there was a 
severe restriction in the oil directed to the spline and it had finally failed because of 
the inadequate lubrication. 

The laboratory investigation was assisted by participation of representatives 
of the engine manufacturer. They were able to ascertain that this particular assembly 
had been reworked and had unfortunately successfully passed through their quality control. 
Subsequently changes were made in their quality control procedures to ensure a similar 
problem could not escape detection again. 

An item has been prepared for the Aviation Safety Letter as an illustration of 
how inadequate quality control inspection can have disastrous consequences. 

(B) TWIN OTTER WATER BOMBER FLOAT FAILURES 

Some Twin Otters on floats can be used as water bombers to fight forest fires. 
The floats are modified to pick up and carry a load of water while taxiing. They are 
equipped with drop doors on their lower surfaces which can be opened in the air to dump 
the water load on fires. The doors are then closed automatically by hydraulic jacks 
which extend to close and latch the doors, after which the jacks retract to a rest 
position. 

There were several accidents and incidents to Twin Otter Water Bombers in which 
the doors came open unexpectedly when the aircraft was moving on the water. This usually 
caused violent yawing manoeuvers which were difficult to control and resulted in 
substantial damage to the aircraft. Malfunctions also occurred when passengers were being 
carried in these modified aircraft even when the water bombing system was not being used. 
The potential for fatal accidents was high. 
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The Aviation Safety Research Division initiated a project in the Engineering
 
Laboratory requesting a study to determine the causes of the failure.
 

Table 1 containing comparative data from all Twin Otter Water Bomber accidents
 
and incidents was made and the patterns were noted. The latest accident reports were
 
reviewed in detail to determine if any weaknesses in design were revealed. All the
 
technical reports available on the water bomber float of the Twin Otter were studied to
 
check the correctness of load analysis, stress analysis, and structural tests.
 

Table 1 shows that: - the doors can be torn off when the airplane is planing
 
after water pick-up even when the jacks have latched the doors and retracted, and the
 
green lights indicating these conditions are on. See items 1, 2 and 7.
 

- numbers 3, 4, 5 and 6 showed no green lights for the doors 
which came open. For these cases the jack was extended and trying unsuccessfully to 
latch the doors. These jacks were found buckled. 

- loss of rigging preload in the door closing mechanism
 
could allow a door to open slightly and let the water in and force it open.
 

The engineering reports by the airplane manufacturer, the float manufacturer, 
and the water bomber modifications were reviewed and several discrepancies were found. 
There was a noticeable lack of load and stress analysis exhibited. 

Problem areas were identified as: - ineffective sealing of the doors 

- improper rigging 

- loss of rigging preloads due to weakness in 
design 

inadequate prov~s~on of a level of safety for 
the modified aircraft equal to the unmodified 
one when carrying passengers. 

A safety proposal was made stating that the Engineering Laboratory report should 
be presented to design approval authorities to assist in improving the design to provide, 
when passengers are being carried, a level of safety as high as the unmodified float 
plane. Aviation Safety Research in liaison with Design Approval Engineering produced an 
Airw~rthiness Directive (see Figure 1) which restricts modified aircraft to water bombing 
operations and makes them no longer eligible for carrying passengers unless an approved 
modification is incorporated. 

ee) FUEL QUANTITY INDICATION SYSTEM FAILURE 

During a test flight, fuel starvation resulted in engine failure necessitating a 
forced landing during which a Mitsubishi MU-2F was substantially damaged. The pilot 
stated to the field investigators that although no physical check of fuel quantity was 
made, the fuel quantity indicator was indicating near full at take-off. Checks at the 
accident scene showed that there were only six gallons of fuel remaining in the main fuel 
tank and that the fuel quantity indicator continued to show that the tank was nearly fulL 
After drawing the six gallons from the tank, the indicator still showed the tank to be 
approximately 3/4 full. The gauge test function was checked by the field investigator. 
This: test function allows a check of the low fuel level warning circuit by causing the 
indicator needle to rotate to zero. As the needle passes the 20 gallon mark a microswitch 
in the gauge closes, illuminating the low fuel level warning light in the main annunciator 
panel. During the field check the low fuel level warning circuit functioned normally. 
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The fuel quantity indicator and the three tank sensor units were then removed
 
from the aircraft and forwarded to the Engineering Laboratory for further examination.
 

The fuel quantity indicator gauge was bench tested. The indicator was wired as 
described in the maintenance manual with l15V 400Hz power supplied from a static inverter, 
an ohmmeter substituted for the light in the low fuel level warning circuit, a test switch 
and a variable condenser. As the variable condenser was adjusted to a series of different 
values, the fuel quantity gauge indication for each value was noted. A curve was then 
plotted showing the simulated transducer capacitance versus indicated fuel quantity. 
This curve proved to be linear and within 5% of the results specified in the maintenance 
procedure. 

The tank units, three capacitor transducers, were then checked. The special 
electrical connectors were obtained and the three transducers wired in parallel. The 
transducers were then immersed in JP-4 to varying depths. Their capacitance while in the 
fuel was measured using a capacitance bridge with an oscilloscope to determine the null 
point. The values of transducer capacitance correlated very well with the fuel level 
suggesting that these units were serviceable. Therefore, the gremlin was elsewhere in 
the aircraft electrical system. This is typical of many laboratory projects where the 
investigation as often as not proved the examined components to be serviceable. However, 
a safety proposal in this case was submitted to the Aviation Safety Bureau's Research 
division for consideration. It was suggested that all models of Mitsubishi MU-2 turboprop 
aircraft earlier than the aircraft Serial No. 239 have their fuel quantity indicating . 
systems modified to the same standard as that system in models later than those with 
No. 239. 

The primary effect of this change is the improvement in the low fuel .level 
warning system. In the older models, such as the aircraft involved in the accident, the 
low fuel level warning is dependant solely on the movement of the quantity indicator 
needle. That is, a low fuel level warning is based on the fuel quantity indication rather 
than an actual fuel level. The system used in the later models of this aircraft relies 
on a float switch in the fuel tank to sense a low fuel level, thereby making the low fuel 
warning independant of other components in the fuel quantity indicating system. 

CD) MAIN RarOR FITTING FAILURE 

A Bell Jet Ranger was approaching to land in Labrador, with four on board, when 
it lost the main rotor assembly and subsequently crashed. The field investigator 
discovered that initially one main rotor blade had separated from the helicopter. It was 
found that the main rotor retention strap fitting had the appearance of being precracked. 
Therefore all the main rotor hub assembly parts were forwarded to the Engineering 
Laboratory for metallurgical analysis to determine the reason for £itting failure. 

The fitting fractures were examined by stereo-microscope and were found to be 
premature discoloured fractures. SUbsequently, an electron microscope examination of the 
fracture features revealed three zones. The initial zone was fatigue in nature developing 
into an intergranular hydrogen induced crack and the remaining portion was tensile 
overload. Hardness tests were performed and ~he fitting strength levels were determined 
to be within specification. 

Two other similar accidents had occurred in the united States. Based on this 
experience, an Airworthiness Directive (A.D.) was proposed by the Laboratory recommending 
a decrease in the life of the fittings. An A.D. was promulgated calling for special 
inspections and that the fittings be replaced after 100 hours in service. This caused 
severe operational restrictions on Jet Ranger owners. The A.D. resulted in a rash of 
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conflicting reports of discovered cracked fittings. Between the Aviation Safety Research 
Division and the Laboratory, it was decided to carry out a survey of fittings from all 
operators in Canada. The establishment of a pattern of failures was complicated by the 
fact that there were four different manufacturers of fittings. Thus a fairly large sample 
of fittings was required. It was found that primarily only the fittings of one 
manufacturer were cracking in Canada. The basic cause of the initial fatigue crack stemmed 
from a severe stress concentration produced by excessive hand filing along the edge of the 
ridge running between the fitting ears. The fatigue crack acted as a nucleating point for 
the hydrogen crack. It was concluded that hydrogen diffusing into the steel during the 
plating process had probably not been sufficiently driven out during the subsequent baking 
process in many fittings. Therefore, the problem had two root causes. 

A metallurgical analysis of the microstructure disclosed no material 
abnormalities. The dimensional checks found the fittings conformed to specifications, 
including the hand filed ridge which had resulted in a severe stress concentration. An 
analysis of the manufacturer's fatigue tests was performed. From all the evidence it 
became apparent that the failures were basically due to inadequate design and inadequate 
heat treatment. The Engineering Laboratory recommended to Aviation Safety Research that 
a Safety BUlletin, Figure 2, be published to advise the aviation industry of the nature of 
the problem.. A comprehensive A.D. was proposed and subsequently was promulgated 
requiring replacement with the new design fittings. 

(E) BEECH C45H WING SPAR FAILURE 

A Beech C45H aircraft was observed in flight to roll to the left and 
subsequently spin to the ground, crashing. Investigation by the field investigator 
disclOSed that the left wing had folded in flight. Portions of the wing and spar 
assembly were forwarded to the Engineering Laboratory to determine if premature failure 
had occurred. 

An apparent fatigue failure was found in the wing spar at the Laboratory. 
Electron microscopic examination confirmed the presence of a fatigue crack at the outboard 
end of the gusset plate welded to the upper surface of the elliptical tubular spar cap at 
wing station 81. Fatigue initiated at the toe of the weld and propagated through 80% of 
the tube area. Metallurgical and mechanical tests disclosed no abnormalities. The 
original radiographs, taken before the accident on the wing, were examined and a positive 
indication of a crack was found on one radiograph with aJ,ength of approximately 0.7 
inches. 

A number of similar catastr.:ophic accidents, due to in-flight fracture of the 
lower front main spar cap at wing station 81, had occurred in the united States. These 
accidents resulted in Airworthiness Directives requiring ~arious non-destructive testing 
(NOT)' techniques to detect incipient failures. However, failures and accidents continued' 
to occur until we had one in Canada. In each case, although NOT had been performed, 
examination of the radiographs after the accidents revealed crack indications. 

The Laboratory investigation showed that the x-ray inspection of the critical 
wing area was nearly impossible to perform adequately. It was determined that a simpler 
and more reliable inspection technique was to do a relatively easy magnetic particle 
inspection (MFI) using a hand magnet. Therefore, a Safety Bulletin was proposed 
desc~ibing the problem and illustrating the MPI technique. The published Bulletin is 
snown, in Figure 3. 

It was also proposed that the wings be reinforced because of the inadequ~te 

fatigpe life expectancy of the spars or more failures would likely occur. Subsequently 
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an A.D., shown in Figure 4, was promulgated requiring that all Beech 18 wings over 1500 
hours service time be modified with a reinforcing kit. 

SUMMARY 

This description of a laboratory facility for failure analysis and technical 
investigation gives a picture of what a country of Canada's relatively small 
population can do with limited resources. Such a facility allows in-depth investigations 
of technical failure trends and the resolution of technical failures before they develop 
into trends. Our ultimate objective is safety of flight and I believe that the 
Engineering Laboratory plays a significant role in the improvement of safety of flight 
in Canada. 
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TABLE 1 - COMPARISON OF ACCIDENTS AND INCIDENTS 

No. Date Regis. Oper. ~loat Door Jack A/C Float 
Remarks(Model) Condo Affect. Condo Condo Motion Leaks 

1 Sept.3 
1969 

YFT Planning pre
T.O., 
post-water 
pick-up 

Both Both front 
torn off. 
Twisted 
hinges 

Retracted R.Yaw Both 
leaked 

Door latched - 2 green lights. 
Jacks retracted - 2 green 
lights. Play in front bell
cranks. 

2 Oct.6 
1969 

WGE Landing with 
cargo 

Left 
twisted 
I/B 

Left front 
torn off. 

Retracted L.Yaw Left 
was 
leaking 

Left float bulkhead damaged 
at main strut. Play in front 
bellcrarik. System not armed. 

3 July 4 
1972 

OPI 
(300) 

Water 
pick-up 
60 Kts. 

Right 
moved 
aft. 

Both R.H. 
opened. 
Hinge on 
rear bent. 

Extended, 
bent, end 
broken. 

R.Yaw Drag strut pulled out. 2 R.H. 
green lights not on. Rear 
bellcrank broken. 

4 July 11 ZZM Water Right Both R.H. Extended, R.Yaw Both Float rolled o/B 70°. Float 
197-2 (200) pick-up rolled opened. bent, end leaked structure failed at main 

o/B Right hinge broken. strut o/B beam. (Elong.) Two 

s bent. green lights (R.H.) were not 
on. 

5 ,June 6 
1973 

OPI 
(300) 

After drop 
L.H. doors 
stayed open 

Left All doors 
open. No 
damage. 

Clevis end 
broken off 
(before 
landing) . 

Left on 
T.O. 
substan. 

No green lights on L.H.S. 
Emerg. handle used - all 
doors opened,handle jammed. 
Landed all doors open. 

6 Aug. 3 
1973 

OPI 
(300) 

Landihg 
with 
passengers 

Right 
at main 
strut 
o/B 

Both R.H. 
doors torn 
off. 

Extended 
bent, end 
stayed on. 

R.Yaw Right. 
Up to 
2000 lb. 

No green lights for R.H. 
Landed with R.H. doors partly 
open. Taper pin holes 
elongated. 

7 July 10 
1973 

ZZM 
(200) 

Water pick
up. Lifted 
off settled 

Both 
substan. 

L. front 
torn off. 
Latch 

Retracted L.Yaw Both 
leaked. 

Floats torn off. L.H. tie rod 
missing. Torque tube failed 
at taper pins. 

back. engaged. 
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N-AME-AOCanada Canada 
No. 26/75
MAY 3D, 1975 Air Air 

NOTICE TO 
AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE ENGINEERS AND AIRCRAFT OWNERS 

AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE 

CF-75-3 DE HAVILLAND 

Applies to all De Havilland DHC-6 Model aircraft fitted with 
Canadian Aircraft Products Models 12000, 12000A or 120008 
floats modified for water bombing operation in accordance 
with Field Aviation Company limited Drawing Number 84193. 

Compliance is requi.red prior to next flight. 

Because of the hazard introduced through the entry of 
unscheduled water into the water compartment of the CAP 
Model 12000~ 12000A and 12000B floats, referred to above. 
all aircraft affected by this Airworthiness Directive are no 
longer eligtble for the carriage of passengers. 

The restriction imposed by this Airworthiness Directive may 
be alleviated by the incorporation of an acceptable 
modification approved by the Chief, Airworthiness. Ministry 
of Transport. for this purpose. 

This Directive is effective June 15, 1975. 

. 

," . D. . Owen,. 
Acting ~Ch;e. A;~orth; ness •. 

for Di rector General, eiy;l Aeronautics. 

HGURE - ,. 
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AVIATION 
SAFETY 
BULLETIN 

Bell 206 Main Rotor Retention Strap Fitting and Pin Failures 

This summer, within a few weeks of each other, three Bell 206 helicopters 
were involved in catastrophic crashes - two in the USA and one in Canada - in which rotor 
blades separated from the aircraft. The sudden appearance of this problem led to an 
intensive and urgent investigation. 

The first phase of the MOT response was the issuance of airworthiness directive 
CF72-S dated 21 Aug 1972 calling for an interim procedure Whereby fittings would be 
replaced at 100-hour cycles. Since the exact nature of the failures had not at that time 
been clearly established, several operators withdrew their Bell 206s from service. This 
fact gave additional sense of urgency to the investigation. 

Fittings and pins from allover Canada were sent to the Aircraft Accident 
Investigation Division's laboratory at Ottawa for detailed metallurgical observation 
and analysis. From this, an understanding of the problem emerged. This bulletin has been 
prepared to describe in detail the problem; much misinformation and rumours are being 
spread undermining confidence in the aircraft. 

The fitting failures in Canada have been identified as occurring exclusively 
to those bearing serial number prefix "MO" which were manufactured after 20 Sept 1971. 
These fittings had been hand-filed an excessive amount along the edge of the ridges 
running between the two "ears" of the fitting. The excessive filing caused a very small 
radius to occur at the intersection of several planes (photo 1), thereby producing high 
stress concentrations at four points in the fitting. Under loading, these stress 
concentrations produced cracks which propagated down through the fitting where the wall is 
thinnest. Frttings cracked in this manner have been found to have accumulated anywhere 
from 201 to 1190 hours TSN. The fatigue cr~ck develops into intergranular cracking, the 
nature of which is believed to be either stress corrosion or more probably, hydrogen
induced cracking. 

photo 
1 

." .. .....- ~ 

photo 
2 

~.~~~ 

Other fittings such as the "JI" series have correctly rounded corner radii 
(pho~o 2); to date none of these have been found by the ~T to be cracked. However, these 
fittings have proven susceptible to intergranular cracki~g but at a slower rate than the 
parts discussed above. 

The pin failures investigated to date have been unrelated to the fitting 
failures except that a pin failure produces abnormally high stresses at the corners of 
t~e fitting. Six of the pin failures occurred to ''MO'' parts; all these failures were 
v1rtually identical. The cracking is intergranular and since there is no evidence of 
fatigue or corrosion it is probable that hydrogen cracking occurred. 

FIGURE - 2. continued 2 
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o	 73/4 

Wing Spar Failures - Beech C18S, C45G, C45H, D18S, E18S, G18S 
H18, TC45G, TC45H, 3N, 3NM, 3T and 3TM -

A recent fatal accident involved the in-f1ig~t.separation 
of a	 Beech C45H wing. The wing had failed at a fatigue crack 
in the lower spar boom at WS81. This Canadian accident was one!Ii of six known fatal accidents linked to similar wing failures of 
the Beech 18.-

-
Rega~ding the crash in Canada, the required inspections 

had been performed but the crack was not detected; however, re
examination of the last x-ray radiograph in the area of failure 
revealed a crack 1.6 inches long. All six in-flight failures 
occurred in areas inspected in accordance with airworthiness 
directives; in one case, a crack had remained undetected through
out six x-ray inspections although all radiographs contained 
evidence of the crack.	 -- 

An MOT survey representing responses from about two-thirds 
of Beech 18 owners shows that many operators have not complied with 
the requirements of FAA AD72-20-S (N-AME-A037/73). Further, only 
about 60% of the x-rays were sent to the FAA as required. To add to 
the problem, the majority of the x-ray radiographs submitted were of 
poor quality, improperly identified, and in some cases portions had 
been cut away to assist the positioning of the x-ray plate. All this 
degraded the reliability of the x-ray inspection program. In spite 
of these problems, a significant 12% of the x-rays sent to the FAA 
revealed cracks previously undetected by Canadian technicians. This 
means a number of Canadian Beech 18 models that have not had their 
x-rays examined by the FAA may be flying with cracked spars. 

An intensive MOT review of this urgent safety matter is 
'underway. Alternatives being considered inclUde the feasibility of 
wing reinforcement. In the meantime, you're urged to ensure that the 
required inspections are performed by qualified technicians and with 
the utmost thoroughness at the WS 8l area.' It is obviously in the 
operator's interest to forward radiographs to the FAA and make sure 
that the analysis report is received. 

Magnetic particle inspection has proven to be very 
effective, especially in detectinq narrow cracks that the dye
penetrant technique may not find. For this test, you will need a 
moderately-powerful U-shaped magnet with at least 1 inch between 
poles. Thoroughly clean the area and place the magnet on the wing 
spar at the end of the gusset weld with the poles spanning the area 
of inspection (see photo). Apply fluorescent magnetic particle 
suspension fluid (Magnag10 14M or equivalent) and using a hand mirror 
where necessary, reflect black light over the area. 

FIGURE - 3	 conti nued 2 
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A!r Air
 

~~TICE TO 

N-AME-AO 
No. 56174 

November 8, 1974 

Ar~CRAFf r~AlkJTE~~Af\!CE Er~GfN=ERS Af\!D A!~CRAFT OVlN::RS 

AIRWORTHINESS DIRECTIVE 

CF-74-8 BEECH 

Applies to all serial numbers of Beech MOdels CIBS, C4$G, C455, 0185, 
EIBS,	 GIBS, TC4SG, TC45H, 3N, 3NM, 3T, 3TM, AT-7, AT-7A, AT-7E, 
AT-7C,AT-ll. C-45 , C-45A, D18C, DIBC-T, E18S-9700, JRB-l, JRB-2, 
JRB-3, JRB-4, JRB-6, RC-45J (SNE-SP) SHE-I, SNE-2, SNB-2C, 
TC45J(SNB-5), UC-45B, UC-45F and H-l~ airplanes with Serial Numbers 
BA-730 and below, and to aircraft of the above Models subsequently 
redesignated under a Supplemental Type Approval. 

Compliance ia required as indicated, unless already acoomplished, 
for airplanes with 1,500 or more total hours time in service on the 
effecti ve date of thi a A.D. or airplanes that subsequently accUlllUlate 
1,500	 total hours time in service after that datil. 

To prevent inflight failures of the lower wing spar oap, accomplish
the follow~::g: 

(a)	 lncorpora~e one of the approved spar-strap Mod1ficatio~ liated 
be 10"0-: 

(i)	 Aerocon STA SA73-1 

(11)	 Both Dee Howard STC's SAB32SW and SAB95SW 

(111) Ha.''!1llton STC SA200OWJ!; 

(iv)	 Other equivalent Modificati0n2 apec~fically approved 
by the Chief Aeronautical Engineer, Miniatry of 
Transport, Ottawa. 

M.O •.T. Regicnal Offices lIhouldbe oontacted for information 
on Modifications not ·specifically listed in. this Directive. 

(b)	 Inspect Wing spar and spar-strap modification in accordance with 
Beech lllaintenance instruotions and M.O.T. approved SUpplemental 
inst:ructiona provided by the Manufacturero.t the modification 
ki t i'ns t aIled, at intervals indicated in the appl1cabl.e
instructions. 

conti nued ....•••2 

FIGURE - 4. 
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SAFETY RESEARCH WITHIN THE CANADIAN AVIATION SAFETY BUREAU 

D. J. DOUGLAS 

ASR, 8-F, 
Ministry of Transport, 
Transport Canada Building, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 
KIA ON8. 
CANADA. 

Mr. Finley, our Director, has given you an overview of the Aviation 
Safety Bureau. Bill Howes and Terry Heaslip have described Aviation 
Safety Investigation and Safety Engineering. I will talk about aviation 
safety research as carried out within the Bureau. A number of specific 
projects will be used to illustrate our functions. 

Bureau Management Guides and the organization chart for it place 
Aviation Safety Research in the middle, between Safety Investigation and 
Safety Programs (Promotion). This is done for a reason. Normal 
progression of safety work within the Bureau sees jobs progress from 
investigation and safety engineering into the research phase. Finally, 
after research, comes the safety promotion phase (Safety Programs) which 
John Richards will describe in the next session. 

I must define "research", as we visualize it, since the word itself 
has on one or two occasions conveyed a false impression and over emphasis 
on the word "research". The nature of our work is such that all the 
emphasis should be on aviation safety. The Division consists of aviation 
safety officers. These men who have a broad background in aviation and 
they undertake projects to identify clearly and in detail the extent and 
nature of aviation safety problems. This, as you can see, is a form of 
applied research for the express purpose of enabling and facilitating the 
most effective accident prevention response possible. If; in this process, 
a need for basic research is identified, the assistance of other agencies 
is sought. Other agencies frequently used are National Research Council 
Laboratories, DND facilities, DNH&W medical officers, University 
Laboratories and other research facilities as appropriate not to mention 
the Safety Engineering Laboratory of the Bureau which we work with 
continuously. 

Now to go on to a more detailed description of our research 
function as within the Bureau: Safety Proposals are frequently made by 
safety investigators and safety engineering staff. These proposals are 
forwarded to the Aviation Research Division for follow-up action. This 
follow-up action usually involves some of the following actions: collect
ing further data, co-ordinating with other agencies and other projects, 
liaising with specialists making safety recommendations (informal or 
formal) etc. When the project reaches a stage where a problem or problems 
have been clearly identified it is more obvious what further action is 
needed to prevent accidents. Ouite often this further action consists 
of contacting persons who have 'an operational or regulatory responsibility 
to assist them in understanding the problem and then selecting the 
appropriate preventive action. This is our informal safety recommendation 
procedure and it has proven to be an effective way to resolve, reduce and 
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eliminate identified hazards. In some cases the project officer will 
develop information for production of a safety bulletin. Safe~y Bulletins 

I	 are dissemianted on a need-to-know basis. In some circumstances the 
safety bulletin is followed by an Airworthiness Directive, Information 
Circular, Amendment to Air Regulations, etc. Example of safety bulletins 
are available for your perusal. In some cases where accidents result 
from operational problems and are repetitive, the project officer co

,	 ordinates information from the numerous accident files involved and 
prepares information to be used in safety brochures, audio-visual 
presentations or the aviation safety letter. An example of such a 
brochure "Flying the Alaska Highway" is also available for those who have 
an interest. John Richards will be discussing the safety letter and audio 
visual presentations and other safety promotion methods in more detail in 
the next session. 

Aviation Safety Research project officers must maintain many 
contacts. Much of their time is spent consulting with outside agencies 
and the aviation community. They conduct safety surveys, monitor the 
circumstances of losses of separation and near collisions, participate in 
the Associate Committee on Bird Hazards to Aircraft and other Associate 
Committees of NRC. We are able to provide consulting service on request. 
This is done by conducting safety surveys, on a confidential basis, at 
the request of management. At the conclusion of a safety survey the 
manager who requested the survey is debriefed on a confidential and 
exclusive basis. In loss of separation cases we monitor the formal 
investigation as carried out by Air Traffic Services Standards Officers 
and conduct additional interviews and carry out further research as 
necessary to identify systems deficiencies. The interviews we carry out 
are done on a confidential basis or otherwise if requested by the person 
being interviewed. 

Many of the projects which we have underway are described in a 
list ~hich is available as a handout. Also available as a handouts are 
copies of Our wake turbulence reporting form, our bird strike reporting 
form, the Canadian Service Difficulty Teporting ~orm, and safety bulletins. 
Our ad d r e s s and telephone number is listed on the project list and we 
are anxious to hear from any interested parties. Some of you undoubtedly 
will "be able to contribute information to some of the projects and if we 
can help any of you who have related problems we would be glad to do so. 
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AVIATION SAFETY PROGRAMS IN THE MINISTRY OF TRANSPORT 

J .T. Richards 

A/Chief. Aviation Safety Programs' 
Aviation Safety Bureau 
Ministry of Transport 
Transport Canada Building. 8-E 
Ottawa. Ontario. KIA ON8. Canada 

The past few years have seen some interesting changes in our approach to accident 
prevention. These changes range from re-thinking our basic philosophy (such as reap
praising the function of the state in promoting safety). making major organizational 
changes. establishing new dialogues with the aviation community. experimenting with new 
techniques of communication. and. of cours'e , deve l opi.ng plans for improving our programs 
in the future. 

Today. I'd like to dwell on some of these aspects as it relates to the responsibilities 
assigned to us in the Aviation Safety Programs Division. (chart) As you can see. my 
Division participates in the safety process with Hal Fawcett and Don Douglas - making 
up the team whose challenging job is to reduce the unacceptably high loss of life and 
destruction of aircraft. 

When I say "team" I don't wish to imply that the system relies on friendly cooperation 
alone. While this environment exists between the elements wi thin the Bureau the fact 
that proposals reaching my Division are recorded and my response also inserted into our 
data file ensures that the time and effort spent on developing these internal safety 
proposals are not wasted through an oversight. loss. or deliberate disposal into file 13! 
Thus. we in Programs are accountable to make sure that the less onstaught by cos tly 
accident experience and investigation aren't lost. The fact that; this relationship is on 
data file enables effective management monitoring. 

I mentioned that some philosophical changes are occurring in our approach to aviation 
safety. Two profound changes have occurred: 

there is a growing willingness on the part of government to protect 
its citizens. and 

there is increasing evidence that safety is substantially a responsibility 
of the individual; which fact supplements the traditional approach of 
institutionalized safety of the previous decades -namely, regulat i.ons , 

In the first instance.• a recent Gallup poll in Canada established that Canadians accepted 
the proposition that the government was indeed entitled..: and should accept the 
responsibility - to protect its' citizens. This is probab Iy an outgrowth of consumerism 
a movement which. in this day of.dwindling resourc~.expectations, occupies everyone's 
mind and influences his spending hab its., For it must be recognized that apart from the 
"motherhood" notion of .safety as being an inherent good•. .an aircraft accident is essen
tially a needless resource waste to the 'Country. (chart) This slide shows the extent 
of the impact to the various concerned parties of an aircraft accident -in this case. 
to a commercial aircraft. The chart is too complex to discuss in detail but each square 
represents an actual monitory loss '- not to mention any human involvement.- Someone has 
to pay for these losses. and that "someone" is ultimately you and 1. 

As to the second point,accidentexperience-particularly in general aviation and 
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small commercial operations - proves that regulatory guidance is too often ignored. 
This point is important to us in safety because it steers us to an important conc~usion: 
that the thrust of our aviation safety programs will very much be toward errcouraglng the 
establishment in Canada of safety groups large and small in the various organizations, 
both commercial and recreational. It is my conviction that these groups will provide 
the one essential element to the success of any safety program - motivation of the 
individual. After all, a person must first be motivated if he is to actively undertake 
his own safety program. 

Let's look at this aspect of motivation for a moment because it substantially 
influences the way we, in Programs, work. (chart) In this chart I have taken liberties 
with the orthodox terminology for causal factors but it seems to me that the basic reasons 
for human failure - and here we're talking about 80% of accident causes - are attributable 
to these three problems: attitude, ignorance, and technique. Or put another way, (chart) 
''he knew better", "he didn't know", "he couldn I t hack it". Come to think of it, that 
defines the person we must communicate with - for he is the one who'll crash sooner or 
later. 

To find out why this potential customer of ours got that way, let's take this one step 
further by examining each of these in turn (chart of original 3) in an attempt to find 
the best techniques for safety promotion, remembering that the first two are intimate and 
judgemental. - Attitude derives from a person's motivation to be a good pilot. This 
motivation, in turn, stems from his flying environment such as initial and recurrent 
training as well as the professional and informal environment of his company, club, or 
friends. The second point - and here, I'm using the term in its dictionary sense - could 
result from not only a lack of good training initially, but from an indifference, that is, 
lack of motivation toward upgrading his knowledge. The third point is the maintenance 
or upgrading of skill; again, we could implicate initial and continuing training as well 
as the priority the individual places on improving his skill level. 

You'11 note that as we11 as motivation I have identified training in each of these 
underlying human reasons for aircraft accidents; obviously, much remains to be done in 
this area. Nevertheless, training is available - admittedly for a price - a price in 
time and money that will be paid only by the well-motivated pilot. Training and motivation 
are therefore two basic challenges - to convey information and to motivate. 

How to motivate for safety? Unless our programs not only inform but evoke an 
enthusiastic response toward a competent approach to flying they are not likely to succeed 
to any great degree. In-what way does the-foregoing influence our programs? Let's look 
at some of our efforts - and I would remind you that our Division is barely two years old. 
We publish (slide) the Aviation Safety Letter which is sent to all licensed pilots. This 
publication is informal and shuns bureaucratese since we hope to speak directly person-to
person. - In other words, the items contain that important element of motivational encour
agement as well as information. Investigational data is used to make the story interesting 
and provide authenticity but we avoid letting it interfere with the communications impact. 
Too long, have we assumed that sending raw investigational data to the aviation community 
will motivate people to be safe. It must also be remembered that our material must compete 
with the myriad appeals for individual attention in our home or flightroom. 

To make the informational and guidance content more palatable, and hence consumable, 
we are expending a substantial portion of our resources to the creaton of slide/sound 
presentations. We recently presented the information needed to understand the role of 
the newly-introduced Emergency Locator Transmitter in dramatic terms. Here's a brief 
excerpt. (show excerpt) From the reaction of persons who have seen this program, we 
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feel confident that it evoked an enthusiastic response. You'll note that in this case 
the presentation supplemented the traditional information circular which previously 
sufficed for conveying new information. Another example: earlier this yeaT, we prepared 
a brief presentation to a technical seminar on recreational aircraft. By, way of moti
vation we attempted to place a rather dry statistical review of homebuilt accidents in the 
context of the topical "consumer-Ism" movement. {show excerpt) We have just released a 
slide/sound presentation "Flying This Winter" which we hope will motiva.te pilots to 
appreciate the hazards unique to the harsh winters of Canada. (show excerpts) Underway 
are similar audio-visual presentations on mountain flying, planning a takeoff, flying in 
weather, and so on. ' 

This pamphlet (slide) "Flying the Alaska Highway" nicely exemplifies the inter

relationship of our three Divisions. It began as a research project into aircraft
 
accidents and evolved into guidance and cautionary material for pilots. Of course, the
 
research was based to a major extent on investigative data - including the all-important
 
photography.
 

I spoke at the opening of future plans. Our audio-visual presentations have been 
designed primarily as material for a Regional Aviation Safety Officer - a person who exists 
only in our planning documents at present. However, we expect to have at least one in 
each of the six Regions in Canada whose job will be to meet the public and promote the 
establishment of active safety programs aimed at encouraging good flying practices and 
attitudes in pilots. Primarily the motivational benefits of these programs, is that they 
create the climate for safe flying to be "the IN thing" - or conversely, the bringing 
into disrepute of unsafe attitudes and practices. As Chayter Mason has observed, pilots 
too often come under the influence of "the cult of masculinity" which , among other things, 
glorifies needless risk-taking. 

To wrap up my comment, may I stress the fact that it is from air safety investigators' 
reports, findings, and recommendations that we in Programs derive our primary source of 
reference, guidance, and information. A specific investigation may contain the guidance 
and material we need or we may generalize by way of statistical analysis. Our homebuilt 
presentation was an example of using individual investigation reports as well as the 
overview provided by statistics. I hope that our activities have begun to satisfy the 
expectations of our investigators that we apply their efforts to prevent the recurrences 
which so often cause them to shake their heads in frustration and despair. In this respect 
it must be remembered that the (slide) filing cabinet drawer you see here represents not 
only human endeavour of a considerable magnitude, but the expenditure in this case, of 
$336,000. Committing these files to offical catacombs isn't too productive; I can assure 
you that our best efforts will be applied to making sure that the insights achieved so 
painstakingly are applied to the prevention of recurrences. No country can afford to 
content itself with just gathering facts and creating reports without protecting that 
investment preventing recurrences - and they're nearly all, recurrences. 

What I've said today, I hope emphasizes that there is indeed room to extend the scope 
of investigations into achieving an understanding of the motivational problems I have 
discussed. The old pilot-oriented investigation of yesteryear is out. If investigations 
are to assist persons such as myself, the investigator must be continually aware of the 
ultimate end to which his endeavours will be applied. If the investigation report does 
not contain those vital elements needed for subsequent safety promotion programs - and 
here I'm speaking of useable insights into human behaviour such as are revealed by 
incisive questions which expose personality types and behavioural patterns, effective 
and message-carrying photography, and so on - the investigation may unfortunately possess 
the appearance of a professional job but its value for preventing a recurrence may be 
minimal. 
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My demands may be unsettling to some investigators who are prone to believe that the 
acquisition of facts is their sole function. Finding out what happened is only the first 
?hase; we need to know why. If we are to effectively pursue the prevention of accidents, 
lie in Programs must have the insights gained by investigators while finding out the "why?" 
50 that, in turn, our pilot-audience will be motivated to prevent the accident that may 
liell otherwise come his way. 
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SAFETY IN THE AIR 

J.A. Johnson 

Directorate of Civil Aviation 
Ministry of Transport 
Sierra Leone 

INTRODUCTION 

Two aspects make up overall safety in the air: safety of the machine and 
safety in the machine's environmen~ of operation. Designers have gone a very long way 
with the former although none has yet showed us a crash proof aeroplane. The latter has 
far more unpredictable variables than we care to contend with. We therefore only try 
when we can to identify some and adopt preventive or corrective manoeuvres within the 
scope of the machine. Within the concept of safety though, we should be aware that such 
a state of affairs is unsatisfactory. The world has b~comemuch smaller with air 
transportation. Air machines have undergone various developmental stages so much so 
that it is difficult to imagine today the air machines of tomorrow. In all this advance
ment we still have the occasional crash that baffles both designers and investigators. 

It would be interesting to hear what Rene Lorin, Frank Whittle or the Wright 
Brothers would have had to say about our modern aircraft, such men who pioneered the 
art during the early years of the flying machine. It is also amazing that their basic 
original concept is'still being utilised; take. for example ,the Jet Propulsion. Did 
these men consider safety, or better still" could it have .been conceived that the safety 
aspect would have and still be reforming air machines to this extent? Personally I 
doubt that. 

THE MACHINE AND THE MAN: 

We are now in an era where air machines carry a varied collection of gadjets, 
mainly electronic, in an effort to minimise the human involvement in its operation, 
with firm hopes of improved safety. This truly is the only scientific and technolo
gical approach we know of these days. In our effort.,we forget that thesegadjets 
themselves are made up of basic components with 'operational ,criteria solely dependent 
upon prevailing conditions. Conditions not necessarily ideal for such components can 
turn out safe for theaircraf't' s operation, .afnc.e it :can merely be the resul t of 
variation of one or other of the environmental elements. Truly the high integrity of 
that whole equipment say for example a Computer can be so adversely affected that it 
would have been better were a pilot holding his controls, seeing things going wrong 
and trying to correct them. ' 

It thus appears that: 

(a)	 the human element cannot safely be divorced in-toto
 
from the machine's'oper.ation;
 

(b)	 our emphasis on air safety could have been one-sided; 
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(c)	 the machine and its environment of operation cannot
 
be explored in isolation.
 

Certain questions come readily to mind: 

(i)	 Can we keep the pilot idle in the cockpit with
 
assured safety?
 

(ii)	 How far can we rely on the electronic brain? 

(iii)	 How much logic can we build into our automatic
 
landing system?
 

If we can get the automatic landing system to take rational decisions, what 
happens to our pay-load factor? Because we would have built so much logic circuits into 
the system, that despite our progress in miniaturisation, the pay-load must have been 
affected. Even as it is now, many of the Airlines' Commercial Experts are not too happy 
about the 'limited pay-load imposed by the weight of these gadjets. 

Another important fact which also reflects adversely on payload is the need 
for Fail Safe devices. As is usual, many of these units, if they should be reliable 
at all, must be duplicated. 

What is the present position, and how can we now continue to improve safety? 
We have been putting so much emphasis on perfecting the machine to the extent that we 
forget that airline operation must be a money making concern. Fuel cost is presently 
a world-wide headache; fares must therefore be increased and have continued on the 
upward trend. It is obvious that the operators and the passenger feel these pinches 
most. Operators' profits are now very minimal; passengers too grumble with some of 
them reverting to cheaper but most incomparable forms of travel and Operators have 
consequently suspended services on many of the most unprofitable routes, and no one 
~an blame either. Here, we are again preaching about safety or in effect telling the 
operator to install more and more equipment to make the craft safer. We are as it were 
asking them to utilise their minimal profits to install these equipment which will 
further diminish their pay-load capacity. This I dare say does not seem right. 

Let us ~ow view the problem from a different perspective or better still let 
us have a fundamental retrospect: 

(i)	 Can the pilot function just. that little bit more and still 
keep things within the safety envelope? That could be a 
possibility with design alterations not necessarily involving 
much expenditure, since such alterations would have been 
included in the original design concept. 

(ii)	 Other subjects connected with the aircraft's operation can 
make life less arduous for the pilots and co-pilots and still 
preserve safety, e.g. Air Traffic Control feeding weather 
information can do so without direct speech contact with the 
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pilots or co-pilots. This could be made up in some form 
of coding formats which can register as a display on the 
control panel in the cockpit. It is a known fact that 
our sense of speech demands more attention from the normal 
human being than some of the other senses; in fact it 
sometimes demands from related senses as well. 

(iii)	 So far much has been designed into the machine. It is 
certain that without pay-load considerations, much more 
can still be done with the machine. But, why explore this 
in so much isolation from the environment? We can look 
more into phonomena like the weather, bad terrain 
detection, unseen elements with catastrophic effects on 
aircraft operation like Wake Turbulence, Vortices, 
Unique Tornadoes, (whirlwind) Fierce cross wind components 
etc. The first thing we should be concerned with is the 
identification of these elements. So far, researches have 
helped to identify some of them e.g. Wake Turbulence. But 
the devices so far are not in the finesse stage, nor have 
they been put into general use, and we cannot expect them to be 
cheap when they reach that stage. Once these phenomena are 
identified, the next problem is how to combat them. Here we 
have to remember that the machine has already got more than 
it can take by way of equipment. The first answer that comes 
to mind is avoidance. Yes, these areas can be avoided if the 
detection is early enough. What if for one reason or the 
other these areas cannot be avoided? Can a big blast of hot 
air for example create a different condition at that instant 
to say change the atmosphere, and so give a condition better 
ideal for the aircraft operation than the tornado, etc.? In 
any case, increased temperature at altitudes must have some 
effect which might make useful evasive manoeuvres. The 
important point is that such a jet blast must of course 
precede the aircraft. 

We therefore see two areas worth looking into. (a) Capability of detecting 
adverse phonomena and (b) means of combating them. The large transport aircraft have 
good quantity of hot air in their exhaust systems presently. This may not readily 
produce the desired effect. How about Solar Radiation, a phonomena not yet inves
tigated for application in general aviation? .If any of these processes can improve 
one or other adverse environmental condition, designers can soon incorporate mechanism 
to direct a good volume of hot blasts or rays in front and or by the sides of the 
aircraft. 

THE MACHINE AND THE ENVIRONMENT: 

Admittedly the machine has developed through admirable stages. Unfortunately 
not enough seems to have been done to improve the environment. So far there are what 
we can proudly term elaborate Airborne, Navigational, Ground and Meteorological Aids. 
These we have also experienced are sometimes incapable to cope with the ever changing 
patterns of the environment. The interesting thought now is, can we sincerely support 
the view that our accidents today are purely the result of unpredictable weather, 
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runway surface conditions, or the like? The answer is that	 we cannot. But the accident 
trend today, considering accidents which are not the result	 of sabotage or hijacking 
does seem to eliminate considerably the machine type failure. So with our aim of pre
venting aircraft accidents, we must turn to the other aspect, the environment. 

Maybe we ought now to explore the environment in more detail and see whether 
some of their adverse conditions cannot be directly solved by elements already within 

17he aircraft~ A more detailed stu~y of this could very well result in limited 
1 ~nstrumentat~on than we now carry ~n the aircraft. The fundamental concepts connected
 
with air machines and their propulsion are:
 

I 
! (1) Temperature 

(2) Pressure 

(3) Volume 

(4) Velocity. 

We know about pressure and temperature at altitudes. What we ought to look
 
into is probably the effect of these four basic concepts on the weather elements. The
 
machine at the moment possesses two of these basics in quantity from within, which I
 
hope can be used in loco if required; they are temperature and velocity. These two can
 
also affect pressure. What effects have these on prevailing weather? I am pretty sure
 
they would have some effect, since weather itself is basically the effect of the first
 
three elements on air.
 

Loosely, Temperature is hotness or coldness, two opposing ingredients we can 
now produce at will. Pressure is force and Newton had set us some bases of considering 
force. Wind is movement of air; air is a mixture of gases. Apart from Boyle, Charles 
and Gay Lussac's laws, there are other laws we know which govern the behaviour of gases. 
Agreeably, Volume is an element that can create much problem, since when one considers 
the flight path, Volume is limitless. But, if we can confine our thought of volume to 
just the atmosphere in the immediate surrounding of the aircraft in flight, we can 
imagine that increased temperature plus increased acceleration of the air particles 
Velocity ~ 

Time T2 can certainly affect pressure. Since Pressure	 and Volume are two directly 

relative elements, 'the Volume, or to be more exact the Mass	 per Unit Volume ~ (Density) 
PV

must have correspondingly been affected; so that our basic T = K accordingly modified 

can apply. This is probably the only variation we required to improve some of these 
adverse environmental conditions. It seems to me therefore, that we may have ample data 
with which to explore certain of these problems, or better still, this safety aspect, 
once we can identify areas and define specific requirements. Can we not use these 
mutually for the benefit of safety? This is another area for re~earch. Our aim ought 
to be to use the present potential of the machine to improve the environment if we can. 

It will not be fair at this stage to proceed without mentioning our pride
 
novelty the Supersonic Transport Aircraft (S.S.T.). Whether the SST is here to stay
 
or not is anybody's guess. For progress s~ke alone, I earnestly hope they are here to
 
stay. They share the same problems so far discussed, and more, for example, with our
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presently crowded Air Routes, ATC is tasked with integrating Supersonic Transport into 
Subsonic Network. This is by no means a simple problem in so far as air safety is 
concerned. Eurocontrol has undertaken extensive studies including simulation exercises, 
and certain criteria have so far been formulated for particular areas, where, in order 
to get for example, SST into the normal holding pattern, deceleration should be done 
between certain points. There are other areas where new routes will be set aside for 
SST and sectors defined for transonic acceleration, deceleration or subsonic cruise, 
plus two way watch being kept on aspects like profile separation and related sectoral 
coordination procedures. There is also Sonic Boom. There have been very brilliant 
papers on the subject. But in my view no one can give with any amount of certainty the 
entire effects of a Sonic Boom. So far we know it is something that depends on the 
locality, atmospheric condition, the altitude and the Mach Number of the aeroplane. Who 
knows, we may end up by using Sonic Booms to shield or shift one or other adverse 
environmental condition. 

In the airfields, we have always tried to maintain ideal conditions for the 
aircraft's operation, although in some instances it has turned out most expensive indeed. 
If we can do this for all locality in the flight path, we would have solved these 
environmental difficulties quite considerably. 

CONCLUSION: 

It all now appears so simple. If we can correctly define areas and limitations 
of the human involvement in the machine's operation - meaning the functions of the 
Pilots, Co-pilots" Flight Engineers, Navigators, Air Traffic Controllers, Meteorologists, 
etc., and if we can solve the difficulties connected with the environment, then correlate 
and integrate such results into the design of the aircraft, the outcome will surely 
be improved safety in the air. It is also probable that such an aircraft could carry 
much less instrumentation, so making the airlines happier with better prospects of air 
travel no longer remaining a financial burden for many. 
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AN ATTACK ON HUMAN FACTORS AS PROBABLE CAUSE 

Bjarne Prendal 
Lecturer at the University of Southern California 
Scandinavian Airlines System 

Taking a look at aviation worldwide. military and civilian alike. accident statistics 
for the last years show a general decrease in the rate per selected unit. This can be 
displayed very simply in a graph. figure 1: 

Rate ~--
Time 

figure 1. 

A vast majority of both military and civilian accident investigations end up with 
probab1e cause: "Human Factors. II Mi nd you, thi s usually connotes human factors at the 
performance level only, and is rarely projected upwards to include the procedures and 
principles levels. 

For some time, we have been desperately trying to make a dive underneath the almost 
stable accident rate. One recent method has been implementation of mandatory incident 
reporting systems. and in doing so hoping for more information on which to base loss
control programs. No question about it--as we know from our basic school of safety-
there is a number of repetitious incidents/accidents and the causal factors by and 
large are divided into 85% Human Factors. with Material and Environmental Factors 
sharing the last 15%. The current conclusion seems to be that more information will 

'result in better loss-control programs. 

This is not so. There is a very weak link, and that is the human beings down at the 
performance level, who are vital for the system. The next culprits are the human beings 
analyzing incoming data and, more importantly, trying to translate this data into 
meaningful loss-control programs. Finally, the net result is meaningful to the indi
vidual only insofar as he voluntarily accepts and assimilates it. Bear in mind the 
barriers in communication where safety information is concerned. 

It seems that mandatory incident reporting systems at various geographic locations and 
in different environments simultaneously became accepted as the magic to making a major 
breakthrough in getting better records. This is most likely a result of the fact that 
one area of the world, with a very low incident/accident record, utilizes a mandatory
incident reporting system. I would like to postulate that a detailed study of the 
success will show different alternatives in the area of safety management. 

We should, rather, concern ourselves in'more detail with the underlying causes of the
 
IIHuman Factors ll listed on the placards of the past. The purpose of this paper, then,
 
is 1) simply to uncover a corner of an area much too complex for one person to handle.
 
2) to stimulate your concern for deeper investigations of the human element, and
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3) to suggest one way of developing a protocol for human investigation. 

One way into this topic is a description of a day-to-day man/machine interface situa
tion., There is an ever-changing demand for new and improved systems. These are not 
necessarily improvements toward a safer flight but toward a greater degree of mission 
accomplishment. We modify. To cite a few examples t there are the altitude alert 
systems , inertial navigational systems , and flight director/Ils coupling. Almost 
synonymous with these improvements are t at the best t selection of wrong altitudes t 
grave navigational errors t and non-stabilized approaches. At the worst t of course t we 
have an all-out accident investigation in progress. 

Why this? Why is it that our highly qualified crews err t when we invest in these 
improvements aimed at eliminating the errors? .1 don1t know all the answers, but what 
I do know is what happens when a company decides to improve its fleet. 

What happens is that a management decision is followed by an implementation of the 
modtficat ion, with associated time before completion .. At best a plan for aircrew 
training is augmented and away we go--a well-intentioned and safe program t if only it 
worked as intended. 

Instead the aircrew training is tmplemerrted , usually by ground training complemented 
with flight training before the crew member is qualified. Hight here we hit a weak 
area, the mismatch between qround-qual tf tedcrew, modtftedequipment.send availability
of route-release-qualified instruction--all the while ;trying to fulfill the assigned 
mission. So what initially was a well-drafted plan ends up as a number of hyper
critical cockpit combinations with a qualification level far less than desired. Yet 
the legal requirements have been met, giving the less dedicated investigator all he 
needs in order to label the incident or accident "Human Error." 

He is 1ess dedicated, not necessarily in rel ati on to his personal atti tude t but more 
frequently in having to work with organizational limitations such as facts not being 
made available regarding the whole systemt or sometimes trite restrictions on man
power, once a "Human Error" label--superficial as it is-.-has been displayed. 

But what about your next obvi ous II Human Error t where you do want to look for theseII 

underlying causes? What do you look for and where do you start? Is there really any
other place to start thanvyeer one"? With regard to aviation, wouldn "t a start at any
other point be patchwork?, . 

It became obvious as far back as World ;War 'I that select i on was necessary (in order to 
preserve the hardware~) and ever since t any entry into civilian and military flying has 
been through some kind of selection. It is not miswording that the term "some kind of 
selection" is used t because no system so far has been invented that will not reject 
some who woul d have succeeded if they had been accepted t and t inversely, not 1et some 
eventual failures slip through. 

Selection is procedures for choosing, from a group of applicants t those individuals who 
will be best suited for some specified type of employment. Utilizing the word "ability"
in its broadest sense t we can picture what a selection is, figure 2: 
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1abil ity 

!
task 

figure 2. 

To select. we try to obtain the highest degree of match between ability and task. This 
matching process is exceedingly hampered by the fact that the IItaskli is ever-changing 
and thus cannot readily be defined. Who will challenge that the human element we need 
in the system of today is not the human element we needed in 1950--and yet the selection 
processes have changed little if at allover the past twenty-five years. 

The fact that the task (or job description. if you like) is ever-changing calls for the 
closest feed-back to the selection group. This. however. is rarely if ever done. This 
feedback is particularly interesting in cases of initial and subsequent failures among 
the selected personnel. Up until two years ago such feed-back could not be documented; 
consequently. the total system encompasses a large amount of ability-task mismatches. 
It should be appreciated that the total system in this instance is not limited to the 
operators at the flight deck. but comprises air traffic controllers.dispatchers. man
agement at foreman level. and the like. 

To expect that a change in this area can be made in the span of a year or two is of 
course unrealistic. But accepting the facts institutes a process of correction to 
bring about a match between ability and task in thecoming generation. and in doing so 
we can save others from having to talk in twenty years· time about the same weaknesses 
we are faced with today. 

In the immediate future. that is. within the next five years. focus should be directed 
toward training. both ini·tial and subsequent. To describe the total human aviation 
life cycle under one heading. "Trai ninq ," is the most precise description. especially 
if we realize· that training is development of a level of safety in our human element. 

To be able to visualize the correlation between the aviation life cycle and the level 
of training/safety. let us examine this graph. figure 3: 

Training 

Time 

figure 3. 
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It can be observed, contrary to a common belief, that as the life-cycle progresses the 
level of training decreases. This is significant in order to understand the underlying 
cause for the number of incidents/accidents where the human being failed despite being 
what is generally described as well~qualified. 

You will notice that the curve indicates an increase in the level of training at 
various points and of a varied magnitude, but then falls off and the initial level of 
training is never attained "again. Reasons for the smaller increases would be recurrent 
proficiency training and performance for a supervisor; the larger increases would 
typically be due to conversion to other equipment in the fleet. Should one ask the 
question, What is the influence of experience? And will experience not counteract, 
and even at some point make up for, the decline in level of training? 

To answer this it should be remembered that training imparts the;ability to perform a 
given task--skill, if you like-~whereas experience improves the accuracy, once the 
ability has been acquired. It is acknowledged that little, if anythinq, can substitute 
for the value of experience when it comes to assessment and judgment of situations 
which are not direct man/machine relationships. 

Once again, to highlight this even further, the human being is faced with ever-changing 
variables -on the part of the machine. That in turn aggravates the process of acquiring 
perfect or near-perfect ability. By-and-large, the industry has well-organized 
schooling programs for recurrent training and conversion. most of these directives 
being enforced by the regulatory authorities, of course. But there is a difference 
between organization and effectiveness, and the latter, unfortunately, is not auto
matically a consequence of the former. We shall examine just how it happens that what 
appears on the surface to be a well-organized program can turn out to be ineffective J 

to say the least. 

We accept into the system, through a selection process with previously discussed 
faults. a human being with some arbitrarily accepted level of previous training. We 
then expect him/her to continue in the future as he/she performed in the past. This is 
especially important when we put the real label on this acceptance; "Goodwill." With 
goodwill towards what needs to be just one less-than-satisfying performance during 
initial training and transition~ the remark in the records is IlSatisfactory.1I And just
one such nonfactual description of the performance in enough to trigger a sequence 
which roughly follows this pattern: 

--subsequent intructor(s} is hesi:tant to downgrade,due to neglect in doing so by 
the former instructor. 

--the training and transition program is passed with what only on the surface is 
satisfactory performance.

--Rel ease fl ights, even in the cases with poor performance, are passed. Why?
Because, after all, the selection process and the school have no remarks, so 
any doubts must be just an isolated instance. 

Thus the loop is completed and chances are that this state of operation continues until, 
hopefully, it is caught at a later, more stringent check; or until, as it often is, 
there is an unfortunate occurrence that gets labelled "Human Error ," Would anyone care . 
to comment on the presence of a high amount of "qoodwi l l " and the risk of subjectivity
when the human being has been in the system for, say, twenty years? 

Specific attention should be directed towards the management tool, "Supervisors at the 
Foreman Level:" Are they supervising or are they filling out formulas? And if they 
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perform only to ensure compliance with authorities' requirements for records showing 
"checks performed," why? Obviously in such a case the structure of ~he flee~ ~uper
vision has to be scrutinized along the well-known parameters: selectlon, tralnlng, 
information, motivation, adjustment, feed-back. I will submit to you that an awful lot 
of human error down at the performance level in the past rightfully belongs very far 
upstream in the system. 

Initially in this presentation we focused on the ever-changing system and, as a result. 
the need for an elevated human performance. We realized the problems of a fleetwise 
assurance of sufficient cognizance of the changes. Updating of questionnaires and 
the like is often as much as five to ten major modifications out of phase. Thus, in 
these systems designed to ensure a current knowledge. no .specific attention is drawn to 
these new developments. Mind you. they are all being bought to ensure a higheridegree 
of safety under a new required level of mission accomplishment. But lack of knowledge
triggers insecurity, that in turn triggers non-familiarity. During task performance 
under tension (i.e., the difficult segments of the mission) the~uman being makes a 
trade-off and reverts to the known--pre-learned behavior that would. ironically. be 
appropriate to the situationthemodification was designed for in the first place, in 
order to lessen the load. 

Combine this load factor with what I should like to describe as the "subtle load," 
which is present for reasons outside the direct man-machine interrelationship. An ex
ample"of this and its effects is a remark from ATC to the flight deck during an ap
proach: "You are welcome to keep up the high speed." Here is an invitation to deviate 
from the standard procedures--the factors governing the extent to which the invitation 
is followed are several and need not be described on this occasion. The consequences 
are much more important. They might range from little or no influence, due to the 
presence of well-trained human beings and a "willing" machine. to disaster due to built 
in instability when the pattern speeds for a stabilized approach are neglected. Yet the 
accident report in this case did not list the ATC as a cause factor. There is no doubt 
in my mind that a closer look at this type of accident will reveal similar "subtle 
loads," unnoticed despite the fact that they are right there in the read-out of the 
communication. They are unnoticed because they are underlying. and no protocol yet
takes care of--offers no jurisdiction for--investigation and establishing of this type
of cause factor. 

Going back to figure 3, Training/Life Cycle. I should like to draw your attention to the 
social lifespan and its interaction with the human being's professional course. Pro
fessor Alken from the Naval Safety Center gave us a very interesting paper at our 
seminar in 1971 on stress versus social changes and the research being carried out 
toward establishing various levels of stress. Through a correlation we might find that 
at the time of an upswing in the training there is a drastically high level of accumu
lated personal stress in the social 1ife. I should 1ike to stress the word "accumu
lated" because through accumulation of stress the body chemistry undergoes a change and 
this influences the behavior pattern. If this condition of accumulated stress is not 
discovered. we may once again find ourselves with no solution to a completely irrational 
behavior on the professional side. As a consequence it is doubtful whether a listing
of a week's, or up to a month's, personal events, as suggested by the ICAD manual, is 
enough. 
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The areas I have described here are 1) selection, 2) training, initial and subse
quent, 3) service life of the human being, and 4) interaction of the social life
span with these areas. To illustrate what I mean by "underlying causes," I have 
pointed out some of the weaknesses our present investigative procedures do not allow 
us to uncover. 

In the current analysis-section of an accident report, technical and environmental 
factors are described in the most minute detail. They are relatively easy to determine. 
whereas the human investigation is increasingly more difficult. 

True, we have excellent guidelines when it comes to determining direct man/machine 
relationships, intoxication, medical deficiencies, and even mental health, to a certain 
degree, at the time of the mishap. Here, as with clear metal fatigue failure, we deal 
with factual information. Our knowledge of the rest, the underlying causes. has so far 
been conjectural and consequently--correctly--never listed in the findings. Develop
ment of a protocol dealing with techniques for investigation of the human being in a 
total senseis a project for SASI to undertake. It is a project of vast dtmens ions , 
thus, I am afraid, waiting for a solution to come from leAD, for example. or another 
authority, is wishful thinking. 

The project could be the first of its kind. where SASI manifests its position-
qualification. if you like--as the only true worldwide forum of professionals where 
major developments in investigative techniques originate. The results, of course, 
would be submitted to authorities and industry for approval, and made available to 
schools and in the professional literature. 

Using our current organizational structure, this project could be given to one chapter 
(other PYQ~cts, such as aspects of investigations involving supersonic transport. being
assigned to other chapters). The yearly seminars can be partially restructured to 
incorporate progress reports from the chapters with subsequent submission for approval. 

Fleet operation at a certain level of safety is a management decision. If managements 
are generally satisfied with the current situation, we do not need toworry--or do we? 
We have demonstrated over roughly the last ten years that we do not master investiga
tion, with subsequent loss-control suggestions, to the point where we can penetrate 
below this stable level of safety. In reality this means that a request from manage
ment for a higher level of safety is beyond our current capacity. Rather frightening.
isn't it? 

Bjarne Prendal 
September 1975 
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MEDICAL AND PSYCHIATRIC ASPECTS OF ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

R.E. Yanowitch, M.D. 

Office of Aviation Medicine 
Federal Aviation Administration 
800 Independence Ave.,S.W. Washington,D.C. 20591 

Ai the 168th annual convention of the New York State Medical Society, Dr. Peter V. 
Siegel who was at this time the Federal Air Surgeon, stated that biomedical factors are 
responsible for a significant number of more than 600 fatal aircraft accidents each year. 
Dr. Siegel also stated that the incidence of aircraft accidents resulting from mechanical 
failure is extremely low. The biomedical factors account for 80-90% of the total which 
leaves from 10-20% with mechanical failures as causative factors of the crash. As the 
investigations of the medical factors are in a high percentile of certainty, this area is 
comparatively well set and little is left with which to argue. 

In the pursuance of accident investigations, the investigator would like to know, for 
example, if. the pilot in command experienced a sudden incapacitation while in the cockpit, 
whether or not he had a myocardial infarct and died before the plane crashed or if the 
crash was the cause of death. This is an example of knowing "what" happened. In order to 
determine the actual events, the investigator attempts to obtain autopsies on whatever 
remains of the crew and as the investigator is interested in contributing factors, attempts 
are made to procure samples of blood, bile, urine, gastric contents, etc. in order to run 
extensive ~oxicological studies. 

There exists a relationship with the Armed Fbrces Institute of Pathology that is very 
helpfUl to the investigator. The caliber of pathologist that is available to help with 
interpretations, suggestions and diagnosis is second to none. Investigators can depend 
upon their forensic pathologists to tell them if any disease state existed in the crew (if 
there are enough remains in condition to be studied) and ofttimes can help them formulate 
the relationship of this entity to the behavior of the pilot. This gives the investigator 
another leg upon "what" happened. 

The samples of the body fluids go to the Federal Aviation Administration toxicology 
lab at the Civil Aeromedical Institute in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. The investigator would 
like all of the samples to go there, but in 1973, for example, only 40% of the toxicological 
samples reached the CAMI labs. The remainder were run at other labs thrOUghout the country 
and are studied with a satisfactory degree of competency in most of them. Obviously these 
computer readouts on the contents of the blood are most welcome and helpful in drawing 
conclUSions in this field of accident investigation. 

The drug possibilities that can be tested for run a wide spectrum. Considering 
alCOhol as a drug and that this is an important causative factor (7-8%) of fatal accidents 
involVing levels of alcohol higher than 0.05 mgs.%, readouts on ethyl alcohol, other 
volatile poisons such as methyl alcohol, isopropyl alcohol, chloralhydrate and other chlor~ 

nated hydrocarbons and toluene are obtained. 

Other drugs can be diVided into Acidic, this category containing the barbiturates, 
dilantin, Doriden, meprobamate, other sedatives and anticonvulsants; basic, this category 
would demonstrate the presence or absence of amphetamines and phenothiazines and the 
narcotics group embracing morphine, demerol and methadone. 

Recently, a report was written by Dr~ S. R. Mohler, Chief, Aeromedical Applications 
Division, Office of Aviation Medicine, on inhalant toxicity? This paper tells the inves
tigator th~t detailed aeromedical studies were made of three survivable U.S. Transport 
accidents associated with fire during the 1961-65 period. These studies revealed that 
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of the 105 fatalities 76 were the result of incapacitation prior to evacuation. The 
incapacitation was due to toxic substance inhalation, the inhalants generated by the post-
crash fire. ' 

Carbon monoxide from fuel fire is one source of inha:lant toxicity. It also comes 
from burning cabin interior materials. More recent studies show that cyanide gas result
ing from the heat effects on commonly used cabin interior materials such as exist, 
acrylonitrile-buta diene-styrene, modacrylics and 'Wool, can reach incapacitatinginhala
tion level in a minute or less. Also ithas been shown that the ·toxic effects of carbon 
monoxide and cyanide are worse when the two substances are inhaled simultaneously as 
occurs during post-crash fires. With all the information available to investigators 
medically, it is believed that a good handle on the "what" happened is available. 
Mechanical failures can be determined by the highly specialized investigators available 
from the National Transportation Safety Board and Federal Aviation Adlllinistration. Not 
only are they able to tell the investigat~r what happened but when and how and what should 
be done to correct this. 

Another look at the 80-90% of pilots who are frequently accused o~ displaying "poor 
judgment or pilot error" must be facilitated. "Why"did the ,pilot behave in such a 
manner that would indicate poor judgment or engage in~rroneous perhaps inappropriate 
behavior. 

It can also be said, for example, that the pilot's behavior was compromised by the 
excessive use of alcohol Or other drugs.' Knowing this, however, is' only a small part of 
the battle for air safety. What must' be discerned is the "why" the pilot resorted to 
alcohol or drugs or even other overt self-destructive behavior in order to cope with a 
threat or stress in the aircraft. 

If the topic of stress were SUddenly abandoned by scientists and eliminated from the 
technical literature, there would be huge holes left in the'volumesof psychological 
research and writing. A great quantity of research is performed within the overlapping 
subjects of conflict, frustration, anxiety, defense, emotions (especially those of.fear 
and anger) and disaster, to name some of the most important and obviOUS topics that fall 
under the rubric of stress. If we add psychopathology and psychosomatic disorders, 
because these are commonly assumed to be somehow a product of stress, the quantity 
increases greatly. 

The reason for this voluminous activity is simply that stress, as a universal human 
phenomenon, results in intense and distressing experience and appears to be of tremendous 
influence in behavior. It is also of the utmost importance in the effectiveness of 
adaptation. In spite of the importance of stress, there is litt:lecoherence in the theory 
and research that emanates from books and journals dealing with it. Confusion often 
arises regarding terminology.: 'Fbr example, some wr,iters employ the term "stress" where 
others use the terms "anxiety;'frustration, conflict or .def'enae 'to refer to exactly the 
same phenomena.' 

Not only is the terminology inconsistent and confused but the.very definitions of the 
subject are contradictory ; The distinction is only, occasionally made .between psycholog
ically based stress reactions and those produced by noxious ,stimuli on bodily tissues. 
Thus it is stress when one's arm is plunged into icy water, and stress when a person ,is 
told damaging things about himself. 

If the investigator tries to determine tolerances for stress, primarily at the lower 
limits, the investigator finds that what is mildly stressful for one individual may be 
highly stressful for another or anywhere on a severity scale depending upon the individual. 

It soon becomes evident that stress cannot be defined exclusively by situations 
because the capacity of any situation to produce stress reactions in an individual does not 
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provide adequate grounds for defining the situation associated with it as a stress, except 
for that individual or individuals like him. The important role of personality factors in 
producing stress reactions requires that stress be defined in terms of transactions 
between individuals and situations, rather than of either one in isolation. 

The manner in which conceptions of the limits of stress are built up is to start from 
the obvious and unequivocal instances and extend the analysis to similar conditions which 
are, however, increasingly less severe or obvious. And because stress is thought of as a 
'continuum, the lower border lines are most difficult to identify. The approach is also 
icircular at first in that the stress stimulus is defined by the reaction, and the stress 
~eaction is, in turn, defined by its relationship with the stress stimulus. When a 
stimulus condition is observed that has usually been defined as a stress, but if stress 
,reactions are not observed a search for factors that would account for this discrepancy is 
made. Similarly, when stress reactions are observed it is assumed that these were brought 
about by stress conditions, and the investigator looks for them in order to understand the 
reaction. Fbr example, in the field of fatal accident investigation where the causes of 
the event must be sought retrospectively, that is, by looking back and reconstructing the 
antecedent conditions the investigator usually assumes (and this is a bias) that the victim 
must have encountered severe stress to which the behavior represents a response. If he 
observes, however, similar life circumstances in a successful pilot, he then assumes or 
searches for additi9nal factors which could explain the absence of stress reactions. 

The word "stress" began to come into vogue in the United States during and following 
World War II. PsyChiatrists, other physicians and psychologists had become active in the 
war effort. Their concern was With failure of adaptation in the military setting on the 
part of predominantly noncareer Army, Navy, and Air Fbrce personnel. There was interest in 
the conditions under which men would fail to fire their weapons, show serious impairment 
of vital perceptual and motor skillS, give thenselves up unnecessarily to the enemy or 
develop neurotic or even psychotic symptoms associated with combat or preparation for 
combat. It became clear that conditions of battle could result in marked psychological 
and physiological disorder, and these disorders were attributed to stress as well as to 
predisposing factors in the personality that resulted in vulnerability to stress. 

There are three central issues in psychological stress. First there is the question: 
(1) What are the conditions and processes that determine when stress reactions will be 
produced and when will they not? Fbr example, how does the individual differentiate 
between benign conditions and daIll&ging conditions? Secondly, what happens when a stimulus 
is reacted to as stressful? Fbr example, how does the individual cope with stress and 
what factors influence the choice of coping process? Thirdly, what are the patterns of 
reaction that define th~ presence of stress? 

Since there are variations in reaction patterns in different individuals under 
different instances of stress, this issue turns us back to consideration of intervening 
processes and conditions. What accounts for these variations? How are the variations 
related to intervening processes? Any system must not only distinguish between the various 
discernablephenomena of ~sychological stress but must also postUlate the processes 
intervening between the stress atimulus and stress response, and identify the factors that 
influence these processes. Psychological-stress analysis is distinguished frOID other types 
of stress analysis by the intervening variable of threat. Threat implies a state in which 
the individual anticipates a confrontation with a harmful condition of some sort. Stimuli 
resulting in threat or non-threat reactions are cues that signify to the individual some 
future condition, harmful, benign or beneficial. 

Once a stimulus has been appraised as' threatening, processes which function to reduce 
or eliminate the anticipated harm are set in motion. They are called coping processes. 

The cognitive activity related to coping determines the form of the coping process, 
that is, the coping strategy adapted by the individual in attempting to master the danger. 
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This leads to the behavioral pattern displayed by the individual. It is known that stress 
produces stimuli that necessitate coping behavior. It then follows that it must be 
determined if the coping ability and coping processes of the airman are great enough to 
permit a satisfactory adaptation to the stress situation and if not why. 

To understand this communication and to be of the same. mind it becomes necessary to
 
expound the meaning of the term psychological stress. Psychological stress is that force
 
that attempts to destroy or threatens. to destroy the individual's organization.
 

A question was asked several paragraphs ago after the statement was' made concerning
 
variations in reaction patterns in different individuals under different instances of
 
stress. The question was, "What accounts for these variations?"
 

'. < • 

The trend of the results of basic research indicates. tha:t the:i.nvestigatormay be on
 
the right track when he says that discriminant psychosocial variables account for the
 
above questioned variations.
 

An individual's behavior is dependent upon the total effect of all the psychosocial 
variables that went into the making of this individual's life style. These psychosocial 
variables encompass all of the dynamics involved in the family constellation, the 
procreationalfamily, the societal forces, the economic level, the educational level, the 
mental and physical level of health and on and on and on-. It has been found that each 
variable affects .change and postdictally these factors become evident by utilizing a 
psychosocial reconstruction inventory. Interviewer techniques with an unbiased approach 
often permit the investigator to know more about the victim than he ever knew about 
himself. 

At this point in the behavioral response to a stressful event it becomes critical 
for the pilot to examine the forces leading to his victimhood. This may not be possible 
because most of these forces have been influencing his life style since birth and are 
largely functioning on an unconscious basis. The stress of comparatively constant change 
and his method of coping with this stress now become the operational platform upon which 
sudden change is added. The question arises as to how much stress is contained in the 
various events that are now happening. Also, the results of the necessary critical looks 
at these Events are dependent upon whether the pilot has experienced the scenario before. 
It appears that it is the unusual event, the one that makes the greatest change in one's 
life style, especially undesirable change, that seems to be the most stressful. 

Add to this stressful situation, a sudden change-undesirable chtnge-plus some delusions of 
competence plus an overabundance of the MYth of InVUlnerability and the ingredients are 
present for an unsatisfactory adaptation to the stress loadings and self-destruction may 
inevitably occur. 

After all the information and dynamics are sorted out and interrelated it is felt that 
the results of the investigation will help point up the basic probable cause of the pilot's 
behavior that led to his fatal event. 
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The determination of the state of aircraft lights 'or surface craft 
lights at the time of accident (impact). 
H. BUrger, Ing., 
Federal Ministery of Home Affairs,Vienna,Republicof AUSTRIA, 
Kriminaltechnische Zentralstelle (Forensic Labaratories). ' 

The different vehicle li.ghts (indicator lights,inside lights,headlamps,
position lights) may show due to an impact characteristi:c variations 
wlilich enable to determine if the light in question was shining at the 
time of impact. ' ' , .' " 
All incandescent lamps are made out of a glass envelope which is either 
evacuated or filled with an' inert gas' (Helium, Argon,Nitrogen etc. ) .and 
within which a tungsten filament fastend to approviate electrodes is 
to be found. This tungsten filament becomes white h(i)t ,byeTectric currenE. 
The temperature of the filament reaches a heat of about .2300 up to 2800C. 
When at such temperature's the glass envelope breaks, the'whitehot tungsten
filament will oxidize, by which process yellow to blue-green tungsten 
oxydes will be produced. The formation gftungsten oxyderesults on any 
hot filament .a't temperatures over 1200 C. ' ,'0·,', -' ,. " 
If the temperature of the' filament is lower than 1200 C(becausefor ' 
instance the electric current 'has broken down and'thefilamentin ' 
consequence is already cooling down, in 'which case abgut 3' seconds~ust be' 
calculated for cooling down from 2500 0C to about. 400 C) the formatlon of 
tungsten oxyde is not effected anymore while on the other hand only , 
tempering colours are brought about. 
When the lamp breaks small glass fragments of the glass ehvelope will fall 
into the filament and wlll be' melted there if the temperature of the 
filament is high enough. The absence of such molten gl~ssfragments 'is 
normally an evidence for the fact that' the filament has been set under 
electric current only after 'breakingtheerivelope or that. the filament had 
not been set under electric· current 'at the time ,of the break. 
New lamps show metallic Clean tungsten filamerit wires' upon which the 
drawing marks are clearly visible." . 'e ' 

The mean life of a lamp is up to several hundred hours. 
With approaching age the tungsten filament "Shows considerablerecrystalli
sation,tungsten evaporateso"ff ' the filament and -will 'be condensed onto . 
the inside o'f i;he g.Lassvenve'Lope , Tne:filament will look pale ,the drawing
marks are disappearing.Atsome time the fiTamen"twil1.'break or will be 
torn off at' its weakest spot.,' .,.' ~ .-, '. 
When the filament breaks in cold state, t,hentypical 'features ofa 
brittle breach will bevisible.The fraCture'/spoti-ssharp, cornered and 
its 'sur'face coarse crystalline. " , 
When breaking during operat'ioritime :·thefracture·spot is Showing smoothly
shaped ends, in most cases aamaD 'pearl -of mol ten tungsten ~metal is ", 
developing.Tome in conseqllerice of -8. vigo~oU:s1>eI'cussion-tl:uringoperation 
(impact) the filamentwlll be thinned·a.'t' the'1'rac"ture'sp-ot.When torn iri 
cold state, the filament will>o-rily showi'eature's '.of' :.'abri:ttle breach. 
In cold state the" filament is. very.brittle and 'not capabf,e '0£ deformation<

by impact. " , ", " .. ', -., ':' ". " . - ' .. '." ,- . , . 
While the determination of the operation state of a broken Lamp Ls already
known since along time and 'is used iriinvestigations,dif:Eiculties always 
arose again with regard to; the 'investig-:ation of Lampswhd'ch remaind intact. 
The experience was known, that onlyl1otfilaments\<&.~{fJ capable lDlti. d.ef'or'ma't.Lon, 
but quite a long time no referencecriterions were at,hand. 
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A test has been performed:Fastend into a metallic frame by which they 
were protected against breaking,a lighted lamp and a non- lighted lamp
of the same type and model have been let fall down from defined altitudes. 
The impact resulted with maximum retardation (harshly) and refers in 
some way to the impact of a car frontally against a wall as well as to 
the impact of an aircraft against the ground~ 
It became eVident,that it depends on the lamp type and on the configuration
of the filament with regard to the direction of the impact or percussion, 
at what value of negative acceleration such a deformation will develop. 
Besides it depends on the intensity of light which the lamp is bound to 
produce.Lamps with small intensity (like for instance indicator lamps)
and therefore drawing only a few watts or even parts thereoff,are equipped
with very thin filaments, while on the other hand head lamps of high
intensity of light are equipped with considerably much thicker filaments. 
This thioker filaments are less sensitive to impact than the filaments of 
weaker lamps.
The filaments of weaker lamps normally show deformations already at an. 
impact from a speed of 15 mph while on the other hand head lamps or search 
lights with high intensity lamps in most cases only show such deformations 
at an impact from a speed of 40 - 60 mph.
It is characteristic to such deformations that the filament does not only 
get bent, but that on the front region of the filament, seen in direction 
of the impact,there will develop a clear reduction of the spiral distances 
of the filament which process may lead to the welding of single turns ,while 
on the other hand, on the backward regio~ of the filament the distance 
of the spiral is clearly increasing and tpis even to such an extent that 
the filament on that spot will tear off in cpnsequence of sufficient 
reduction of diameter. / !; 
Among lampB,Sainples of which had beeti/tes/tedadequately,it will be even 
possible sometimes to determine the impact speed on behalf of the 
deformation of the filament. 
For purpose ofinvestig_~tionitisnecessary however to have at hand a 
number of lamps of the same production series as a calibration sample
since already duringmanifacture deformations of filaments especially in 
the region-where the filament andthe electrodes are connected may arise, 
a circumstance which may be observed at certain makers of lamps more often 
than at others. . 
Test. showed that non-lighted ~!_ilam.e.nts did not de forme at impacts and the 
only result of impact was the break of the filament.whereby it may happen 
however that the filament is crumbling away in many small parts.(fragments).
For purpose of investigation of lamps a good microscope is absolutely
necessary.A mere observation by naked eye or with the aid of a magnifying

glass,especially iIi.the investigation of lamps with very thin filaments,
 
like for instance. indicatorlamps,will by no means be sufficient.It must be
 
warned against the attempt to test such lamps, before mfcr-oao , irivestigatf6n .
 
perhaps by SWitching on the electric cirouit,becauseby this doing,on a '
 
lam~ ~h~chhasa fissure in the glass envelope the oxidation process would
 
be 1nlt1ated and thereby qUite another trace figuration would arise as
 
would be the case if such tests were abondoned for the first.The glass

envelope of small lamps show9normally finest metallic tungsten traces
 

. (slight brown colouring) spread over the entire glass envelope even if 

.the spir~l had not been deformed provided that the lamp was in operation 
at the.t+meof impact.
 
It is evident therefore that normally as well as at damaged lamps and at
 
~on-damaged lamps too it can be determined after an accident (impact)

1f the lamps had been in operation at the time of accident or not.
 
The following pictures show such signs on lamps:
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Fig .1 tungstenoxydes on the filament .
 
Fig.2 and ::;, t.ungs-tenoxydes and. melted. g'Laa on the filament
 
Fig.4 recrystallisation of tungsten filamept
 
Fig.5 and 6 filament broke during operation time .
 
Fig.7 thinned End of a filament. torneduring operation time
 
Fig.8 drawing marks·on a new filament arJ,dcharacteristic marks of a
 

brittle br~ach
 
Fig.9 filament distorted by impact

Fig.10 and 12 filaments distorted by'impa,ct .
 
Fig.11 maschine used for tests
 
Fig.13 - 24 testswi'th sWitched.on lamps

Fig.13 Lamp (new)

Fig .14 impact with 30 mph
 
Fig .15 impact with 50 mph
 
Fig.16 new lamp
 
Fig .17 impact with 30 mph
 
Fig .18 impact with 50 mph
 
Fig.19 new lamp

Fig.20 impact \lfith 12 mph

Fig.21 impact with 18 mph

Fig.22 impact with 25 mph

Fig.23 impact with 32 mph
 
Fig.24 impact with 50 mph
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~. Srerr, r. ~achowsky 
Institute of :;"'ei,sJ.tvrei,l!l t :3tructures and Aircraft Engineerin.g a t t.h e 
'~ecllnical University of Vienna, 
Getreidemarkt 9, A lOGe Vienna 

CU,TELTS 

1.0 Summary 
2.0 Jntroduction 
3.0 Objectives of the investigation 
4.c ~asic results 
5. C Farticular t.e c l-ni.c a L investigation 
(;. C Mlalysis of the f u.u c t Lori of the hydro-tappets 
7.0 Lllp:ine-cbec~;: on t.li e test bed 
r..C Conclusion 
9.0 heferences 

Ln th~ example of the forced lalldin,l! of a leight single engined 
a Lr-c r-a f t in tl-, e /.u s t r-Le n !;lps, tlJe investigation methodology of Hi e 
Accident Investigation Division of the Federal hinistry of Trallsport 
is shortly reviewed. Loss of power in certain flight attitudes was 
argued to be t~e reason for the discussed crash. Labor~tory tests 
with the a arn e engine and simulation of "extreme short of oil c o nd i t Lon s " 
proved the i:ydro-tappets to become inoperative before bearing frilure 
occureG. The installed temperature and oil-pressure indicators did Dot 
monitor tbe dangerous situation. 1~e measured loss of power turned out 
to be up to 20% of the nominal rated performance. So the pilot could 
not maintain t.b e necessary cruising al ti tude to surmount the saddle 
of the Arlberg-mountain. 

2.0 IKTRGDuCTIC~ 

In 1971, Septe~;ber 27th, a Piper Cherokee crasbed near the village 
Stuben in the Austrian Alps. A reconstruction of the flight according 
to hearin~s of tIle pilot an~ witnesses proved, that an evident loss 
of engine performance seemed to be the reason of this accident. During 
the climb to the Arlberg saddle at an altitude of approximately 1600 
meters hSL the engine speed decreased to 2000 RPM. In descend. attitude 
the engine operation seemed to be normal. Repeating the climb attitud.e, 
the engine failed again in nose up position. Because of the low height 
and the narrow valley of Klostertal a turn back was impossible and the 
pilot made an unsuccessful forced landing at approximately i400 meters 
hSL.	 . 

An Accident Investigation Commission of the Civil Aviation Department 
of the Austrian Federal hi~istry of Transport together with ~onsult2nt 

experts had to deal with ~he following items: aircreftoperations, 
aircraft engineering and flight mechanics and meteorology. Their report 
s.h ow e d , that the a f.r-c r-a f t., had an oderly permission for operation. 
~ain~~nanc~ and insp'ecti~n were accomplished according to manufactur
ers Qlrectlons. ,TIle pilot was valid licenced. His flight experience 
and his e xp e r Leiace all this discussed type of aircraft was 5ufi'icient. 
Although the flightpatb of the aircraft was ~ot optimal for operations 
in mountein regions. The wea'ther conditions were not of predominant 
influence.	 
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After all the investigation proved, that the discussed accident was 
provoked by the decrease of engine performance in climb ~ttitud~. Th~re
fore the Institute for Aircraft Engineering of the Techn1ca~ Un1vers:ty 
of Vienna was chaTged with a systematic analysis of the ~ng1~e b~hav10ur 
at comparable flight conditions. As no comparable invest1~at10n lS re
fe r r-e d hitherto. in literature, the results of this arieLys Ls seem to be 
of general interes~. 

3.C ObJECTIVES OF ThE INVESTIGATION PROGRAM 

T'De kind of crash, the statements of passengers and witnesses showed 
that there was a temporary decrease of power and this decrease was the 
reason of the crash. Ici.ng effects ",'ere riot; probable. 

So primary it seems nece~sary to ask: Is it possible that piston en
gines will produce efficient changes of power output at different atti
tudes during normal aircraft operations. Which kind of troubles would be 
possible wbenan engine is operated with oil levels under the minimum 
mark. The log: .of oil refueling and the oil consumption of the engine in 
accordance l -r i th quantity of oil that was found in the engine after the 
c r-e s'h , s h owe d tbat the oil in .th e engine was not more tban one quart. 

TL e next question was: \villany suf:ficient change in the indications 
of the engine instruments inform the pilot of the reason of such a tem
porary power decrase, or will warn any other characteristic effects the 
pilot before or during decrease of power. This seems to be very interest
ing VB tLe discussedi:ype of aircraft is very common and ,a great number 
of this type is in use. 

The above mentioned questions were the only impori:ant ones, as marks 
from tlJrottle andcarburater heating valve on the crashed engine seemed 
to be correct. 

By using records and inspection forms similar to tbat'in use for sced
uled overhault an accurate history of the engine disassembly and inspec
tion wa s preserved. The advantage of these check lists is, that important 
proced-ure's cannot be missed. 

4.0 BASIC RESULTS 

Tbe visual check of the engine assembly showed, that fire had taken 
place in the rear part of the engine compartment. The painting of the 
lateral and upper engine cowl 1vas destroyed by heat. The deformation and 
fracture of the engine mount .str-uc t ur-e obviously was caused by the era s h , 
TI e motorcase itself showed fire traces. TIle harness assembly was partly 
c a r-b onLz-e d , Xhe upper rubber bushing of the engine assembly wa s burned. 
The highest temperatures 'were .a s s ume d to be in' the region of the rear 
cylinde-rs. The car-bur-e t.oz- ,the'oil sump and the silencer showed specific 
d e f o r-matLoris ~. 

The scrat.ches at the leading edge of the propeller tip together with a 
cb ar-e c t e r a s c.Lc backward de'formation of the outer part of the blades led 
to the conclusion, thai: ~he propeller rotai:ed with low speed at the mom
ent in tbe course of the impact, Both bladesz were bent around the crank
case. 

TIle oil-sump andintake pipe Bssenibly 8S well as all pipes and gaskets 
in the oil system w~re o.k. TIle oil system inc~uding oil cooler was tight 
even after the c r-a sb, No greater traces of oil could be found neii:her on 
the place of ~hElcrash nor on the engine mount. 

Some s c r-ews of i:he propeller mount a s s embLy we r-e o.eformed, two of them 
we r-e broken. The cranl{shaftcould .be turned wi thout difficulties and no 
q:mormal behaviour or noise was noticed. Summarising, there was no indi
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~ation for a mechanical failure of the engine. 

f5. G PAHTICULAh TECl-iI~ICp.L INVESTIGATIONS 

n.e disassembly of the mechanical fuel pump did not show any m~ch~llical 
0eEects. A functional test after reassembling the system gave positive re
s u Lt.s . Th e b o o st e r' pump was completely destroyed by fire. The carburator, 
ti:Je complete fuel induction system and the primer system were o.k. The 
carburator air assembly was heavily deformed. 
I A sT'ectrographic analasys of. the deposits in the exhaust pipes and in 
~};e silencer unit was made. The deposits contained mainly lead, very small 
b.mounts of aluminiium, chronium and nickel, and traces of other metals. 
~t is obvious, that these .metallic components derive from the combustion 
)r o c e s s . 

The oil sump, ~heaccessory 1.lOusing oil sys~em comJ?onents group, the oil 
ilter and the 011 pump were ~1ght and mechan1cally 1n order. It was sur

rrising that a rather small amount of motor oil was found in the engine. 
There was no more thon one l~tre of oil in the sump and ~n the filters. 
InTe::::tigat5.ons at the p Lri c e 0:1' the crash g a v e ' HO proof for 011 lea,~,.(;•. ge 
in the course of tae accid~nt. A chemical analysis of the oil revealed 
it to be very similar to the motor oil ESSO BOE,which is a conventional 
~ircraft engine oil. 

The spark plugs, the surfaces of the pistons and the cylinder heads 
showed no indication of abnormal operation or carburator icing. Visual 
inspection of the cylinders and the crankcase did not show cracks or de
formations. The bearings of the crankshaft and the reciprocating parts 
is well as the bearing inserts for main crankshaft bearings and connect
Lng rod bearings showed normal wear of an engine with 122 service hours. 

Th e intake and exhaust 'valves, the rockers and push rods were o s k , The 
;amshaft showed expressed half-moon shaped pittings on the surface of ~he 

;am (F~g.l). The intakecams showed two of these pittings because of the 
;wo valves actuated. Hardness tests of the surfaces of the cams revealed 
l mean Rockwell-hardness of 58 HRC. This is a normal value. 

Except the harness assembly, which showed firedomage, the ignition 
lssembly worked correctly. The rest of the accessories was either dam
1ged by the impact or in operative condition. It had no influence on the 
:ailure of the engine. 

!

l.O ANALYSIS OF THE FUNCTION OF THE HYDRO-TAPPETS 

Summarising the results of chDpter 5.0 reveal firstly surprising wear 
~f the surfacell of the.cams and secondly only one Litre of: motor oil in 
.h e whole engine. The half-moon shaped pittings on the Cams indicate 
:xcessive tolerance in the Talve train. The measured effectiTe toleran
les were in the maximum about 1,7 millimeters. This tolerance should be 
rd j u s t ed by the action of the hydro-tappets. Only malfunction of the . 
lydro-tappetscan cause the .noticedexcessiYe wear on the aur-face s of 
,he came. . . 

The reason for the deficiency~f oil can only be supposed. There was 
LO hint th~t during the last 27 hours of flight more than 3 Ii tres of 
rot or- oil h ave been refilled. Wi th an average oil consumption of 0.3 
.Ltres per ,hour· and .an oilcapacity of 7.6 Ii tres the engine had a cal
nrLa t e d oil deficiency of more than 5 1itree at the be gdnn.Lng of the 
;limb to t~e Arlberg .. Because of thefu.'Creased power requirement during 
[limb the ~,il consumption will grow~ Oil quantity in time of accident 
las no~ mor~ than l,5 litres. Experience with comparable engines shows 
10 rro t Lc e abLe change of oil temperature and oil pressure indication ,, 
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because the oil cooler is able to hold temperature when the amount of 
oil	 in the engine is less than 1,5 litres. According to the Manual the 
r:cinilnum safe oil que n t a, ty is 1,8 Ii t.r-e s , A smaller oil quantity could 
be the reason of thermal troubles and furthermore of engine failure. 
In this case,especiallY in nose up attitude _ considerable vo~ume of 
air	 1,·ill be brought into the oil system. Experiences about the beha
viour of the hydro-tappets with air bubbles in the oil were not avail 
able'. 

A tlJeoretical investigation concerning t.h e ef'fectiiVS.loss -of-flow: during 
malfunction of the hydro-tappets is shown in Fig.2. The loss of' power 
due to high tolerances in the valve train can be approximated by the 
diminuation of the flow integral of the intake valve. The flow inte
gral can be approximated by the area under the valve excursion over the 
camshaft angle po s Lt Lon ,.' Introducing the designations No for -the en
gine power with intact valve train, N for the engine power associated 
with the hydro-tappets inoperative, Fa for the area under the valve ex
cursion \"i th intact valve train and Fi f~r the sum of the respective 
areas for all cylinders with the hydro-tappets inoperative, yields the 
relation for a four cylinder engine. 

Fi 
N :No '* Fa 

Based on the measured output of No = 152 PS of the engine in dis
cussion and using the informations of Fig.2 the expected output during 
operation with ;full ~ravel in tolerance of valve train can be cal
culated as N = 126 PS. This is equal to a loss of power of 17.1% 

Practical experiments should verify that the decrease of power could 
occur several times without troubles with the bearings. 

7.0 GNGINE- CHECK ON THE TEST BED 
To test power output of the original engine Lycoming 0-320-E 2A a 

test bed type Hollman-NAV.COH. was used. Test should inform about 
following problems: 
(1)	 verifying the loss of power of the engine with the hydro-tappets
 

inoperative.
 

(2)	 how fast become the hydro-tappets inoperative in the case of air
 
penetrated~into the oil system ?
 

(3)	 what is the time of recovery of the hydro-tappets, when normal
 
conditions are reestablished?
 

(4)	 can engine work several Feriods at tbis mode without instantaneous
 
damage of the hearings 'I
 

111e electronic regi~tering device of the test bed is shown in Fig.'*. 
The data: torque, revolutions per minute, oil-pressure, oil-temperature, 
cylinderhead-tempe~ature, manifold pressure and time were automatically 
plotted., _ 

Atest with the hydro-tappets operative resulted the normal maximum 
rated power output of the engine: 152 PS at 2700 RPM. This is conform 
to the indicated maximum rated power of 150 HP. A new test was made 
with the hydro-tappets inoperative. The measured maximum rated power 
at 2700 RPl'i was 132 PS. This: yields an experimental loss of power of 
13.2% with reference to the maximum power of 152 PS. It corresponds 
very well with the calculated data of chapter 6.0. With reassembled 
hydro-tappets and minimum oil quantity the tests were repeated. An 
additional device allowed exact quantity control of air penetration 
into the oil system. Dy opening or closing the air intake valve the 
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condition of hydro-tappets operative or inoperative could be simula
ted. The expected variation of power output occurred. TIre change of 
the speed corresponds to the change of oil pres~ure indication~ Tbe 
time until a noticeable ~bange of speed was some seconds. Recovery 
or p owe r' needs some seconds too after the air valve was closed. This 
proves t.h a t engines fitted witb 'hydraulic tappets show a quick change
in power output, proportional to tolerance of valve train caused by 
air bubbles in the oil system. Immediately after stopping airflow re
covering occurrs. The same effect turned out several ~imes at different 
speeds. 

Disassembly of the engine after the experiments showed heavier impacts 
on the surfaces. TIlis proves that too big tolerance of valve train was 
the reason for ~his damage. 

-0.0 C,-,r..-CLUSICN 

Impacts on the cam surfaces of the engine and undamaged bearings were 
the reason for a detailed analasys of the behaviour of hydro-tappets 
under scort of oil conditions. Theoretical analysis based on the flow 
integral of the intake valve and the measured tolerance of the valve 
train restilted in 17.1~ drop of power output of the engine. 1.5 litres 
or less of oil in the sump could cause such a state of operation of the 
engine during climb attitude of the aircraft. Immediate damage of the 
bearings need not necessarily occur. Experimental simulation of these 
circumstances verified the above said results. ~easured loss of power 
was approximately 13.2 %. 

The reason of the cra$h of the Piper Cherokee was probably a too 
little quantity of oil. The reason of power decrease was penetration 
of air into the oil system during climb in nose up attitude. Therefore 
inefficiency of hydro-tappets occured. Nose down position normalized 
oil-flow and opera~ion of hydro-tappets and engine. It seems that se
veral cycles of power de- and increasing are possible without engine 
failure. 
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Fig.: 2 Camshaft with pittings 



Fig.: 3 Engine Lycoming 0-320-E2A mounted on the test bed 

type HOLLM..A~nJ - NAV.COTL 



Fig.: 4 Electronic registering device of the test bed 

HOLLMANN - NAV.COM. 



Determination of the person piloting an aircraft prior to accident 

H. BUrger, Ing., 

Federal Ministery of Home Affairs, Vienna., lLepublic of AUSTRIA, 
Kriminaltechnische Zentralstelle \Forensic Labaratories). 

There is often a dispute in investigation of aircraft accidents which 
person has been ste~ring the aircraft at the time of acoident. 
It might happen that the occupants are thrown out of the aircraft and it 
is to be determined afterwards, who had been steering the aircratt 
respectively which personnad occupied which seat in the plane. There 
is also the possibility that the occupants do not want or are not capable, 
due to injuries sustained9 to remember. In many a case this prOblem arises 
if the surviving pilot takes his chance by pretending that not he himself 
had been piloting the aircraft but the dead oocupant., to get away trom 
criminal procedure. It also might be possible, that dependants to dead 
occupants in order to gain insurance advantages .insist on a certain person 
tor haVing piloted the aircraft. . 
By adequatelY securing the traoes on the site ot accident" on the airoraft 
and its remni;l.nts, on the clothes and the bodies of the occupants, it will 
in most cases be 8uccestul to settle such arguments. otten the combined 
effords of ferensic e~perts and experts on the tield ot tlight medicine 
and the evaluation of the latter with regard to injuries of occupants in 
connect with char-ao t er Ls t Lc injury marks (pedals, switches•. instrument 
panel, windsCR'lBIlS eec , , are required in order to Clarify such a question 
beyond any doubt. pue to experiance it can be stated, that such circum
stances can more easily be enlightend on s~ch occupants, who already died 
at the site of accident and to whom no medical care had been applied. Due 
to transportation c;ircumstances, to undressing (whereby very otten the 
cloths are thrown away because intense bloodstains) likewise due to remov& 
of traces out of wounds"it afterwards mostly will not be possible to 
determine the degree of injuries and to reconstruct the causes of these 
injuries. . 
At the investigation ot the aircraft (or surface oraft) might be found 
blood traces, tissue remnants and hairs. It is neoessary to proteot tbose 
traces against changes. Blood traces still in liquid state are to be 
secured in phiols. Liquid blood traces as well as tissue traces must be 
kept cool in oder to prevept them from decomposing. For the purpose of 
determining such blood vestiges and tissue particles serological and micro
scopical inverstigati~ns will be necessarily reserved to the approviate 
forensic_ medical labpJ"~tories. Dried up blpod traces are best to be se
cured together with subsoil (cloth remnants etc) and to, be leept in glass
phiols too. .
If there is no certainty wether there are blood traoes in question, one 
might dab some "luminiol£ .or . "benctdine A solution or an otber peroxidase 
test onto a small spot of tbe trace Whereby luminescence pr a blue colour 
etc. will indicate blood. Otherwise no liquids should be brought in con~t 

with blood because the blood could be decomposed. It is the task: of-the 
physician to seoure adequi;l.te blood tor comparaison tests. Fo~ tbe purpose 
of comparing hairs it will be necessary to secure hairA of the difterent 
parts of the head, as it is erroneous to antioipate thata~l the bairs of 
the head are equal. If one person bas sustained an injury ot the bead and 
gets treatment in an hospital, in most cases all the hairs will be sbaved. 
In.consequence a succesful comparison is not practicable anymore if the. 
ha1rs COuld not hi;l.ve been secured at time. . 
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A further possibility consists in the preservation of textile fibres .
 
and their comparison with the clothes of the occllpants. Special attent10n
 
should be paid to safety belts in aircraft. At a ehrash landing very
 
easily a spreading of clothes-fibres on the safety belts will take place
 
because the body of the person is presB~d against the safety belt, while
 
on the other hand pressure marks of the belt made upon the body or upon
 
the clothes of the occupants might give 'informations.
 
Likewise abrasions of pla~tic or leather jackets etc. upon parts of the
 
aircraft or vice versa abrasions of the aircraft paint, -phstics of the
 
aircraftparts or of the instrument panel padding upon the clothes of the
 
oQcupants could be found~, .. ,
 
If for, example the aircraft disposes of a white inside wall paint and such
 
paint abrasions are to be found on the clothes of an aircraft occupant
 
on ~i~rlght body side, at'an other occupant on his left body side, a
 
cleirDonclusion is possible, where the person was sitting in the aircraft
 
(Slrfat:e craft).', " , '" .
 
Obviously still microscopic comparisons of the traces on the clothes with
 
the aircraft paint will be necessary.
 
Such' vesti'ges' on the clothes call not allways be percieved by naked eye.
 
Mo~tly the clothes must be Lnve-cs t Lga t ed uuder the microscope in order
 
to find traces, since dust, blood and dirt may overlie such traces.
 
Ther~for ~tls necessary to secure as quickly as possible the clothes.
 
Wet an:d hunn.d clothes must not be packed.' Such clothes must be dried up
 
beroz-e, a s ,oth,erwis'eputrefaction and mould formation could frustrate the
 
Lnve stLga-tton; ',.. ,,' . ,.,.'.
 
For 'the purpose of investigation of paint (varnish) traces spot - tests'
 
under. ,ttJe. micll'oscope are applied, whereby smallest varnish fragments
 
are e'xposed to different reagents (sulphuric acid, ili tric acid, tri 

chloric~acetic-acid,'acetone,chloroform, diphenylamine, brucine, etc.)
 
and the changes of the paint, are observed. 'Likewise the ashes of such
 
paint flakes are examined. These simple reaktions already in most cases
 
supply clear conclusions on the conformity or non-conformity of such
 
varnish-traces.
 
EVidentlrin single cases infrared-spectroscopy, laser-microanalysis,
 
:x-ny-;t.'luorescence- and diffractometry, mass-spectroscopy, etc. might

gi ve further' informations. . . , , 
Thareare ititl soke. further possiblities ~hich not sufficient attention 
,is paid to. Even at an aircraft, crash or crash-llnding inertial forces 

., press' theair'craft' occupant s vagatns t certain parts ot the, body work 
wit~in theIr seat~ng positions~ Persons Whose feet are reiting on pedals 
are e~pecial1y ~ressed witb their shoes against those pedals. Thereby 
abras10ns 01' the pedals. onto the shoes (shoe-SOles) can be produced, 
on the other hand abras10ns of the shoe soles onto the pedals might be 

, caused ·too,.' Subhmarlrsarenot produced by operating the aircraft normal
l~or'~p~lyl!lg the brakes normally, whereby the maximum negative accelera
~+,on l~es. b~~\V~~n~~,8.and ,O,? g. Only at pressure forces of several "g"
such markes can be observed'.' '."..' '"
 
It such ~bra,sion marks have been found it is not only possible to deter

m1pe tbe:person having steered (piloted) the craft (aircraft) but also 
to' deterhine wtJichpedals had been used. ' 
Th1is shalt be ~emon8trated witb the aid of two examples (however real ting 
~o surfage veh1cles). In-both cases the ~urvivor maintained that the dead 
p~rson had beep' 'steering the vehicle lvich had hit a tree (frontal hit
w1th a speed abaut 65 mph). ','
 
At the examination of the vehicle (1) soil print marks of a rippled shoe
 

:~~~t~~:'-~:~~l~e~~~t~:a~nh:~es~~~:c~lt~npl~~nb~~~:s~e~~;~~~v~~o;h:UCh 
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with rippled soles. If the pedals had been operated by plane soles the 
soil traces would have been wipped away (li'ig. 1 - 5). In the second case 
on the shoes of the survivor the traces· shown in the following pictures 
had been determined (Fig. 7 and 8) On the sole of the right shoe blackish 
stripes had been found, on the heel of the right shoe round reddisD print 
marks had been determined. On the left shoe no traces could be found. The 
pedals of the craft consisted of black rubber, the throttle pedal had 
a oblon~ striped design and a r.ed heel protection with circular rills 
(Fig •. 6). On the shoes of the dead no traces could be detected at all. 
It could be ascertained that the survivor had steered the car and that 
it was him, who had resting his fout with his shoe on the throttle-pedal, 
which means that the survivor had bounced against the tree without showing 
any reaction. Besides that on the trowsers of the dead, that is on the 
outside of the right thigh, widespread greenish abrasions of plastic were 
found, that chemically coresponded with the plastic covering of the door 
panel of the right (loor. Therewith it could be made certain that the dead 
one was the driver's mate, who had been pressed against the right door at 
the impact. 
Of course it is not allways possihle that such clear prints can be found 
on the shoe soles or pedals like shown on the pictures. Often only minor 
transfer of material takes place Whereupon such traces can only be made 
visible under the microscope and with a special illumination technique. 
The confiscation of the shoes and pedal coverings als well as clothes is 
therefor essential. 
According to my opinion it is always necessary to investigate such traces 
with the aid of an approviate microscope, with application of spot-tests, 
infrared-spectroscopy, thin-Iayer-chro~atographyals well as gas-chromato
graphy etc., if they are corresponding with regard to the material com
pounds. 
Among pilots we may find traces of switches on the shoes as well as often 
on the handls (gloves) caused by switches or levers and especially by the 
steering wheel. 
This short contribution will show the possibilities of determining the 
person piloting an aircraft or steering a surface craft and of determining 
the seat which had been taken by a person in the oraft. 
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"RECHERCHE ET REcUPERATION D'EPAVES IMMERGEES" 
P. GUILLEVIC 

BUREAU "ENQUErES - ACCIDENTS" 
INSPECTION GENERALE DE L'AVIATION CIVILE 
MINISTERE DES TRANSPORTS 
246,	 RUE LECOURBE PARIS 

CAS No 1: ave d'un Lockheed 1049 G immer 
par 0 m de fond. 

a/I 'accident 
Le lundi 29 aout 1960, un Super Constellation en provenance de Paris avec 63 person

nes a bord, doit effectuer, peu avant l'aube, par conditions meteorologiques defavorables, 
une procedure "d 'atterrissage manque" sur l'aeroport de Dakar YofL 

Apres un passage a la verticale du terrain, l'avion disparait dans un grain en 
direction de la mer et ne sera plus entendu apres son annonce IIvent arriere a 1000 pieds", 
moins de deux minutes plus tarde 

b/ recherche de l'emplacement de l'epave 
L'alerte, immediatement declenchee, permettait, moins d'une heure trente apres l'in

terruption des communications, d'identifier des debris et des corps flottant a la surface 
en mer, a 2 a 3 km des cotes. 

Par ailleurs, des le debut de la matinee, un temoin unique declarait avoir vu, a 
l'heure probable de l'accident, deux eclats rouges, au large. Les enqueteurs pouvaient se 
replacer avec le temoin sur les lieux et dans les conditions de ses observations, d'ou 
une direction compatible avec la zone de disparition presumee pouvait etre determinee. 

Grace au concours de la Marine Nationale qui detachait specialement un navire porte
helicoptere et des plongeurs, une prospection rapide des fonds de la zone probable per
mettait, dans le cours de la seconde journee, de reperer de gros debris et d'identifier 
avec certitude la position de l'epave. 

Cette recherche rapide s'est effectuee selon la methode dite du "pendeur": un homme 
grenouille "pend" tres pres du fond au bout d'un cable leste remorque par une vedette qui 
balaie la zone de prospection. 

Des 1 'identification, des bouees provisoires de marquage avaient ete larguees et un 
helicoptere survolait les lieux en permanence pour deceler d'eventuelles remontees d'huile, 
de carburant ou de nouveaux debris flottants. 

c/ travaux de recuperation des debris 
L'etude des cartes marines, confirmee par les informations fournies par les plongeurs 

militaires et les navigateurs locaux, faisait ressortir la nature favorable des fonds peu 
accidentes et d'une profondeur sensiblement constante, variant de 35 a 40 m. Par contre, 
la visibilite restait generalement tres mediocre et de nombreux requins, (consideres 
comme plus impressionnants qu'offensifs) croisaient en permanence dans ces eaux. 

La profondeur, relativement faible, necessitait cependant, pour tout travail un peu 
prolonge, des paliers dans la remontee des plongeurs afin d'eviter tout accident de 
decompression. 

c.l.	 Cartographie au fond 
Avant toute decision de remontee de l'epave, la connaissance de la repartition des 

debris sur le fond presentait un interet certain. 
Les moyens deja en place permettaient aux enqueteurs d'organiser cette cartographie 

dont le deroulement devait necessiter plus d'une semaine. 
La technique du "pendeur", utilisee,systematiquement sur la zone reperee, avait 

permis d'en delimiter les contours. Deux bouees reperes principales avaient ete substi 
tuees a la premiere bouee de marquage. L'utilisation de cordeaux portant des indications 
de distance associes aux boussoles individuelles, permettait ensuite aux plongeurs de 
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quadriller	 le fond, a partir de ces bouees. 
Avant chaque descente et apres chaque remontee, la cooperation constante ent!e equipes 

de plongeurs et enqueteurs conduisait ainsi a la cartographie et l'identification de la 
plus grande partie des debris reposant sur le fond. 

c. 2. Recuperation 
11 n'etait	 pas envisage de remonter la totalite de l'epave et le choix s'etait porte 

essentiellement sur les quatre groupes motopropulseurs, les commandes et servocommandes, 
les trains	 et le cockpit. 

Les moyens	 suivants devaient etre utilises: 
batiment poseur de cables telephoniques en raison de ses equipements propres a la 
remontee des debris importants, 

- un petit thonier, disponible sur place, servant de base flottante aux enqueteurs 
et a quatre plongeurs professionnels. 
Ce thonier transportait egalement le materiel de plongee et un caisson de recom
pression. 

- deux gros pneumatiques "zodiac" hoI's bord permettaient plus facilement le largage 
et la recuperation des plongeurs. 

Selon le cas, ~€s elements a recuperer seront souleves par des sacs etanches gonfles 
avec les bouteilles des hommes grenouilles, puis hisses a bord des batiments ou directe
ment saisis du fond de la mer apres passage d'elingues par les plongeurs.

Anoter que ces operations, en raison de la profondeur, ont ete lentes et delicates, 
le temps efficace de travail n'etant, selon les cas, que le tiers ou la moitie du temps 
total de plongee, compte tenu des paliers de decompression generalement necessaires, ou 
des difficultes dues au manque de visibilite. 

d/ resultats 
Les operations ont permis d'etablir le plan de repartition des debris, significatif 

au moins en ce qui concerne les parties principales. 
Environ le	 quart des debris comportant notamment les quatre moteurs et leurs helices, 

les trains	 d'atterrissage, 1 'empennage, une partie de la voilure et une partie du pylone 
et du tableau de bord ont ete recuperes. 

Leur expertise a permis de determiner la configuration de l'avion au moment de 
l'impact, son altitude, sa vitesse et le regime des moteurs. 

CAS No 2:	 #pave d'un DR 125 immerge en Mediterranee a l'embouchure du Var par 130 m de 
fond 

a/l'accident 
Le 5 juin 1966, au cours d'un meeting aerien, un DR 125 avec deux membres d'equipage 

technique decolle de Cannes vers Nice en debut d'apres-midi, afin de se presenter apres 
des l~chers de parachutistes et des presentations d'helicopteres. 

A la fin du vol, des temoins ont note derriere l'avion un phenomene qui ressemblait 
a des trainees de condensation, a peu pres simultanement derriere les deux reacteurs, un 
incendie s'est manifeste, puis a gagne llavion en remontant vers le bord de la voilure. 
Quand cette derniere a ete atteinte, il y a eu un embrasement quasi general, et la boule 
de feu, avec une trainee incandescente, a continue a piqueI' vers l'eau au l'avion s'est 
englouti. 

b/ recherche de l'emplacement de l'epave 
L'accident s'estevidemment deroule devant de tres nombreux temoins, et outre des 

photos, la Commission d'enquete disposait d'un film en couleurs dont l'etude devait 
presenter un certain interet. 
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L'alerte a ete declenchee immediatement, le personnel de securite ayant suivi le
 
deroulement de l'accident et le message de la tour a ete capte par 1 'ensemble" des moyens
 
de secours.
 

Moins de quatre minutes apres l'impact, les embarcations de sauvetage et l'helicop
tere de la protection civile arrivaient sur place, recuperaient le corps du copilote et 
de nombreux debris legers. Une premiere reconnaissance en profondeur jusqu'a une pro
fondeur de 40 m etait effectuee par les plongeurs de l'aeroport et des sapeurs-pompiers, 
et la zone tres probable du crash etait balisee. 

Une premiere etude des fonds marins indiquait que l'epave avaitmute chance de reposer 
dans la partie sous-marine de l'embouchure d'un petit fleuve cotier, le Var. La profondeur 
se situait aux environs de 1 30 m sur un fond irregulier, pres d'un ravin de 300 m de 
profondeur. Le lit du fleuve etant assez boueux, la visibilite ne devait pas depasser 
quelques metres en raison d'un ecoulement rapide et turbulent dans l'estuaire. 

c/ recuperation de l'epave 
Les conditions probables ainsi definies conduisaient a faire appel aux moyens du 

Commandant COUSTEAU qui disposait a Nice de son b.~timent oceanographique, le "Calypso" et 
d'un petit sous-marin autonome apte a prospecter les fonds. 

Un accord entre les autorites frangaises et les representants du constructeur bri 
tannique permettait une repartition des frais; la plus grosse part etait d'ailleurs 
reglee par les soins d'Hawker Siddeley dont un ingenieur devait participer a plusieurs 
descentes, a l'examen sur le fond d'un certain nombre de debris, ainsi qu'a la prise de 
films et photos de divers elements de l'epave. 

Differentes pieces pouvaient etre remontees, mais il apparaissait que des parties 
importantes de l'epave avaient probablement ete enterrees a la suite d'avalanches de boues 
provoquees par les fortes pluies survenues quelques dix jours apres l'accident. 

Dans ces conditions, le role des batiments Cousteau devait etre complete par des 
travaux classiques par filet de drague qui permettaient d'obtenir des resultats assez 
importants. 

L'ensemble de cette campagne a necessite notamment douze jours de travaux de la 
Calypso et de la soucoupe SP 350 et deux periodes de huit jours du batiment "Le Lutin", 
s'etageant sur les mois de juin, juillet et debut aout 1966. 

d/ resultats 
Pres de la moitie des elements de l'epave du DH 125 a ete recuperee et transportee 

par avion du C.E.V. de Bretigny a la base de Hatfield. 
L'ensemble de ces debris avait souffert de la corrosion. Aucun indice d'incendie ou 

trace anormale de surchauffe n'etait en evidence. Quatre ruptures importantes etaient 
notees, mais tres probablement posterieures a l'impact. 

Les examens et expertises ont, en effet, du tenir compte: 
- de l'impact a grande vitesse sur l'eau, 
- de la descente dans la mer, sous pression croissante (environ 12 bars ou 170p.s.i.), 
- de l'impact sur le fond et des mouvements sous l'effet des courants, 
- des operations de relevage et des transports. 
Une reconstitution de l'avion, a partir des elements recuperes, a pu etre effectuee 

a Hatfield et les resultats de nombreuses etudes et experimentations ont ete confrontes 
avec les constatations sur l'epave. 

L'enquete a pu finalement mettre en evidence un depassement des charges limites de 
calcul de la voilure provoquant une rupture a la hauteur de l'extrados pres de l'emplan
ture d'ou une importante quantite de kerosene s'est echappee, puis enflammee. 

L'avion "decroche" sous facteur de charge eleve, n'a pu etre repris par son pilote en 
raison de la faible marge d'altitude et de la deterioration de la structure. 
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CAS No 3: *rave d'une Caravelle III immergee a 22 NM dans le sud de l'aeroport de Nice, 
par plus de 2300 m de fond. 

a/ l'accident 
Le mercredi matin 11 septembre 1968, une Caravelle III avec 95 personnes a bord 

decolle d'Ajaccio a destination de Nice. 
Apres plus de 20 minutes de vol apparemment normales, alors que l'avion est en 

descente, l'equipage annonce "on a •••• des ennuis ••• " et demande une approche directe. 
Immediatement autorise a continuer sa descente et a contacter Nice, le pilote in

diquera encore a Marseille-Contrale "on a ... le feu a bord" , puis entre en liaison avec 
Nice, confirmera l'incendie. Autorise a faire une approche directe sans restriction, 
l'avion emettra son dernier message "••. on va crasher si ga continue"; plus de deux 
minutes separent la premiere annonce des ennuis de cette derniere communication. 

Deux echos seront observes 30 et 40 secondes apres les dernieres paroles de l'equi
page, a 25 NM dans le Sud-Sud est, puis a 22 NM dans le sud du radar de l'aeroport de Nice. 

Des recherches par avions, helicopteres, batiments et vedettes sont immediatement 
declenchees dans des conditions de visibilite mediocres. 

b/ recherche de l'emplacement de l'epave 
Au moment de la perte de contact radio avec Nice-approche, l'avion se trouvait a une 

distance de 22 a 25 milles nautiques dans le Sud de l'aerodrome de Nice. L'alerte fut 
immediatement donnee et des recherches entreprises. 

La mauvaise visibilite en mer et de fausses informations donnees par des "temoins" 
qui se trouvaient sur la cate entre Saint-Raphael et Monaco, ne permirent le premier 
reperage de debris flottant sur la mer que deux heures apres l'accident, par un 
Constellation SAR. 

Le premier bateau ne pouvait arriver que 4 heures apres l'accident et les debris 
avaient fortement derive sous l'action du vent et des courants de surface par rapport a 
leur position au moment de l'impact de l'avion. 

L'ensemble de ces elements etait concentre dans une zone de petit diametre, 300 m 
environ. 

Les recherches a la surface furent poursuivies pendant plusieurs jours, alors que 
les epaves continuaient de deriver dans la direction du Sud-Ouest sous l'action des vents 
et des courants. 

Leur extreme fragmentation laissait supposer que le choc a la surface de l'eau avait 
ete extremement violent. 

La zone d'incertitude s'etendait sur une surface considerable d'environ 30 milles 
carres. Les fonds indiques par l'institut oceanographique de Monaco etaient de l'ordre 
de 2200/2300 m, constitues de vase dure, ils ne presentaient que peu de relief. 

Une premiere campagne de chalutage commengait le 12 novembre a l'aide de deux navires 
cabliers, et avec l'assistance d'un navire hydrographe. Cette premiere campagne fut 
interrompue le 30 novembre, sans qu'aucun element de l'epave recherchee ait pu etre releve. 

L'experimentation faite demontrait neanmoins l'efficacite de la methode utilisee 
puisque de nombreux objets dragues par 2,000 a 2,600 m de fond etaient ramenes a la sur
face en depit des mauvaises conditions meteorologiques rencontrees. 

L'etude des photos des spots radar, tres delicate en raison de caracteristiques 
locales particulieres, -associee a divers essais en vol et recalibration, permettait debut 
1969 une meilleure definition de la zone de recherche. 

c/ recuperation de l'epave 
Une campagne de dragage d'une duree de quinze jours, precedee d'une reconnaissance 

des fonds par une camera sous-marine, (troIka "Cousteaull ) eut lieu en mars et avril 1969. 
Elle permettait de repecher de nombreux debris de l'avion et de determiner la position de 
l'epave. 
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Le mauvais temps et l'indisponibilite des bateaux se conjuguaient alors pour un nouvel 
arret des operations au milieu d'avril 1969. 

Deux plongees du bathyscaphe "Archimede" etaient effectuees les ler et 22 mai 1969 
our les lieux signales a la suite de la campagne de chalutage de mars-avril. Aucun debris 
)rovenant du F-BOHB n'est aper~u ni detecte. 

Les travaux reprenaient en novembre et decembre 1969. 
Les operations de chalutage furent, au cours de cette derniere campagne, encore une 

:ois genees par le mauvais temps et par des difficultes de positionnement des navires 
:res serieuses. 

La navigation avait ete assuree par les seuls moyens de bord, a l'aide de bouees 
10nt la position etait determinee par des mesures prises sur les amers et phares cotiers 
30uvent peu visibles. 

Malgre ces difficultes, la campagne de novembre decembre 1969 fut fructueuse puisque, 
Jour la premiere fois, des elements importants de l'avion, volets de voilure, partie de 
-evetement, fuselage et structure, equipement hydraulique, furent remontes. Les traits 
~es plus reussis furent les derniers de la campagne. La disponibilite des navires cabliers 
et l'extreme fatigue des equipages qui avaient travaille pendant un mois entier dans des 
~onditions exceptionnellement dures ne permettaient malheureusement pas de poursuivre les 
lperat ions. 

La Commission concluait a l'unanimite que seule une nouvelle campagne permettrait, 
ia'i,s sans certitude, de fournir l'explication de l'accident. 

Primitivement prevue pour le mois de novembre 1970, cette operation fut reportee aux 
lois de mars et avril 1971. Elle fut pr-e ce dee d 'une nouvelle operation "I'r-o'ika", au cours 
le laquelle un certain nombre de photographies de debris au fond furent obtenues. Cette 
Iperation "I'ro'ika" permit egalement d' obtenir un grand nombre de photographies de traces 
le chalut qui confirmaient la regularite de fonctionnement de l'engin utilise et son 
'fficacite: pratiquement aucun objet ne subsistait au fond sur les traits de chalutage. 

Les principales difficultes rencontrees au cours des trois premieres campagnes 
.vaient ete, d'une part, La determination du point geogr-aphi que des navires, d'autre part, 
e positionnement du chalut par rapport aces navires. 

La premiere difficulte tenait au moyen de navigation employe: localisation au radar 
ur une bouee dont la position ne pouvait etre fixee avec une grande precision en raison 
.e l'eloignement de la cote, souvent invisible, et de l'importance de son rayon d'evitage 
ompte tenu de la profondeur du mouillage (2.300 m). 

La seconde difficulte etait inherente aux dimensions du systeme: profondeur 2.300 m 
2.500 m, navires remorqueurs distants de 1. 800m environ longueur des cables de remor


ue 4.000 a 5.000 m.
 
Au cours de la quatrieme campagne, la navigation des bateaux remorqueurs etait 

ssuree a l'aide d'un systeme mobile Trident loue au service hydrographique de la marine 
ationale. 

La localisation du chalut par rapport aux naviresetait obtenue grace a un systeme 
ccoustique original mis au point avec le concours de la compagnie Thomson-C.S.F. et 
onstitue par un ensemble interrogateur-recepteur installe a bord de "l'Alsace" et un 
eu de trois balises, une sur le chalut et deux sur "l'Ampere", l'une de ces dernieres 
ervant de relais aux reponses impulsionnelles de la balise du chalut. 

Associe a un petit calculateur, ce systeme a parfaitement fonctionne et, dans les 
onditions de la derniere campagne, la position du chalut sur le fond etait connue avec 
ne precision de l'ordre de 30 m, inferieure a la largeur du chalut lui-meme (56 m). 

La derni~re campagne commenqa le 25 mars 1971 pour s'achever le 13 avril. 
Cette campagne fut, en outre, comme les precedentes, contrariees par de nombreux 

pups de vent qui obligerent les navires a prendre la cape ou a s'abriter en rade de 
annes et rendirent extremement delicates certaines manoeuvres de relevage du chalut. 
~ total, le ~halut ne fut file que vingt fois. 

Grace aux perfectionnements apportes, ces vingt traits de chalut remonterent cepen

ant a peu pres les trois quarts du total des debris repeches.
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d/ resultats 
a) Au total dix a douze tonnes de debris provenant de toutes les parties de l'avion 

ont ete repeches au cours des quatre campagnes. 
En raison de la grande profondeur d'immersion, ces elements ne portaient aucune 

trace apparente d'oxydation ou d'alteration quelconque a leur sortie de la mer. 
Les debris recueillis au cours des deuxieme et troisieme campagnes ont fait l'objet 

d'un traitement de passivation destine a arreter la corrosion. 
Pour la derniere campagne, un tel traitement s'averait difficilement applicable en 

raison des dimensions de certains elements. 
L'evolution de la corrosion observee a frequence rapprochee pendant plusieurs jours 

a permis de constater qu'apres une premiere periode de developpement assez rapide, cette 
corrosion ne se developpait plus que tres lentement. 11 faut noter qu'a partir d'une 
certaine profondeur, les pieces immergees ne subissent generalement que peu de reactions 
chimiques et peuvent demeurer intactes, au moins pendant quelques annees. 

Le traitement de passivation presentant le risque d'effacer des indices utiles pour 
la poursuite de l'enquete, il semble preferable de l'eviter dans le cas d'operations de 
recuperation analogues. 

L'identification des debris a necessite plus de 4.000 heures de travail. 
A noter, enfin, que l'enregistreur de bord SFIM A 261 (photographique) a ete recupere, 

mais inexploitable en raison du sejour prolonge de la pellicule dans l'eau de mer. 

b) Tous les debris juges interessants pour l'enquete ont ete disposes sur un trace 
au sol representant, en vraie grandeur, un fuselage de Caravelle. 

11 est apparu que la seule partie de l'avion qui avait subi l'incendie etait la 
partie arriere de la cabine. Sa reconstitution partielle sur un gabarit permit de loca
liser avec certitude le foyer de l'incendie dans la toilette droite et de faire apparaitre, 
toutefois, que le feu avait trouve un etroit chemin de propagation au plafond de l'avion 
le long de la garniture des luminaires facilement conmbustible. 

Pour expliquer la catastrophe, la Commission retenait, en definitive, deux hypotheses: 
- soit une panique des passagers, refluant vers l'avant et envahissant le cockpit 

jusqu'a rendre tout mouvement efficace impossible pour les pilotes, 
- soit la suffocation de l'equipage au cas ou les masques n'auraient pas ete employes 

assez tot ou n'auraient pas assure une protection suffisante. 

CAS No 4: #pave d'un Boeing 707, immerge a 4 a 5 km au large de l'aeroport de CARACAS-LA 
GUAIRE par environ 100 m de fond. 

a/ l'accident 
Le mercredi 3 decembre 1969, de nuit, un Boeing 707, a destination de Paris via La 

Guadeloupe, avec 62 personnes a bord dont deux equipages, un en fonction, l'autre en mise 
en place, decolle en piste 08, face a la baie. 

Une minute apres le roulement au decollage, l'avion s'annonce et regoit l'autorisa
tion de monter au niveau 90 sur le radial 085. Quatre secondes apres la fin de cette 
communication, l'equipage d'un Avro, face a l'aerodrome en descente ver.s la branche vent 
arriere, annonce qu'il survole la zone de crash d'un avian venant de per~uter la mer. 

Le decollage du Boeing s'est effectue phares allumes et au cours de son vol, dont 
la duree est de l'ordre de la minute, il semble que l'avion ne soit pas monte a une 
hauteur superieure a 1000 pieds et ait vire a gauche tres peu de temps avant l'impact. 

L'equipage de l'Avro declare que le crash s'est produit sur la droite de sa trajec
toire a faible distance, et que la difference d'altitude entre les deux avions devrait 
etre de 700 a 800 pieds. 

11 faut encore rappeler que le de collage s'est effectue sur la mer avec le littoral 
montagneux eclaire sur la droite et que le virage sur la gauche s'est effectue de nuit, 
sans lune, vers une zone totalement noire. 
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bl recherche de l'emplacement de l'epave 
L'etude des temoignages des sauveteurs, l'audition des temoins, les reconnaissances 

effectuees en bateau et helicoptere, la localisation par le radar de l'Avro a la verticale 
de l'impact, situaient le lieu de l'accident a l'interieur des eaux territoriales venezue
liennes, dans une zone d'un mille carre, dont le centre se trouve a 2, 5 NM dans le 065 
du radar. 

line importante tache de kerosene remontant du fond etait reperee, dans la journee du 
lendemain, sensiblement a cette position. 

De nombreux debris flottants etaient recuperes, mais la recuperation de l'epave s'ave
rait necessaire. 

Avec l'accord des Autorites venezueliennes, les representants frangais prenaient 
contact avec differentes societes specialisees et, finalement, la compagnie OCEANS SYSTEMS 
procedait, a partir du lundi 15 decembre, a une premiere recherche SONAR. 

En depit de quelques pannes du remorqueur local, les travaux preliminaires per
mettaient, des le lendemain soir, de conclure a la nature favorable des fonds (sablonneux, 
en pente douce, peu de rochers), et de reperer les emplacements d'une barge coulee ainsi 
que l'epave d'un F.86 Sabre englouti depuis 3 ou 4 ans. 

Entre temps des renseignements avaient annonce la presence d'epaves du Boeing le long 
des lagunes, a 180 km a l'est de la zone d'impact. Les enqueteurs frangais et venezue
liens survolaient la region en avion et helicoptere et recuperaient effectivement des 
debris legers; lesrepresentants d'une seconde societe de plongee, la COMEX, etaient 
charges de prospecter les cotes, et pendant plus de quinze jours, retrouvoient un grand 
nombre de coussins, nid d'abeilles, debris de sieges, d'amenagement cabines, ••• 11 est a 
noter que la plupart des specialistes interroges avaient estime fort peu probable 
l'existence de courants susceptibles de transporter des epaves de la Guaira vers ce 
secteur. 

Les travaux en cours permettaient enfin, le 19 decembre, d'identifier et d'enre
gistrer au SONAR une large trainee d'echos (par 100 m de profondeur et sur environ 500 m 
axes Nord-Est/Sud-Ouest, tres probablement les debris tres fragmentes de l'avion. 

cl travaux de repechage des debris 
La nature des fonds reperes et les informations marines permettaient d'envisager 

l'utilisation de filets de chalutage. 
Par ailleurs, la mauvaise visibilite rencontree n'autorisait que difficilement l'em

ploi de plongeurs autonomes et l'utilisation d'une cloche de plongees, prevue, n'a pu 
etre effectuee dans des conditions satisfaisantes • 

. En fin , l'emplacement des debris ayant ete bien repere et les points remarquables de 
la cate etant visibles en permanence, la precision de la navigation par segments capables 
etait excellents, des moyens radioelectriques n'etaient done plus necessaires. 

Dans ces conditions, la_location d'un chalutier de moyen tonnage et de ses marins, 
ainsi que l'emploi d'un fort chalut de peche permettaient aux enqueteurs de realiser en 
six semaines, une recuperation de l'ordre de 50% de l'epave. 

De nombreux corps etaient egalement remontes en surface et permettaient, pour 
certains d'entre eux, des identifications complementaires. 

d/ resultats 
La non utilisation de la camera de television sous-marine, les difficultes rencon

trees par les plongeurs autonomes ou la cloche de plongees, n'ont pas permis d'etablir 
une cartographie des debris au fond, non plus qu'un examen, meme sommaire, avant leur 
remontee. 

L'enregistrement SONAR a pu cependant fournir, outre la position des debris, un 
aspect general de l'orientation de l'ensemble et de la grande fragmentation. 
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Les recuperations d'objets flottants ou rejetes a la cote, soit sur les lieux de 
l'accident, soit a pres de 200 km a l'est, ont permis d'examiner un tres grand nombre de 
coussins ou d'elements de sieges, ainsi que de l'amenagement interieur. Les coussins ont 
pu ainsi etre radiographies et n'ont mis en evidence aucun indice suspect. 

Des elements de toutes les sections de l'avion, representant pres de 50% du total, 
ont pu etre sort is de l'eau et inspectes. line reconstitution partielle du fuselage et 
des 'ailes, ainsi que l'examen des debris de train et des elements des reacteurs, ont pu 
etre effectues mettant en evidence les conditions d'impact de l'appareil. 

Divers elements de carlingue ont ete, avec l'accord des Autorites venezueliennes, 
trans~ortes a Paris et ont pu faire l'objet d'examens speciaux. 

A noter, enfin, que l'enregistreur de bord n'a pu etre recupere. 

CONCLUSIONS 
L'experience acquise au cours des travaux precedemment exposes conduit a quelques 

reflexions susceptibles d'etre utiles a de futures operations: 
- Reperage de l'emplacement des epaves 

L'emplacement exact des debris n'a pas toujours ete facilement determine. Or, il est 
bien evident qu'il conditionne la suite des travaux. II est capital que, des Ie debut 
des operations de sauvetage, un enqueteur, en liaison directe et etroite avec les autori
tes responsables, soit exclusivement charge de suivre, voire coordonner, toutes les infor
'mations disponibles et fasse assurer Ie marquage des zones probables: 

- Les temoignages (declarations, photos ou films), les comptes rendus des avions, 
helicopteres et bateaux, les renseignements fournis par les sauveteurs et les plongeurs, 
l'ecoute et la transcription des communications, l'etude des films radar (eventuellement 
completes par des survols calibres), doivent etre exploites dans les meilleurs delais. 

- Une fois repere, l'emplacement probable doit etre, non seulement porte sur les 
cartes, mais Ie mouillage de bouees doit etre systematiquement effectue. 

- Des que possible, la confirmation materielle de l'existence de l'epave doit etre 
obtenue a l'aide des moyens appropries (plongeurs ou soucoupes plongeantes, photographie 
ou television sous-marine, sonar, ••• ). 
- Etude des conditions de l'environnement sous-marin 

La connaissance des fonds (nature, obstacles, declivite, profondeur), des courants, 
de la luminosite probable et de la faune ou flore dangereuses eventuelles. s'est revelee 
indispensable a la decision et a la conduite des travaux. Les cartes hydrographiques, 
la consultation des specialistes de la marine de guerre ou de commerce, les rens.eignements 
fournis par les professionnels de lapeche ou les navigateurs locaux, les sondages, les 
prelevements d'echantillons, les photos ou la television sous-marine, sont les sources 
utiles d'information, bien que des surprises ne soient pas a ex~lure. 

De tels renseignements sont essentiels prealablement a toute decision et au choix 
des moyens. 
- Cartographie de l'epave sur Ie fond -

Dans la mesure du possible et avant les operations de repechage, une telle carto
graphie doit etre tentee. Outre les renseignements, utiles aux investigations, qu'elle 
apporte sur la repartition des debris, elle peut guider Ie choix ou l'ordre des elements 
a remonter, selon leur interet probable pour l'enquete ou leur facilite de recuperation. 
- Mise en oeuvre des moyens de recuperation des debris 

II est probable que chague epave immergeeconstitue un cas d'espece: sur Ie plan de 
la nature des fonds et de la profondeur d'abord, sur celui des parties en presence (selon 
qu'il s'agit d'un accident mettant en jeu un ou plusieurs etats, selon l'interet qu'il 
presente pour Ie constructeur, l'exploitant ••• ) et naturellement sur Ie plan des moyens 
utilisables (en fonctiQn de leur disponibilite locale et des credits pouvant y etre 
consacres). 

La decision, puis la mise en oeuvre des operations, resulteront bien evidemment de 
l'ensemble des donnees dependant de ces trois plans, confrontees a la forme meme de 
l'accident. 
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La nature des fonds rencontres dans les quatre operations presentees a conduit a 
diverses solutions: 

_ par fonds assez faibles, l'utilisation de plongeurs et soucoupes a permis des 
resultats interessants, 

- par fonds du meme ordre et par tres grands fonds favorables, le chalutage s'est 
revele un outil extremement efficient: s'il n'est pas souhaitable de l'employer pour la 
recherche avant d'avoir epuise les autres moyens, il permet cependant un balayage des 
zones actuellement quasi inaccessibles par d'autres methodes; de plus, il s'est revele 
d'une efficacite et d'un interet certains sur Ie plan economique. 
- Aspects financiers 

II est difficile d'evaluer de fagon precise Ie cout des operations presentees. Les 
sommes engagees comportent de nombreux chapitres s'interpenetrant: 

- Traitements normaux des enqueteurs, autres personnels d'Etat civils ou militaires, 
agents des compagnies ou des constructeurs, 

- Salaires particuliers des plongeurs specialises, marins ou employes des entreprises 
privees, 

- Achats, locations ou prets de materiels divers de plongee, de chalutage, de levage, 
de transport, de localisation radioelectrique de films ou television. 

- Affretements ou prets de bateaux de differents tonnages, dotation des aeroports, 
Marine Nationale, Direction des Cables et Communication, pecheurs professionnels ou 
entreprises specialisees. 

Si l'on fait abstraction des frais fixes, quel que soit Ie nombre des accidents et 
de certains prets gracieux, il semblerait que l'on puisse evaluer la journee de repechage 
dans une enveloppe moyenne de 2.000 a 10.000 dollars US. 

En tout etat de cause, il est a noter que pour les cas consideres, ces frais ont ete 
partages entre l'Etat ou les Etats interesses, les compagnies, les constructeurs, selon 
des criteres propres a chacun des accidents. 
- Delais d'execution 

Les durees des operations qui s'etagent, selon les cas, de quelques deux mois a pres 
de trois ans, mettent en evidence, non seulement l'ampleur des problemes techniques, mais 
surtout les difficultes considerables de coordiantion d'un grand nombre d'elements, tels 
que, par exemple, l'etat de disponibilite des navires et les conditions meteorologiques. 
Trop souvent des previsions apparemment fondees ont ete dementies par les faits et les 
travaux ont du etre modifies ou totalement interrompus. 

De telles entreprises sont sujettes, peut-etre plus que beaucoup d'autres, a de 
nombreux contretemps, et il est necessaire que les responsables d'operations futures 
prennent tres serieusement ces facteurs en consideration. 
- Interet des operations de repechage 

La question doit etre posee de savoir si les resultats obtenus sont a la mesure des 
sommes, souvent enormes, depensees et si les enseignements tires ont ete productifs en 
matiere de securite. 

Avant toute chose, la chute en mer d'un aeronef pose Ie penible probleme de la 
disparition de beaucoup de ses occupants: tout doit etre tente pour retrouver leurs corps 
et faire droit aux soucis legitimes de leurs familIes. 

Sur Ie seul plan technique, la recuperation des debris d'un aeronef immerge a 
essentiellement pour but de permettre a l'enquete de pouvoir se derouler dans les memes 
conditions que celles d'un accident ou l'epave repose sur Ie sol. 

Le succes complet des operations de sauvetage signifiera done simplement la reprise 
du cours classique de l'enquete avec les meilleures chances pour tenter d'aboutir a des 
resultats satisfaisants. 

- la cartographie des debris, lorsq~'elle a lieu, est tres difficile a realiser, elle 
reste souvent inexacte ou incomplete, 
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- la preservation des indices souffre de nombreux problemes: deteriorations dues aux 
differences de pression ou aux deplacements par de forts courants, corrosions, dommages 
provoques lors de 1 'arrimage , la remontee ou les manipulations pendant le transport, ••• , 

En particulier, les enregistreurs de bord risquent souvent de se reveler inexploi
tables apres des sejours de trop longue duree dans l'eau de mer. 

- les examens et expertises n'en seront pas facilites: ils sont evidemment limites 
aux seules pieces recuperees, et donc souvent incomplets, voire trompeurs. Par ailleurs, 
les analyses chimiques pourront etre gravement faussees Cet de fagon difficilement 
decelable) lors de sejours prolonges des debris dans des zones diversement contaminees, 
soit sur le fond de la mer, soit dans les cales ou entrepots lors des transbordements 
inevitables. 

- enfin, la duree des travaux, outre le retard apporte a l'enquete proprement dite, 
est un facteur de favorable supplementaire. De longs sejours sous-marins peuvent conduire 
a la disparition de certains indices, interdire l'expertise d'un materiel ou rendre 
inexploitable un enregistreur retrouve trop tardivement. 

Des le depart, l'enqueteur doit donc faire preuve d'un optimisme extremement mesure 
quant a la somme et la qualite des informations que peuvent lui apporter de telles opera
tions. 11 doit egalement etre convaincu qu'il lui appartient de s'y associer tres etroi
tement et d'en connaitre les moindres details s'il veut ensuite pouvoir travailler avec 
tout l'esprit critique indispensable. 

Les resultats obtenus lors des quatre cas precedemment cites montrent cependant, en 
depit de leurs imperfections, un bilan positif pour une meilleure connaissance des faits 
et, par consequent, pour l'amelioration de la securite. 
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INVESTIGATION OF AN ARCTIC ACCIDENT A.J. CLARKE MOT CANADA 

Flight 416, a Lockheed Electra, landed at Edmonton International Airport on 29 October 1974 
at 1835 hours MST after a flight from Calgary. After landing, the aircraft was prepared 
for the continuing flight north to Rea Point on Melville Island in the high Arctic. The 
load consisted of 20,000 lbs. of freight and 30 passengers. 

Weather for the enroute flight was checked at Edmonton by the aircraft captain. An IFR 
flight plan was filed with ATS to Rea Point via direct Fort Smith, direct Contwoyto Lake, 
direct Byron Bay, direct Rea Point at an initial cruising altitude of 18,000 feet; the 
estimated time enroute was 4 hours 12 minutes. Pedder Point, NWT, was filed as the alter
nate. 

The aircraft departed Edmonton at 2004 MST 29 October 1974 and proceeded via the flight 
planned route. At Fort Smith the aircraft was cleared to 21,000 feet and eventually to 
FL 250 passing Contwoyto Lake. CF-PAB reported over Byron Bay at 2304 MST with an estim
ated time of arrival Rea Point at 0016 MST. 

At approximately 65 nautical miles from Rea Point, descent was commenced for a straight 
in approach to runway 33. At 0015 MST the crew reported to Rea Point that they were 6 
miles and at 1500 feet on final approach. Rea Point acknowledged the transmission and 
passed the 2400 MST weather as thin obscured 1 mile in blowing snow, temperature - 11 OF, 
wind 312 degrees true at 30 gusting to 38, altimeter 29.91. 

At 0020 MST the radio operator realized that the aircraft was 4 minute.s overdue and also 
became aware of deteriorating weather conditions, indefinate ceiling, sky obscured, visi
bility less than 1/8 of a mile. This observed weather was transmitted to flight 416. 
However, there is no record of the crew acknowledging the transmission. A search 
aircraft located the wreakage 2.5 miles south of the approach end of runway 33. 

Early on the morning of October 30, we were notified in Ottawa of the disaster and alerted 
our stand-by team. However, in this case we realized we were faced with a probability
that we would require an under-water search and recovery capability. Our past experience 
in Canada was in the search and recovery of smaller aircraft and not under the ice. As 
a result of meeting Bob Kutzleb at a SASI conference some years previously, I knew his 
background and experience in under-water aircraft search and recovery could be useful. 
A phone call resulted in Bob joining the team. At this stage we were not sure how much 
wreckage remained on the ice surface and to what extent the water recovery capability
woul d be requi red. 

Because of the remoteness of the accident site in the high Arctic, we flew on a regular
Canadian Forces flight to Resolute Bay and chartered a DC-3 for the 300 mile flight, 
northwest to Rea Point. Three of our Regional Investigators had arrived tne previous 
day and a prel iminary examination of the scene had been completed wi th the recovery of 
bodies under way by the R.C.M.P. assisted by our Chairman of the Human Factors Group. 

When we visited the scene. it was obvious that most of the aircraft was on the ocean 
floor of Byam Channel and considerable resources for underwater search and recovery would 
be required. However. because of the thin new sea ice. we would be restricted in the 
kind of recovery equipment that could be used. 

To a11 ow us to make deci sions as to the extent of the divi ng operati on that woul d be 
required, we initially used an under-water camera suspended through holes in the ice to 
th~ sea bottom. The camera was rotated by turning the cable and the pitch or vertical 
adjustment was made by a rope attached to ·the camera. All focusing was done by the 
camera operator on the surface. The video recordings allowed us to review the material 
at the end of each day as well as prOViding a permanent record. Very shortly after we 
started to use the under-water camera, we negotiated a contract with Can-Dive Service.s 
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Limited of Vancouver, to supply us with a diving group and support equipment. Pan
arctic Oils Ltd., the company involved, using their other Lockheed Electra Aircraft, 
flew a crew of six divers and 13,000 pounds of equipment from Vancouver to Rea Point. 

By the time the divers arrived, we had many hours of scanning with a suspended video 
camera which allowed us to establish search and recovery priorities. 

From a humanitarian point of view, it was necessary to recover as many bodies as possible 
before continuing with the routine investigative requirements. However, as we had been 
able to determine that the rear section of the fuselage was comparatively undamaged and 
the main passenger door was open, providing easy access, we planned an initial dive for 
recorder recovery. As the recorders were situated under a false floor in the rear of the 
passenger compartment, this dive would establish whether or not any of the missing bodies 
still remained in the fuselage. For this initial dive, two divers were used on the 
bottom with the other normal stand-by on the surface. It was possible to thoroughly brief 
the divers with photographs and diagrams of the recorders as well as utilizing our video 
coverage so that they would know precisely what they would encounter. 

Prior to this first dive and during the time the under-water camera was suspended from 
the surface,a sonobuoy was dropped near the main passenger entrance door to facilitate 
the location in the event that a storm broke up the ice surface. Our appreciation of 
our precarious position and the sense of urgency with the vicissitudes of the Arctic 
weather was always present. Without warning, a sudden loud crack produced a lead in 
the ice which extended as far as one could see with the thought that the ice on which 
we were standing would become an ice flow. With this growing concern, a small aluminum 
boat was put on the ice which provided more reassurance than actual safety. 

The first descent to the rear portion of the fuselage by the two divers, in more than a 
hundred feet of water, revealed all the passenger seats had been ejected forward out of 
the compartment. This allowed easy access to the rear of the cabin where the false floor 
had been disrupted exposing the cockpit and data recorder boxes. The boxes were easily 
removed, tied to a line and brought to the surface. When we dismantled the cockpit voice 
recorder and washed it with fresh water we found the tape had been broken by what later 
was determined to be an improper splice. We suspected and it was later established, 
that no voice communication of this flight had been recorded. While the data recorder 
looked to have been functioning normally from our initial cursory examination, I was 
advised a few days later after our initial laboratory examination that little useful 
information could be expected. Although we always initiate our field investigations on 
the basis that information will not be available from flight recorders lack of infor
mation from the flight recorders increased our sense of urgency. 

Within a few days when amazingly all the bodies were recovered, including the Captain 
from his seat in the separated cockpit section, we were able to use all our diving 
resources to continue our search, examination and survey of the under-water wreckage. 
The next step was to have the divers hand hold the video camera and examine the wreckage 
in response to our directions from the surface. There was initial concern on the part of 
the DiVing Master as to the possible reduction of his direct control over the divers and 
the investigator's lack of appreciation of the operation and even the terminology. 
However, thorough briefings and well planned dives overcame this problem as well as 
insured maximum utilization of the limited bottom time available. Every effort was 
made to keep within the no decompression stop bottom time of twenty-five minutes. The 
water temperature being near 00 centigrade made decompression stops uncomfortable or 
even hazardous. 

The use of the diver held video camera allowed tQe investigator to examine pieces of 
wreckage in great detail. However, it was difficult to get an over-all perspective of 
wreckage from the limit imposed by Ute illumination from the camera light. The under
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water visability was excellent as illustrated by the fact that it was possible to see 
the camera light illuminating the fuselage from a hole 100 feet above on the surface. 
Another difficulty was the surveying or plotting of pieces of wreckage identified on 
the sea-bottom. The method used allowed an adequate survey as well as the or i entat i on 
of each diver. Our surface survey line extending approximately through the centre of 
the surface wreckage trail had stakes at fifty foot intervals. At these positions, near 
the area of abundance of bottom wreckage holes were drilled in the ice and flood lamps 
pointed downward. The divers were able to advise us at what light and distance either 
side of the centre line, they were when examining a particular piece of wreckage. Using
the surface plot we would direct the diver in a regular search pattern. After procedures 
were established, the remainder of the wreckage survey and examination was routine. 

While the diving operation was under way, some of our investigators interviewed the First 
Officer and Flight Engineer in hospital in Edmonton. Their testimony as well as the 
result of examining the single engine and other wreckage on the surface, suggested that 
an aircraft malfunction was not directly involved. As with many accidents, the indications 
were that we were confronted with a detailed examination of the man-machine interface. 
At this stage there was little doubt that we would have to attempt to recover the instru
mentation and perhaps the whole cockpit. 

The cockpit section was about 850 feet closer to the shore and in about 60 feet of water. 
which would give a no decompression bottom time of one hour which would be limited by 
the low temperature. The amount of time to train divers to remove instrument and radio 
panels was prohibitive. As the cockpit area was located on the sea bottom directly under
neath almost 20,000 pounds of cargo, that was frozen to the under-surface of the ice, it 
was necessary to move the cockpit before work could start in safety. By attaching a 
cable through a hole in the ice, a skidozer (a small tracked vehicle), was able to move 
the cockpit section approximately 100 feet from its original position. Most of the air
craft documentation was recovered from the cockpit area and a detailed video examina
tion of all instrument and radio panels was completed. Utilizing the talent and facilities 
of the Panarcti c Oil camp and personnel an II A" frame consis ti ng of 35 foot pieces of 
drill-rod was erected on the ice over the cockpit. Timber platforms were used as pads 
for the "A" frame and cables were anchored in the ice for support. It was necessary to 
cut the hole in the ice as far away from the pads as possible to maintain the strength 
in the twelve inch thick new ice. A hole approximately 25 feet in diameter was cut in a 
day and a half using chain saws, hand saws and ice augers. Of great help was the skidozer 
that was used to pull large blocks of ice out of thehole. The work was hazardous due to 
the water covered ice near the hole and the blowing snow that would cover both water and 
ice. The cable was carefully attached to the cockpit to avoid further damage. The other 
end was attached to a 12 volt powered winch on the back of one skidozer and with the 
other skidozer attached to provide greater friction. On the third attempt, the cockpit
section was raised. A line was attached to the lifting cable and by manpower the cock
pit was centred in the ice hole during the lift. Once the cockpit was recovered, the 
examination was routine. 

While the many arctic fox and occasional wolf added a welcome diversion, the presence 
of polar bears did little to enhance the appeal of the work on the ice. 

The clothing we used that we found to be satisfactory, were down-filled coverall type 
skidoo suits. When not involved with physical effort, we would also wear a parka. The 
head gear varied with toques or hats but of course always covered by the skidoo andjor
parka hood. Face covering of some kind was essential to prevent frost bite. In my 
case I included a pair of ski goggles that were very helpful. On our hands we wore very 
warm mitts with gauntlets, but you frequently had your hands out of them handling 
cameras or other pieces of equipment. Most of us found 
sidering both warmth and convenience were skidoo boots. 
nylon uppers and a thick felt inner boot. 

that the best foot-wear con
These have hard rubber soles, 
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Without the facilities available at the permanent Panarctic camp, a substantial airlift 
operation would have been required. This would probably have entailed the building 
of an ice or land airstrip with the inherent time and hazard problems. Since this 
accident, we have met with other Canadian Government Departments and Agencies to plan 
for what we all hope will never happen, another major air disaster in the Arctic remote 
from any facility or habitation. 
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ACCIDENT THEORY AND ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 
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Preface 

This paper has diverse origins. The need for a theory reflects difficulties expe
rienced by the author during the investigation and reporting of accidents involving all 
modes of transportation. The discussion of accident theory and charting methods is an ex
tension of ideas prrsented in a paper titled "Accident Investigation: MUltilinea~ Ev~nts 

Sequencing Methods" recently republished in the Fall, 1975 SASI FORUM. The appllcatlon 
of the theory and methods described has produced promising results. 

Accident Theory: Why Bother? 

Members of The Society of Air Safety Investigators consider themselves to be members 
of a profession. Let us examine that assumption for a moment. A profession has been de
fined as 

"a calling requiring specialized knowledge and often long and intensive pre
paration, including instruction in skills and methods as well as in the sci
entific, historical or scholarly principles underlying such skills and methods, 
maintaining by force of organization or concerted opinion high standards of 
achievement and conduct, and committing its members to continued study and to 
a kind of work which has as its prime purpose the rendering of a public serv
ice.,,2 

Note the emphasis on scientific, historical or scholarly principles. Note also the pur
pose of the calling. Let us focus today on the principles first, then the purpose. We'll 
save the other points for a future meeting. 

If you are a practicing professional, what are these scientific, historical or schol
arly principles underlying the accident investigation methods you practice? One of the 
most frequent things you investigate are aircraft accidents. Yet if someone were to poll 
a random sample of your membership to determine what an accident is--in greater detail 
than the ICAO definition--widespread differences in individual perceptions of the accident 
phenomenon would become evident. If one were to ask when an accident begins and ends, and 
what the criteria are for establishing the beginning and the end of an accident, the range 
of view would increase. If you need further evidence of the lack of underlying principles 
in the field of accident investigation, try to apply scientific rigor to the investiga
tor's jargon--words like human or pilot error, accident proneness, near miss, hazard, etc. 
Each example is a symptom of the lack of a sound theoretical basis of accident investiga
tion. 

By theoretical basis I mean that theory guides or shapes your investigative activi
ties. Reflect on what a theory is: 

"systematically organized knowledge applicable in a wide variety of circum
stances; especially, a system of assumptions, accepted principles, and rules 
of 'procedure devised to analyze, predict, or otherwise explain the nature or 
behavior of a specified set of phenomena. ,,3 

The most persuasive argument for developing an accident theory for SASI members is that 
assumptions, principles and rules of procedure are nowhere systematically organized, and 
that generally accepted rules of procedure for analyzing, predicting or explaining the 
accident phenomenon are not available to the accident investigator. The ICAO manual con
tains procedures for organizing the investigation, its coordination and the reporting of 
investigative findings. But the contents do not address the underlying scientific prin
ciples" nor reflect scientific method. Knowledge of these principles is assumed to be the 
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province of the investigators. Each investigator has specialized knowledge and technique 
which he brings to an investigation. In a large accident, where investigative groups are 
formed, the coordination of these individual skills compensates to some extent for the 
absence of professional principles and theories, because interactions among the "group mem
bers generate hypotheses that are subject to vigorous debate. However, the principles 
governing the scope and development of the hypothesis are not well organized or documented. 
Accident investigation methods for establishing their validity are even less rigorous, and 
almost totally undocumented, in most modes of transportation. In small accident investi
gations, conducted by one investigator, even this compensating mechanism is absent. 

The result is that the investigative effort is often inefficient, and may be incom
plete, or may leave unresolved significant points of controversy. Furthermore, it usually 
does not provide scientifically rigorous contributions to the body of data from which fu
ture assumptions, principles or rules of procedure can be discovered and practiced by 
others in the profession. 

To elaborate on this latter point, each accident can be viewed as an unscheduled and 
largely uninstrumented scientific experiment performed to test a hypothesis (or theory.) 
In this context, the experiment and all the costs of performing it--the injuries, damage, 
anguish, monetary loss, delays, disruptions--are wasted if the investigator has no hy
pothesis or theory to evaluate. 

As an investigator, how do you establish the scope of your investigation? How far 
back in time must you delve--an hour, a day, a year, two years, five? What rules of pro
cedure or what principles establish the beginning or end of the accident? How is one 
assured of enough facts in an investigation, and how are the facts to be reported distin
guished from the facts that are not reported? What rules or principles govern these de
cisions? 

Still other problems attributable to the lack of theory could be cited, including re
search difficulties, training deficiencies, inequitable litigation, popular misconceptions 
about the nature of accidents and others, but this would be redundant. The point is that 
if we are to be professional investigators of accidents, we need to organize the princi
ples on which our work is based in a professional manner. 

What Theories Exist Now? 

Some rules and principles do exist now for the accident investigator. However, they 
are fragmented, occasionally contradictory, often privately communicated, usually not 
scientifically tested, and sometimes wholly without merit. Their systematic organization 
has not yet been achieved. When this organization is accomplished, the contradictions and 
fallacious assumptions will become evident, and gaps can be remedied. 

A brief review of some of the most influential historical assumptions, principles and 
rules discloses the present state of accident theory. 

The statistical work of Greenwood and Woods in 19194 and Newbold5 suggested the "ac
cident proneness" concept. Their work still influences some accident investigation, 
particularly in the police accident investigation field with its focus on license revoca
tion or suspension proceedings which reflect this concept. Investigators still look for 
data in accidents that will support the idea that "conditions" such as attitudes, atten
tiveness and so forth "cause" accidents. This statistical work focused on static condi
tions and set the pattern for untold man years of research into "unsafe conditions" as 
causes of accidents. In aviation, Ames contributed much to perpetuation of this view. 6 

In 1936,' Heinrich? suggested the "domino" theory of accidents. His idea was that 
accidents are a sequence of events in a predetermined proceed/follow relationship, like a 
row of falling dominos. This view changed the thrust of investigations toward the events 
involved, rather than the conditions. It represented a redirection of the search for 
understanding of the accident phenomenon on the basis of a "chain-of-events" that had 
occurred. 

An accident "reconstruction" approach emerged not long thereafter8,9 which was re
fined extensively in the highway accident investigation field by Baker. The recon
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struction focused on identification of the linear chain of events theory of the accident 
phenomenon. 

About 1960, work at Bell Laboratories in missile system safety produced another break
through in the field. 10 This was the "fault tree analysis" method, generally credited 
to H. A. Watson. l l This is a method for arraying events in a flow chart with a proceed/ 
follow logic pattern. It provided an objective for the analytical effort in the sense of 
management by objectives, and it provided a procedure by which informed speculations about 
accident events sequences were organized in a visible, easily criticised and readily 
understood display. This work introduced a "branched events chains" concept of accidents 
through use of the "and/or" logic gates. 

About the same time, air safety investigators contributed another milestone in the 
accident investigation field. The Civil Aeronautics Board published the first chart on 
which were plotted the flight data recorder (FDR) data. 12 This chart was the first dis
play of the parallel events along a time scale, showing what can be viewed as a "multi
linear events sequence" on which the findings were partially based. It appears to be the 
first to use the time=O term, about which more will be said shortly. It also is the pre
decessor of the "multilinear events sequence theory" for the accident phenomenon. 

In the latter 1960's, a medical doctor changed accident investigation approaches sig
13 nificantly with his insistence on an etiologic basis for looking at accident trauma. 

Haddon also introduced a matrix of accident phases and components of the accident events 
sequence. This work was influenced by DeHaven's research in 1942, but it was Haddon who 
brought about the directions in accident research which now largely dominate the highway 
accident field at the Federal level. 

Attempts by surry14 and others to organize these and other related concepts into a 
general accident model are indicated in the SASI Forum article. The concept of homeo
stasis is an essential theory for the understanding of accidents. The term is generally 
applied in medicine to a state of physiological equilibrium produced by a balance of 
functions and chemical composition in an organism. I propose this concept be extended to 
"activities," in the sense that an operational equilibrium is produced by a balancing of 
interrelated functions and capabilities in response to varying influences arising as the 
activity progresses toward its intended outcome. 

The principal conclusion suggested is that an accident is not a single event, but 
rather an accident is the transformation process by which a homeostatic activity is inter
rupted with accompanying unintentional harm. The critical point is that an accident is a 
process involving interacting elements .and certain necessary or sufficient conditions. 

The objective of an accident investigation should be to isolate this process and pre
pare a description of the entire process by which the activity was transformed. 

Expansion of some of the elements of my earlier accident process chart may be helpful. 
Maintenance of homeostasis during an activity requires a continuing series of adaptive 
responses to perturbations which arise as the activity progresses. To achieve the intend
ed outcome, these perturbations must be accomodated without injury to any of the "actors" 
and without discontinuing the activity. For example, an aircraft crew makes many adaptive 
responses to external and internal influencing events during the course of a flight from 
one point to another, to maintain a stable flight activity within prescribed operational 
bounds. This is accomplished through a process of detecting the perturbation or indica
tions of its presence or occurrence; of predicting the significance of the data detected; 
of identifying the adaptive action choices that would maintain homeostasis; of selecting 
the best adaptive action; of implementing the action selected; of monitoring the effects 
of the action implemented; and of deciding whether or not the adaptive response countered 
the perturbation sufficiently to maintain homeostasis without further adaptive response. 
Each step is an element of an accident process chart if the adaptive response is unsuccess
ful. Any breakdown in the adaptive process described can be used to identify the begin
ning (to) of the transformation from homeostasis into the accident being investigated. 

ThlS approach differs from the "last 'clear chance" doctrine in law, from the key 
event approach of Baker15 and the "critical event" approach of perchonok,16 in that they 
characterize different events in a linear events sequence. 
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The last event in the process must be the last injurious event directly linked to one 
or more of the pre-existing actors in the activity. The problem of secondary harm can be 

1 7 treated by considering the impinged activity in the accident sequence.
The product of the process charting effort could take two forms. First, a detailed 

chart with all the actions by all the actors who acted in the specific accident would be 
generated, for all immediate users in need of a complete technical description of the 
accident. The second output could be an abbreviated, more generalized model, such as is 

18 1 9 
found in an NTSB surface accident report or in the hazardous materials field. Cri
teria for entries on such a general process chart would depend on its use; reference 19 
describes possible use for development of countermeasure strategies. 

Applications of Accident Theory. 

The accident process flow chart preparation seems most nearly available in air 
carrier investigations. The FDR charts, now routinely Elotted, are often correlated with 
the cockpit voice recorder (CVR) data in a linear form 2 which could readily be converted 
to a multilinear events chart. Actions of others such as air traffic controllers, as 
indicated by the ATC tapes, could be added. Any gaps in the events sequence discovered by 
the application of the proceed/follow logic tests for any of the actors could be bridged 
by the use of logic tree analysis methods. On a linear scale, the same technique can be 
used in light aircraft accidents. 

To provide an indication of the work effort involved, the following procedural steps 
are presented; they reflect the approximate order to be followed to produce the detailed 
chart. 

1. Determine, in gross terms, the apparent events sequence that describes what 
happened, and sketch it in events chart form. 

2. From this gross description, delineate the actors (animate and inanimate) whose 
actions probably were involved in the accident process, i.e., the pilot, an aircraft com
ponent, the controller, wind currents, passengers, etc. 

3. Using the general process model described above, tentatively assign to to the 
point in the flight when the perturbation which transformed homeostasis occurred. 

4. In a vertical column ahead of to list on a large chart each actor so the actions 
of each actor can be listed chronologically across the chart according to the time the 
action occurred (approximately, if necessary.) 

5. Begin to record the "actions" of each actor for which supportable evidentary 
data is developed. Add to these entries as new evidence is developed. Note that the 
search for evidence is guided by the gaps which become visible in the action sequence and 
the general process model. 

6. Test each event pair entered on the chart against its temporal and spatial pro
ceed/follow logic, both vertically for its relationship with actions of other actors and 
horizontally for its relationship to prior or subsequent actions (chronology) by that 
actor. This is the key method of validating assumed events or time/space relationships. 

7. Where evidence of missing actions, suggested by the logic tests in step 6, can 
not be located, for whatever reason, construct a logic tree to identify possible prede
cessor events or actions, using the event or action to the right of the gap as the "top"

21 event for the tree. It is likely that evidence of one or more of the hypothesized 
events placed on the tree can be found to identify a "critical path." Alternatively, the 
use of simulators has helped to discover missing actions, or establish informed judgments 
about the comparative likelihood of alternative critical paths through the logic tree. 
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8. Insert the most likely events sequence for each actor and then test the vertical 
chronological or spatial relationships. Repeat the cycle if logic errors appear. 

9. Compare the refined multilinear events sequence logic chart against the general 
accident process model, and verify to and tend. Note that the cascading events.or actions 
as harm cascades, either in series or parallel, may become very complex. These events 
usually progress naturally according to physical laws. The value of detailing this phase 
of the process mayor may not warrant the level of detail if catastrophes are analyzed 
and the injury mode is repeated frequently. 

10. Prepare a refined process chart of the entire accident. 

11. Depending on the purpose of the investigation, a companion chart on which the 
path of correctible events flows is shown, and to which the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the events to occur are added, can be prepared. This procedure provides an 
approach for identifying corrective actions which might be taken to reduce future risk. 

Rules to govern the description and coding of the process charts have not yet been 
developed. Codes denoting precise events sequence pairs or sets or patterns seem to be 
feasible. The development of libraries of accident "process patterns" by professional 
investigators also seems feasible. 

Such descriptions of accidents should help to dispel semantic difficulties in the 
accident investigation and safety field. For example, if the time required to adapt to a 
perturbation is less than the time it takes for the human organism to process the data and 
go through the physical motions of implementing the action selected, how should this be 
described? As human err04 or human perception, diagnostic, or muscular limitations? A 
narrative is not very informative compared to a process chart which displays these rela
tionships. 

Expectations of an Accident Theory. 

What can the application of this theory and the related charting procedures do for 
the professional accident investigator? Since both the theory and methods are essentially 
untested, prediction of the effects of their use is highly speculative. However, based on 
the author's experience, the following expectations appear reasonable. 

1. The efficiency of accident investigations will be significantly enhanced. This 
will be accomplished by reducing the quantity of data needed to explain the accident, and 
by introducing "objectives" toward which the investigator is able to narrow his search for 
facts. No longer need the investigator "get all the facts" and then come home for the 
analysis, hopeful that he has all the data he needs. 

2. It appears that "templates" of accident processes could be developed so each 
accident does not constitute a mystery for the investigator.22 Accumulation of accident 
data in chart form would make available a "library" of accident processes for numerous pur
poses such as training, design, safety regulations, etc. 

3. Development and adoption of systematically organized assumptions, principles and 
procedures by accident investigators would elevate their activities to professional status, 
if other considerations ofa profession were met. 

4. The availability of process charts would probably have a profound effect on 
safety research, and probably would permit the development of risk analyses based on the 
resultant data base and process research. 

5. The visualization of the processes would be likely to change the public's concept 
of the nature of accidents, and changes in liability and tort concepts would be likely to 
follow as the nature of accidents is clarified. 
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What Can You Do? 

Now, let us consider the purpose of a profession--the rendering of a public service. 
If you concur with the contention that the accident investigation field would benefit by 
the	 development of accident theory and systematically organized rules of procedure, then 
you	 can make some specific contributions. 

One	 approach is to take the theory and procedures advanced in this paper, apply them 
in your work, and help to correct or refine them. Make an effort to identify--and chart-
the	 to and the perturbing, adaptive, stressing, injurious, cascading and subsiding events 
in the accident. 

Secondly, review past accidents that you have investigated, as time permits, and 
identify these same events sequences in these accidents. Chart them, too. In other words, 
help to build the data base to support the process theory and methods. 

Third, share the results of your experience, through the SASI FORUM or perhaps, 
through SASI, establish a mechanism for the exchange of professional criticism of these 
process "templates." This assumes you are not inhibited from such exchanges by your work 
or position. If you are so inhibited, start to try to change the constraints. Suppres
ion	 of such exchanges seems contrary to one's professional interests. 

Lastly, if the theories which have been suggested are unsatisfactory to you, pro
pose your alternatives for testing by your fellow SASI members. In my view, air safety 
investigators are in a unique position to exercise leadership in this effort, because of 
the	 FDR, CVR and other records of actions by most of the actors involved in accidents. If 
you	 have the wil~ yours can become an outstanding contribution in the safety field. 
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THE FLIGHT SIMULATOR--A TOOL FOR ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION 

Lieutenant Colonel Charles L. Pocock, USAF 

Directorate of Aerospace Safety 
US Air Force Inspection and Safety Center 
Norton, AFB California 92409 

INTRODUCTION 

The development of flight simulators has progressed steadily for the 
past 40 years. From the early instrument or "link trainers" of the World 
War II era to the present motion capable visual simulators, development has 
closely followed improvements in aircraft design. Todays simulators, 
however, utilize space age computer technology to an even greater extent 
than most aircraft. Major advances in flight simulation technology might 
be summarized as follows: 

Instrument trainers 1937-1945 
Crew trainers 1949-1955 
Analog application 1960-1965 
Motion simulation 1960-Present 
Miniaturized circuit technology 1968-Present 
Visual presentations 1969-present 

Flight simulators are available today for virtually every aircraft 
with a commercial or military application. Almost every flight and ground 
condition can be simulated: from engine start, through maximum performance, 
emergency conditions, landing, taxi-in and shut down. 

The driving force behind flight simulator development has been two 
fold: First the obvious economic benefit. Flight simulator training time 
is estimated to cost only one tenth to one twentieth as much as aircraft 
training time. Secondly, the flight simulator allows practice and devel
opment of emergency procedures which pose unacceptably high risk factors 
in the actual aircraft. Such things as ditching, multiple engine failures, 
and severe flight control malfunctions fall into this category. 

An ancillary benefit of the flight simulator is its use in accident 
investigation and flight safety research. An example of recognition of 
this value the USAF's Military Airlift Command regulation entitled: 
'~anagement of Class I Trainer Program" lists the purpose of their flight 
simulators in this order: 

1. Provide initial training in normal and emergency procedures to 
aircrews transitioning to MAC-committed aircraft. 

2. Increase aircrew proficiency in all normal and emergency proce
dures that can be reproduced realistically in the flight simulator. Place 
particular emphasis on emergency procedures which cannot be accomplished 
safely in the aircraft, 

3. Minimize expenditure of aircraft flying hours necessary to 
qualify and upgrade aircrews. 

4. Conduct research into conditions which contribute to aircraft 
accidents or hazards. 

5. Conduct flights to accomplish evaluation and refresher require
ments. 
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WHAT FLIGHT SIMULATORS CANNOT DO 

Before discussing how a flight simulator can be used as an investiga
tive tool it is essential to understand some limitations that are inherent 
to a simulator: 

The flight simulator is not an aircraft; it is a complex computer 
that portrays programed information on a cockpit display. It can only 
portray programed conditions. For example if spin characteristics and 
spin recovery techniques have not been programed; then the simulator cannot 
duplicate them. Simulator manufacturers and programers are only as good 
as the data they are given. Obviously, it becomes incumbent on aircraft 
manufacturers and test organizations to promptly provide simulator pro
gramers accurate test data, Engineering evaluations, modification infor
mation and accurate performance data. 

The second limitation is the human factor. In spite of the realism 
offered by simulators, aircrews basically know they won't be killed in a 
simulator crash. They know there will always be a second chance and if 
a situation gets out of hand the simulator can be stopped and the problem 
evaluated. These are luxuries not always available in an aircraft. Addi
tionally, there are some almost unexplainable factors that seem to account 
for aircrews performing better (or worse) in the actual aircraft than in a 
simulator. Some of the later actual examples will show this. Limitations 
of the motion systems and visual display systems occasionally confuse 
pilots during some maneuvers. Severe yaw like that encountered in a hard 
over rudder condition or dutch roll can only be simulated by a sideward 
bump, a drifting heading indication and the inclinometer ball displaced 
to the side of its race. A hard over condition would be unmistakeable in 
the actual aircraft. Visual simulators that do not have side window 
disp~ays and therefore deprive pilots of peripheral visual cues often 
result in hard landings that would not occur in the aircraft. Pilots 
cannot distinguish between a decrease in airspeed and a leveling off 
condition without lateral references. 

WHAT FLIGHT SIMULATORS CAN DO 

For simplicity, capabilities can be grouped into three broad categor
ies: basic flight safety research, re-creation of accident sequences and 
exploratory research. This arbitrary grouping seems to classify the dif
feren~ applications an investigator might require of a flight simulator. 
The remainder of this paper discusses actual experiences of using flight 
simulators in these three types of applications. Because of the wide 
variety of simulators in use and the broad differences in capabilities, 
no rules or suggestions that would have universal application are offered. 
Close coordination between the investigator and the flight simulator oper
ators is necessary to gain optimum benefit in any application. 

BASIC FLIGHT SAFETY RESEARCH 

Working under the premise that the goal of investigation is pre
vention; then research that leads to accident prevention is one of the 
aims of every investigator. Basic to this is the question: why do 
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.accidents happen?--as well as, how accidents happen? A series of acci
dents and serious incidents occured where conflicting cockpit indications 
confused pilots to the point of making wrong decisions. These accidents 
created concern about pilots apparent lack of proper evaluation of all 
information prior to making an irreversable decision. 

A two engine jet transport had two main electrical buses each powered 
by its respective engine driven generator. A bus tie circuit was provided 
so that, in the event of generator failure, either generator could power 
both buses. This bus tie circuit was in turn protected by a bus tie 
relay so that a shorted bus would not result in failure of both buses. 
Following a touch-and-go practice landing, after applying take-off power 
and reaching decision speed, the right engine disintegrated due to a 
turbine failure. Almost immediately following the initial failure the 
generator power cables were shorted causing the bus tie relay to open. 
This caused several instruments for the right side of the aircraft to 
fail in the operating range. Next, the student pilot, in the left seat, 
slightly retarded both power levers. Most probably the instructor pilot 
noted the slight spin down of all of the left engine instruments while 
some right engine instruments remained at the high settings, and incor
rectly assumed that the left engine had failed. He pulled the fire 
control handle for the good left engine when the aircraft was less than 
100 feet above the ground. All three occupants perished in the crash. 

As pointed out earlier this was one of several fatal and near fatal 
pi lot errors that led to a research proj ect to determi ne, ''Why?''. 
Investigators were asked to examine training, flight manuals, aircraft 
instrument presentations, and aircrew techniques. Although, specific 
examples were available from accident files, a broader base of data 
was required if force wide conclusions were to be drawn. Flight simu
lators offered the best source of this data. 

One area of concern was the classic engine failure on take off. 
To evaluate this condition one hundred crews undergoing refresher simulator 
training were given a series of four emergencies at decision speed. Their 
reactions were then recorded and compared. The crews were random, pre
viously scheduled C-141 aircrews, from five different bases using similar 
flight simulator programs. The emergency conditions were as shown in 
Table I. 

The results of this study were rather interesting. In the first 
instance 92 pilots made the correct response while 8 pulled the fire 
control handle, discharged the fire agent and called for the 'Tire on 
Takeoff Checklist" for number one engine. It was concluded that the 
flashing master fire light and flashing light in the fire control handle 
created a greater sense of urgency than a steady light, and, in a stressful 
moment the more serious condition was presumed. A dimmer, steady amber 
light for overheat and a brighter flashing red light for fire would be a 
more logical warning. 

On day two all pilots correctly analyzed the problem, however, there 
was some discussion whether a precautionary engine shut down versus an 
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DAY CONDITION 

I	 Number one 
engine overheat 

2	 Number four 
engine failure 

,.... 
V1 
en 

3	 Number three 
engine fire 

TABLE I 

INDICATED BY 

I-Flashing master fire 
warning light 

2-Flashing light in number 
one fire control handle 

3-High exhaust gas temperature 

I-Loud bang 

2-Spin down of numbe~ four 
engine instruments 

3-Increase in number four en
gine vibration indicator (EVI) 

4-Yaw to right 

5-Low oil pressure/temperature 
on number four engine 

6-Low fuel pressure light for 
number four engine 

I-Steady master fire warning 
light 

2-Steady light in number three 
engine fire control handle 

3-Audible fire warning signal 

PROPER CORRECTIVE ACTION 

I-Retard number one throttle 

I-Pull number four engine fire control 
handle 

2-Call for number four "Engine Failure 
On Takeoff Checklist" 

I-Pull number three engine fire 
control handle 

2-Discharge extinguishing agent for 
number three engine 

3-If fire continues select alternate 
and discharge alternate extinguish
ing agent 

4-Call for number three "Engine Fire 
On Takeoff Checklist" 



4 

TABLE I (Con t . ) 

DAY 

t-' 
V1 
\.0 

CONDITION INDICATED BY PROPER CORRECTIVE ACTION 

Number two engine dis I-Series of loud bangs or Not specified in handbook but a 
entegration with tur explosions pilot would be expected to 
bine blade inpingement maintain aircraft control, eval
into wing resulting in 2-Spin down of number two uate the situation and take 
fuel leak~ and shorting engine instruments proper corrective action: 
of number one engine 
fire warning circuit. 3-Off scale vibration indi Desired action would be: 

cations on number two 
(Note 1: Occurrence at engine I-A visual scan of number two 
110 kts with two engine engine. If pilot calls for 
minimum control air 4-Slight left yaw scan, scanner confirms failure 
speed of 142 kts. Run of number two engine and that 
way 08 Honolulu lAP 5-Low oil quantity light on, number one engine looks OK. 
requiring right turn number two engine 
out for terrain avoid 2-Accelerate to two engine 
ance.) 6-Zero oil pressure, number minimum control airspeed. 

two engine 
(Note 2: This or sim 3-Pull fire control handle on 
ilar occurrence had been 7-Low fuel pressure light number two engine. 
reported three times dur number two engine 
ing operational life of 4-Call for number two "Engine 
the C-14l aircraft, in 8-Master fire warning light Failure on Takeoff Checklist" 
all three cases the air on steady 
crew successfully coped 5-Test and monitor number one 
with the emergency.) 9-Steady light in number one engine for fire/failure 

engine fire control handle 
(Note 3: Military Air
lift Command procedures 10-Audible fire warning 
specify that if decision signal 
speed is below rotate 
speed the copilot will 
call "GO" at decision speed 
and "ROTATE" at rotate speed. For this test, decision speed was always calculated 
to be below rotate speed and the emergency condition was started on the copilots 
command "GO". In two cases the copilot failed to state "GO" and only called "ROTATE" 
at rotate speed. In three cases the pilot incorrectly aborted the takeoff after 
decision speed. These five cases were not included in the study. Additionally, 
there were three instances where a crew substitution was made on one or more of the 
four days, these crews were also excluded from the study. 



engine failure shut down was appropriate. This is immaterial and was a 
fault of the programing, 

On day three all pilots correctly evaluated the condition and took 
the proper corrective action. The audible warning undoubtedly assisted 
in correct definition of the condition. The succ~ss on this day reenforced 
the conclusions regarding the engine overheat condition on the first day 
problem. 

On day four the results were startling and are as follows: 

Correct 
action or 

Incorrectly 
pulled number 

Failed to control 
aircraft and flew 

Did not correct 
emergency but 

acceptable 
variation 

one fire control 
handle below two 

into ground 
(crashed) 

successfully 
flew aircraft 

engine Vmca 
(crashed) 

36 44 14 6 

Total surviving 42 (includes those who did nothing but fly the 
aircraft) 

Total crashed 58 

Needless to say, this study prompted several immediate changes in 
hardware, training programs, aircrew procedures and evaluations. 

RE-CREATION OF ACCIDENT SEQUENCES 

Re-creation of accidents through use of a flight simulator can yield 
a good deal of data to either prove or disprove theories. Factors such as 
aircraft performance, time relationships and track over the ground are some 
of the things that can be placed in proper and singular perspective for 
careful evaluation. 

Known data inputs contribute greatly to the accuracy of this technique. 
The investigator, technical flight simulator personnel and flight crew, 
together, should carefully review all known facts about the flight. 
Suspected conditions should be cautiously screened as objectives to be 
proven or disproven during the simulated flight. Some system of 
observing and recording conditions during the simulated fli~ht 

should be agreed upon. Data sources that can provide known facts include 
such things as: known cockpit switch positions and instrument readings, 
known meteorological conditions, flight data recorder information, aircraft 
integrated data (AID) recorder information, air traffic control recorded 
voice information and more recently the recorded computer data from the NAS 
stage A and ARTS III systems within the U.S •• Sources that can provide 
suspected data inputs include such things as: witness statements, aircraft 
maintenance records and interviews. with other crew members. 

Once the data have been assembled the accident aircraft flight profile 
can be flown to recreate the accident conditions. The value of a flight 
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simulator for this is greater accuracy, the ability to repeat or"freeze" 
any conditions for detailed study, and the ability to record all conditions, 
both photographically and electronically, 

.This type of investigation has frequently exonerated aircrews who 
were unjustly charged with responsibility for the accident, Certainly 
we can gain valuable data on such things as wake turbulance and wind shear 
limitations and pilot capabilities through use of a flight simulator, 

During a night touch and go landing practice a C-141 became 
airborne prematurely. Both pilots applied forward pressure to the yoke, 
however the aircraft continued to rotate to approximately 40 degrees of 
pitch, The third pilot, occupying the flight examiners seat, called 
"Runaway pitch trim, depressurize number two hydraulic system". The 
engineer did this then went forward to assist the instructor pilot in 
applying forward yoke pressure. As the airspeed bled off past 80 knots the 
instructor pilot rolled into a 70 degree bank to avoid a stall. He 
attempted to keep the aircraft in a corkscrewing climbing turn to maintain 
control. Both pilots had depressed their pitch trim disconnect buttons 
but didn't dare take a hand off the yoke to manually retrim the aircraft. 
The non-flying pilot correctly analyzed the situation, re-engaged the 
electrical trim and trimmed the aircraft back to a co~trollable attitude. 
The flight data recorder indicated 920 degrees of turn and a climb of 8,500 
feet in one minute and fifty seconds. 

(Note: With the flaps beyond the approach position, 12 degrees of 
nose up pitch trim is available. Full elevator deflection can 
only counteract four degrees of pitch trim. Additionally, 
through the artificial feel system, 57 pounds of forward 
pressure on the yoke yields maximum elevator deflection.) 

Since the runaway condition occured during the ground roll the crew 
had no pitch up warning until almost full trim was applied. This almost 
uncontrollable condition, with a full twelve degrees of horizontal 
stabilizer deflection, dictated a full and formal investigation. 

, 

The investigators were charged with first determining and correcting 
the cause of the malfunction and secondly verifying the published emergency 
procedures. 

By design, the pitch trim system is fail safe; that is, a single 
failure must not cause system failure. With this in mind investigators 
started an exhaustive evaluation of all components. After two weeks not 
a single failed component or out-of-adjustment condition was found. At 
least two malfunctions would. be required to cause a runaway condition. The 
hydraulic, electrical and mechanical investigation sUb-groups issued a 
statement, that in their opinion, the most probable cause of the mishap 
was a pilot inadvertantly holding the pitch trim thumb switches on the 
yoke during the ground roll~ The operations group was furious and the 
investigative effort started to break down. 

An exhaustive flight simulator program was developed to simulate 
all conceivable failure combinations to verify the thoroughness of the 
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investigation and to point out any overlooked area. This program, together 
with the aircraft findings, eliminated approximately 70 percent of the 
possible cause factors. The manual hydraulic pitch trim system anQ the 
hydraulic portion of the electro-hydraulic system were ruled out. The 
electric portion of the electro-hydraulic system and the pure electric 
system were to be investigated further. A simultaneous double electrical 
control input fault was a prime suspect. 

The cause was finally attributed to a misrouted wire bundle which 
was chafing on a bolt and grounding the copilot's trim switch. This, in 
combination with a metal drill chip in an autopilot cannon plug, allowed a 
hydraulic solenoid to become powered. In both cases electrical contact 
was only made during airframe vibration, such as experienced during a 
high speed taxi or take off run. This condition always resulted in a 
nose up runaway pitch trim condition. 

The second charge of the investigators was verification of pub
lished emergency procedures. Ten crews who were only vaguely familiar 
with the occurrence were given the emergency in the flight ~imulator. It 
is significant that all crashed. The problem was clearly one of rapid 
identification of the runaway condition. An improved pitch trim indicating 
system resulted. Next, based on data obtained in the earlier simulator 
investigation, three wiring changes were made in the disconnect circuit. 
Use of the manual hydraulic pitch trim handle was found to be more effec
tive than system depressurization in overcoming a hydraulic runaway. A 
procedural change resulted. Lastly, wide publication of the incident and 
the flight simulator experience have produced a more knowledgeable air
crew force that can cope with the problem almost 100 percent of the time. 

EXPLORATORY RESEARCH 

The area of exploratory research is unique and somewhat questionable. 
It involves taking known performance parameters and then projecting the 
curves into areas where no data is available. This type of research is 
desireable for conditions which are so rare that no actual data are 
available or conditions which appear to be too dangerous to duplicate in 
flight tests. Turbulence involving extremely high horizontal gust velo
cities or shear forces is a good example. Pilot capabilities as well as 
aircraft performance can be evaluated. 

Earlier this year a C-5 made a high speed crash landing near Saigon. 
The aircraft had experienced a massive structural failure of the aft 
cargo loading door complex. Secondary damage severed all empennage flight 
control cables, hydraulic lines and electrical bundles. The horizontal 
stabilizer pitch control surfaces were fixed at the 257 knot, zero trim, 
position. The pilot had aileron control but pitch attitude could only be 
controlled by power and bank. When the pitch attitude got too high the 
pilot could bank and let the nose drop below the horizon. When the pitch 
angle got too low he could only level the wings and apply power. Within 
250 to 270 knots the aircraft was fairly stable. After returning to the 
airport vicinity the landing gear was lowered at ten thousand feet. A 
gradual descending turn to final approach was started. About half way 
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through the turn the nose started to drop so the pilot rolled the wings 
level and applied power. Realizing that only airspeed could arrest the 
descent he continued with the engines set at maximum power until the 
aircraft began to level. A few feet off the ground the pilot realized 
this may be the best approach he could make and idled the engines. At 
this point the aircraft was almost perfectly level. Both aft main landing 
gear made a two inch cut in a rice paddy dike and the next contact was 
three hundred and fifty yards later. Airspeed was two hundred and sixty 
knots. 

Following this accident, persons, at the very highest level, specu
lated that some combination of secondary flight controls could have been 
used to control the aircraft and reduce the trimmed airspeed to provide 
a slower and more controlled touch down. Ramifications of such specula
tions are obvious. Intense natiorial interest required that all possibi
lities be quickly and thoroughly evaluated and the speculation either 
proved or disproved. Prudence dictated that another 50 million dollar 
aircraft should not be used for such dangerous experimentation as simul
taneously deactivating all rudder, elevator, pitch trim and auto stabi
lization systems. The fl~ght simulator was the ideal tool. 

To accomplish the tests highly qualified flight crews were selected 
and thoroughly briefed on the accident and the test parameters. In four 
hour shifts, they worked the flight simulator ~orsixty-eight continuous 
hours, experimenting and recording various combinations of power, landing 
gear, flaps, slats, spoilers, thrust reversers and lift distribution control 
system configurations. They succeeded only in verifying that the accident 
pilot used the only possible technique to control the aircraft. Addition
ally, no flight simulator crew was able to approximate a level touch down 
attitude at ground level, as the accident pilot did, irregardless of 
proximity toa runway. 

For his superior airmanship, skill, courage and dedication to his 
passengers during a severe inflight emergency and crash landing the pilot 
was awarded his nations second highest medal, The Air Force Cross. 
Unquestionably, the flight simulator aided in laying to rest any speculation 
about the correctness of the pilot's actions. 

CONCLUSION: 

The complexities of modern aircraft require continuing development 
of proven investigative techniques. The use of the flight simulator as 
an investigative tool is proving effective in promoting aviation safety. 
Basic flight safety research, recreation oT accident sequences and 
exploratory research are three areas where the flight simulator can be 
utilized. 

The flight simulator offers a safe vehicle to evaluate and record 
many man, machine and environment interfaces. Investigators should 
possess a working knowledge of the capabilities and limitations of flight 
simulators and how they can be used to further aviation safety through 
investigation. 
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A WIND SHEAR ACCIDENT AS EVIDENCED BY INFORMATION FROM THE DIGITAL FLIGHT DATA RECORDER 

William G. Laynor, Aerospace Engineer; Carol A. Roberts, Ph. D., Electronics Engineer 

NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD 
BUREAU OF AVIATION SAFETY 
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20594 U.S.A. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Wind shear is recognized as a problem in some accidents involving departing and 

approaching aircraft. Such occurrences have been difficult to prove, however. The 
information recorded by a digital flight data recorder (DFDR) installed in a wide-bodied 
aircraft recently involved in such an accident has provided investigators with data 
:substantiating the fact that a descent through a significant low-altitude wind shear caused 
the aircraft to impact short of the runway. 

The DFDR contained information on 96 parameters. This is an unusually large amount of 
~ecorded information compared with that required by U. S. Federal Aviation Regulations 
(FAR's); it proved a boon to investigators. Much was learned about the circumstances of 
this accident and about the insidiousness of the wind-shear phenomenon in general. 

The Air Line Pilots Association in a letter to NTSB Chairman John H. Reed 1/ stated, 
"We believe the Board has conducted a most commendable investigation. Through the use of 
the sophisticated flight recorder information, this is the first time wind shear has been 
proven to have a primary factor /sic7 in the causation of an accident. While we suspect 
that several other accidents in the-past have been caused by wind shear, the older flight 
recorders simply did not have the capability to make this determination. As a result of 
this investigation, we are confident that the Board will exert more emphasis on the subject 
of wind shear to prevent future accidents." 

Because the National Transportation Safety Board is currently investigating another 
wind-shear related accident in which over 100 persons lost their lives, the authors believe 
that the wind-shear phenomenon is of major interest to pilots, investigators, and all other 
safety-conscious pemple. 

II. THE PHENOMENON 
1\. An Analogy 

Wind shear, a term which has become quite familiar in connection with the cause of some 
recent aircraft accidents, is simply an abrupt change in the direction or velocity of the 
relative wind flowing across the aerodynamic surfaces of the aircraft. While a change in 
the relative wind vector is effected by the pilot each time that he makes thrust or pitch 
attitude changes, in the case of wind shear the change is effected by a change in the 
environment through which the aircraft is flying. The passage of an aircraft through a 
frontal system wherein the adjoining air masses are moving in different directions is 
probably the most classical type of wind shear encounter; however, the combination of 
vertical currents and variable horizontal flow in the vicinity of isolated thunderstorms 
can also present rapid change to the aircraft's relative wind. 

How does the rapid change in relative wind affect the aircraft during flight? The 
effect of vertical currents is reasonably apparent; neglecting an analysis of longitudinal 
stability, a vertical wind will have a nearly direct effect on the vertical velocity of the 
aircraft. The effect of an abrupt change in the horizontal or headwind component is a bit 
less obvious. A good analogy to illustrate this condition is given by J. A. Tannenbaum_~/, 
a staff reporter of the Wall Street Journal. He compares the flight of the airplane with 
the movement of a man running from the front to the back of a moving train, where the train 
is analogous to the wind. So long as the train moves at a constant velocity, the man has 
no trouble running at an even pace. If, however, the train brakes suddenly, similar to a 
decreasing headwind, the man finds himself decelerating backwards. Conversely, if the tram 
starts to increase speed, the man will be thrust forward. As soon as the brakes are re leased 
or acceleration stops, the man must exert what energy is necessary to reestablish his 
original pace. Note that there is no reference to the man's speed relative to the ground, 
although, it is obvious that this also changes as the train changes speed. 

Appl~ing.th~s analogy to the aircraft, if the headwind component suddenly increases 
(the tra~n p~ck~ng up speed), the airplane will be thrust forward relative to the wind, i.e. 
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its indicated airspeed will rise. Assuming that the pit~h attitude remains constant, the 
rise in airspeed will cause an increase in the total lilt being developed, thereby producing 
an incremental positive vertical velocity. If the headwind component suddenly decreases, 
the indicated airspeed will drop and, consequently, lift will be reduced causing a negative 
vertical velocity increment. 

As in the train analogy, when the wind velocity stabilizes at a new fixed va l.ue ,: the 
aircraft must accelerate (or decelerate) to its original indicated airspeed. If the wind
shear encounter occurs while the aircraft is at higher altitudes and operating in the cru~ 

range, the pilot, depending upon the severity of the shear, may not make any power changes, 
but effect only minor attitude changes to maintain his assigned altitude The thrust-drag 
imbalance imposed by the airspeed change will itself produce the positive or negative 
energy necessary for the aircraft to regain its original indicated airspeed, albeit at a 
newly established ground speed. 

If, however, the transition from one airmass to another takes a significant period of 
time, the pilot may detect the apparent acceleration of the aircraft, or more precisely, the 
acceleration of the wind relative to the aircraft, and act to prevent the indicated air~~ 

change by coordinated thrust and pitch-attitude corrections. The pilot will, in effect, 
attempt to reduce the relative acceleration of the wind to zero by creating an offsetting 
thrust-drag increment. Then, when the actual wind velocity stabilizes, the aircraft will 
have thrust-drag imbalance which will cause it to begin deViating from the airspeed which 
the pilot is trying to maintain. As a result, the pilot must, upon exiting the shear, make 
a second thrust correction opposite to the correction made upon entering the shear. 
B. Hazards 

What are the hazards involved in a wind shear encounter? First, the changes in relative 
wind direction and velocity often occ~r as the aircraft changes altitude because of the 
characteristic frontal slope at the junction of two airmasses. The changes in wind near 
the ground may be even more severe than those at higher altitudes because of the effect of 
terrain friction on the flow of air, Second, an aircraft flying in a takeoff climb or 
approach descent environment is often operating with very little speed margin, in a high 
drag configuration, and, in the case of some airplanes, with little excess power available 
for both acceleration and climb. In takeoff and approach situations, a sudden decrease in 
the relative wind across an airfoil, as caused by a wind-shear ~ncounter, can have a 
significant effect on lift and can produce high vertical velocities. It is obvious that, 
at low altitudes, the pilot must act promptly and correctly to maintain flying speed and, 
at the same time, to prevent descent into terrain. 

Perhaps the greatest hazard of a low-altitude wind shear is that it is not anticipated; 
the onset may go unnoticed. The decreasing airspeed and increasing sink rate may develop 
into a nonrecoverable situation before the pilot reacts. There may even be a tendency for 
the pilot to raise the nose and stall the aircraft in a futile attempt to prevent impact 
with the ground. 

The situation created when a pilot is attempting to maintain a given approach speed and 
position on a precision glidepath and localizer course can be even more complicated. 
Consider, for example, an aircraft conducting a precision approach which is initiated with 
a high tailwind component and shears at low altitude to a light headwind. During the early 
phase of such an approach, the higher-than-normal ground speed produced by the stable tail
wind component requires that a higher-than-normal descent rate be maintained to match the 
desired descent profile. Thrust is, therefore, less than that used in the more common no
wind or headwind approach. As the descent continues, the onset of shear is evident by a 
rapid decrease in the tailwind component; this is the same as an increase in headwind. The 
effect is an increase in indicated airspeed, with a corresponding increase in lift which 
causes the aircraft to rise above the glideslope. The pilot is likely to respond by 
reducing thrust and readjusting pitch attitude to increase descent rate and reduce, or at 
least prevent further increase in, the indicated airspeed. As the aircraft reintercepts 
the glideslope and decelerates to the desired approach speed, the pilot must add thrust to 
prevent the "high and fast" condition from developing into a "low and slow" situation. As 
the tailwind component continues to diminish or becomes an increasing headwind, the thrust 
must be continually readjusted to stay on the glideslope. Ideally, the thrust at any 
instant is that required to match the deceleration of the aircraft to the rate of change of 
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:he along-track wind component, while maintaining a descent rate compatible to the 
,nstantaneous ground speed and the glides lope angle. Theoretically, this requires a 
:ontinual increase in thrust. When the aircraft completes its descent through the shear, 
t.e. when the along-track wind component becomes constant, a rapid increase in thrust is
 
leeded to prevent a decrease in indicated airspeed and development of a high sink rate
 
)elow glideslope.
 

The hazard in this type of approach is the continual need for more thrust after the 
initial thrust reduction. The final thrust level will be greater than that required before 
shear entry as a result of the decrease in ground speed. In addition to the thrust and 
~itch-attitude corrections, the pilot may be confronted with lateral control and runway 
alignment problems caused by a changing crosswind component. The ability of the pilot to 
limit deviations from the glideslope and localizer is thus dependent upon his recognition 
of such deviations and his responses with the proper control inputs. The thrust/accelera
tion schedule of the engines and the dynamic responses of the aircraft are also important 
factors. 

When a shear persists to low altitude, the total response of the system becomes critical. 
':l. "Failure to Maintain Flying Speed" 

While the NTSB and most others in the aviation safety business have long recognized the 
role of the wind-shear hazard in accident causation, there have undoubtedly been many 
general aviation accidents (and probably some air carrier accidents) in which a wind shear 
=ncounter occurred and was overlooked in the causal determination process. The reason is 
~bvious; it leaves no tangible evidence that it existed and the effects are difficult to 
analyze. 

Consider, for example, a general aviation aircraft takeoff which terminates when the 
aircraft stalls and impacts the ground. The accident investigator arrives on the scene, 
~robably an uncontrolled airport, 12 to 18 hours after the accident. The weather is good 
Nith calm winds when he arrives. Although the recent passage of a front, or the presence 
)f severe thundershowers, is not likely to go unnoticed, wind aloft information may not be 
available. Ground witnesses are unaware of the wind changes that occurred between the 
3urface and 500 feet. Even the pilot--if he is still alive--is probably puzzled by the 
apparent degradation of airplane performance that occurred during the climbout. 

The cause of the accident is specified as "failure to maintain flying speed." The 
investigator has no evidence upon which to base any other conclusion. 
). Wind Shear and Flight Data Recorders 

In the case of an air carrier accident, the investigator has better tools. More 
~omprehensive meteorological information, which allows an accurate reconstruction of the 
Neather, is likely to be available if the accident occurs in the vicinity of a busy airport. 

The flight data recorder provides potentially useful information, even if only the four 
Jasic U. S. parameters (altitude, airspeed, heading, and vertical acceleration) versus time 
are obtained. If, for example, a rapid change in airspeed is noted simultaneously with a 
:hange in vertical velocity, and if the direction or magnitude of these changes is analyzed 
to be inconsistent with the theoretical performance of the aircraft, the possibilities that 
/:heaircraft passed through a wind-shear condition should be considered. Such changes 
night not be obvious, however, and can be masked by pilot control inputs, thrust, or 
~onfiguration changes. Even if wind shear is suspected, analysis of the severity of the 
situation is difficult with no additional information. 

Certainly one advantage of the digital flight data recorder 3/ now installed on the 
wide-bodied aircraft is the additional capability to record para;eters not heretofore 
monitored. U. S. Federal Aviation Regulations require that, in addition to the four basic 
parameters, pilot control inputs (three axes) or control surface positions be recorded, as 
well as pitch and roll angles, and thrust. Other parameters are also required; see 
~ppendix A. The advantage of having the additional parameters is that pilot inputs can be 
separated from the effects of the wind shear on the aircraft. 

The investigator now has the capability to accurately reconstruct the accident situation 
TIL THE ACCIDENT 

The full value of the additional parameters recorded by the DFDR was made evident 
during the investigation of the accident which involved an Iberia Air Lines DC-10 at the 
Boston Logan International Airport in December, 1973. ~/ 
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A.	 Accident Summary 
The aircraft was making an Instrument Landing System (11S) approach to runway 33 when 

it struck an approach light stanchion about 500 feet short of the runway threshold. The 
initial impact caused damage to major parts of the aircraft structure, but it remained 
airborne until impact with the runway surface. The airplane broke in two upon impact. 
Fortunately, the 14 crewmembers and all 153 passengers survived the accident and evacuated 
the	 aircraft successfully. The weather in the airport area was characterized by low 
ceilings, rain, and fog with visibilities ranging from 3/4 mile to 2 miles. 

According to the flightcrew, the approach was conducted using the autopilot coupler 
with the autothrottle system controlling thrust until the aircraft descended below 200 
feet. The approach lights were to the right of the aircraft when acquired visually by the 
crew at about 200 feet. The captain was attempting to align the aircraft with the runway 
when the crew recognized that they were sinking below a safe descent path. They reacted to 
the	 situation by applying thrust and pitch corrections but failed to stop the descent in 
sufficient time to prevent impact. 

The meteorological data obtained after the accident disclosed that the winds aloft in 
the Boston vicinity, recorded at altitudes above 1,000 feet, were generally from the south 
at approximately 40 knots. The surface wind measured at Logan was from a westerly 
direction at 9 knots. These winds would have produced a tailwind component at altitude, 
and a nearly zero, or slow headwind, component upon landing. Hence, a wind shear was 
suspected as having had a causal role in the accident. 
B.	 The DFDR 

The aircraft was equipped with a recording system that included a Teledyne flight data 
acquisition unit and a Sundstrand DFDR. This system monitored all U. S. required param~ 

plus many others. Among these were radio altimeters, localizer and glideslope deviation, 
middle and outer marker passage, landing gear lever position, autopilot mode, and fuel flow. 
The full list of the 96 parameters recorded as a function of time is given in Appendix B. 

The magnetic tape from the recorder was processed to retrieve the data. A printout of 
pertinent portions of the tape in engineering units was generated. The information proved 
invaluable in determining the probable cause of the accident. 

These data indicated that, as the aircraft neared the outer marker, it was configured 
for landing with the gear down and flaps extended to 500. The aircraft was established on 
the glideslope and localizer centerlines when it passed the outer marker. The radio and 
pressure altimeter altitudes corresponded, within recording tolerances, to the published 
glideslope crossing altitude of 1,457 feet m.s.l. The aircraft's magnetic heading was 3l8~ 

or 11 0 left of the published localizer heading. The computed (indicated) airspeed was 148 
knots. 

After passing the outer marker, the aircraft remained on the localizer and glideslope 
centerlines for 62 seconds while descending to 500 feet m.s.l. During this period of time, 
the rate of descent averaged 911 feet per minute (f.p.m.). 

As the descent continued below 500 feet m.s.l., a gradually increasing deviation to the 
left of the localizer centerline began. At the same time, the aircraft rose slightly above 
the glideslope, the airspeed increased 4 to 6 knots, and both the pitch attitude and thrust 
decreased. The recorded values for longitudinal acceleration were negative. 

The aircraft passed the middle marker left of the localizer course about 110 feet. The 
glideslope deviation indicated that the aircraft was about 3 feet below the glides lope. 
The pitch attitude, airspeed, and heading were 0.9 0 a.n.u., 153 knots, and 329 0, respective
ly. The thrust settings were about 56 percent Nl. 

The autopilot command mode was disengaged within 3 seconds after the aircraft passed 
the middle marker. Thrust settings at that time were 54 percent Nl, approximately, on 
engines Nos. 1 and 3 and 48.5 percent on engine No.2. A trailing-edge-down elevator pulse 
was recorded coincidentially with autopilot disengagement. The aircraft's pitch attitude 
was 00. Within 3 seconds after autopilot disengagement, an aircraft nose-up pitch change 
began; 3 seconds later the thrust settings began to increase. 

Nine seconds after the autopilot was disconnected, the pitch attitude was 5.40 a.n.u., 
and the thrust was increasing through 77 percent Nl. At that time, step increases in both 
the vertical and longitudinal acceleration traces were recorded. During that 9-second 
period, the aircraft's rate of descent averaged 1,060 f.p.m. The discrete signal which 
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Lndicates that the landing gear are extended was interrupted 12 seconds after the autopilot 
Nas disconnected. This interruption was attributed to impact with the runway surface. 
~. Wind Calculations 

The data recorded on the DFDR were analyzed using various methods to determine the wind 
acting upon the aircraft during the final approach. 

The first method consisted of comparing a no-wind plot of aircraft position with a plot 
~f its apparent position relative to the runway. The no-wind position was derived from 
altitude, airspeed, and heading data. The apparent position relative to the runway was 
ierived from altitude, glideslope deviation, and localizer deviation data. The distance of 
the aircraft at a particular DFDR time was determined by aligning the aircraft position 
~ith the position along the glideslope at which glideslope elevation plus or minus the 
recorded glideslope deviation equalled the aircraft's recorded altitude. The position was 
pffset laterally from the localizer centerline by the distance calculated from the recorded 
localizer deviation. 

The no-wind plot was correlated to the apparent position plot by fixing the aircraft 
~ver the outer marker at the DFDR time that outer marker passage was recorded. The wind 
gas then computed by measuring the distance between the position of the aircraft on the no
Jind plot and the actual position at uniform time intervals during the descent. 

The Douglas Company employed a second method of calculating the winds. This method 
~onsisted of analyzing the theoretical performance of the DC-lO aircraft and the flightpath 
)f the accident aircraft as described by the recorded airspeed, altitude, heading, and body 
icceleration data. The pilot's control inputs, aircraft attitude, thrust, and configuratim 
~ere determined from the DFDR and compared to instantaneous values of vertical, longi
:udinal and lateral acceleration. The differences between theoretical body accelerations 
lnd those evident on the flight recorder were attributed to external forces acting on the 
iircraft, which were in turn equated to changes in wind velocity. Using this method, 
rertical wind components were also determined, but were considered insignificant and were 
lubsequently neglected. 

NASA used a simpler variation of this method, comparing the derivative of indicated 
lirspeed with the measured longitudinal acceleration to determine a time history of the 
lcceleration of the along-track wind component. 

Because of their interest in wind-shear phenomena, and their expertise, the meteoro
.ogical staff of Northwest Airlines were participants in the investigation. Northwest 
,irlines conducted a study of available meteorological data which included the temperature 
;radient that existed at the time of the accident. The wind velocities and the altitude 
.and of the shear condition were estimated from these data. 

Significantly, the winds which were determined by each party, working independently, 
,ere in close agreement. The winds calculated for segments of the approach were smoothed 
lnd interpolated to produce the following: 

1\ltitude (feet m.s.L) Wind Direction (OTrue) Wind Velocity (Kts.) 
Surface 

100 
200 
300 
400 
500 
600 
700 
800 
900 

1,000 

300 
295 
245 
210 
190 
185 
182 
180 
178 
176 
176 

8 
8 

12 
15 
20 
24 
28 
30 
31 
32 
35 

I. Simulator Tests 
Tests were conducted in a McDonnell Douglas DC-lO simulator equipped with a Redifon 

,lectronics, Inc., Visualator System. The simulator was programmed to reproduce the 
'ircraft characteristics, approach, and environmental conditions that existed at the time 
if the aC~ident. The objectives of the simulator tests were to: (1) further evaluate the 
ata obta~ned from the accident aircraft's DFDR, (2) observe the performance of the 
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DC-lO-30 autopilot/approach coupler, and (3) examine the Gynarlllc situation that confronted 
the	 flightcrew of Fhght 933 during the transition from automatic to manual flight. 

The simulator was programmed for the Logan International Airport runway 331 ItS approach, 
i.e. a 30 glideslope having a runway intercept 750 feet from the threshold and an inbound 
localizer course of 330 0 magnetic. Instrumentation provided a continuous record of those 
data parameters which could be directly compared with the data recorded on the accident ai~ 

craft DFDR. The visual system was used to reproduce a daylight 4,000 - foot runway visual 
range condition. 

A total of 58 simulated approaches were flown during the test period; 49 of these were 
flown by qualified DC-lO captains. A total of 48 simulated approaches were conducted with 
autopilot in ILS mode and autothrottle in the speed mode to an altitude of 200ft. or below. 
All	 of these approaches were initiated with the aircraft established on the localizer 
centerline outside of the outer marker at an altitude of 1,500 feet approximately. An IAS 
of 145 knots was selected on the autothrottle system speed command. During most approaches, 
the	 pilot was instructed to disengage the autopilot after passing through 200 feet and 
induce specific actions, either separate or simultaneous pitch attitude and thrust changes. 

The	 instrumentation data were examined following the intial test approaches to deter
mine similarity with data recorded by the DFDR during the accident approach. It was 
evident that minor changes in the programmed winds aloft data caused variations in the 
recorded pitch attitude, airspeed, and thrust traces during that portion of the approach 
flown on autopilot. The winds were modified where necessary to cause the simulator data to 
exhibit characteristics more consistent with those evident for the accident approach. 

With the wind entered into the simulation, the average rate of descent from the outer 
marker to an altitude of 400 feet was 840 f.p.m. 'The rate of descent decreased to 780f.~m. 
as the aircraft neared 200 feet. When the autopilot was disengaged at 200 feet, the exist 
ing	 pitch attitude and thrust conditions, if not altered, produced an increase in the rate 
of descent to 1,170 f.p.m. within 7 seconds. If a substantial pitch attitude increase was 
not	 initiated within 6 seconds after disengagement, the aircraft descended to runway 
elevation, prior to reaching the threshold, in approximately 9 seconds. The pilots were 
unable to recover from the higher descent rate by adding thrust alone. When left engaged 
after passing 200 feet, the autopilot made pitch and thrust corrections that resulted in a 
no-flare wheel contact with the runway 130 feet from the threshold. 

Each of the DC-IO qualified pilots conducted two or three approaches wherein the 
transition from automatic flight control and instrument references to manual flight control 
and	 visual references was made between 180 and 160 feet above the runway elevation. All 
were successful in landing on the runway; however, on several approaches, the wheel clear
ance above an imaginary approach light 250 feet from the threshold was 10 feet or less. On 
most of the approaches, the pilots applied elevator control inputs within 4 seconds after 
autopilot disengagement to increase the aircraft's pitch attitude to about 60 a.n.u., 
within 10 seconds. All of the pilots had observed the initial tests and were aware of the 
action required to prevent a high rate of descent from developing following autopilot 
disengagement. 

The pilots generally agreed that the runway picture observed from 200 feet was neither 
alarming nor compelling with regard to the initiation of a missed approach procedure. 
Several pilots acknowledged the subtle nature of the increased rate of descent that 
followed autopilot disengagement. Also, they commented on the difficulty in judging the 
pitch attitude and descent profile from the visual cues available with the programmed, 4,00~ 

foot runway visual range. 
E.	 Probable Cause 

The National Transportation Safety Board determined that the probable cause of this 
accident was that the captain did not recognize, and may have been unable to recognize, 
an increased rate of descent in time to arrest it before the aircraft struck the 
approach light piers. The increased rate of descent was induced by an encounter with 
a low-altitude wind shear at a critical point in the landing approach where he was 
transitioning from automatic flight control under instrument flight conditions to 
manual flight control with visual references. The captain's ability to detect and 
arrest the i~creased rate of,descent was adversely affected by a lack of information 
a~ ~o the ex~stence of the w~nd shear and the marginal visual cues available. The 
m~n~mal DC-IO wheel clearance above the approach lights and the runway threshold 
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afforded by the ILS glideslope made the response time critical an~ under the circumstances, 
produced a situation wherein a pilot's ability to make a safe landing was greatly 
diminished. 

IV.	 SUMMARY--RECOMMENDATIONS 
As a direct result of the information obtained from the flight data recorder, the 

National Transportation Safety Board was able to determine, with a high degree of con
fidence, the wind-shear environment which the aircraft encountered during the approach. 
This determination made it possible to simulate the situation and demonstrate the extent 
to which wind shear and low visibility affected the ability of the flightcrew to complete 
a safe approach and landing. 

The safety Board made several recommendations 51 to the Federal Aviation Administration 
following this investigation. Among these were actions designed to reduce the time 
required for a pilot to react correctly to a wind-shear encounter: 
1.	 Issue an Advisory Circular which describes the wind shear phenomenon, highlights the 

necessity for prompt pilot recognition and proper piloting techniques to prevent short 
or long landings, and emphasizes the need to be constantly aware of the aircraft's rate 
of descent, attitude and thrust during approaches using autopilotlautothrottle systems. 

2.	 Modify initial and recurrent pilot training programs and tests to include a demonstra
tion of the applicant's knowledge of wind shear and its effect on an aircraft's flight 
profile, and of proper piloting techniques necessary to counter such effects. 

3.	 Develop a system whereby wind shear information developed from meteorological measure
ments or pilot reports will be provided to the pilots of arriving and departing air 
craft. 
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APPENDIX A 

AIRCRAFT FLIGHT	 RECORDER SPECIFICATIONS AS DEFINED IN FAR PART 121, APPENDIX B 
(AMENDMENT 121-66, EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 18, 1970) 

Recording inter
Information Range Accuracy, mlnlmum (re val, maximum 

corder and readout) (seconds) 

Time ------------------------------- ~.125% per hour, except 
accuracy need not exceed 
+4 seconds. 

Altitude ----------- -1,000 ft. tlOO to T700 ft. (see 
to max. Table I TSO-C5la; FAR 
certificated §37.l50). 
altitude of 
aircraft 

Airspeed ----------- 100 to 450 tlO knots at room temp. 
KIAS or 100 t12 knots at low temp. 
KIAS to (see Table III, TSO-C5la; 
1. VD which FAR §37.l50). 
ever is greater 

Vertical Accel- ---- -3g to +6g to.2g stabilized, tlO% 
eration transient (see TSO-C5la). 

Heading ------------ 360 0 

Pitch Attitude ----- T75 0 

Roll Attitude ------ T180 0 +2 0 

Lateral Accel
eration (in 
lieu of side
slip angle). 

"±"1. Og +.05g stabilized 
tlOlo transient 

Sideslip 
Angle (in 
lieu of 
Lateral 
Acceleration). 

+300 +2 0 

Radio Trans
mitter Keying 

On - Off 
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60. 

1. 

1. 

0.25 (or 1 sec. in 
which tpeaks are 
recorded). 

1. 

1. 

1. 

0.25 (or 1 sec. in 
which + peaks are 
recorded). 

0.5. 

1. 



APPENDIX A 

Recording inter
Information Range Accuracy, ffilnlffium (re val, maximum 

corder and 'readout) (seconds) 

Pitch Trim 
Position 

Control 
Column or 
Pitch Control 
Surface 
Position 

Control Wheel 
or Lateral 
Control Sur
face Position 

Rudder Pedal 
or Yaw Control 
Surface Position 

Thrust of Each 
Engine 

Position of 
Each Thrust 
Reverser 

Trailing 
Edge Flap or 
Ceckp i.t Flap 
Control 
POsition 

~ading Edge 
Ftl:ap or Cock
pli!.t Flap Con
trol Position 

Angle of 
Attack (If 
rrecorded 
di>:rectly) 

Full range ~lo or ~5% whichever is 2. 
greater 

Full range +2 0 1. 

Full range 1. 

Full range 0.5. 

Full range 4. 
forward 

Stowed and 4. 
Full Reverse 

Full range +3° 2. 
(or each dis
crete position) 

Each discrete 2. 
pos.ition 

_20 0 to +40 0 0.5 
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APPENDIX B 

SUMMARY OF DFDR DATA 

TYPE 
PARAMETER SOURCE SIGNAL RANGE SAMPLIN; RATE 

(Seconds) 

1. 
2. 

Radio Altimeter 
Radio Altimeter 

- Coarse 
- Fine 

Radio Altimeter RT's 
Radio Altimeter RT's 

High Level DC 
Low Level DC 

-20 
-20 

to 
to 

2,500 Feet 
230 Feet 

1 Per 
1 Per 2 

3. 
4. 
5. 

Pressure Altitude 
Computed Airspeed 
Mach Number 

Air Data Computer No. 
Air Data Computer No. 
Air Data Computer No. 

2 
2 
2 

Digital 
Digital 
Digital 

-1,000 to 50,000 Feet 
30 to 450 Knots 
0.2 to 1. 0 Mach 

1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 2 

6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Max. Allowable Airspeed 
Total Air Temperature 
Pitch Attitude 
Roll Attitude' 
Magnetic Heading 

Air Data Computer No. 
Air Data Computer No. 
Inertial Nav. System 
Inertial Nav. System 
Compass System 

2 
2 

Digital 
Digital 
Synchro 
Synchro 
Synchro 

175 to 450 Knots 
-99 0 to +500C 
-85 0 (Down) to +850 
-1800 (L) to +1800 
00 to 360 0 

1 Per 2 
1 Per 2 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 

11. Glideslope Deviation 1 ILS Receiver Very Low Level DC J-2 to + 2 Dots 1 Per 
~ 
w 

12. 
13. 

Glideslope Deviation 2 
Localizer Deviation 1 

ILS Receiver 
ILS Receiver 

Very Low Level DC 
Very Low Level DC 

l+ = Fly Down CMD 
- 2 to + 2 Dots 

1 Per 
1 Per 

14. Localizer Deviation 2 ILS Receiver Very Low Level DC {+ = Fly Right CMD 1 Per 
15. GMT (Hours: Minutes) Flight Engr. clock Digital 24 Hour Clock 1 Per 4 
16. Vertical Acceleration Accelerometer Low Level DC -3G to +6G 4 Per 
17. Lateral Acceleration Accelerometer Low Level DC -lG to lG 4 Per 
18. Longitudinal Acceleration Accelerometer Low Level DC -lG to lG 2 Per 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 

Elevator Pos'n - L. Inbd. 
Elevator Pos'n - R. Outbd. 
Rudder Pos'n - Upper 
Rudder Pos'n - Lower 
Aileron LH. Inbd. 
Aileron RH. Outbd. 
Spoiler Pos'n, No.3 R. 

Elev. Actuator Assembly 
Elev. Actuator Assembly 
Rud. Actuator Assembly 
Rud. Actuator Assembly 
Ail. Actuator Assembly 
Ail. Actuator Assembly 
Spoiler Pos'n Transmitter 

AC Ratio No. 
AC Ratio No. 
AC Ratio No. 
AC Ratio No. 
AC Ratio No. 
AC Ratio No. 
Synchro 

2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

-16.5 0 (Down) to +27 0 
-16.5 0 (Down) to +27 0 
-230 (L) to +23 0 (R) 
-230 (L) to +23 0 (R) 
-20.2 0 to +20.20 
-200 to +20 0 

-OO (Retract) to 600 

1 Per 
1 Per 
2 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 

26. 
27. 

Spoiler Pos'n, No.5 L 
Flap - RH. Inbd., No.3 

Spoiler Pos'n Transmitter 
R. Inbd. Transmitter 

Synchro 
Synchro 

{ (Full Extend) 
00 to 500 

1 Per 
1 Per 2 

28. Horiz. Stabilizer (Pitch Trim) Horizontal Stab. Sensor Synchro -150 (Nose Up) to +50 1 Per 2 
29. 
30. 
31. 

Thrust 
Thrust 
Thrust 

(Nl). Engine 1 
(Nl), Engine 2 
(Nl), Engine 3 

Nl 
Nl 
Nl 

Indicator 
Indicator 
Indicator 

Low Level DC 
Low Level DC 
Low Level DC 1

-0% to 125% 
100/0 = 
3432.5 RPM 

1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 

32. 
33. 
34. 

Core 
Core 
Core 

Speed 
Speed 
Speed 

(N2), Engine 
(N2), Engine 
(N2), Engine 

1 
2 
3 

N2 
N2 
N2 

Tachometer 
Tachometer 
Tachometer 

Tachometer 
Tachometer 
Tachometer 1

070 to 120% 
100% = 
9827 RPH 

1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 

35. Power Lever Angle, Engine 1 Pots Installed in Pedestal Pots I d l e 00 1 Per 4 
36. Power Lever Angle, Engine 2 Pots Installed in Pedestal Pots Full Forward +68 0 1 Per 4

{37. Power Lever Angle, Engine 3 Pots Installed in Pedestal Pots Full Reverse -57 0 1 Per 4 



SUMMARY OF DFDR DATA 

TYPE SAMPLING RATE 
PARAMETER SOURCE SIGNAL RANGE (Seconds) 

38. Exhaust Gas Temp., Engine 1 
39. Exhaust Gas Temp., Engine 2 
40. Exhaust Gas Temp., Engine 3 
41. Fuel Flow, Engine 1 
42. Fuel Flow, Engine 2 
43. Fuel Flow, Engine 3 
44. Oil Quantity, Engine 1 
45. Oil Quantity, Engine 2 
46. Oil Quantity, Engine 3 
47. Fan Vibration, Engine 1 
48. Fan Vibration, Engine 2 
49. Fan Vibration, Engine 3 
50. Turbine Vibration, Engine 1 
51. Turbine Vibration, Engine 2 

~ 

~ 

~ 
52. Turbine Vibration, Engine 3 
53. Turbine lnlet Pressure, 1 
54. Turbine Inlet Pressure, 2 
55. Turbine Inlet Pressure, 3 
56. Engine Inlet Pressure 
57. Squat Switch 
58. VHF Keying, Transmitter 1 
59. VHF Keying, Transmitter 2 
60. VHF Keying, Transmitter 3 
61. HF Keying, Transmitter 1 
62. HF Keying, Transmitter 2 

63. Slat L/4A (No. 1) 
64. Slat L/4B (No.2) 
65. Slat L/2A (No~ 3) 
66. Slat L/2B (No.4) 
67. Slat R/4A (No.5) 
68. Slat R/4B (~o. 6) 
69. Thrust Reverser Unlock 1 
70. Thrust Reverser Unlock 2 
71. Thrust Reverser Unlock 3 
72. Thrust Reverser Deployed 1 
73. Thrust Reverser Deployed 2 
74. Thrust Reverser Deployed 3 

Tachometer 
Tachometer 
Tachometer 
DC Ratio 1 
DC Ratio 1 
DC Ratio 1 
Low Level DC 
Low Level DC 
Low Level DC 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Pot 
Low Level DC 
Low Level DC 
Low Level DC 
Low Level DC 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 

Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 
Discrete 

Engine EGT Indicator 
Engine EGT Indicator 
Engine EGT .Indicator 
Fuel Flow Electronics 
Fuel Flow Electronics 
Fuel Flow Electronics 
Oil Quantity Indicator 
Oil Quantity Indicator 
Oil Quantity Indicator 
EVM Signal Conditioner 
EVM Signal Conditioner 
EVM Signal Conditioner 
EVM Signal Conditioner 
EVM Signal Conditioner 
EVM Signal Conditioner 
EPR Unit 
EPR Unit 
EPR Unit 
EPR Unit 
Ground Sensing Relay 
VHF Transceivers 
VHF Transceivers 
VHF Transceivers 
HF Interlock Relay 
HF Interlock Relay 

Proximity Electronics Unit 
Proximity Electronics Unit 
Proximity Electronics Unit 
Proximity Electronics Unit 
Proximity Electronics Unit 
proximity Electronics Unit 
Thrust Reverser Switch 
Thrust Reverser Switch 
Thrust Reverser Switch 
Thrust Reverser Switch 
Thrust Reverser Switch 
Thrust Reverser Switch 

00 to 1,0000c 
00 to 1,0000C 
00 to 1,0000c 
o to 21,876 PPH 
o to 21,876 PPH 
o to 21,876 PPH 
o to 22 Quarts 
o to 22 Quarts 
o to 22 Quarts 
0-100% (100% - 5 IPS) 
0-100% (100% = 5 IPS) 
0-100% (100% = 5 IPS) 
0-100% (100% = 5 IPS) 
0-100% (100% = 5 IPS) 
0-100% (100% = 5 IPS) 
o to 90 PSIA 
o to 90 PSIA 
o to 90 PSIA 
o to 20 PSIA 
o Ground, 1 Airborne 
o Not Keyed 
o Not Keyed 
o Not Keyed 
o Not Keyed 
o Not Keyed 

Retract Transit T/O LND 
0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 1 
0 0 1 1 
1 0 0 1 

a Transit, 1 {Stowed' 
o Transit, 1 or 
o Transit, 1 Deployed 
o Deployed, l{Stowed 
o Deployed, 1 or in 
o Deployed, 1 Transit 

1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 2 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 2 
1 Per 2 
1 Per 2 
1 Per 2 
1 Per 2 
1 Per 2 
2 Per 
1 Per 
2 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 

1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
1 Per 4 
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SUMMARY OF DFDR DATA 

TYPE SAMPLING RATE 
PARAMETER SOURCE SIGNAL RANGE (Seconds) 

75. Outer Marker Marker Beacon Receiver Discrete l~ 2.5V.AC, Oc:1.5V.AC 1 Per 
76. Middle Marker Marker Beacon Receiver Discrete 1>2V.AC,0<:1.5V.AC I Per 
77. Landing Gear Lever Down Proximity Electronics Unit Discrete o Up, I Down I Per 2 
78. Landing Gear Lever Up Proximity Electronics Unit Discrete 1 Up, 0 Down 1 Per 2 
79. Autopilot No. 1 CWS Switch on Alp Controller Discrete o Off, I Engaged I Per 
80. Autopilot No. 1 CMD Switch on Alp Controller Discrete o Off, I Engaged I Per 
81. Autopilot No.2 CWS Switch on Alp Controller Discrete o Off, I Engaged 1 Per 
82. Autopilot No. 2CMD Switch on Alp Controller Discrete o Off, 1 Engaged 1 Per 
83. Anti-ice Eng. 1 (Inlet Valve) Anti-ice Valve Discrete o Open, 1 Closed 1 Per 2 
84. Anti-ice Eng. 2 (Inlet valve) Anti-ice Valve Discrete o Open, 1 Closed 1 Per 2 
85. Anti-ice Eng. 3 (Inlet Valve) Anti-ice Valve Discrete o Open, 1 Closed 1 Per 2 
86. Event Marker Flight Data Entry Panel Discrete 1 Mark 1 Per 
87. Pack Mode Select 1 Mode Select Switch Discrete 1 Off 1 Per 4 

I-' 88. Pack Mode Select 2 I Off I Per 4
--.J 

Mode Select Switch Discrete 
Ln 89. Pack Mode Select 3 Mode Select Switch Discrete 1 Off 1 Per 4 

90. Start Valve 1 Start Valve Light Low Discrete o Open, 1 Closed 1 Per 
91. Start Valve 2 Start Valve Light Low Discrete o Open, 1 Closed 1 Per 
92. Start Valve 3 Start Valve Light Low Discrete o Open, 1 Closed 1 Per 
93. Isolation Valve Switch 1-2 Isolation Valve Switch Discrete o Open, 1 Closed I Per 4 
94. Isolation Valve Switch 1-3 Isolation Valve Switch Discrete o Open, I Closed 1 Per 4 
95. APU Isolation Valve APU Isolation Valve Switch Discrete o Open, 1 Closed 1 Per 4 
96. Wing Anti-ice Valve Wing Anti-ice Valves Discrete o Closed. I Open I Per 4 



CANADIAN CIVIL AVIATION SAFETY INVESTIGATION 
PROCEDURES 

W. M. Howes 

The history of Aviation Safety Investigations in Canada does back a long 
time. Let me take you back 55 years to the year 1920~ when we had a series of accidents 
indicative of some problems of the times. 

Vancouver~ B.C. August 18th, 1920. "The pi l ot , whilst making a 
test flight for his commercial air-pilots certificate, made one 
alighting and took off again. At a height of about 1,000 feet the 
machine appeared to be out of control and at the same time the pilot 
fell out. The machine then glided slowly on her back and crashed 
into the water. The Court of Enquiry considered that a possible 
cause was the fact that the pilot's scarf, which was later found in 
a badly torn condition, had jammed the pulleys between the passenger 
seats which carried the elevator control wires." 

Lake Onatchiway~ Quebec, August 18, 1920. "The machine got out of 
control at a height of 1,000 feet shortly after takeoff, due to the 
chain having come off the sprocket of the incidence gear wheel. 
The pilot lost control while trying to replace the chain in it's 
sprocket. " 

Shawvi 11 e, Quebec ~ September 22nd ~ 1920. "The pil ot los t control 
of the machine at about 1500 feet. The machine went into a spinning 
dive and crashed. The opinion of the Court of Enquiry was that the 
accident was caused by the control column being jammed during 
flight." 

I like to think that life was fairly simple in thos~ days. D~t p~haps 
it was not. If such a series of accidents had occurred today. "it would give our 
system a real work-out. In 1920~ there were 9 accidents reported and investigated 
by "Courts of Inquiry". Today in 1975~ we maintain an Aviation Safety Investigation 
and accident prevention organization that investigates 750 accidents per Year plus a 
considerable number of incidents. We maintain six investigation centres across the 
country~ and a Headquarters in Ottawa concerned with functional control~ investigation
standards tratninq , analys i s , research and the generation of safety proposals. Tfris' 
central offi ce also provides a nucleus of special ists whose concern is the inves t.i qa
tion of major accidents. In all ~ there are approximately 50 field investigators on 
staff. 

Our investigators all have an extensive aviation background in opera
tional ~ technical or engineering fields and participate in a continuing education 
program to update and maintain their skills. Fully 10% of our operating budget is 
dedicated to the training program. A new investigator~ after a period of field 
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indoctrination. is sent to an ICAO recommended course. either to the University of
 
Southern California or to the Institute of Aviation Safety. the Royal Institute of
 
Technology. Stockholm. Sweden. In addition. all our investigators attend a course
 
in Crash Survival. at Arizona State University. We also have our own facilities and
 
personnel for specialized investigation training including witness interviewing tech

niques. This training makes extensive use of closed circuit television and role
 
playing. with magnetically recorded video tapes.
 

Our investigations are supported by a central technical laboratory with 
very modern facilities and. on request by the facilities of the National Research 
Council. Aeromedical specialists of the Department of Health and Welfare work closely 
with our investigators in every region and attend all fatal accidents. In addition 
to physiological studies. which include autopsies on all crew-members and lactate 
measurements. they also supply us with their professional views on human factors 
aspects of accidents and maintain a sophisticated computer program dedicated to accident 
prevention and research from the aeromedical point of view. 

General Aviation Accidents 

General aviation accidents are investigated by teams from our field offices. Investiga
tors have government aircraft available when needed and have authority to charter 
commercial aircraft to reach remote areas. Investigation and reporting procedures 
are standardized to a high degree aided by an annual conference to discuss problems and 
new techniques. Our most northerly accident investigation was at Ice Island T-3. 
three hundred miles from the North Pole. We also participate in investigations in other 
countries under the terms of the I.C.A.O. agreement. and have done investigations for 
other countries. particularly French speaking countries of Africa. 

Major Acci dents 

Accidents designated as major are handled by specialists from Ottawa and from the 
regional offices. As is done in other countries. a group system is used which allows 
flexibility and the incorporation of expertise from other organizations. We have a 
pre-arranged "Planned Investigation Program" (PIP) which is an adaptation of the 
PERT critical path organization approach coupled with a comprehensive check list for 
each group and for the investigator-in-charge. These lists are in the form of a booklet 
and have a great steadying effect during the first few hectic days of a major investiga
tion. 

Participation in an Investigation 

The parti ci pati on by persons other than our investi gators is pernrlssebl e only when 
those persons have a clearly contributory role. This provision is necessary to preserve
the objectivity of an investigation and to protect the rights of individuals involved in 
the accident. The investigator-in-charge has full authority to control participation.
to define the scope of the assigned job and to ensure a clear understanding that par
ticipation is conditional on strict adherence to the tenns of reference. 

In practice. the airline involved usually designates specialists. and we obtain assist 
ance from the manufacturers or from wherever necessary to handle a particular problem. 
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We invariably ask the Canadian Air Line Pilots Association to provide one or more 
pilots qualified on the type of aircraft involved and the Association has always 
responded willingly. Our experience has been that these experts and their organiza
tions have always behaved in a thoroughly objective and professional manner. Par
ticipants are free to pass essential safety information back to their par.ent organiza
tions but are expected to avoid making public statements. 

Provincial and local authorities have statutory and other responsibilities and their 
work is permitted to the greatest extent possible consistent with the requirements 
of the investigation. Advance arrangements are made to minimize conflicts of 
jurisdiction. 

We recognize the legitimate interest of other persons such as concerned citizens, 
damage claimants, representatives of trade or employee organizations, legal counsels, 
etc. Unfortunately we cannot accommodate these persons during the investigation but 
we assure them that factual information will be released as soon as possible and 
remind them that full control of participation ensures an efficient and objective 
investigation and early accident prevention results. In special circumstances 
observer status may be granted through our Headquarters, but the field investigators 
do not have this authority. 

Release of Information 

Essenti a1 safety' information is' transmi. tted to the appropri:ate. orqeniz at ions witflout 
delay. Each major investigation has a public affairs officer assigned to it whose duty 
is to provide correct factual information to the press and other interested parties 
during the course of the investigation. We do not release witness statements, 
records, documents, transcripts of electronic or mecnantcal recordi:ngs or any otEter 
evidence which migFtt tnfringe the r i qhts of an Indtvtdual . It is our policy to make 
copies of most material for purposes of the investigation, and return the originals 
to the owners. 

We are particularly anxious to protect information from cock-pi tvo i ce recorders and 
fl i ght data recorders from improper use. Thaasstqnment of lil arne of l iab.t l Ity pl ays: 
no part in our work. In the case of a public tnqutry however, the judicial authority 
can deci.de how to di spose of evidence. 

We are aware that our policy differs from that of some other countries that have full 
disclosure of information. Things may change in Canada but basically we feel the 
view that the rights of the individual to privacy and the need for unobstructed 
aviation safety action are paramount will prevail. We recognize the need and right 
of individuals and organizations to factual information. We release such material 
as soon as the urgency of the investigation permits. 

Public reports are issued on all aircraft accidents. Most reports are in the form of. 
a brief synopsis. Selected reports are published in more detail. These are accidents 
involving fatalities, air carriers, technical failures, special safety interest, wide 
public interest, or on special request from our regional offices. We follow I.C.A.D. 
procedures for reporting on major accidents. 
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Electronic Data Processing and Analysis 

This organization has used electronic data processing for factual accident information 
since 1 January 1970. We use a federal government IBM 360 computer. We have strength
ened our library of data by incorporating the total experience of the U.S.A., Australia 
and New Zealand going back to 1965. This produces the recorded experience of approx
imately 45,000 accidents. In addition we are now storing aeromedical information 
and crashworthiness information. 

Two years ago we added data from a new development SPAN, a procedure intended to acrrieve 
a complete analysis of each accident and to store the resultant "judgmental" data for 
research and accident prevention purposes. This approach takes the view that the pilot 
is also a victim of the accident and that the various aviation systems involved per
formed imperfectly to create a set of circumstances that were too much for him to over
come. 

"SPAN" SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS NETWORK 

"SPAN" is a computer related analysis technique intended to accorrmodate either "accidents" 
or "incidents" and to provide the most direct route between investigation and prevention. 
With this system combined with the present factual data being stored in our computer, 
practically all of the information provided by investigators in the field is put to use 
rather than just part of it. "SPAN" is an i nvesti gati on tool, an acci dent preventi on 
research tool, and a management information system. 

The essence of "i nformati on" - as opposed to data is that i nformati on is data that has 
been evaluated for a particular purpose. Our purpose is accident prevention. 

The "SPAN" approach recognizes that the responsibility of the Minister of Transport is 
for the safe and orderly development of aviation in Canada. This responsibility is 
administered through the Ministry, which in turn has developed a number of systems 
to achieve the aim. The overall authority is clearly defined in the Aeronautics Act 
and other legislation. The systems to which reference has been made are supported in 
regulations or standards. 

Each system has its reflection in tne air carriers tn what ts, tneffect, delegated 
responsibility. Each system also has its feedhack devices. TheTnput to a system "is 
at the Ministry of Transport; and output is visilile in the safety- of aviation services 
offered by the carrier. 

Seven basic systems have been identified: 

(1) Personnel competency 

(2) Airworthiness engineering 

(3) Air Traffic Control 

(4) Aviation Safety Management 
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(5) Air Navigation Services (Airports/Weather/Telecom) 

(6) Regulations 

(7) Air Carrier Certification 

Each of these systems is reviewed with respect to a particular occurrence as to its per
formance in the following: 

Standards 

Communication of Standards 

Compliance with Standards 

Monitoring 

Feedback of Information 

Enforcement 

The performance of individuals, carriers, and the MOT is examined in great detail as 
specified in a "code book" and then entered in a computer file. This information is 
de-identified and is not intended for release to the public. It will be available 
for safety and accident investigation/prevention research purposes. 

All accident and incident reports received from the Regions are now analysed by the 
"SPAN" technique. A copy of each analysis sheet is mailed back to the original in
vestigator. No comments are required unless there is disagreement with the analysis. 
Entries are made into the computer file every three months. Errors can easily be 
corrected before entry, and if considered serious, can be corrected after entry into 
the computer. "Software" has been developed for routine studies and for plain language 
pri ntouts. 

This systems approach to analysis and storage of the operational aspects of accidents 
and incidents is, as far as we know, not used by other countries. A more detailed 
explanation of the "SPAN" process and information about the "code book" and the pro
cedure for gaining access to information stored in the computer is available. 

Research Capability 

This variety of recorded data and judgmental information gives us great research cap
ability as the following diagram illustrates. 
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"Software" has been developed and routine print-outs are provided to each regional office 
and to other divisions of our civil aeronautics system. A complete computer record is 
kept of all preventive proposals and subsequent action. We have also found it possible 
to use the computer as an aid to investigation of accidents and incidents. For example, 
it will provide a record of factors involved in similar previous occurrences which 
makes a "check-list" for an investigation. 

To sum up, the Safety Investigations Division of Ute Bureau of Avtat i on Safety, Ministry 
of Transport is attempting to contribute to the development of air transportation through 
intelligent application of modern investigative and research techniques. 
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